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I. INTRODUCTION AND BASIC PROPERTIESWe shall look back on this decade as a golden age for cosmic background radiation research, with signals unveiledby very high precision spectrum and angular anisotropy experiments revealing much about how structure arose inthe Hubble patch in which we live. Although the theory was reasonably well developed before the observation ofanisotropy, much new work on all aspects of CMB theory and phenomenology has occurred, to better place thenew experimentation in a cosmological framework. Sample lecture notes and reviews giving earlier snapshots of thestate of the art in theory are [1{5,7,6]. Peebles' book [8] covers some of the theoretical ground, the White et al.[7] Annual Review article gives a shorter overview and extensive references, while Partridge [9] covers experimentaltechniques. [10] gives a recent overview of cosmology and how the CMB �ts in. These lectures will be about equallydivided among: the spectrum and what the remarkable lack of distortion tells us (section II, III); the observationsand phenomenology of anisotropies (section II); primary and secondary sources of anisotropy (section V); the coupledEinstein{Boltzmann equations which describe the development of primary anisotropies (section VI), including a setof Appendices providing much more detail about these equations and their solution; how the CMB results connectwith large scale structure results (section VII). Emphasis is on ination-based models of cosmic structure formation.What is not covered here is how topological defect theories of structure formation impact upon the CMB: for cosmicstrings see e.g., [280{282] and for texture defects see e.g., [283{286], and references therein.In section II, I review the status of spectrum observations: although important historic work from the ground, inballoons and in rockets shortward of a centimeter will now be a footnote to FIRAS, ground-based radio telescopes stillcontrol the spectral constraints at the long wavelength end. The long-sustained assault on the mm-wave CMB peakled to one strong distortion after another, each one stimulating a urry of theoretical papers which, by now, havelargely sorted out the issues of how early energy release in the Universe would have been processed into observablesignals (section III). The photon transport is rather simple for spectral distortion calculations, homogeneous radiativetransfer, a warmup for the more complicated inhomogeneous transfer in random media required for the treatment ofCMB anisotropies. The source functions describing the predominant emission, absorption, and scattering processesare given there (bremsstrahlung from Coulomb-scattered and Compton-scattered electrons, low energy Comptonscattering, and interactions with any primeval dust present). Of course, it is the secondary anisotropies that wouldaccompany these distortions that can give us insights into the structure at emission time. Primary anisotropies(section VI) are those that we can calculate with linear perturbation theory. The primary goal of theoretical anisotropyresearch is to work out detailed predictions within a given cosmic structure formation model of primary and secondaryanisotropies as a function of scale. Because of the linearity, primary anisotropies are the simplest to predict and o�erthe least ambiguous glimpse of the underlying uctuations that de�ne the structure formation theory. With detailedhigh precision observations, we expect to be able to use CMB anisotropies to measure various cosmological parametersto high accuracy (section IVF). The nonlinearity inherent in secondary anisotropies makes those predictions moreambiguous.If energy is injected early enough in the Universe, it is just reprocessed by interaction with the plasma into aPlanck spectrum, albeit with a higher entropy than the starting state. We must rely on indirect arguments based onprimordial nucleosynthesis to constrain exactly when the entropy of our Hubble patch came into being, and this onlyif it was injected later than a redshift of ten billion. The cosmic photosphere exists around a redshift of ten millionor so. With a FIRAS temperature of T(now) � Tc� = 2:728� 0:004 K [12,11], the entropy per comoving volume iss� = 4�245 ��aT�3 �kB�hc �3 = 1:48� 103 cm�3 : (1)The (mean) scale factor of the Universe is �a, which I take to be normalized to be unity at the present time, so thatit is related to the redshift z by �a = (1 + z)�1. I also invariably take the temperature to be in energy units, whichis equivalent to taking Boltzmann's constant kB to be unity. Recall that 1 eV = 1:16 � 104 K. As well, �h and care taken to be unity. Returning from these theorist units to the real world requires insertion of as many factors of�hc = 0:1973 eV �m as are necessary to take the energy factors into lengths, and once that is done, c is inserted totake the lengths to time. Recall that for a Planck distribution of photons, we have a comoving number and energydensity and a pressure n� = 2�3�2 T 3c� ; �� = 34s�T � 2:7n�T ; p = 13� � 0:9nT ; (2)where T� � �aT = Tc�; numerically,n� = 412 cm�3 ; �� = 0:261 eV cm�3; 
h2 = 2:46� 10�5 ; (3)4



scaling as the appropriate power of (T�=2:728K). The Hubble parameter is h � H0=(100 km s�1 Mpc�1).Because the expansion of the Universe is adiabatic, the photon entropy per comoving volume is a conserved quantity.If we suppose the entropy was generated early enough that neutrinos and e+e� pairs would have been in thermo-dynamic equilibrium with the photons (T > 1 MeV), then the annihilation of the e+e� pairs into photons, whenthe temperature was about a few hundred keV, would have increased the photon entropy from 411s� to the s� weobserve. The comoving neutrino temperature would have remained that associated with the lower entropy level perparticle, �aT� = (4=11)1=3�aT , i.e., 1:95 K. The total entropy, apart from the minor bits residing in the gas and stellarradiation of our Universe, is fully determined by the single number T and the number of low mass neutrino degreesof freedom: stot� = s� + s�� = s� + 78 411N�s� = 4322s� = 2:90� 103 cm�3 ; (4)forN� = 3 light neutrino generations, each contributing a left-handed particle and an antiparticle, but no right-handedcomponents. The associated energy density parameter for relativistic particles is 
erh2 = (1 + 78 (4=11)4=3N�)
h2,4:1� 10�5 for N� = 3. The origin of stot� is, of course, a mystery, enshrouded by the cosmic photosphere. It used tobe considered to be a gift of the Planck era. In ination models, our patch of the Universe was once in acceleratedexpansion, during which any primordial temperature would have dropped to essentially zero. stot� could then havearisen only once deceleration began, for only then could coherent �eld energy have been able to dissipate into entropy.It is usual to divide the entropy by another (partially) conserved quantity, the comoving baryon number density,nB� = 1:13 � 10�5
Bh2, expressed in terms of the baryon density parameter (relative to the critical density) 
B .After the identi�cation of physical processes that could plausibly have led to the generation of baryon number froma hot medium, it became usual to invert the large numbersstot�nB� = 2:56� 1010�
Bh20:01 ��1 ; s�nB� = 1:31� 1010�
Bh20:01 ��1 ;and try to explain why the baryon number is so tiny relative to the entropy through the extreme weakness of baryon-violating interactions.A nice way to picture CMB transport from the early Universe to the present is to consider when and wherevarious phenomena occurred on our past light cone, when de�ned by redshift, where de�ned by comoving distance tothat redshift. For concrete numbers, I shall take the example of a universe with a critical density in nonrelativisticmatter, 
nr = 1, where 
nr has contributions from cold dark matter, baryons, etc. The cosmic photosphere is then5924 h�1 Mpc away from us, very close to our \horizon", � 2H�10 = 6000 h�1 Mpc. (Of course, ination could havemade the true event horizon much bigger; some process must have.) FIRAS gives stringent upper limits to distortionsof various types. For example, the photon chemical potential constraint strongly limits the energy output that occurredjust shortward of the cosmic photosphere (within about 200 h�1 kpc comoving distance from it). Barring early energyinput which escapes the COBE bounds, the photons decouple at a redshift � 1000, a distance 5796 h�1 Mpc away,128 h�1 Mpc from the photosphere. The shell between the photosphere and this last scattering surface where theCompton depth is unity de�nes an electron scattering \atmosphere", quite thick to photons. In particular, whenhelium recombines, the photons are very tightly coupled.The theory of the hydrogen atom (section IIID) is so well known that we can be quite con�dent that we have thephysics of recombination well described. The essential ingredients were worked out immediately after the discovery ofthe CMB, and the novel feature is the dominant role that the two-photon decay of the 2s state to the 1s state plays. Thewidth of the region over which decoupling takes place is only about 10 h�1 Mpc comoving distance (section IIID 2).That the width is nonzero plays a fundamental role in de�ning how small the scale of anisotropies is that we can see.The relation between angular scale and comoving distance at high redshifts is about d � 100
�1=2nr h�1 Mpc (�=1�),hence we might expect that uctuations on scales below about 100 are a�ected: they are strongly damped below this\coherence" angle and this will de�ne which experiments are most useful to do if we wish to probe the moment whenthe photons were �rst released to freely propagate from their point of origin to us, without much further modi�cation,apart from some gravitational redshifts, some lensing, and possibly some scattering from hot gas.Even with the FIRAS limits, it is still quite possible that enough energy was injected either prior to recombination,or su�ciently shortly after (above redshift � 150) so that the photons had their decoupling delayed (section III E).The decoupling position then moves forward to � 5570 h�1 Mpc. The thickness of the region over which decouplingwould have taken place is more than an order of magnitude larger, � 200 h�1 Mpc comoving distance, correspondingto a few degrees. Damping of anisotropies below a few degrees is the result, although nonlinear e�ects can lead tointeresting short distance signatures of such early reionization (section VC6).Distortions of the background may occur before or after recombination. If it is Compton cooling of hot gas,the spectral signature of the y-distortion to the background radiation has allowed very powerful FIRAS constraints5



to be given on the Compton y-parameter which strongly rules out many models. If pregalactic dust, or dust inprimeval galaxies, exists, it will absorb higher frequency radiation (UV and optical) and down-shift it into the infrared;combined with the redshift, a sub-mm background is expected but, with FIRAS, is now quite strongly constrained(section III B 7). Accompanying these secondary backgrounds are anisotropies that carry invaluable information aboutthe epochs that the relevant structures formed. Even if the angle-averaged distortions are well below the level thatabsolute spectrum experiments like FIRAS probe, it is certain that these secondary anisotropies are accessible toexperiments: the question is only for what fraction of the sky do they rise above experimental noise and the primarysignal. A major goal of experimental/phenomenological anisotropy research is to design experiments and statisticalprocessing procedures that will allow the various primary, secondary and foreground contributions to anisotropy tobe separated (section IV). With the wealth of signals to be unveiled, we have a CMB future that \looks marvelous,simply marvelous". II. SPECTRAL OBSERVATIONS AND CONSTRAINTSWe now know from COBE's Far Infrared Absolute Spectrophotometer, FIRAS, that the CMB is well �t by ablackbody with T � 2:728� 0:004 K over the region from 5000 �m to 500 �m [12,11], a number compatible with theCOBRA rocket experiment of Gush et al. [15] covering the same band, and also with ground based measurements atcentimeter wavelengths { although there is still room for signi�cant spectral distortion longward of 1 cm. Figure 1gives a view of the current state of the data on thermodynamic temperature T (�) as a function of wavelength forFIRAS and selected experiments described below.Following the Penzias and Wilson [13] discovery, during the 60s and 70s there were a large number of radioobservations with coherent receivers that obtained T (�) in the Rayleigh{Jeans (RJ) portion of the spectrum. Theseresults were reviewed by Weiss in 1980 [14], and a best �t temperature of 2:74 K was given, with a �0:08 K \one sigma"error. Throughout the 80s, a Berkeley{Italian team [17], the White Mountain collaboration, made measurements atmany wavelengths, from 12 cm down to 0.33 cm, using corrugated horn antennas with 15� beamwidths switched fromsky to a 3.8 K \cold load" calibrator. And Johnson and Wilkinson [18] used a balloon to get a temperature estimateat 1 cm.Wavelengths longer than 10 cm are extremely di�cult to explore, both because of large Galactic corrections thatmust be made and because of contamination from man-made radio signals. For many years a rather heroic earlyexperiment by Howell and Shakeshaft in 1967 [16] was all that de�ned the constraints at long wavelengths. Recentexperiments at the relatively radio-quiet South Pole [19{22] have considerably improved the error bars. There arehints of deviation from the FIRAS temperature extrapolated into the RJ regime but the corrections are large.One of the more remarkable aspects of the CMB story is that the population of rotational states of diatomicmolecules { found by optical observations of interstellar absorption lines in the spectrum of bright stars { can beused to estimate CMB temperature. The �rst molecules discovered in interstellar space were CH and CN, foundusing the spectrum of � Ophiuchi. In 1941, McKellar inferred a 2:3 K excitation temperature to explain the relativeintensity ratios of the lines originating from the K = 0 and K = 1 levels in the 3883 �A band of CN (frequencydi�erence (2640 �m)�1, just longward of the CMB peak). This observation was very well known to the astronomicalcommunity, since it was given prominent play in the classic Herzberg text [23], although it was dismissed as having\only a very restricted meaning". Had Gamow or his students Alpher and Herman made the connection, how di�erentthe development of cosmology might have been, but it was only in 1966, after the Penzias and Wilson discovery, thatthe connection was made. In 1972, Thaddeus [24] reviewed the CN work and gave T (2640 �m) = 2:78� 0:10 K for� Ophiuchi, with much larger errors for other stellar spectra. In the 80s and 90s great improvements were madeusing very high signal-to-noise spectra of � Ophiuci; e.g., Meyer and Jura [25] got 2:73 � 0:04 K at � = 0:264 cmand 2:8 � 0:3 K at � = 0:132 cm, important at the time because it failed to con�rm large reported excesses foundwith other techniques. Of course, excitation temperatures are really only upper bounds on the CMB temperature,since local contributions to the excitation, e.g., through collisions with electrons, might enhance the upper level'spopulation. These frequencies overlap with those probed by FIRAS, and, within their much larger errors, agree withFIRAS.The assault on the CMB peak and into the Wein region by the experimentalists proved very di�cult, with distortionreports being the norm rather than the exception. In the 60s and early 70s there were rocket and balloon experimentswhich reported signi�cant post-peak excesses, but Muehlner and Weiss (1973, reviewed in Weiss [14]), using �ve broadband �lters, were able to show that these large excesses were not there. Around 1980, Woody and Richards [28] andGush [29] used Fourier transform spectroscopy to get the spectrum around the peak, and both reported large (butqualitatively di�erent) distortions, that cyanogen results and an experiment by Peterson, Richards and Timusk [30]failed to con�rm. In 1988, a Nagoya{Berkeley rocket experiment with 6 broad band �lters (Matsumoto et al. [31])6



FIRAS 96

FIG. 1. Selected old and new data on CMB distortions in terms of thermodynamic temperature. The dotted point at 7 cmis the original Penzias and Wilson (1965) result, the long-dashed point at 63 cm is from Howell and Shakeshaft (1966). Thesituation in the Rayleigh{Jeans region was improved quite a bit with the White Mountain collaboration results (solid). Resultsfrom Bersanelli (1995) at 21 cm and Staggs and Wilkinson (1995) at 19 cm are shown. The point with the small error bar at� = 1:2 cm is that of Johnson and Wilkinson (1987). Cyanogen results are given at 2640 �m (Roth et al. 1993, Crane 1989,1995). The tiny error bars are from FIRAS (Fixsen et al. 1996). The inset gives a blowup of the region for FIRAS.
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indicated a large excess energy content (about 20% of that in the CMB) that spurred much theoretical exploration ofenergy injection.The issue was forever settled, to a standing ovation, at the famous January 1990 AAS presentation by COBE teamleader John Mather of the perfect blackbody that 9 minutes of data taken shortly after the November 1989 launchrevealed, with Tc� = 2:735� 0:06 K, a result beautifully con�rmed shortly after by the COBRA rocket experiment[15], with Tc� = 2:736� 0:02 K.Both experiments also used the elegant method of Fourier transform spectroscopy, with on-board reference black-bodies to compare with the sky signal. FIRAS also had an auxiliary external calibrator blackbody which could bemoved in for further in-ight calibration. The FIRAS calibrators could range from 2 to 25 K in temperature, but whenthe sky was being observed, temperatures near 2:7 K were chosen to nearly null the di�erence between the internaland sky signals. FIRAS used polarizing Michelson interferometers, with mirrors that moved at constant velocity sothat path di�erence was proportional to time lag, to construct the correlation between sky and reference blackbodyas a function of time lag, an interferogram. FIRAS made two million of them. Fourier transform gives the power as afunction of frequency. A dichroic �lter split the FIRAS signal into low and high frequency parts, < 500 and > 500 �m(with the best results from the low frequency 104 to 500 �m part).With Fourier transform spectroscopy, determining the absolute temperature (which requires absolute calibration ofthe reference blackbodies) cannot be done with nearly the same precision as determining the level of deviation from ablackbody. The most complete analysis of the FIRAS data is [12], who used the full (all channels, nine months) lowfrequency data set, whereas [11] concentrated on the last 6 weeks of the FIRAS experiment, for which calibrationswere frequent and the instruments were operating very stably. Models were needed for the dipole, determined from theDMR experiment on COBE, and for the Galactic emission { modelled by G(`; b)g(�), with the geometrical functionof Galactic longitude and latitude, G(`; b), taken from the DIRBE 240 �m map, and g(�) from the FIRAS data. Thisis of course dominated by emission from the Galactic plane. There is evidence that the high b gas is colder than thatusing g(�) determined in this way [48,49].The dipole amplitude is 3:372� 0:007 mK (95% CL error bars), i.e., �T=T = 1:2� 10�3 = v=c, with v our velocityrelative to the CMB local rest frame. Although this is small, the precision of FIRAS was such that the di�erencebetween the spectrum determined for a patch in the dipole direction and that from the opposite direction couldbe taken. This should be proportional to the derivative of a blackbody, and indeed it is to a very high degree ofaccuracy (an rms deviation consistent with the level of detector noise). From the 4-year DMR data, the derivedvalue is 3:353� 0:024 mK [85,86], in good agreement with the FIRAS result. The DMR-derived direction in Galacticcoordinates (`; b) is (264:26� 0:33; 48:22� 0:13).At the 95% con�dence limits, the temperatures determined from the monopole spectrum and from the dipolespectrum in [12] are: monopole: Tc� = 2:728� 0:004 K (95% CL); (5)dipole: Tc� = 2:717� 0:014 K ; (2:725� 0:020 K DMR) : (6)Thus the dipole temperature agrees to within the errors with the monopole temperature. The 0:004 K error shouldbe compared with the error bars on the monopole T (�) shown in the inset of �g. 1.The data was also used to place stringent constraints on distortions to the spectrum. We now turn to the implicationsof these, but here just quote the values [12]:Compton y-parameter: �y < 1:5� 10�5 (95% CL); (7)chemical potential: j� j=T < 0:9� 10�4 (95% CL); (8)general distortions: �EEcmb (500{5000 �m) < 0:00025 (1�) : (9)For the general distortions, the constraint on the fractional energy release over the waveband from 5000 to 500 �mfollows from the FIRAS team result using the monopole spectrum that over this band the maximum 1-sigma intensitydeviation from a blackbody was < 0:012% of the peak brightness. The rms intensity deviation from a blackbody overall channels in this range is even more stringent, 0:005%. (If a sub-mm background mimicked Galactic emission theconstraints would not be as severe. See section III F.)
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III. SPECTRAL DISTORTION THEORYA. Radiative transport in the expanding universeThe development of spectral distortions or angular anisotropies in the microwave background is described byradiative transfer equations for the photon distribution function, which are coupled to Einstein's equations for thegravitational �eld and to the hydrodynamic and transport equations for the other types of matter present. Thephoton distribution function for the total intensity, ft(q; q̂; xi; �) is a dimensionless general relativistic invariant givingthe average photon occupation number as a function of the photon momentum qI , I = 1; 2; 3, with magnitude qand direction vector q̂, in the neighborhood of the spatial point xi, i = 1; 2; 3, at time � . Not only is ft a generalrelativistic scalar under the change of the spacetime coordinates (xi; �), it also remains invariant under change of the3-momentum coordinates qI . Apart from ft, there are three other photon distribution functions needed to describethe state of polarization: ft; fU ; fV ; fQ, correspond to the four Stokes parameters I; U; V;Q.Because physical momentum p redshifts as the Universe expands, the comoving momentum, q � �a(t)p is a betterchoice than p. The comoving photon energy qc and comoving wavelength � are therefore related to the physicalfrequency �, physical energy ! = h�, and wavelength �e byqc = 2��hc� = �a(t)! = �a(t)2��hc�e : (10)Thus, if �e is the wavelength at emission at time t, � is the observed wavelength at t0 in the absence of frequency shiftsbeyond that from cosmological expansion. A Planck distribution function is of form fPl = [exp(q=T�)� 1]�1, whereT� � �aT is the (comoving) photon temperature. We denote the Planckian with the observed CMB temperatureTc� = 2:728 K by fc � (ex � 1)�1; x � qTc� = 5273 �m� 2:728 KTc� = 1:76 �100 GHz : (11)The dimensionless x remains constant as the universe expands. Instead of the distribution function, it is oftenconvenient to work with a generalized (comoving) thermodynamic temperature,Tt�(q; q̂; xi; �) � q= ln(f�1t + 1) : (12)We are interested in the uctuations in ft and Tt�,�ft � ft � fc ; �t � ��TT �t � (Tt� � Tc�)Tc� : (13)These will generally store both distortion and anisotropy information and may often be nonlinear. Let us denotethe spatial averages of ft and �t at a given time by �ft � fc + �ft and �t and the spatial uctuation in ft by�ft = �ft ��ft.The speci�c intensity I� historically used by astronomers to describe radiative transfer is related to the distributionfunction by I�(�; q̂; xi; t) = 2� �hc2 �3 2 ft ; (14)with the 2 coming from the two photon polarizations. The energy per unit 3-volume radiated into solid angle d
q̂ inthe frequency interval � to �+ d� is I� d�d
q̂ . For a generally inhomogeneous spacetime, both the 3-volume and themomentum (hence �) can be transformed by a coordinate (gauge) transformation, which is why invariant distributionfunctions are far preferable to work with.For spectral distortions, and for anisotropies that arise from secondary processes such as Compton cooling of hotgas in clusters and emission from point sources, the following form of the transfer equation is su�cient:@ft@� ���q + q̂ � rft = �aS[ft] ; (15)where S is the source function describing the di�erence between the rate at which photons are being added to themomentum volume d3q=(2�)3, and the rate at which they are being removed. Instead of \cosmic time", it is moreconvenient to use conformal time d� = dt=�a and comoving space coordinates xi in the transfer equation. In terms of(�T=T )t, the transfer equation takes the form 9



� @@� ����q + q̂ � r���TT �t � G(r; q; q̂; �) � �aS[ft] (1 + �t)2x(fc +�ft)(1 + fc +�ft) : (16)The solution of the transfer equation for a source at position rs emitting in a burst at time �s, hence with S /�(� � �s)�(r � rs), is the Green function at time �0 and position r0:� @@� + q̂ � r��1 = #(�0 � �s)�(3)(r0 � rs � q̂(�0 � �s)) ; (17)where # is the Heaviside unit function, 0 for � < �s, 1 otherwise. It describes the free-streaming of the radiation alongthe line-of-sight to the source, with q kept constant over the look-back. It can be used to map the radiation patternfrom a time just after all emissions, absorptions and scatterings have become negligible (so S � 0) to the present. Ifthere is a contribution ��a��aft of uniform absorbers in �aS as well, then the Green function is� @@� + q̂ � r+ �a��a��1= e��a(�0j�s) #(�0 � �s)�(3)(r0 � rs � q̂(�0 � �s)) ; (18)where the absorption depth for the process �a is�a(�0j�s) � Z �0�s �a(�)��a(�) d� : (19)With inhomogeneous absorbers, the Green function naturally depends on the absorption depth along the line-of-sight.In the tight coupling limit valid in the early universe, sources and sinks in S approximately balance, so S � 0, butthe solutions then are an equilibrium, with a small perturbation describing di�usion and viscous coupling of the photonuid to other matter present. As usual with radiative transport, most of the complications arise in the transition fromtight coupling to free streaming. If the spatial uctuation �f = ft � �ft is small enough so that the spatial average of�aS[ft] can be replaced by �aS[ �ft] to zeroth order, then �ft obeys the zeroth-order (background) transfer equation,@ �ft=@� ���q = �aS [ �ft] : (20)In both the tight coupling and free streaming regimes, any form-invariant function of q is a solution, in particulara Planckian with Tt� constant, or a Bose{Einstein distribution (exp[q=Tt� + �] � 1)�1 with the chemical potentialparameter � � ��=Tt constant as well. If the distortion and/or anisotropy uctuation �ft is small compared withfc, then �ft � Tc @fc@Tc �TT � xfc(1 + fc) �TT ; xfc(1 + fc) = xex(ex � 1)2 : (21)We typically use this transformation to go from distribution function to temperature uctuation, although it issometimes not a good approximation, e.g., in the Wien region with dust emission sources, since fc drops so rapidly.The full treatment of the transport theory with gravitational redshift and lensing e�ects and polarization e�ectsis developed in Appendix B, and discussed in section VIE. The transport operator, the left-hand side of eq. (15), isaugmented by a term that depends upon the connection coe�cients of the spacetime metric, �q�1�i��q�q� @f=@qi.The Green function describing free-streaming from a source is a delta function along the photon's geodesic path. Thebending of q̂ is essentially a lensing e�ect, a nonlinear correction involving a product of the perturbed metric and �ft.The gravitational frequency shift as the photon climbs into and out of local pockets of curvature is very importantin linear theory, the Sachs{Wolfe e�ect [32]. It is legitimate to take the Sachs{Wolfe term to the right-hand side andtreat it as a source. If we write the metric as ds2 = �a2(��� + h��) dx�dx� , with ��� = diag(�1; 1; 1; 1);1 where h��is the metric uctuation, then the e�ective G in linear perturbation theory (from eq. (B19)) is1The MTW [195] sign conventions and the summation convention are used. Mean curvature is ignored here but is discussedin Appendix B. 10



GtSW = � 12 _hij q̂iq̂j + 12 q̂i@ih00 + q̂iq̂j@ih0j : (22)It is usual in perturbation theory to simplify this by adopting a coordinate system in which hi0 = 0 { called a time-orthogonal gauge choice. Also, by means of a change of the momentum variable in ft, one can modify this form. Forexample, �t � 12h00 has GtSW = � 12 _hij q̂iq̂j � 12 _h00.Linear perturbations in the expanding universe can be separated into scalar, vector and tensor modes, which aremutually independent. For a at universe, we can Fourier transform the transport equation. If k is the comovingwavevector and we choose the 3-axis to be k̂, then tensor modes involve the two (transverse traceless) gravitationalwave polarization modes, h(T+) = (h11 � h22)=2 and h(T�) = h12, vector modes describing vorticity2 involve h13; h23(and h01; h02), and scalar modes involve� � � 12h00 ; ' � h� h334 ; where h � �ijhij ; (23) � �h� 3h334k2 ; 	n � �ih03�ak ; 	� � 	n + �a _ : (24)The tensor modes are invariant under coordinate changes, whereas the scalar mode potentials de�ned by eq. (24)do change, i.e., are gauge dependent. For scalar perturbations, the Einstein equations and the various transportequations only involve �, ' and 	�, and the perturbations to the various matter densities and velocity potentials, aswell as to the distribution functions; further, �, ' and 	� only depend upon the choice of time surfaces upon whichthey are measured, not on changes of spatial coordinates on the hypersurfaces. The time can be chosen to make somelinear combination of the three vanish. The two standard choices that have been used in the computation of radiativetransport in linear perturbation theory are the synchronous gauge, for which � = 0 (and 	n=0), and the longitudinalgauge, for which  = 0 (and 	n=0).1In terms of these metric variables,G(S)tSW = �iq̂ � k� � _'� (q̂ � k)2 �a�1	� ;G(Tf+;�g)tSW = �(1� (q̂ � k̂)2) 12 _h(Tf+;�g) : (25)The source function for Compton scattering when energy transfers are important is described in the next section, andthe source function GtC in the low energy Thomson scattering limit including polarization and angular anisotropye�ects in the scattering is derived in detail in Appendix C. The dominant terms for scalar (S) and tensor (T ) modesdo not depend upon these complications:G(S)tC = �ne�T �a(�(S)t ��(S)t0 � q̂ � v(S)B ) + (anisotropy , polarization) ;G(Tf+;�g)tC = �ne�T �a�Tf+;�gt + (anisotropy, polarization); (26)where ne is the electron density, �T is the Thomson cross section and �(S)t0 is the angle-averaged temperature uctu-ation. B. Source functions for spectral distortionsProvided the temperature of the universe is well below mec2 where e+e� pairs recombine, only a small numberof processes have to be included to adequately describe the photon transport. In the following expressions, � isthe photon energy density, nB is the baryon number density, �B is the energy per baryon in gas, Ye = ne=nB isthe electron fraction per baryon, Te and T are the electron and photon temperatures (in energy units), xe = !=Te,2The vector parts of the vector parts, h(V )0i and wi of h(V )ij = kiwj + kjwi, are curls of vectors.1Many di�erent notations are used for the perturbation variables f�; ';  ;	n;	�g; e.g., Bardeen (1980): fA;HL +13HT ;�k�2HT ; k�1�aB; k�1�a(B � k�1 _HT )g [170,172]; Bardeen (1988): f�; ';�;��a�;��g [177]; Mukhanov et al.f�;� ;�E; �aB; �a(B � _E)g [175]. In [2,4,88,134,194,214,215], we used a (+;�;�;�) metric signature, hence h; h33 are ofopposite signs to those given here. I use  because it is basically the displacement potential familiar from use in the Zeldovichapproximation, 	n and 	� because they are velocity potentials for the 4-velocity and shear of observers following the ow oftime. 11



�T = (8�=3)�2=m2e is the Thomson cross section, me and mN are the electron and nucleon masses, and � is the �nestructure constant. The energy rates are those appropriate to near-equilibrium transfer from photons to plasma. Allsource functions and the photon energy ! are given in the reference frame in which the electrons are at rest (thecomoving-baryon gauge). 1. Compton scattering and the Kompaneets source termFor the nonrelativistic electrons appropriate to the period after pair recombination, Compton scattering is primarilyThomson scattering, a conservative scattering process in which the outgoing photon energy !0 equals that of theincoming one !, so momentum but not energy is transferred. The associated source function can describe thedevelopment of anisotropy, but will give rise to no spectral distortion. For this source function to vanish, it isnecessary that the radiation �eld be isotropic in the comoving frame of the electrons.The general structure of the source function for e! e scattering isS[f ](q) =Xq0 R(q0 ! q)f(q0)(1 + f(q)) � R(q ! q0)f(q)(1 + f(q0)) :The �rst term describes stimulated emission, of photons in momentum state q, the second describes stimulatedabsorption. Here R is the scattering kernel, which is related to the Klein{Nishina cross section averaged over thethermal electron distribution, nehd�KN=[(2�)3d3q]i. If the electrons are in thermal equilibrium at temperature Te, Robeys the detailed balance relation R(q ! q0) = R(q0 ! q) e(!�!0)=Te :The source function for scattering vanishes if f�1 +1 is proportional to e!=Te , that is if the distribution function is aBose{Einstein one, fBE = [exp(!=Te + �)� 1]�1 ; � � ��=Te : (27)The photon chemical potential � enters because photon number is a conserved quantity in Compton scattering.For homogeneous transfer, R(q! q0) = R0(! ! !0) is a function only of the energies in and out. In the Thomson(very heavy electron) limit, R0 / �(! � !0), hence S[f ] ! 0: inhomogeneity is needed to have nonzero sources forThomson scattering. In the next order in m�1e , small energy transfers �! = ! � !0 do occur. Let us introduce aredistribution probability �(! ! !0), de�ned by�(! ! !0) � 1ne�T R0(! ! !0) (!0)3�2 ; with Z d!0!0 �(! ! !0) = 1 :It is sharply peaked, concentrated near �! � 0, with deviations of order m�1e , as described by moments taken withrespect to �: ��!! �� = 4 Teme � !me ; ���!! �2�� = 2 Teme ; (28)describing both a net upward drift in the scatters if the photon energy is smaller than 4Te=me (i.e., the electrons onaverage Compton-cool) and a random walk of the photon energy about the net drift.To derive the Kompaneets form [33] for S, one relies on the peaked nature of � to \punch out" the distributionfunction at !, using the Taylor expansion in �! of f(!0) and of the detailed balance relation:SK [f ] = Teme ne�T c 1Te!2 @@! �!4�Te @f@! + f(1 + f)�� : (29)The following properties can be readily veri�ed: (1) no photons are created or destroyed ( 1�2 R !2d!SK [f ] = 0); (2)SK [f ] vanishes only if f is of the Bose{Einstein form (since [f(1+f)]�1df = �d(!=Te)); (3) The rate per unit volumeat which photons are heated, d�=dt, is the negative of the Compton cooling rate per unit volume of the electrons,nB(d�B=dt): ��nB d�Bdt �K = �d�dt �K = Z !2d!�2 !SK [ft] � 4ne�Tme �(Te � T) ; (30)12



where the last term assumes ft � fPl, the Planck function. Thus the electron temperature is driven by Comptoncooling towards the photon temperature.If Compton scattering dominates energy redistribution, but it is not so strong as to shape a Bose{Einstein \kineticequilibrium" distribution, a y-distortion spectrum is the solution to the Kompaneets equation. For small distortionsof the distribution function, �ft � fc, we haveGK = �2�ane�T (Te � Tc)me  K(x) ;  K(x) � 2� x2 (ex + 1)(ex � 1) : (31)The solution of the radiative transfer equation can therefore be written in terms of the Compton y-parameter (alonga line-of-sight from the current (conformal) time �0 back to time �):��TT �K = �2y K(x) ; y � Z �0� �ad� ne�T (Te � Tc)me : (32)In terms of the Thomson scattering (optical) depth,�C(�0j�) � Z �0� nBYe�T �ac d� ; (33)this is �C(�0j�)hTe � Tci=me. For a fully ionized medium with free electron abundance Ye per baryon , �C �0:0465Ye
B;gash
�1=2nr (1 + z)3=2 for z � 1. There is another useful solution to the Kompaneets equation givenby Zeldovich and Sunyaev [34] which is valid for larger y than the perturbation expansion allows, but with therestriction that the electron temperature is well in excess of T , which eq. (32) does not require:f(x) � 1p4�y Z 10 d�� � 1e� � 1 � fc(x)� exp �� (3y � lnx+ ln �)24y � :In either case, the asymptotic Rayleigh{Jeans temperature is related to the unperturbed photon temperature byTRJ = e�2y Tc and the total energy is � = e4y�cmb. The FIRAS constraint eq. (7) implies that energy injected intothe medium (below a redshift zy � 105 de�ned below) which Compton-cooled can be at most�ECompton coolEcmb = 4y < 6:0� 10�5 (95% CL) : (34)The spectral signature of this y-distortion is uniquely characteristic: �2y on the Rayleigh Jeans side, xy on the farWein side, passing through zero at x = 3.83, as shown in �g. 2 for y = 0:001. A Bose{Einstein curve with � = 0:0057is also shown. Both correspond to 0.4% energy injections relative to the CMB. (For a few years in the late eightiesthere was a urry of activity as theoreticians tried to come to grips with a y = 0:016 distortion reported by Matsumotoet al. [31].) 2. BremsstrahlungThe source function for free{free emission and absorption from ionized hydrogen and helium isSff [ft] = ��0B(�ft � (feq � fc)) ; feq = (exe � 1)�1; (35)�0B = �B(1� e�xe) ; xe � !=Te ;�B = (2�)3=2p3 �n2B�T �meTe �1=2 Ye(Yp + YHeII + 4YHeIII)g(xe)T 3c x3 ;Gaunt factor: g(xe) � 1; xe > 1 ; � p3� ln �2:25xe � ; xe < 1 :Since the rate at which photons are emitted into the energy interval ! to ! + d! by free{free processes, dn=dt �(!2 d!=�2)�0B(feq � fc), ! d!=! at low !, bremsstrahlung is very e�cient at �lling in an equilibrium Planck distri-bution (with zero chemical potential) at low energies. Although it is also not ine�cient at high energies, Comptonscattering dominates. 13
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FIG. 2. Sample types of spectral distortions are compared with the FIRAS data (Fixsen et al. 1996). SZ.004 is a y-distortionwith y = 0:001, BE.004 is a Bose{Einstein distortion with � = 0:0057, du.04 is a model with ordinary dust grains with abundance10�6 reprocessing injected energy which was taken to be 4% of that in the CMB between redshifts 50 and 25. Two modelsmimicking the e�ect of an optically thin abundance of needle-like grains (whiskers) acting over the same redshift, with 40%and 4% of the CMB energy injected, are also shown.
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It is convenient to characterize the strength of bremsstrahlung by a parameter yff analogous to the Comptony-parameter: yff � Z dt [�Bx3](1� Tc=Te) : (36)The approximate constancy of �B(x)x3 has been exploited in this formula. The current 2� limit on this parameter isyff < 1:9� 10�5 [19]. The total energy input relative to the CMB for Te � Tc and over the long wavelength rangeup to say � = 2 cm is �EbremssEcmb (tot) = 15yff �Te�Tc�� ;�EbremssEcmb (� > 2 cm) � 15yffx �< 7� 10�5 ; with x = 0:26 : (37)This can be used to constrain reionized models, with the caveat that yff / n2eT�1=2e is dominated by dense regionsand so is very sensitive to clumping in the medium.The source for the temperature uctuations can be writtenGbremss = �adyffdt  ff (x) ;  ff (x) � g(xe)x3 (e�xe � e�x)1� Tc=Te (ex � 1)x : (38)The signature of bremsstrahlung in the thermodynamic temperature is��TT �bremss = yff h ff i ;  ff � x�2 ln(2:35=xe) for x� 1 : (39)Thus for low frequencies, the thermodynamic temperature follows a ��2 law. (For large x, but xe small (Te � Tc), ff � x�4 ex ln(2:35=xe), so the slope eventually turns positive.)3. Double Compton scatteringIn Compton scattering, the electron can shake o� a soft photon, e! e+ , basically a bremsstrahlung processwith a form very similar to that for free{free emission. In particular, there is a logarithmic divergence in the numberof low energy photons emitted. The source functions for this Double Compton scattering were derived in [2] usingthe cross sections given by Gould [35]. These revealed a di�erent dependence on photon energy than bremsstrahlungat high energies: SDC [f ] = ��0DC(f � feq) ; �0DC = �DC(1� e�xe) ;�DC = 16�345 �ne�T � Teme�2 gDC(xe)x3e ;gDC(x) = 154�4 Z 12x f(y)(1 + f(y � x))y4 dy �x=y F (x=y)2 � ;wF (w)2 = 12 (1� w) �1 + (1� w)2 + w2(1 + w2)(1� w)2 + w4 + w2(1� w)2�: (40)For small w, [wF (w)=2] ! 1. Burigana et al. [36] �t gDC(xe) by exp(�xe=2), valid for xe < 1, an improvement(in the cosmologically-relevant regime) over a more complicated approximation I gave in [2]. The net e�ect is thatthe Double Compton process is usually subdominant to free{free emission for cosmologically interesting parametersunless 
Bh2 is quite low.
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4. Rayleigh scatteringPhoton scattering from neutral hydrogen and helium has an identical source function to that for Thomson scat-tering, but with a frequency dependence given by the fourth power law. For hydrogen, the ratio of the rates� (nHI=Ye)(!=!�)4, where !� = 10:2 eV is the Lyman � transition energy. For typical photon energies at re-combination (z � 1000) this is small, 2 � 10�5nHI=ne, and it declines precipitously as the radiation temperaturedrops, so is never signi�cant. Although helium is neutral above z = 1000, Thomson scattering dominates even in thevery tightly coupled regime. 5. Line radiationLines formed during the recombination of helium when the temperature is a few eV and of hydrogen at � 1=4 eVare either too weak to be easily observable, or are buried in the background associated with interstellar dust emission[37]. Such processes play a very important role in the recombination process itself of course, and this is discussedlater. 6. SynchrotronSince synchrotron emission requires both magnetic �elds and energetic electrons to have been generated, it seemsunlikely that a synchrotron background from high redshift will generate a measurable distortion. However, at radiofrequencies the anisotropy from extragalactic radio sources and Galactic emission is signi�cant and will contaminateanisotropies from other signals. Fortunately the spectral signature is su�ciently di�erent from primary anisotropiesthat with enough frequency coverage this component could be isolated. The synchrotron intensity is parameterizedby a power law index ps: I� � ��ps . For extragalactic radio sources, ps � 0:5 is the conventional value, but from deepVLA counts there is evidence for a atter population of sources [38]; how at and how abundant in the frequencyrange of interest for anisotropy observations is currently not well known. For Galactic sources, one has ps � 0:3{0:7 atlow frequencies; e.g., using maps at 408 MHz [39], 1.4 GHz [40], and 2 GHz [22] gives ps � 0:6 for moderate Galacticlatitudes. One expects the index to steepen at higher frequency, and there are indications that around 15 GHz, ps � 1may be more appropriate [103]. In any case, (small) spatial variations in ps are both expected and observed. Thethermodynamic temperature is��TT �synch /  synch ;  synch � 1x3+ps (ex � 1)2xex ; (41)going as ��(2+ps) for low frequencies, an even steeper law than the bremsstrahlung ��2 .7. Dust grainsRadiation from heated primeval dust at high redshift would naturally reside at submillimeter wavelengths, withthe energy density peaking at several hundred microns (e.g., BCH2 [42] and references therein); e.g., with 30 K dusttypical of starburst galaxies, the dust temperature would only be a factor of two above the CMB at redshift 5. Ofcourse Galactic sources abound to obscure cosmological signals: dust at 20 K and possibly cold dust (� 5 K) at highGalactic latitude [43]. The dust source function for emission/absorption isSdust = �a (feq � fc)� �a�f ; (42)feq = (exd � 1)�1 ; xd � !Td ; �f � f � fc ; fc � (ex � 1)�1; (43)�a = �d�id � �e2�c��1Ad(�e) : (44)There is also a dust scattering source term. Here feq is the equilibrium distribution function for dust in thermalequilibrium at a (single) temperature Td (obtained by balancing the energy absorbed from the local radiation �eld to16



the energy emitted { usually). �d is the mass density of grains, �id is their internal density (� 3 g cm�3), and theparameterizing function Ad depends upon the photon energy ! = 2�=�e and grain properties. In BCH2, we adopted athree parameter form (�d; Ad100; rd), only two of which were needed at the infrared emission wavelengths of relevancefor CMB observations, an amplitude Ad100 at 100 �m and a slope:Ad(�e; z) = Ad100(100 �m=�e)�d�1; (45)where Ad100 � Ad(100 �m). For almost all types of grains and plausible conditions, the absorption part ��a�fof eq. (42) is of relevance only in the UV and visible. However, the large contribution of the unperturbed cosmicbackground itself must be included as an absorption component ��afc that partly counteracts the emission component�afeq at long wavelengths. The source function for the thermodynamic temperature is thereforeGdust = K�a1��d �d�idAd100 dust ; (46) dust(x) � x�d (e�xd � e�x)(1� e�xd) (ex � 1)x ; (47)where K is a constant, hence the shape of the thermodynamic temperature spectral form is��TT �dust /  dust ; � x�d (Td � Tc)Tc for x� 1 : (48)For xd � 1; x > 1,  dust � x�d�2ex.Of course the dust population will be a mix of grains of di�ering composition, size, shape and temperature.Unravelling the components making up \conventional" Galactic dust remains a hotly debated subject, nicely reviewedin [50]. An example of a recently proposed mix to explain all of the data from the UV to the sub-mm [44] is: most ofthe mass in \usual" � 0:01{0:1 �m silicate grains, with an added carbon-dominated coating and separate amorphouscarbon and graphite grains; � 6% of the mass in very small (� 10 �A) carbon-dominated grains; and � 6% in � 10{100 �A polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon molecules (PAHs), of which \bucky-balls" are an example. Dust which isporous and fractal [52], consisting of large random aggregates of small grains, and grains which are triaxial, possiblywith extreme elongations (needles or whiskers), are also proposed constituents of the Galactic mix. For sphericalamorphous carbon, graphite and silicate grains, Ad100 � 0:3. The slope �d depends upon the mix of grains and theirshapes. On broad theoretical grounds, one expects �d � 2 for large �. If the FIRAS sub-mm to mm emission is �t toa single temperature dust model, �d = 1:65 (and Td = 23 K) are obtained [43]; similar slopes are inferred from otherCMB experiments, while earlier data over the 100{1300 �m range gave �d � 1{2, with the steeper slopes inferred forstar forming regions and molecular clouds, and the shallower ones inferred for the Galactic center, dust forming starsand compact HII regions. Forcing �d to be exactly 2, but allowing two dust temperatures, gives a better �t to FIRAS[43,47], with the 20 K dust augmented by a 5 K component. A cold component persists at high Galactic latitude,which could be Galactic [48] or due to redshifted extragalactic sources [49]. The dust temperatures associated withmost of the Galactic IR luminosity, from di�use HI clouds, and also from molecular clouds, are around 20 K, withwarmer 30 K dust in lower density HII regions, which do not contribute much luminosity. In starburst galaxies, 30 Kdust dominates.The dust absorption law at short wavelengths is also of concern because it determines how e�ciently stellar and otherradiation is absorbed to be re-emitted in the infrared. If the absorption cross section was geometrical, �r2d, where rd isthe grain radius, then Ad = 0:75�e=(2�rd) and �a is approximately constant { a rough guide, but for realistic materialsAd is broadly frequency independent at intermediate wavelengths with resonance features superposed. Galactic dustis observed to have Ad � 0:8 at � = 0:1 �m, rising from the visual to the UV (until -0:1 �m), probably due tovery small grains, with a strong resonant feature at � � 0:22 �m associated with graphite. There is a strong broadresonance at � � 10 �m, attributed to silicates in an amorphous or disordered state, another silicate feature at 19 �m,and a resonance feature around 3 �m, attributed to carbonaceous grains or coating on the silicates [44]. Dust grainsin molecular clouds exhibit more resonances. The size distribution of grains can be derived from Galactic extinctiondata only with speci�c assumptions about the nature of the dust; e.g., [51] apply the 0:1{5 �m extinction data tospherical grain models and obtain dnd=drd � r�3:1d exp[�rd=0:14 �m] for silicates and � r�3:5d exp[�rd=0:28 �m] forgraphite and/or amorphous carbon { not far o� the oft-used MRN law dnd=drd � r�3:5d [46].The usual way to make predictions about dust emission in the extragalactic, protogalactic and pregalactic realmsis to assume the dust is similar to Galactic dust { as it is currently envisaged. For emission redshifts below about 10,resonances would not appear in the 5000{500 �m FIRAS band but pregalactic dust emission at z � 50{100 wouldbring broadened resonance features into the FIRAS band to aid in emission epoch determination { if distortions had17



been found. Complicating the constraints that one can impose from the FIRAS limits on high redshift emission isthe freedom one has with dust models. In particular, fractal grains would have large e�ective sizes which would lowerthe e�ective �d in the far infrared and thereby increase Ad(�); it could easily be by more than an order of magnitudeover the conventional dust value. A much more radical absorption rate would result if grains were long conductingneedles, basically little antennae for which Ad could be thousands of times bigger than the conventional value at longwavelengths. The cosmological importance of these whiskers was suggested by Layzer and Hively [53], and the subjecthas been developed by Rana [56], Hoyle [54], Wright [57], and is the mainstay of the attempts by Hoyle, Burbidgeand Narlikar [55] to create a viable neo-steady-state model.In the limit in which the photon wavelength is large compared with the scale rd of the grain (volume � (4�=3)r3d),Ad can be written in terms of the trace of the (electric) polarizability tensor, �eij , of the grain (which can be treatedas a coherent unit in this limit): Ad = 4�3 P=[�ejj ], where = denotes imaginary part. For example, for homogeneousellipsoidal grains with a complex isotropic dielectric tensor �(!)�ij ,Ad = =[Ad] ; Ad = 13 3Xj=1 �(!)� 11 + Lj(�(!)� 1) (for !rd � 1): (49)The sum is over the axes of the grains, and the Lj are \depolarizing factors", functions of the axis ratios for ellipsoidalgrains. The Lj sum to unity. Setting all Lj = 1=3 gives the classical Mie expression for spherical grains; it is usedtogether with laboratory data on �(!) to estimate Ad.For conductors at IR wavelengths, the dielectric function is of form �(!) � �d + i2�c�, where �d is the static (real)dielectric constant and �c is the conductivity. For iron grains, (2�c)�1 � 0:015 �m, and for carbon (graphite) grains,it is � 0:6 �m. For needle-like grains Lj is 1=2 in the transverse directions and nearly vanishes along the needle.For example, assuming a prolate ellipsoid with semi-minor axis bd much smaller than the semi-major axis ad, thedepolarizing factor along the needle is Lk � �bd=ad�2 ln �ad=bd�, hence eq. (49) givesAd � 13 � 2�c�1 + (Lk2�c�)2 + 8 2�c�(1 + �d)2 + (2�c�)2 � ; (50)/ � until � exceeds L�1k (2�c)�1, which could be in the centimeter range if ad=bd could be above a thousand. Thus,�d � 0, perhaps rising to 2 only beyond the FIRAS range. Formation scenarios that could lead to such elongatedgrains have been proposed but there is no evidence that they are produced in nature. Wright et al. [58] argue that theFIRAS data implies such a good blackbody that a large optical depth to needles is needed in a whisker-impregnatedsteady state model, and this would mask high redshift objects (we have also seen the SZ e�ect in a cluster at z = 0:55,section VC4). Although it seems improbable that the entire CMB could be just dust-emitted radiation, a smallfraction of grains in the whisker form could hide more modest energy injections. Figure 2 illustrates what happenswhen one attens the dust index to �d = 0 and uses a whisker-motivated value for Ad100 (2222 was chosen) on amodel with energy injected in a burst between redshifts 50 and 25 and a dust abundance 
d = 10�7, arranged togive a depth just below unity. Whereas a model with injected energy 4% of the CMB is strongly ruled out for normaldust with �d = 1:5 and Ad100 = 0:3, the redshifted whisker temperature remains so near the CMB temperaturethat the distortion is small (but the 40% injected energy model is ruled out). Of course, a mix of grain typeswith only a small percentage of whiskers will give larger distortions [57]; and even the whisker-only model will beenhanced by nonequilibrium e�ects: these antennae are such e�cient radiators that a balance between absorbed andemitted energy leading to a steady dust temperature will not happen, but rather there will be strong temperatureuctuations as absorbed energy is immediately radiated away, a phenomenon expected in very small grains as well [59].With improved exploration of the sub-mm and mm sky, a necessary part of the next generation of CMB anisotropyexperiments, we can expect that the exotic dust loophole will be more strongly constrained.C. The cosmic photosphere and Bose{Einstein distortionsTo determine what happens to injected energy at early epochs, we must solve (@f=@t)q = Sbremss + SDC + SK .The other processes mentioned above are not important. To be accurate, numerical solutions are required; Burigana,Danese and DeZotti [36] give the most detailed to date. Three redshifts characterize the solutions: Energy injectionprior to zPl � 106:9�
Bh20:01 ��0:39 (51)18



is redistributed into a Planckian form, hence zPl de�nes the redshift of the cosmic photosphere. Between zPl andzBE � 105:6�
Bh20:01 ��1=2 (52)injected energy is redistributed into a Bose{Einstein shape characterized by a chemical potential. Belowzy � 105�
Bh20:01 ��1=2 (53)the y-distortion formula holds. There is an intermediate range between zBE and zy when neither the Bose{Einsteinnor y-distortion forms are accurate.To understand the magnitudes of these redshifts, an analytic treatment based on Zeldovich and Sunyaev [34]is quite adequate. Assume the distribution function has the form f = [exp(x + �(x; t)) � 1]�1 and linearize thetransport equation in �. (� is more transparent to work with than the thermodynamic temperature uctuation�t = ��=(x + �).) In the tight coupling regime, SK + Sbremss + SDC approximately vanishes; this condition issatis�ed for small xe = !=Te if � = �0(t) exp(�x0=xe). Thus for low frequencies, x < x0, bremsstrahlung and theDouble Compton process dump photons in fast enough to yield a Planck form, but for x > x0 the Bose{Einsteinform prevails. Here x0 = (4x3(�bremss + �DC)=�K)1=2, where the \Kompaneets" rate is �K � 4ne�TTe=me. Theapproximate constancy of x3(�bremss + �DC) has been exploited to obtain this result. If we assume _Y photons perbaryon are being injected with average energy �E at time t, adding to the Y0 photons per baryon already there, thenwe �nd the scaling parameter �0 evolves according tod�0dt = ��0�D + � �E3:6T � 1�1:87 _YY0 ;�D = 1:29x0[(�bremss + �DC)x3]�1 = 1:29(�K=4)�1x�10 : (54)Thus there is a damping term with timescale �D driving �0 towards zero, i.e., a Planck distribution, against whichthe injection term tries to drive the distortion. When the damping time is shorter than the expansion rate of theuniverse, any injected energy input would be rethermalized into a Planckian in equilibrium with the electrons withinone Hubble time. This basically de�nes zPl. When the Kompaneets rate is a few times the expansion rate, x0 willbe low but �0 will not be zero, and the BE form is appropriate. This de�nes zBE . However, it is not until theKompaneets rate is a few times below the expansion rate that the perturbative y-distortion solution prevails. Thisde�nes zy � zBE=4. Naturally zBE and zy scale in the way de�ned by �K=H .To constrain the allowed energy input in the Bose{Einstein regime, we take the BE distribution and linearize it in�T=T and �, where now both are frequency-independent. The photon number density and photon energy densityare related to the unperturbed values byn = n(0) �1 + 3�TT � �2�3�� ; � = �(0) �1 + 4�TT � �3�4�� ;where �s = P j�s denotes the Riemann zeta function of index s. With �xed photon number throughout energyinjection, we must have n = n(0) remaining invariant, hence a relationship between the temperature perturbationand the chemical potential, �T=T = (�2=�3)�=3, leading to a relative energy perturbation���(0) = �4�23�3 � �3�4�� = 0:71� : (55)Using the FIRAS constraint eq. (8), the allowed energy injection relative to the primeval radiation in the zPl to zBEepoch is at most [58] �EBEEcmb �< 6:4� 10�5 (95% CL) : (56)
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D. Recombination and photon decoupling1. Hydrogen and Helium RecombinationThe subject of the recombination of the primeval plasma was well developed immediately after the discovery of thebackground radiation [60,61]. In this subsection, we display the ODEs we solved in the Bond and Efstathiou papers forhydrogen recombination [134,88]. Although helium is neutral through hydrogen recombination, helium recombinationis now also explicitly included for our anisotropy calculations for increased accuracy [301], and the relevant equationsare also given. In implementing these equations, it is important to use very accurate and self consistent physicalparameters.The availability of photons per baryon in the background radiation illustrates that there are not enough photonsabove Lyman � energy to guarantee equilibrium of the 1s state with states above it, though there are plenty belowthe Balmer continuum. Thus absorption and production timescales for the 2s ! 3p transitions, for example, aremeasured in seconds at redshifts above 1000. We can therefore take the population of excited states with n > 1 to bein thermal equilibrium with the 2s state. In the following, we denote the abundances per baryon of various hydrogenstates fn; `g by Yn;`, the total abundance of hydrogen atoms and ions per baryon by YHT , and the free electron andproton abundances by Ye and Yp. The (positive) binding energy of the state n; ` is denoted by Bn, and gn` = 4(2`+1)is its statistical weight, with the 4 coming from the proton and electron spins. As before, Te and T are the electronand photon temperatures in energy units (kB = 1). When account is taken of the equilibrium associated with thefast timescales, the network of equations describing the normal recombination transition is:1. Equilibrium of the state fn; `g with the 2s:Yn` = (gn`=4)Y2s exp[�(B2 �Bn)=T ] : (57)2. Baryon conservation:Yp + Y1s + Y2sZ(T ) = YHT ; Z(T ) = Xn>1; `(gn`=4)e�(B2�Bn)=T : (58)The partition function for states above n = 1 is Z(T ).3. Loss of free electrons through recombination: _Ye = ��cnBYeYp + Y2s�c. Here �c is the recombination rate,excluding direct recombinations to the ground state since the released photon above the Lyman edge leadsimmediately to another ionization. The factor�c = e�B2=T �mec2Te2�(�hc)2�3=2 �c (59)describes the detailed balance relating the photoionization rate to the recombination coe�cient �c. For �c, weuse the analytic approximation�c = 1:948� 10�13(104 K=Te)1=2'(y) cm3 s�1 ; (60)'(y) � 12 (1:735 + ln y + y�1=6)� (1� y�1 � 2y�2); y � 13:6 eVTe(Bates and Dalgarno [62]).11This recombination rate is superior to the Boardman [63] form, �c = 2:84�10�13T�1=2e4 , Te4 � Te=104 K, used by Peebles andto the oft-used Seaton approximation, �c = 2:6� 10�13T�0:85e4 . The latter is accurate at 104 K, but di�ers from the Osterbrock[64] values by 3% at 5000 K, 9% at 2500 K and by 19% at 1250 K, whereas the formula we adopt di�ers by only a percentin all three cases (and by even less from the tabulated values of Bates and Dalgarno). The original Peebles formula di�ers by12%, 26% and 37%, respectively. 20



4. 1s production: _Y1s = Y2s�2 � Y1s�2 e�(B1�B2)=T + RnB : (61)The �rst term describes the 2s ! 1s +  transition, with lifetime �2=0.12 s. The second describes the rateat which Lyman alpha photons from the 2p! 2s+  transition are shifted out of the line due to the expansionof the Universe before they can be reabsorbed. Thermal CMB photons are irrelevant for this, since, at thetemperatures of recombination, essentially no photons with energies as high as Ly alpha exist. (Balmer lines doyield a thermal distribution function.) Thus a detailed solution of the photon distribution function across theline, including redshift e�ects, is needed. This is straightforward. For given Y2s and Y1s, Peebles showsR = H(a) (B1 �B2)3(�2(�hc)3) �Y2sY1s � e�(B1�B2)=T� : (62)Here the Hubble parameter is H(a).The net e�ect of the rapid equilibration of the 2s state with the 2p and higher states yields the equation_Y2s = �cnBYeYp � Y2s�c � Y2s�2 + Y1s�2 e�(B1�B2)=T � RnB : (63)The rates are large enough that _Y2s can be taken to vanish, yielding an expression for Y2s in terms of Y1s and Ye.Baryon conservation gives a further relation of Y1s in terms of Yp = Ye, so the entire system of equations reduces toone for the evolution of the free electron abundance, Ye.Denoting the ionization fraction by x = Yp=YHT , putting Y1s=YHT � 1� x, and transforming the time derivativeto one over the photon temperature, T = T�=�a, we havedxdT = 1TH(a) nBYHT�cx2 � �c(1� x)e�(B1�B2)=T1 + �c ���12 + (B1�B2)3H(a)(�2(�hc)3)nBYHT (1�x)��1 : (64)This is a sti� equation. At high redshift, Saha equilibrium holds, with _Y1s=0, thus Y2s = Y1se�(B1�B2)=T , and _Ye=0,hence Y1s = cHIYeYp ; cHI = nBeB1=T �mec2Te2�(�hc)2��3=2 gHIgegp ; (65)The statistical weights are ge = 2; gp = 2; gHI = 4. but by T � 4000 K one should shift over to the ODE solution.This equation is coupled to the Compton cooling equation (30) for the evolution of the electron temperature Te asit breaks equality with the photon temperature T to follow the (1 + z)2 redshift evolution of a nonrelativistic idealuid: 1a2 ddtTea2 = �8�T �3mec YeYT (Te � T) � "23 _YeYT (B1 + 32Te)# : (66)Here YT � YHT + Ye + YHe T is the number of gas particles per baryon. (The term in square brackets from thebinding and thermal energy gained when an electron recombines is ignorable here.) The large value of the photonenergy density � ensures that this Compton heating keeps Te and T nearly equal until a redshift below about 400(as shown in �g. 3(c)). These equations must be integrated numerically with sti� ODE solvers. Solutions for someCDM models are shown in �g. 3(a). If one is just interested in the development of anisotropies, the critical region isnot around the redshift � 1500 when the universe passes from 95% to 10% ionized, but rather a redshift interval fromabout 1200 to 900 when the radiation passes from being tightly coupled to freely streaming, when the optical depthto Thomson scattering, �C de�ned by eq. (33), passes through unity. The �nal values of the residual ionization arealso of interest since those few free electrons present catalyze the formation of molecular hydrogen, which can be animportant coolant in the �rst objects that collapse in the Universe.Krolik [65] discusses extra Fokker{Planck di�usive terms arising from scattering in the lines, but shows that theseresult in numerically small corrections to recombination over that obtained using the system of equations given here.21



Although photons are quite tightly coupled to the baryons when helium recombines, for high precision calculationsof CMB anisotropies at small angular scales the e�ect should be taken into account [301]. With more free electronspresent, the photons do not di�use as easily. It seems to be adequate to solve for the Saha equilibrium rather thandoing the full time evolution as is required for hydrogen recombination. One should solve for the ionization fractionsof the states of helium and hydrogen together, in practice done by iterating the following equation and demandingconvergence in YHI and YHeII :Ye = YHT + 2YHeT � (YHI + 2YHeI + YHeII ) ;YHI = YHT =(1 + (cHIYe)�1) ;YHeII = YHeT =(1 + (cHeIIYe)�1 + cHeIYe) ;YHeI = YHeT =(1 + (1 + (cHeIIYe)�1)(cHeIYe)�1) : (67)The coe�cients entering are cHeI = nB � meTe2�(�hc)2��3=2 eBHeI=T gHeIgegHeII ;cHeII = nB � meTe2�(�hc)2�3=2 eBHeII=T gHeIIgegHeIII ; (68)with statistical weights reecting the spinless alpha particle in the fully ionized state, gHeIII = 1, the electron spinin the once-ionized helium hydrogenic ground state, gHeII = 2, and the two electrons in the singlet 1S0 ground stateof neutral helium, gHeI = 1. The partition functions can be assumed to be temperature independent. The bindingenergies are BHeI = 24:6 eV; BHeII = 54:4 eV. When c�1HeI and c�1HeII are very small, helium is fully recombined andthe hydrogen-only Saha equation is adequate to solve.2. Visibility and decouplingThe visibility of the Universe to Thomson scattering is de�ned by e��C and the di�erential visibility by VC �de��C=d� = e��C=�C , where ��1C � �a�ne�T . Figure 3(b) shows VC=(H�a) for the universes of (a); a closeup of asubset of the models is shown in (c). For normal recombination the di�erential visibility is sharply peaked, onlyweakly dependent on cosmological parameters. Although the distribution is somewhat skew, a Gaussian �t is not abad approximation. We de�ne the conformal time of decoupling �dec to be where VC has a peak and the width ofdecoupling, RVC ;dec, to be the fwhm of VC times a factor 0.425, which turns the fwhm into a dispersion for a Gaussian.The corresponding expansion factors are �adec and �a;Cdec, related by�dec = 190
�1=2nr h�1 Mpc (103adec) 12 ��1 +� aeqadec�� 12 �� aeqadec� 12 � ;RVC ;dec = 9:5(10�a;Cdec)
�1=2nr h�1 Mpc (103adec)1=2�1 + aeqadec �1=2 � 12�a;dec�dec ;aeq � 
er
nr � [24200
nr h2]�1 ; CDM: 0:06 �< �a;Cdec �< 0:1 : (69)The aeq=adec � [6
nr(2h)2]�1 corrections usually cannot be ignored. For normal recombination CDM-dominateduniverses, the �a;dec range, as measured from the fwhm of the �g. 3(b) curves, imply the Gaussian width RVC ;dec isonly about 0.03{0.05 of the horizon size at decoupling. The last scattering region is therefore quite thin, with typical(comoving) Gaussian width � (5� 10)
�1=2nr h�1 Mpc. The Gaussian approximation,VC � de��Cd� � exp[�(� � �dec)2=(2R2VC;dec)](2�R2VC ;dec)1=2 (70)is not bad for these cases, and is nice for analytic purposes ( [2], section VB).Figure 3(c) shows how the instantaneous power law scaling pe;dec � �d lnYe=d ln a varies with redshift. Arounddecoupling pe;dec � 10 is typical. The Compton scattering time is related to the Hubble time at decoupling by22



FIG. 3. (a) Evolution of the ionization fraction. E�ect of varying 
B ;
nr ; h. (b) Di�erential visibility functions de��C =d ln �afor standard recombination (concentrated around z � 1000, rather like a Gaussian in � ) and for \no recombination". (c) Closeupof (b), the Ye � a�p power, and on the extreme left the relative di�erence between the electron and photon temperaturesampli�ed by 10.
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VC max: ne�T =H = (pe;dec + 2) de�nes �adec; �dec ;VC(H�a) max: ne�T =H = (pe;dec + 2� qdec) ;qdec = 12 (1 + 2(aeq=adec))(1 + (aeq=adec)) : (71)We could also de�ne the decoupling redshift when VC=(H�a) has a maximum: this occurs slightly later than thatdetermined by VC . Here qdec is the value of the deceleration parameter at decoupling. The Compton time is thereforeonly � 5% of the \horizon" size at decoupling. In section VA2, we shall see that a local measure of the width ofthe visibility at time � is useful to characterize the damping of anisotropies associated with the fuzziness of the lastscattering surface: RVC (�) � ���@2 lnVC@ ��2 ����1=2 = ( �H�a)�1h(pe + 2)(�q + �ne�T�H + d ln(pe+2)d ln a )i1=2 :This also gives �a;C � �H�aRVC ; in particular, if we substitute ne�T =H = pe;dec + 2 in this, note from the �gure thatd ln(pe + 2)=d lna is typically 2 or 3, we get 0:06 �< �a;Cdec �< 0:1 for 7 �< pe;dec �< 12, in good accord with the fwhmestimates. This expression also shows that RVC ;dec � �C;dec. (The time-dependent RVC (�) expression must eventuallybreak down, once ne�T =H drops below the deceleration parameter q.)Figure 3(b) shows the dramatic e�ect of early reionization on the visibility. For full ionization (pe;dec = 0), theredshift at which VC=(H�a) peaks is exactly where the optical depth to us is unity,z�C=1 � 102:1�
Bh0:02��2=3
1=3nr : (72)The redshift zdec at which VC peaks is 20% smaller. Figure 3 shows the Gaussian approximation is not very good(the half power points in � are at 0:75�dec and 1:5�dec, with \Gaussian" width of 0:32�dec). For the typical 
nr=1,
B=0.05 dark-matter dominated Universes, zdec � 130 and RVC ;dec � 170 h�1 Mpc, but for the 
B = 
nr = 0:1universe in �g. 3, whether open or vacuum-dominated (to make 
 = 1), the decoupling redshift is pushed dramaticallyforward, to zdec � 28 and RVC ;dec � 360 h�1 Mpc.E. Reionization of the universeErasure of CMB temperature anisotropies is dramatic if re-ionization occurs earlier than the minimum redshiftrequired to make the optical depth to us unity, eq. (72). Although this seems unlikely in CDM dominated models[134], it is reasonable to expect a 10% e�ect on �T=T / e��C even if re-ionization occurs as late as z�C=1=3, say,since �C = [(1 + z)=(1 + z�C=1)]3=2.The Gunn{Peterson test shows that the cumulative optical depth to Lyman alpha radiation back to the most distantquasars at z � 3 is less than 0.05 implying the universe is extremely highly ionized with neutral hydrogen fractionYH �< 10�6. Quasars, which contribute a signi�cant amount of this ionizing ux, are expected to have formed too lateto have had much inuence on CMB anisotropies. An early population of massive stars or more exotic sources suchas decaying Big Bang relic particles with a radiative channel could reionize early enough. In [66], we estimated thefraction of the closure density in massive stars of various types required for re-ionization to occur via the overlappingof the HII regions they generate. We found that to reionize by z�C=1 requires a cosmic abundance of ionizing stars
� = K10�6 �
Bh0:02�0:8 (1 + ��gas)1:5 ; (73)where K is a factor depending upon the type of stars: for stars with mass � 30M�, K � 30 if they have PopulationIII abundances (i.e., with essentially no heavy elements) and is somewhat higher if there is Population II metallicity,while for the limiting case of Very Massive Objects (mass �> 100M�), K � 1 for Population III abundances andK � 5 for Population II abundances. 
� depends upon the overdensity of the gas relative to the background, 1+�gas,i.e., the clumpiness factor. 
� is lowest if the gas is unclumped, but the gas in the neighborhood of the stars will beoverdense and the HII region would �rst have to break out of this gas before entering into the �gas � 0 backgroundmedium. It is therefore unclear what to take for the average ��gas entering eq. (73), and thus how much larger afraction than 10�6 in massive stars is required. 24



To assess whether it is plausible that such relatively large fractions of the universe can have gone into massive starsby z�C=1, we use the Press{Schechter formula [67] for the fraction of the baryons that would be in collapsed objectsby redshift z, 
Bcoll(z) = 
B erfc(�coll=p2), where �coll(z) � fcoll(1 + z)=��B . Here the factor fcoll � 1:686 is theaverage linear density uctuation within a sphere needed for that sphere to have collapsed to in�nite density whennonlinearities are included. ��B(z) denotes the rms level of the gas density uctuations at redshift z. (For rare events,i.e., high �coll, we have 
Bcoll � 
B(2=�)1=2 ��1coll e��2coll=2; the better physically-motivated \peak-patch picture" [68]based on collapse about peaks in the linear density �eld yields similar results.)There is a natural �lter � 1 h�1 kpc for the gas associated with the Jeans mass at recombination. In [134], weshowed that �� on this scale is typically � 20�8=(1 + z) for initially scale invariant 
nr = 1 CDM-dominated modelswith h = 0:5 and about the same for initially scale invariant nonzero � models with h � 0:75 and 
nr � 0:3. Here �8denotes the rms linear density uctuations on cluster scales at the current time. For CDM and the nonzero � models,we have �coll(z�C=1) ranging from about 7 to 10, hence 
Bcoll(z�C=1) is very tiny indeed. However, by z�C=1=3 itwould have grown to a number which can exceed 
�. Thus, although we concluded in [134] that the drastic caseof extreme damping of small angle CMB anisotropies was unlikely unless there were an extremely high e�ciency ofmassive star formation from collapsed gas, it is quite conceivable that there will be some small e�ect from the earliestgeneration of stars on the anisotropies provided there is a reasonable amount of \short-distance power" in the densityuctuation spectrum.What complicates this enormously is that the entities which form may well be rather fragile with a small bindingenergy, easily disrupted by the massive stars they generate. But it is also possible that the amount of nonlinear gascould be ampli�ed by the explosion of such stars sweeping up shells of gas far from the parent object. It is di�cult toargue de�nitively either way and this issue of e�ciency and ampli�cation or suppression will likely remain a subjectof uncertainty in interpretation of CMB anisotropies for a long time to come. For recent discussions of the issuesinvolved in reionization see [69,70].Although the inuence of early reionization on ination-based CDM models and models with nonzero � is am-biguous, the situation seems clearer in other models. In isocurvature baryon models with (nearly) white noise initialconditions popular in the late seventies [71], the �rst objects collapse at z � 300, making reionization easy, and,indeed, expected. Similarly, in models in which there are isocurvature seeds, such as in texture models, one alsoexpects early ionization to be quite plausible, although by no means certain.If there is no recombination, there is a constraint from the y-distortion on how early energy can be injected:zmax;reh � 103:8�
Bh0:02��2=3
1=3nr : (74)This is a result from Zeldovich and Sunyaev [34], revisited by Bartlett and Stebbins [72], which I modi�ed to takeinto account the FIRAS limit [12]. This limit can be avoided if one can sustain a temperature of the cooling electronsto be nearly the CMB temperature. In any case, it is no limitation for the low 
B favored by standard Big Bangnucleosynthesis [73]. F. Post-recombination energy sourcesAfter recombination, we expect energy release to accompany the formation of nonlinear cosmic structure as stars,black holes etc. form. Although the limits on this release in the CMB region are now very stringent, they are not asstrong in the optical and near infrared. I now survey a number of sources that would be expected to contribute to abackground, choosing normalization parameters to be relatively conservative. Even so they are not far o� the FIRASbound (eq. 9), < 2:5� 10�4 from 500{5000 �m { a useful limit to bear in mind when considering the following energysource formulas. On the other hand, there is a tentative identi�cation of a sub-mm background in the FIRAS data[49] in the range � 200 � 1000 �m, with energy �E=Ecmb � 10�3 longward of � 400 �m, which partly mimics theGalactic contribution (and could be partly due to cold high latitude Galactic dust [48]). There are also residuals aftersource subtractions in the DIRBE data which could be interpreted as a cosmological infrared background at shorter(� 1� 200 �m) wavelengths at the �E=Ecmb � 10�2 level [79,80]. These are shown in �g. 4.We �rst consider an exotic source before the more prosaic ones we know must exist at some level. Decaying (cold)particles with a radiative channel X ! X 0 +  having a branching ratio BX contribute a relative energyEdecayEcmb � 0:02BX
X;ih2 106(1 + zdec) (75)25



to the Universe, where 
X;i is the initial density parameter of the cold particles which are destined to decay, whichmay easily be in excess of unity; e.g., for keV neutrinos it is 40. zdec is the decay redshift, when the lifetime equalsthe Hubble time. In cases like this, zdec > zPl unless the branching ratio is tiny, i.e., with a lifetime shorter than amonth. And if a considerable fraction of the CMB energy were created this way, the success of standard Big Bangnucleosynthesis would come into jeopardy. If the particle has a longer lifetime and if there is dust to reprocess theradiation into the sub-mm band probed by FIRAS, the constraints on the branching ratio are quite severe; if there isno dust so the decay radiation is just redshifted, then it would lie at shorter wavelengths where the bounds are muchless stringent.The nuclear energy output of stars with e�ciency �nuc radiating at redshift z� with an abundance 
� relative tothe CMB is E�Ecmb � 0:03�
�h20:001� 5(1 + z�) �nuc0:004 : (76)Massive stars have an e�ciency which is not much less than the maximum value of 0.004 for Very Massive Objects[66], those with mass > 100M�. The radiant energy release from stars which eject a mass ZejM in metals when theyundergo supernova explosions is limited by the metal fraction Z they contribute to a gas of density 
gas,EpreSN �Ecmb � 0:0008 Z10�3 
gash20:01 Zej0:2 � M20M��0:5 : (77)Radiation generated by mass accreting onto black holes with an e�ciency �acc, typically taken to be about 0.1 forquasar models, delivers energy EBHaccEcmb � 0:0008
BHacch210�6 5(1 + zacc) �acc0:1 : (78)We might reasonably expect that 
��nuc, Z
gas and 
BHacc�acc would be larger than the normalizations indicateand so they would be in conict with the FIRAS limit, eq. (9), if that radiation were to �nd its way to the sub-mm.In particular, the prospect of (� 102{105M�) VMO remnant black holes forming a considerable component of thedark matter is ruled out if the unavoidable thermonuclear energy release prior to collapse passed through pregalacticdust or through dusty galaxies.Although there is a contribution from the gravitational energy released during the collapse of various structures inthe universe in all wavebands, it is typically smaller than that from other sources. Letting 
B;collfcool be the densityof baryons which have cooled in a potential well characterized by the three-dimensional virial velocity dispersion vTwhich formed at redshift zcoll and taking the average over all collapsed structures, we get an energy releaseEformationEcmb � 0:0002� 
B;collh2fcool10�3(1 + zcoll) � vT1000 km s�1�2� : (79)Taking typical parameters for gas that has cooled in forming galaxies gives a value of order ten lower than theprefactor.The FIRAS limit on the y-distortion does place a powerful constraint on how e�ective explosions could have been ingenerating cosmic structure. As Ikeuchi and Ostriker emphasized (e.g., [74]), a predominantly hydrodynamic expla-nation for cosmic structure development is a perfectly reasonable extrapolation of known behavior in the interstellarmedium to the pregalactic medium. In [2], I gave a conservative lower estimation of the amount of Compton coolingthat would have accompanied the explosive formation of bubbles of radius Rexp with �lling factor fexp by equatingthe thermal energy to the minimum energy per baryon required to scour out a bubble of size Rexp at redshift zexp:ECompton coolEcmb � u10�3fexp� Rexp20 h�1 Mpc�2
Bh
1=2nr ; (80)with u � 1=2. Chris Thompson [78] gave a more re�ned derivation and got the same functional form with prefactors uranging from 1=3 to 1, assuming that the electrons would be much cooler than the ions. The zexp dependence is weakfor redshifts �> 10 when Compton cooling dominates, and � (1 + zexp)5=2 below. Thus the FIRAS limit of 6� 10�5very strongly constrains the scale Rexp and/or the �lling factor fexp. If supernova explosions were responsible forenergy injection, one expects that the presupernova light radiated would be in excess of the explosive energy by a26



TABLE I. Sample dust emission modelsModel: M8 M11 M14 M13 pk
dust 10�6 10�5 10�5 10�6 � 10�6�Einj=Ecmb 0.04 0.004 0.004 0.004 0.01SMode burst burst steep _E at _E burstzgf 5 9 5 9 6{4�ENIR=�Einj 0.82 0.01 0.14 0.81 {factor in excess of 100, which would lead to even stronger restrictions on the model; and if the supernova debris ismetal-enriched, the allowed amount of metals also poses a strong constraint.2Another victim of the powerful FIRAS y-distortion limit was the superconducting cosmic string model of structureformation, in which the strings would radiate magnetohydrodynamic and (damped) extremely long frequency wavesthat would heat the medium, giving a picture of structure formation similar in spirit to the explosion model, but witha more exotic energy source. Thompson has estimated �E=Ecmb � 10�2:2(GN�=10�6) for 
B(2h)2 = 0:1, where GNis Newton's constant and � is the string tension. This is much too large for the range of � needed to make the modelviable.Figure 4(a) compares current DIRBE constraints with sample theoretical models having spectra peaking in the near-infrared [81], examples of the energy releases discussed above: metal generating stars which generate 
metals = 10�4at z = 100 and at z = 9 (two solid lines), Eddington-limited accreting black holes (AGN pre-cursors) at z = 9 with
bh = 10�5, VMOs with abundance 
VMO = 0:05 at z=100 (dashed), that make 
bh = 0.025{0.05. The curves scaleup linearly with 
metals, 
bh, or 
VMO , and with (2h)2. (All models shown have 
 = 1 and h=0.5.) With increasing1+ z of formation, there is a linear increase to longer wavelength and a linear drop in the amplitude of the curves, asin the transition between the 2 solid curves.If intervening dust is present, these curves will have the same underlying energy but be shifted, at least partially,into the sub-mm. Figure 4(a) shows the FIRAS bound given as a fraction of the CMB peak, while �g. 4(b) gives acloseup showing what freedom there really is, since the most powerful FIRAS bound was derived by modelling theGalactic emission so if cosmological sources can mimic that Galactic emission they are not as strongly constrained(e.g., [49]).For the sub-mm theoretical curves shown, corresponding to the BCH2 [42] models listed in table I, \normal"Galactic dust is assumed, with far infrared opacity index �d = 1:5, similar to the value derived for single temperaturedust from the COBE observation. (�d = 2 is better motivated theoretically in this range, and, with a cold componentadded, by the COBE observations, section III B 7.) The dust abundance is 
d (� 10�5 corresponds roughly to a PopI abundance of dust in bright galaxies). The radiative energy input relative to that in the CMB is �Einj=Ecmb, ofwhich a fraction �ENIR=�Einj is not absorbed by the dust, and just redshifts to appear as a near infrared background.This fraction depends upon the dust distribution. The peak of emission also depends upon how clumped the dustis; BCH2 used homogeneous models which have maximally cool dust, hence somewhat bigger emission in the FIRASbands than the hotter compact dust of starbursts. A peak-patch model [68] for starbursting galaxies [82], includingnormal and dwarf contributions, radiating with a dust temperature Td = 30 K that form according to a �8 = 0:7CDM model, but which were not allowed to burst below redshift 4, is also given in the table, since maps based uponit are shown in �g. 15: the parameter S is variable, but should apparently be less than 0.1 to satisfy the COBEbounds of [12]; S = 1 would have all the normal galaxies that formed pass through a phase at birth during whichtheir luminosity output was at the Arp 220 level { Arp 220 being the canonical strong starburst example. Wright etal. [58] and De Zotti et al. [83] give other versions of the constraints on dust emission from high (and low) redshiftgalaxies that can be derived from FIRAS.IV. PHENOMENOLOGY OF CMB ANISOTROPYGenerally many sources will contribute to the CMB anisotropy pattern. Now that uctuations in the temperaturehave been discovered, the challenge is to design experiments that can separate the many components that will be2The limits from anisotropy are not as strong: the packed shell model above gives anisotropies at the few times 10�5 level, butthe expectation was that in the early �reball development phase, the hot gas would create large anisotropies [2,75], although ifTe � Tion Thompson suggests these can be avoided. 27



FIG. 4. (a) The intensity levels �I� in units of the total CMB intensity Icmb = 10�3 erg cm�2 s�1 sr�1 for a variety ofnear-IR and far-IR models of energy generation associated with galaxy formation are compared with current limits and potentialmeasurement levels. The straight heavy line in the sub-mm shows the current FIRAS constraint on spectral distortions of theCMB, the light upper lines show the 1990 announcement limit, and the improvement one year later (using Baade windowobservations). The upper heavy line shows the COBRA limit. Typical optical and UV limits are denoted by daggers, IRASmeasurements are solid squares. Open circles are DIRBE's \dark sky" values, hence upper limits to an infrared background,heavy error bars give the estimated DIRBE range of residuals at high Galactic after removing \foreground" sources, and theopen squares denote the sensitivities DIRBE could in principle have gotten to with perfect source removal in 1 �eld-of-viewafter 1 year of integration. Inverted triangles are limits from the FIRAS HF channels. (b) A closeup in the sub-mm. The solidcircle data points are positive FIRAS residuals the open data points are absolute values of negative FIRAS residuals. Theyare bounded by the solid line. If a spectrum mimics Galactic emission then it is not as strongly constrained. The solid lineabove GPole=4 is the FIRAS determination of the Galactic Pole emission, lower is 1=4 of this. The heavy large-dashed curvesin both panels denote the tentative sub-mm background suggested for the FIRAS data (Puget et al. 1996). The upper dottedcurve is the CMB blackbody, next is the perturbed CMB with �xed �T = 0:004, and last is the CMB times 0:00025. The solidcurves below these are BCH2 primeval galaxy models of dust emission.
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FIG. 5. The at spectrum in thermodynamic temperature predicted for primary anisotropies is contrasted with the spectralsignatures for other sources of anisotropy (normalized at 4 mm): SZ anisotropies (long-dashed, with a sign change at 1300 �m);bremsstrahlung (short-dashed); synchrotron (dotted), with index varying from ps = 0:5 to 0:9; and dust (with index �d = 2 asindicated by a two-temperature �t to COBE), both the usual Galactic dust at 20 K (heavy solid) and dust at 6 K and 4 K (lightsolid lines, which could represent a cold Galactic component or, e.g., 30 K dust radiating at redshift � 5); a shallower, lessphysically-motivated, �d = 1:5 dust opacity law for the 20K grains is also shown, appropriate for the single-temperature COBE�t. The frequency bands which various experiments probe are indicated. There is a minimum of the Galactic foregrounds atabout 90 GHz, the highest frequency COBE channel.present, in particular, the cosmological signals from those that are merely Galactic or conventionally extragalactic (e.g.,radio galaxies). Ultimately, it will probably require a sophisticated combination of spectral and angular information,and cross-correlation with other datasets, such as X-ray and HI maps. With enough frequency bands covered, theprospects for separation on the basis of spectrum alone is not bad. Figure 5 draws together the spectral signatures ofthe di�erent sources of anisotropy that are likely to appear, using eqs. (32), (39), (41), (48). Although the di�erentsignals are gratifyingly di�erent, many parameters must be �t.The angular patterns could also be used, for example to get rid of point sources. Of course, this can be dangeroussince what we are trying to discover is the angular pattern in the background. We now turn to measures of thisangular pattern, with special emphasis on the power spectrum as a way of codifying the contribution of di�erentangular scales to the anisotropies for di�erent cosmic signals. However, the patterns may be non-Gaussian, especiallyfor secondary anisotropies, and so how the power is concentrated in hot and cold spots de�nes a crucial aspect of thedistribution. A. Statistical measures of the radiation pattern: C(�); C`; : : :To relate observations of anisotropy to theory, statistical measures quite familiar from their application to the galaxydistribution have been widely used. Denote the radiation pattern as measured here and now by the two-dimensionalrandom �eld �T (q̂), where �q̂ = (�; �) is the unit direction vector on the sky (and q̂ is the direction the photons aretravelling in). The correlation function is 29



C(�) � ��TTc (q̂)�TTc (q̂0)� ; cos(�) = q̂ � q̂0 ; (81)where Tc is the background temperature (the monopole). In theoretical treatments, a probability functional describesthe distribution of the sky patterns. Generally all N -point correlation functions are required to specify the statisticaldistribution. The random �eld is statistically isotropic if allN -point functions are rotationally-invariant. In particular,this implies C(�) is only a function of the angle between the vectors q̂ and q̂0. The theoretical correlation functionis an ensemble-average of possible skies, while experimentally C(�) must be an angle-averaged estimate for the patchof the sky over which the observations have taken place. Even if there were perfect resolution and all-sky coverage,the observed C(�) and the theoretical C(�) would di�er. For realistic experiments, the errors arising from bothobservational sources and uctuations because the observed patch of the sky is just one realization from the ensembleare crucial to properly include. The latter e�ect is called \cosmic variance" [90].Other analogues of 3D measures that have been applied to CMB maps include: constructing the one-point distri-bution for �T=T as a function of resolution scale, the analogue of \counts-in-cells"; particular aspects are the rmsuctuation on a given resolution scale, and the skewness and kurtosis of the distribution; the statistics of hot andcold spots (high positive and negative excursions in the maps); the genus, etc. Many of these are rather obscured bythe intrinsic observational noise, and only full scale Monte Carlo treatments are possible to assess how well a theoryis faring.As for the galaxy distribution on large scales, the most useful statistic is the power spectrum, C`, for a 2D distributiona function of multipole number `. For CMB anisotropies, it is natural to expand the radiation pattern in sphericalharmonics Y`m(�; �): �TTc (q̂) = X̀m a`mY`m(q̂) = X̀��`0Y`0(�; 0)+p2 X̀m=1Y`m(�; 0)[�`m cos(m�)� �`m sin(m�)]�; (82)with the latter splitting the complex a`m into ` + 1 symmetric real components, �`m, and ` antisymmetric realcomponents, �`m, the symmetry de�ned by the behavior under change of the sign of the longitude:a`0 = �`0; �`0 = 0; a`m = 1p2(�`m + i�`m) ;a`�m = a�̀m = 1p2(�`;m � i�`;m) ; m �> 1 : (83)If the temperature pattern is statistically isotropic, then ha�̀ma`0m0i = 0 unless ` = `0, m = m0. The nonzerocomponents are the ensemble-averaged angular power spectrum,C` � `(`+ 1)C`=(2�) ; C` = ha�̀ma`mi = h�2̀mi = h�2̀mi : (84)At high `, this corresponds to the power in a logarithmic waveband d ln(`). The speci�c `(` + 1) factor is chosenbecause C` is predicted to be at at small ` for theories with scale invariant adiabatic density perturbations [246](section VA). In terms of a discrete \logarithmic integral", I(f), of a function f`, de�ned byI(f) � X̀ f` (`+ 12 )`(`+ 1) ; (85)the correlation function is given byC(�) = X̀ 2`+ 14� C` P`(cos(�)) = I(C` P`(cos(�))) : (86)The rms uctuations in the multipole ` are found by squaring the `-poles of �T=Tc and averaging over angles:�2T;` = 14� X̀m=�` ja`mj2 = 14���2̀0 + X̀m=1(�2̀m + �2̀m)�: (87)30



For example, Qrms = Tc �T;2 is the quadrupole amplitude. The full four-year data [85] givesQrms = 10:7�3:6�7:1�K,the �rst the 1-sigma statistical error, the second Galactic modelling errors; i.e., �T;2 = 0:4� 10�5 [1� 0:3� 0:7].Over small patches of the sky, the curvature of the sky is not important and we can Fourier transform the radiationpattern: �TTc ($jq̂P ) = Z d2Q(2�)2 g�TT (Q) eiQ�$ : (88)This is certainly useful for the fast Fourier transform can then be applied to small scale map construction. HereI describe the way we did this in [88]. Choose a pole q̂P within the patch and, in the neighborhood of the pole,let $ = ($x; $y) = $(cos�; sin�), where $ = 2 sin(�=2) is con�ned to the range 0 �< $ < 2. Its magnitude is$ = jq̂ � q̂P j, and to terms of order $2, we can decompose the unit vector q̂ � q̂P +$ into parallel and transversepieces. This representation is an equal area projection of the sphere onto a disk in the sense that a solid angle elementd
 = sin � d�d� is just $d$d� = d2$. However, only for $ < 1 does the map look good: as one goes into theopposite hemisphere, the distortions are severe. Note that the opposite pole to the one we are expanding about is the$ = 2 circle.1 To evaluate the angular power spectrum, we make use of the property that in the limit of large ` andsmall $, P`(cos �) � J0((`+ 1=2)$) : (89)We therefore have C` � �����g�TT (Q)����2�; if Q = `+ 1=2 : (90)This suggests that the analogue of the power per logarithmic wavenumber interval is actually (`+1=2)2C`=(2�). Theform C` � `(` + 1)C`=(2�) adopted di�ers by only 4% for ` = 2 and by less than a percent for ` > 4. Since thedimensions of Q are inverse radians, the `{pole can be considered to probe angles around 3438=(`+ 1=2) arcminutes(and angular wavelengths 2� bigger).B. Experimental arrangements and their �lters1. Pixel{pixel correlation �ltersWe now discuss anisotropy experiments in more detail. Typically we are given the data in the form of measurements(�T=T )p � �Dp of the anisotropy in the pth pixel, where �Dp is the variance about the mean for the measurements.In general, there may be pixel{pixel correlations in the noise, de�ning a correlation matrix CDpp0 with o�-diagonalcomponents as well as the diagonal �2Dp. Also there is usually more than one frequency channel, with the generalizedpixels having frequency as well as spatial designations. The signal (�T=T )p can be expressed in terms of linear �ltersFp;`m acting on the a`m: ��T=T �p =Xlm Fp;`ma`m : (91)The Fp;`m encode the experimental beam and the switching strategy that de�nes the temperature di�erence, theformer �ltering high `, the latter low `. They can also encode the frequency dependence if the signal has a �xedspectral signature, as primary CMB and secondary SZ uctuations do. Reality implies Fp;`;�m = F�p;`m. The pixel{pixel correlation function of the temperature di�erences can be expressed in terms of a quadratic Npix �Npix �ltermatrix Wpp0;` acting on CT`:1We can choose to zero �T=T at this circle; the expansion is then a Fourier-Bessel series with cylindrical eigenfunctions/ eim�Jm(Qnm$), where the Qnm are the positive roots of Jm(2Qnm) = 0, thus with a discrete spectrum, though not usefullike the Y`;m expansion unless we are interested in small enough angles so that $ = 2 can be considered to be in�nity and Qnmbecomes continuous. 31



FIG. 6. Filter functions for some current experiments: cobe's dmr and �rs are treated as single-beam maps; ten is Tenerife;sp94 is the UCSB 1994 South Pole experiment, for which two �lters for di�erent HEMT receiver systems are shown; sk95 is the1993-95 BigPlate (Saskatchewan) experiment, which is sensitive to a large range in `, and for which two �lters at ` � 100 and` � 300 are shown; py is Python; g2, g3 are 2 and 3 beam con�gurations for MSAM; max is for the MAX3,4,5 experiments;wd1,2 are the m = 1; 2 analysis modes for the WhiteDish experiment. ovro is the �lter for the 1987 OVRO experiment usinga 40-m radio dish, ovro22 uses a 5-m single dish, JCMT/IRAM illustrates what bolometer arrays on submillimeter telescopesare sensitive to, and mmOVRO and VLA denote approximations to the `-space probed by a mm interferometer array and bythe Very Large Array in a compact con�guration.CTpp0 � *��TT �p��TT �p0+ = I[Wpp0;`CT`] ; (92)Wpp0;` � 4�2`+ 1Xm Fp;`mF�p0;`m ; W ` � 1Npix NpixXp=1 Wpp;` : (93)The trace W ` de�nes the average �lters [3,42,242] shown in �g. 6, which determine the rms anisotropies �T [W ]:�2T [W ] � ��TT �2rms � 1Npix NpixXp=1 CTpp � I[W `CT`] : (94)We de�ne the band-power associated with the �lter W ` to be the average power across the �lter [5,89]:hC`iW � I[W `CT`]=I[W `] : (95)Usually the band-power is the quantity that can be most accurately determined from the experimental data, and it isused extensively in what follows to assess what various experiments have measured, and what various theories predict.In the high ` limit it is often more convenient to use the Fourier transform representation:32



(�T=T )p =XQ eFp(Q)g�TT (Q); eFp(Q) = eiQ�$pB(Q)Up(Q) ; (96)where $p is the position de�ning the pixel, B(Q) de�nes the beam pro�le, and Up(Q) contains details of the switchingstrategy. The associated �lter for CTpp0 isfWpp0(Q) = Z 2�0 d�Q2� eFp(Q) eFp0(Q)�= Z 2�0 d�Q2� eiQ�($p�$p0 )B2(Q)Up(Q)U�p0(Q) : (97)The decomposition of the �lter into a Fourier phase factor associated with the pixel position, a beam function anda switching strategy function Up (which can depend upon the pixel position too for some experiments) is generallyuseful for experiments on scales below a few degrees { provided distortions in the $-representation over the region ofthe sky mapped are not large; if they are, it is better to work with the full spherical harmonic representation. Theanalogue for the spherical harmonic representation Fp;`m of pulling out the phase associated with $p is to pull outan overall Y`m0(q̂p), but with penalty that the switching factor is a function of m0 as well as the `m and possibly thepixel position: Fp;`m =Xm0 Y`m0(q̂p)B(`;m)Up;`mm0 : (98)Discretization into time bins and aspects of pixelization are encoded in the functions Up;`mm0 or Up(Q).2. Beams and dmr and �rsExperimental beams are characterized by a full width at half maximum �fwhm. Beams must be determined exper-imentally, typically by determining the pattern of a point source on the sky. Usually there is a nice monotonic fall-o�from the central point to low levels of power. However, beams do have side lobes which experimenters suppress asmuch as possible. Also the beams are not always rotationally symmetric. Still, for many experiments a Gaussian as afunction of angle is not a bad approximation. The beam would then also be Gaussian in multipole (Fourier transform)space, B(`j`s) � exp �� (`+ 12 )22(`s + 12 )2 � ;`s + 12 = 12 sin(�s=2) ; �s = �fwhmp8 ln 2 � 0:425�fwhm: (99)The square of the COBE beam is shown in �g. 6: it falls o� more rapidly than the rough 7� fwhm Gaussian used [90]before it was precisely determined [91].One can imagine a \one-beam" experiment, with the temperature uctuation relative to an absolute temperaturebeing determined. In this case, the average �lter is just W ` � B2(`j`s). But this is never the case in practicealthough the processed COBE and �rs maps can be analyzed as if they were one-beam experiments. COBE actuallymeasures the di�erence between �T values at two beam-smeared points 60� apart, but as the satellite spins androtates, the entire sky is covered, albeit with di�erent integration times for di�erent sections of the sky. The set ofdmr measurements give the di�erence in �T from a given beam-smeared point to enough connected points 60� awayto allow a successful inversion and construction of a map: i.e., beam-smeared �T (q̂) values at 6144 pixels for eachof the 2 � 3 frequency channels (using a convenient oversampled digitization in squares of size 2:6� of each beam-smeared point). The price one pays is that residual correlation in the experimental variance occurs between map pixelsseparated by 60� [92]. The gain is that the COBE maps can be thought of as giving �T (�; �) directly, smoothedwith a \single-beam" high-` �lter associated with the beam-size. Of course, the monopole and dipole components arealso �ltered out: the ` = 0 component, the average temperature on the sky, obviously is inaccessible; and becauseof the large dipole anisotropy induced by the motion of the earth relative to the cosmic background radiation, the\intrinsic" ` = 1 component is also inaccessible.The coverage of the �rs experiment is more complicated than for dmr because it was a balloon experiment takinguseful data for only about 5 hours. Nonetheless, a map with highly inhomogeneous weighting of each of the 1:3� pixels33



can be constructed for each of its four frequency channels. Although one may be more sophisticated in taking thisinto account in the construction of W `, it is reasonable to characterize the experiment by a one-beam �lter function(99), with `s � 34 corresponding to the 3:9� fwhm beam.3. 2-Beams, 3-beams, oscillating beams, : : :For a given theory, experiments could be designed to get the optimal signal. For example, MAX, MSAM and otherhalf-degree experiments probe multipole ranges which optimize the signal from power spectra like that for primaryanisotropies if the recombination of the primeval plasma occurred normally. A �lter with a beam like that of sp94is better for probing primary anisotropies if early reionization occurred. It is of course best to get information fromexperiments probing the entire ` range, and thus the emphasis on large scale mapping experiments for the future. Inow describe the Up and W ` for a variety of current experimental con�gurations to give a avor for what goes into�g. 6. Versions are also shown and discussed in [3,5,42,89,106,140,242].A single-di�erencing (or 2-beam) experiment subtracts the temperature of the points on either side separated by�throw=2 from the central point (the pixel label). Let us denote the separation direction by $̂throw. For a pixel at $pwe have: �p = �TT ($p + 12$throw;$s)� �TT ($0 � 12$throw;$s)hence Up(Q) = 2i sin(Q �$throw=2) : (100)The �lter is simply expressed in terms of the J0 Bessel function:W ` = [2(1� J0(xt))]B2(`j`s) ; where xt = `+ 12`throw + 12 : (101)The J0(xt) term is really the high ` approximation to P`(cos �throw). W ` rises like `2B2.In a double-di�erence (3-beam) experiment, the smoothed uctuation at the pixel site has subtracted from it theaverage of the uctuations at a distance �throw away. Thus�p = �TT ($p;$s)� 12 ��TT ($p +$throw;$s) + �TT ($0 �$throw;$s)� ;hence Up(Q) = 2 sin2(Q �$throw=2) ; (102)with the average �lter W ` = [2(1� J0(xt))� 12 (1� J0(2xt))]B2(`j`s) : (103)W ` rises like `4B2.In the MSAM (g2, g3) experiment, the raw data was projected into both a 2-beam and 3-beam mode, an exampleof a growing trend to adopt switching strategies in software rather than hardware. Often the experimental �lters aremore complicated than 2 or 3 beam ones and the associated matrix elements must be calculated precisely, takinginto account the details of the pattern on the sky. For example, the sp91 and sp94 experiments are similar tosingle-di�erencing experiments, except that the beam oscillates about the pixel position in a direction $̂osc withan oscillation amplitude $osc, frequency !, and time behavior $p + $osc sin(!t), with the temperature positivelyweighted on one side and negatively weighted on the other. The sp91 beam was 1:5� with oscillation amplitude of2:95=2 degrees, roughly corresponding to a 2-beam throw of about 2�, not that much larger than the beam: thusbeam and throw interference result in a relatively small width and maximum of W `. A similar story holds for sp94.For such an experiment,Up(Q) = 2iH0(Q �$osc) ; where H0(x) � 2� Z �=20 d� sin(x cos(�)) (104)is called the Struve function of index zero [242].The sp89 experiment and the MAX balloon-borne bolometer experiment both had fwhm beams of 300 (`s � 269)and also measured temperature di�erences via oscillating beams, with oscillation amplitude � 1:4=2 degrees. The34



�lters di�er because MAX used a sine weighting of the temperature to make the temperature di�erence rather thanthe plus/minus step function technique of sp89 and sp91. For sine weighting, Up(Q) = 2i �2 J1(Q �$osc).The 1:80 beam Owens Valley (ov7) experiment [94] used a 40-m radio dish at 1.5 cm to observe 7 �elds on thesky with a double-di�erencing (or 3-beam) experiment, which (basically) subtracted the average of the temperatures7:150 to each side of a central point from the temperature at the central point. Thus `throw � 480 corresponds tothe \throw" angle �throw = 70 and `s � 2246 is the beam's �lter scale. It is theoretically advantageous to have�throw � �beam to get the maximum rms signal, but it is di�cult to manage experimentally.Python was a 4-beam experiment with beam 450 and throw 2:75�, hence also a very large ratio of throw to beam;for it, Up(Q) = 2i sin3( 12Q �$throw) ;W ` = 14 [5� 152 J0(xt) + 3J0(2xt)� 12J0(3xt))]B2(`j`s) :The raw data �p(�) for the WhiteDish wd experiment (beam 120) are di�erences in the temperature of points on acircle of radius $throw=2 (= 140) centered on the pixel and the pixel. Among ways to analyze the data, the moststraightforward is to form angular moments, R e�im��p(�) d�=(2�):Ump (Q) = imJm( 12Q$throw) (Q̂x � iQ̂y)m; W m̀ = J2m( 12Q$throw)B2 : (105)Data was given for the m = 1; 2 modes, derived from 5 pixels in a line.As we move into the next generation of experiments, the goal is to make maps of extended regions. An exampleof the increasing sophistication is provided by the sk95 experiment [150], which projected from 3-beam to 19-beamcon�gurations in software, leading to an interpretation of an even more generalized pixel-space than one just includingfrequencies and spatial centering. The �lter functions can also be designed after the fact with this approach, as infact was done for broad-band power spectrum analysis in [150]. Two such �lters at either end of the `-range that sk95was sensitive to are shown in �g. 6.C. Primary power spectra for ination-based theoriesSample theoretical C`'s are shown in �gs. 7, 8 for a number of ination-inspired theories with modest variations incosmological parameters [144,260,304]. The \standard" scale invariant adiabatic CDM model (
 = 1, ns = 1, h = 0:5,
B = 0:05) with normal recombination shown in �g. 7 and repeated in each of the panels of �g. 8 illustrates the typicalform: the Sachs{Wolfe e�ect dominating at low `, followed by rises and falls in the �rst and subsequent \Dopplerpeaks", with an overall decline due to destructive interference across the photon decoupling surface and damping byshear viscosity in the photon plus baryon uid. A similar CDM model, but with early reionization (at z > 200),shows the Doppler peaks are damped, a result of destructive interference from forward and backward ows across thedecoupling region, illustrating that the \short-wavelength" part of the density power spectrum can have a dramatice�ect upon C`, since it determines how copious UV production from early stars was. Lower redshifts of reionizationstill maintain a Doppler peak, but suppressed relative to the standard CDM case (as illustrated in �g. 8(e)).The primary spectra are calculated by solving for each mode M the linearized Boltzmann transport equation forphotons (including polarization) and light neutrinos, coupled to the equations of motion for baryons and cold darkmatter, and to the perturbed gravitational metric equations (section VI).If the post-ination uctuations are Gaussian-distributed, then so are the multipole coe�cients a(M)`m , with ampli-tudes fully determined by just the angular power spectra C(M)` . Figures 7, 8 include adiabatic scalar and tensor contri-butions. The relative magnitude of each is characterized by either the ratio of the quadrupole powers, rts = C(T )2 =C(S)2 ,or the ratio of the dmr band-powers ~rts = hC(T )` idmr=hC(S)` idmr. For the scale invariant cases, rts is taken to vanish.A simple variant of CDM-like models is to tilt the initial spectrum. We deal with the physics of tilt in moredetail in section VI, and just sketch the main results here. The scalar tilt is de�ned by �s = ns � 1, in terms ofthe usual primordial index for density uctuations, ns, which is one for scale invariant adiabatic uctuations. Thereis a corresponding tilt which characterizes the initial spectrum of gravitational waves which induce primary tensoranisotropies, �t. Ination models give �t < 0 and usually give �s < 0. For small tensor tilts, rts � �6:9�t andrts � 1:3~rts are expected (with corrections given by eq. 184). For a reasonably large class of ination models �t � �s,but in some popular ination models �t may be nearly zero even though �s is not. Figures 7 and 8(a) show C(S)` +C(T )`derived for tilted cases when �t � �s is assumed to hold. Figure 7 also shows the contribution that C(T )` makes to thetotal; C(T )` for both the standard and early reionization cases are actually both shown; they cannot be distinguishedon this graph. 35



FIG. 7. Temperature power spectra normalized to hC`idmr = 10�10: for a standard ns=1 CDM model with standardrecombination, early reionization, a (dashed) tilted primordial spectrum with ns = 0:95, with the gravity wave contributionshown, a (dotted) H0 = 75 model with � 6= 0, and an open H0 = 60 CDM model (with the peaks shifted to larger `).Band-powers with 10% (dmr-level) error bars (for selected experimental con�gurations) are shown for the tilted and untiltedCDM models. A hot/cold hybrid model power spectrum with 
� = 0:2 is plotted as well but is indistinguishable here fromthe standard CDM case. The power spectra of SZ maps constructed using the peak-patch method (Bond and Myers 1996)are shown for a �8 = 1 standard CDM model, a hot/cold hybrid model (
� = 0:3) with �8 = 0:7 (a tilted CDM model withns = 0:8 and �8 = 0:7 is also shown). Spectra for a BCH2 dust model (13) is also shown, the larger (arbitrarily normalized) parta shot-noise e�ect for galaxies with dust distributed over 10 kpc, the smaller a continuous clustering contribution, including anonlinear correction. The � `2 shot-noise rise also characterizes the power spectrum for extragalactic radio sources. On theother hand, Galactic foregrounds have power spectra falling � `�1 with `. Average �lter functions for a variety of experimentsare shown in the lower panel.
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FIG. 8. Spectra for a variety of ination-inspired models, normalized to the COBE band-power. Theoretical band-powersfor various experimental con�gurations are placed at h`iW , horizontal error bars extend to the e�1=2Wmax points. Unlessotherwise indicated, 
Bh2 = 0:0125, h = 0:5, ns = 1; when the gravity wave contribution is nonzero, �t = �s and rts � �7�tare assumed (rts � C(T )2 =C(S)2 ). The untilted ns = 1, rts = 0 model is repeated in each panel (solid line). (a) CDM models withvariable tilt ns. (b) ns = 1 models with 
Bh2 changed, h �xed. (c) ns = 1 models, with 
Bh2 changed, 
B �xed. (d) ns = 1models with �xed age, 13 Gyr, but variable H0 and 
� = 1�
cdm�
B (.92,.79,.43,0 for 100,80,60,50). (e) CDM models withvery early reionization at zreh �> 150 (equivalent to \no recombination"), and later reionization at zreh = 30; 50 are contrastedwith standard recombination (SR). The zreh = 50 spectrum is close to the ns = 0:95 spectrum with SR (thin, dot-dashed): themoderate suppression if 20 �< zreh �< 150 can be partially mimicked by decreasing ns or increasing h. (f) Sample cosmologieswith nearly degenerate spectra and band-powers. Dashed curve: increasing 
� is compensated by increasing h. Dot-dashedcurve: tilting to ns = 0:94 (~rts = 0:42) is compensated by increasing 
� to 0.6. The dotted hot/cold model curves (Bond andLithwick 1995) (with 
� indicated) are nearly identical to the standard CDM one, but even these few percent di�erences canbe distinguished in principle by satellite all-sky experiments with currently available detector technology.
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Spectra for hot/cold hybrid models with a light massive neutrino look quite similar to those for CDM only[259,261,260], as �g. 7 and 8(f) show, with small di�erences appearing at higher `. This is also even true for pure hotdark matter models [134] because the scale associated with neutrino damping is near to the scale associated with thewidth of decoupling.The dotted C` in �g. 7 also has a at initial spectrum, but has a large nonzero cosmological constant in order tohave a high H0, in better accord with most observational determinations (� 65�85) e.g., [10]. The speci�c model hasthe same age (13 Gyr) as the standard CDM model, and 
� = 0:734, 
cdm = 0:243, 
B = 0:022, H0 = 75, ns = 1.(The best current estimate for globular cluster ages, along with one and two sigma error estimates is 14:6+1:7;3:7�1:6;3:0 Gyr[111].) Other nonzero � examples with this age are given in �g. 8(d). As one goes from ` = 2 to ` = 3 and abovethere is �rst a drop in C` [110], a consequence of the time dependence of the gravitational potential uctuations �N(see �g. 23 for a closeup of this).The model whose peak is shifted to high ` is an open CDM cosmology [304] with the same 13 Gyr age, but nowH0 = 60, and 
tot = 0:33 (and 
cdm = 0:30, 
B = 0:035). By H0 = 70, 
tot is down to 0.055 at this age. Theshift to higher ` for open models is a simple consequence of the cosmological angle-distance relation (section VA 4,eq. (130)); for closed models, the shift is to smaller `.To get a visual impression of what the spectral structure means, �g. 9 shows what the sky looks like on a fewresolution scales for the standard ns = 1 CDM model: on the COBE beamscale (Gaussian �ltering `s = 19 here, seealso �g. 11), the nearly scale invariant form; on the half-degree scale (`s = 269 here), where the standard recombinationspectrum is a maximum; with no smoothing at all, with the shapes de�ned entirely by the destructive interferencethat occurred across the photon decoupling region. For early-reionization, the shapes in the 60� NR map are also thenaturally occurring ones, since there is no power left at `s � 269 to arti�cially �lter.D. 2D spectra with tilt and a Gaussian coherence angleA phenomenology characterized by three parameters, a broad-band power hC`iW , a broad-band tilt ��T , and aGaussian coherence scale �c is often a good local approximation to C`:C` = hC`iW Q��T e�12Q2$2c I[W `]I[W `Q��T e�12Q2$2c ] ; Q � `+ 12 ; $c � 2 sin( 12�c): (106)Instead of Q��T , it has become standard to use a form U` which, as is shown in section VA, arises when the anisotropyis generated by emission from a thin shell at cosmological distance of sources described by a 3D Gaussian random�eld with power spectrum P(k) / k��T :U` � �(`+ ��T=2)�(`+ 2)�(`)�(`+ 2� ��T =2) = Q��T (1 +O(Q�2)) : (107)The band-power hC`iW derived for an experiment is estimated using one or more of these functional forms, and isoften quite insensitive to ��T or to �c. Two special cases are usually analyzed:(1) The pure power law case has zero coherence scale and ��T variable. ��T nearly 0 corresponds to scale invariantin �T ; ��T � 0:15 is an e�ective index appropriate for COBE-scale anisotropies for a standard initially scale-invariantCDM model with 
 = 1, h = 0:5 and 5% baryon content [144,89], and varying ��T can model changing the primordialtilt of the spectrum: it is relatively insensitive to h and 
B changes for low `, but see �g. 23.(2) The other case has a coherence scale and a white noise spectral index ��T = 2, a Gaussian correlation functionmodel with C($) = (�T=T )2c exp(� 12$2=$2c). It describes uncorrelated blobs of size � �c, and is similar to thespectrum for a shot noise distribution of blobs with Gaussian pro�les (section VC1, also see �g. 7) and so is areasonable form to try. Note that the form � `2 exp[�`2($2c=2 +$2s)] when the beam smoothing is included is notvery dissimilar from the form of the W ` of a 2-beam experiment, again not unreasonable. However, the (�T=T )cversus �c plots that became the standard way of representing experimental data until the band-power representationwas developed are somewhat misleading: even if there is no information at all in the experiment on the shape of thespectrum, (�T=T )c will have a minimum at a scale corresponding to where the �lter function has its maximum; bycontrast, the band-power is largely �c-independent unless one has a mapping experiment with very broad �lters; i.e.,is sensitive to the shape. 38



FIG. 9. How a CDM model normalized to COBE varies with resolution. The contours begin at 109 �K in the half-degreesmoothing cases, 54:5 �K in the no-smoothing case, 27:3 �K in the all-sky aito� projection map. Positive contours are heavy,negative are light. SR denotes standard recombination, NR denotes very early reionization, so there is no Doppler peak. Thehills and valleys in the 5� SR (60� NR) map are naturally smooth: mapping them will give a direct probe of the physics of howthe photon decoupling region at redshift � 1000 (200) damped the primary signal.
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E. Experimental band-powers: past and presentThe story of the experimental quest for anisotropies is a heroic one. The original Penzias and Wilson (1965)discovery paper quoted angular anisotropies below 10%, but by the late sixties 10�3 limits were reached [123,124]. Ascalculations of baryon-dominated adiabatic and isocurvature models improved in the seventies, with the seminal workof Peebles and Yu [130], Doroshkevich, Sunyaev and Zeldovich [131] and Wilson and Silk [132,133], the theoreticalexpectation was that the experimentalists just had to get to 10�4. And they did march from 10�3 down to 10�4in the seventies, with results from Boynton and Partridge [125], among others. The only signal that was found wasthe dipole, hinted at by Conklin and Bracewell in 1973, but found de�nitively in Berkeley and Princeton balloonexperiments. Throughout the 1980s, the upper limits kept coming down, punctuated by a few experiments widelyused by theorists to constrain models: the Uson and Wilkinson [126] limit of 5�10�5 with a 4:50 switch (and thereforenot much primary signal); the 1987 OVRO limit [94] of 2� 10�5 on 70 scales (also below the coherence scale); the 6�limit of Melchiorri's group [127]; early versions of the Tenerife experiment [129]; the 7�-beam Relict 1 satellite limit[128]; Lubin and Meinhold's 1989 half-degree South Pole limit [95], on an angular scale which was optimal for testingCDM-like models.These data were used to rule out adiabatic baryon-dominated models, but by then the dark matter dominateduniverses had come to the rescue to lower the theoretical predictions by about an order of magnitude [134,135]. Manygroups developed codes to solve the perturbed Boltzmann{Einstein equations when dark matter was present e.g.,[134,135,214,136{139], and, post-COBE [140{143,159,301,305]. With the results of the pre-COBE computations, anumber of otherwise interesting models fell victim to the data: scale invariant isocurvature cold dark matter models[214]; large regions of parameter space for isocurvature baryon models [215,217]; many broken scale invariant inationmodels with enhanced power on large scales [232,191]; CDM models with a decaying (� keV) neutrino if its lifetimewas too long (�> 10yr) [232,251]; constraints on 
B , 
 and � in CDM models [242,136]. For all of these the strategywas to normalize the anisotropy predictions using the clustering properties predicted by the model, in particular by�8.Now that we have detections, we normalize spectra to the COBE anisotropy level, and can now use the data torule out theories from below as well as from above. In �g. 10, I use the band-power estimates with their error barsto give a snapshot of the current data at this time and use it as a vehicle for discussing the associated experiments.To determine band-powers for an experiment [5,89], a local model of C` is constructed, assumed to be valid over thescale of the experiment's average �lter W `. I usually choose eq. (106) with zero coherence angle. The once popular��T=2 coherence angle form is rapidly disappearing from the scene, but it is also easy to transform such results intothe band-power language. As we learn more, a shape that �ts the data will be the preferred form [89].Because there are so many detections now, �g. 10 is split into two panels for clarity, the upper giving the overview,the lower focussing on the crucial �rst Doppler peak region. Data points either denote the maximum likelihood valuesfor the band-power and the error bars give the 16% and 84% Bayesian probability values (corresponding to �1� if theprobability distributions were Gaussian) or are my translations of the averages and errors given by the experimentalgroups to this language. Aspects of these statistical techniques are described in section IVF. Upper and lower trianglesdenote 95% con�dence limits unless otherwise stated. The horizontal location is at h`iW and the horizontal error barsdenote where the �lters have fallen to e�0:5 of the maximum (with �g. 6 providing a more complete representationof sensitivity as a function of `). Only wavelength-independent Gaussian anisotropies in �T=T are assumed to becontributing to the signals, but nonprimary sources (e.g., dust, synchrotron) may contribute to these C`'s (as canunknown systematic errors of course). Either it has been shown that the frequency spectrum is compatible with theCMB and incompatible with expected contaminating foregrounds or some attempt at cleaning the observations ofresidual signals in almost all of these cases. With residual contaminants, one generally expects the underlying primaryC` to be lower than the values shown, but it can be higher because of \destructive interference" among componentsignals. In the following, considerable space is devoted to the dmr data since the de�nitive 4-year data set has beenreleased and it is so important for normalizing spectra. (A closeup view of the large angle band-powers is given in�g. 23.)The ` = 2 power uses the 4-year quadrupole value [85,86], determined from high Galactic latitude data. It is themultipole most likely to have a residual Galactic signal contaminating it, possibly destructively, and the \systematic"error, the dashed addition to the statistical error bar (solid), reects this. In determining the dmr band-power, itis therefore wise to assume that in addition to any primordial signal, unknown monopole and dipoles, there is anunknown Galactic quadrupole contamination. Further, the Galactic plane should be cut out, and other regions ofknown large Galactic contamination should be removed as well. I used to take jbj > 25� as a safe cut [146], buthave now adopted the jbj > 20� customized cut used by the dmr team in its analysis of the 4-year data [85], whichalso removes regions found to be high when correlated with the 140 �m DIRBE map, in particular Ophiucus andOrion. The two heavy points at ` � 7 are band-powers derived for the 4-year dmr 53+90+31 GHz \A+B" maps,40
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FIG. 10. Band-power estimates derived for the anisotropy data up to March 1996. The lower panel is a closeup of the �rst\Doppler peak" region. The theoretical curves are those of the �lter �gure, normalized to the dmr4 data: the standard SR CDMmodel, the nearly degenerate one with 
� = 0:2 in light massive neutrinos, the NR CDMmodel, theH0 = 75 vacuum-dominatedmodel (upper), the slightly tilted CDM model with a gravity wave contribution, and the H0 = 60 open model. All are foruniverses with age 13 Gyr. Although current data broadly follows the ination-based expectations, the band-powers shownmay have signals from systematic e�ects such as sidelobe contamination or Galactic e�ects such as bremsstrahlung and dust,as well as the cosmological primary and secondary anisotropy signals.
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using the methods of section IVF [146,162], the solid point assuming a ��T = 0 spectrum, the open marginalizingover all possible ��T . (The latter is lower by 6% if a Galactic quadrupole component is not allowed for.) A good �tas a function of ��T to the band-power is hC`i1=2dmr � [0:82+ 0:26(1� ��T2 )2:8]� 1+:07�:06, which is reasonably insensitiveto modest variations in ��T . Band-powers derived for the \A+B" maps as a function of frequency are in excellentagreement: the functional form with the 2:8 power �ts well, but the coe�cients and errors are slightly di�erent:53GHz: 0:88; 0:24; 1+:08�:07; 90GHz: 0:95; 0:15; 1+:11�:10; 31GHz: 0:90; 0:08; 1+:16�:14. The band-powers are also remarkablyinsensitive to making signal-to-noise cuts in the data (i.e., �ltering it). The \A-B" maps are consistent with no signal.DMR had enough coverage in `-space that one can estimate the spectral index 1 + ��T from the data as well byBayesian means (marginalizing over hC`i1=2dmr): 1:07+:27;:52�:29;:58 for 53+90+31 GHz (agreeing with the dmr team's resultusing this method [87] and also with the 1:05+:27;:52�:28;:57 I determine for the Ecliptic (as opposed to Galactic) coordinateversions of the maps); 0:97+:30;:57�:32;:64 for 53+90 GHz; 1:15+:31;:59�:33;:66 for 53 GHz; 1:27+:40;:77�:43;:86 for 90 GHz. (First errors are1�, second are 2�.) Notice the preferred index actually goes down when the 53 GHz and 90 GHz are added. For the31 GHz map, there is a residual bremsstrahlung contribution that lowers the index determination to 0.3, with largeerrors.The approximate relation between ��T and the primordial tilt �s for the standard CDM model over the dmr band is��T � 0:15+�s, hence the values of 1+��T are quite compatible with the simplest ination expectations, 0:6 �< ns �< 1.Indeed when standard CDM models with tilts ranging from 0.5 to 1.5 are considered, the index marginalized over�8 for the summed map is ns = 1:02+:23;:41�:25;:52 for the case with no gravity waves (�t = 0), and ns = 1:02+:23;:40�:18;:46 withgravity waves (�t = �s). Band-powers for speci�c ` ranges also show the nearly at character of C`, as the light openpoints at ` � 4; 8; 16 from [87] show.Optimally-�ltered maps show the same large scale features independent of frequency. The 53+90+31 GHz versionof this in �g. 11 shows the true sky anisotropy features as revealed by COBE (cleaned of experimental noise). It iscompared with a realization of a scale invariant 
 = 1 dark matter dominated model which has driven so much of thetheory of the last decade. The basic lesson is that there is a tremendous consistency in the 4-year dmr data set, withthe overall band-power being very well determined and the shape moderately well determined.Many papers estimating Qrms;PS (i.e., C2), ��T , �8, etc. have been written using the 1-year and 2-year dmrdata e.g., [90,84,255,256,89,6,146], [287{291] which will all now be footnotes to history except for their importance indeveloping the statistical techniques that have been applied to the de�nitive 4-year dmr data. A variety of di�erentmeasures such as correlation functions and power spectra estimated by quadratic pixel combinations, multipole modesand S=N -modes using linear pixel combinations, have been used and there is good agreement among the methods [85]and with the results given here.2The two points at ` � 10 are for the 170 GHz �rs map, solid with the restriction ��T = 0, open with ��T allowedto oat. A \Galactic quadrupole" as well as a model for residual \noise" that exists in the data [89,6] were integratedover. The band-power hC`i1=2firs � 1:15 + 0:03(1 + ��T )2 � 1+:25�:23 is compatible with the COBE value. For example,for the ns = 1 standard CDM model, �8 = 1:27+:30;:62�:29;:57, compared with the 53+90+31 GHz A+B dmr map value of�8 = 1:20+:08;:17�:08;:15. This strengthens the case for a CMB origin, extending the 31-90 GHz band to 170 GHz. The �rsteam [93] also showed a signi�cant cross-correlation with dmr exists. Although the �rs coverage in `-space is largeenough that a spectral index can be estimated, the value I obtain for 1 + ��T , 1:6+:7�:8, has very large errors, and thesmall angle residual \noise" is probably driving the higher values [89]. Using a correlation function analysis, which�lters some of the residual noise, the �rs team [93,147] derived similar amplitudes but a smaller ��T , although quitecompatible within the large error bars.The Tenerife point [103] at ` � 20 uses combined 15 and 33 GHz data, agrees with the band-power for their dataat 15 GHz only, which covered a much larger region of the sky, and is rather remarkable in view of the relatively lowfrequency (�g. 5). The Tenerife results have also been shown to strongly correlate with the DMR maps.We now come to the crowded region from two degrees to half a degree. The lower open circle is from a joint 4-channelanalysis of the 9 and 13 point sp91 scans [96,5,89,162] (with the individual 9 point and 13 point values given in thelower panel). The upper solid is for a simultaneous analysis of all channels of the sp94 data [148,162], with separate2The 1-year hC`i1=2dmr and �8 value is rather close to the preferred 4-year estimate, e.g., only 3% lower for 53 GHz A+B [89].For this channel, the 2-year value is about 4% higher, but for 90 GHz A+B it is 14%, leading to a 12% higher hC`i1=2dmr and a14% higher �8 in the 53+90+31 GHz A+B map. Much of this can be attributed to the customized cut: a straight jbj > 20�cut gives only a 4% discrepancy. The main lesson is that one should disregard the earlier values and only use the new oneswith the customized cuts; further foreground corrections beyond this do not change the values by much [85].42



FIG. 11. 140� diameter maps centered on the South and North Galactic Poles are shown for a realization of a CDMC`{spectrum convolved with the dmr beam in (c). No noise has been added. This is how the primary sky would appear in ans = 1 CDM Universe with �8 = 1:2 (or in a 
m� = 0:2 hot/cold universe with �8 = 0:8), the most likely values for the dmr data.This is contrasted with the 4-year dmr (53+90+31)a+b map shown in (a) and the map after the data has undergone optimalsignal-to-noise �ltering in (b) (using the same C`-shape and amplitude for the �lter). The statistically signi�cant features arealso seen in each of the dmr channel maps after optimal �ltering (which preferentially removes high angular frequencies, moreso for noisier maps). Thus, to compare, (d) shows the theoretical realization after passing (c) through the same optimal �lterused for (b); the average, dipole and quadrupole of the full jbj > 20� sky were also removed, an e�ective low `-�lter { if theystay in, the maps look similar to the un�ltered theory maps except small scale smoothing leads to loss of the higher contourlevels. Note that the contours are linearly spaced at �15n �K for all but (a), for which the spacings are �15; 30; 60; 120 �K.The maps have been smoothed by an additional 1:66� Gaussian �lter.
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values for the Ka and Q bands (�g. 5) in the lower panel. The solid triangle in the upper panel is the sk93 result; thebig solid circle at ` � 80 in the lower panel is the sk93+94 result. The nearness of the sp94, sk93 and sk93+94 band-powers, and the demonstration for both experiments that the preferred frequency dependence is nearly at in �T=Tand many sigma away from bremsstrahlung or synchrotron, the expected contaminants in this 30-40 GHz range, lendcon�dence that the spectrum in the ` � 60{80 region has really been determined; and it looks quite compatible withthe COBE-normalized CDM spectrum: sp94 gives �8 = 1:26+:37;:85�:27;:47, and sk93+94 gives �8 = 1:21+:24;:54�:19;:39 [162], veryclose to the dmr value given above: that this would be so is evident from the curves. The 5 heavy open circle pointsprobing `'s ranging from 60 to 400 repeated in the upper and lower panels labelled sk95 are combined sk93+94+95results [150]. The estimated 14% error in the overall amplitude because of calibration uncertainties associated withCas A are included. The large `-space coverage from this one intermediate angle experiment gives a �rst glimpse ofthe `-space coverage that will become standard in the next round of anisotropy experiments.Python [104], py, the heavy solid curve at ` � 90, is sensitive to a wide coverage in `-space as the horizontal errorbars in the top panel indicate. Argo [105], ar, a balloon-borne experiment, is next. The next �ve points in the lowerpanel are from the fourth and �fth ights of the MAX [100,99], max4,max5, another balloon experiment. Because the�lters changed with frequency, the points are placed at the average over all max �lters. In the upper panel three max4scans are combined into one data point as are two max5 scans. The lines ending in triangles at ` � 145 and 240 denotethe 90% limits for the MSAM [101] single (msam2) and double (msam3) di�erence con�gurations. A limitation onthese balloon experiments is the � 5 hours over which data can be e�ectively taken. Planned long duration balloonights that would circle Antarctica for about a week would allow extensive mapping at high precision to be done, anda number of groups have been proposing designs labelled ACE, Boomerang, Maxima, Top Hat.The CAT points at ` � 400 and 600 represent a very di�erent experimental technique, interferometry, so I willdiscuss the approach in some detail. CAT is a 3-element synthesis telescope, probing � 15 GHz frequencies with a 270synthesized beam and a 2� �eld-of-view (the fwhm of the individual telescopes). It is a precursor to the larger VSA(Very Small Array), covering a wider frequency range with more telescopes and a larger (4�) FOV. Two other CMBinterferometers are also planned: CBI (�g. 16) and VCA. Interferometers directly measure the Fourier amplitudese�T (Q) for wavevectorsQ associated with the baseline separation of the telescopes; Q rotates with the rotation of theearth and with many movable telescopes many jQj can be probed as well. Analysis is most naturally done in Q-spacewith the power spectrum a direct outcome. The phase information can be used to reduce atmospheric contamination.Maps sensitive within the FOV can be made using methods such as maximum entropy reconstruction. The CAT teamhave done this. The low frequencies of CAT implies that radio source contamination is a problem: these are foundusing the higher resolution RYLE interferometer (section VC4) and subtracted from the CAT data.The ovro experiments are also at radio frequencies, but use single dishes. The 1987 ovro 7 point upper limit [94]used a 40 meter dish. A 5 meter dish has been used for the larger scale ovro22 experiment (�g. 6) that has detectionsawaiting the cleaning of radio sources found with the 40 meter dish. WhiteDish [102] had a small amplitude �lterfunction, �g. 6, a hint of a detection in the m = 1 mode and a 95% limit in m = 2 mode at ` � 520, wd2. The opentriangle at ` � 160 is the (historically important) 95% credible limit for the sp89 9 point scan [95,242].F. Measuring cosmological parameters with the CMBIn the future we will be able to strongly select the preferred theories by simultaneously analyzing experiments likethese. Although combining the statistics for a number of experiments was quite e�ective when we just had upperlimits (e.g., using sp89 and ov7 in [242]) and interesting when we had a mix of detections and upper limits (e.g.,using dmr1, sp91, sp89 and ov7 [140]), it can also be quite misleading unless we are careful to include secondarybackgrounds, foregrounds, instrumental systematics and calibration uncertainties as well as primary anisotropies inour model for �p, or can demonstrate that they are absent. Band-power diagrams such as �g. 10 are very usefulguides in the evolving progress towards a primary C` spectrum, and help to inhibit theorists from over-interpretingthe cosmological consequences of the current data. Some of the datasets have now been shown convincingly to beconsistent with a CMB rather than a foreground or systematic origin, and this warrants a return to the multiresolutionapproach, since so much more can be determined using long baselines in `-space. In this subsection I illustrate howthe multiresolution approach works with two exercises. The �rst, �g. 12 taken from [140], shows what the near futurelooked like as seen from summer 1993, with experiments still characterized by a narrowW ` because of beam-to-throwconstraints, like most experiments in �g. 10. Although the prognosis was good, an approximate degeneracy in theparameter space was identi�ed that showed that apart from an overall amplitude (e.g., �8) only a single parameter,~�s (described below), was really well determined by few-scan data [144]. The second illustration, �g. 13, shows howwell all-sky high-resolution satellite experiments can do, as examples, albeit best-case ones, of what low noise maps ofcontiguous regions may achieve: the approximate degeneracy is broken and a large number of cosmological parameters45



FIG. 12. A vintage simulation of how the multiresolution combination of experiments can determine cosmological parameters,from Crittenden et al. (1993). (a) C`=C2 for tensor, scalar and the sum for a tilted (�s = �t = �0:15) but otherwise standardCDM model with normal recombination. Hot/cold hybrid models look quite similar. The light dashed line is an 
B = 0:01model. The rest of the panels show contour maps in parameter space derived from simulated large and small angle dataconsisting of the dmr correlation function (with error bars appropriate to 4 years of data), six 13 point sp91 strips (1:5� beam,18{27�K error bars for each of the 4 frequency channels), six 9 point sp89 strips (0:5� beam, 15�K error bars) and one ov22 strip(70 beam, 220 throw, 25�K error bars). Error bars as good or better than these are now being achieved. The mean signal inputinto the simulated data is denoted by the square; \x" denotes maximum likelihood. (b) Shows 1, 2 and 3 sigma contour linesin the scalar ([C(S)2 ]1=2=10�5) versus tensor ([C(T )2 ]1=2=10�5) amplitude plane, assuming the index 0.85 is known. (c) Shows1, 2 and 3 sigma likelihood contours for the simulated data in [C(S)2 ]1=2{ns space, constrained to obey the C(T )2 =C(S)2 � �7�sand �t = �s relationship (solid) and with this ratio unconstrained, but �t = �s. Shading indicates the range for which CDMmodels are not dynamically viable based on �8. Without other information such as this, one recovers well only one parameter,a combination of [C(S)2 ]1=2 and ns, while parameters orthogonal to this have wide error bars. This ambiguity increases whenthe space is opened up to encompass more cosmological parameters.
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can be simultaneously determined with relatively high accuracy. Less spectacular, in ` range and sky coverage, but notby a huge amount, are projections for what will be achievable in `-space from long duration balloon and ground-basedinterferometry experiments. In between, statistical methods are briey discussed.In [140], simulations of data sets with assumed noise levels were constructed for experiments probing ` �< 15 (dmr),` � 100 (sp91), ` � 200 (sp89) and ` � 500 (ov22). The noise levels were being achieved even then and the numberof scans chosen for each con�guration is conservative. The input signal was a model with rts = 1, equal scalar andtensor quadrupole powers and tilts �s = �t = �0:15, with spectrum shown in �g. 12(a). The issue addressed washow well the input signal could be recovered as one progressively relaxed what was known. What �g. 12(b) shows isthat if we happened to know �s and �t, recovery of the overall amplitude is excellent, and recovery of the ratio rts isalso quite good. (With only dmr data, rts cannot be determined because the tensor and scalar spectra look the sameapart from ` = 2.) Allowing �s to vary in �g. 12(c) shows that we can get one direction in parameter space very well,that corresponding to the ~�s variable of eq. (108), but the orthogonal one is sloppy. However, if we accept that weknow the relationship between �t and �s, which can be computed for any speci�c ination model, e.g., �t � �s, withrts then following, then recovery is excellent. Using the 4-year dmr data in conjunction with just the sk94 and sp94data gives error bars on ns that are similar to what this simulated exercise gave [162]. Another important point tonote in �g. 12(c) is information on the allowed value of �8 taken from cluster observations tightens up the precisionwith which the parameters are determined. This is addressed more fully in section VIIC. However, if we open up theparameter space to include variations in 
�, h, zreh, etc. { as in �g. 8 { then more ambiguity arises.Superposed upon the spectra in �gs. 7 and 8 are theoretical band-powers derived for a variety of anisotropyexperiments. Figure 7 also shows 10% one-sigma error bars: with 4 years of data, the dmr band-power errors are 14%;to achieve this with smaller angle experiments one would need to have about the same number of pixels as COBE,but scaled to the beam size hence covering a smaller region of the Universe: that is, mapping experiments on smallerangular scales. Even if there were idealized perfect all-sky coverage with noise-free versions of the experiments ofFig. 7, there would still be cosmic variance errors on the band-powers to limit the accuracy. These go as h`i�1 [89]even for quite narrow bands, as is shown below. Thus it appears that by using (nearly perfect) CMB experimentswhich are sensitive to a wide range of angular scales, we might expect to distinguish even among the nearly degeneratetheoretical models shown in �g. 8(f), and be able to measure the parameters that de�ne the variations in these models.The near-degeneracy is especially prevalent through the �rst Doppler peak. In [144], we showed that for small varia-tions about the \standard" CDM model, with ns = 1, 
 = 
nr = 1, 
B = 0:0125h�2 (from big bang nucleosynthesis),the height of the �rst Doppler peak relative to the dmr band-power is (within � 15%)C`jmaxhC`idmr � 5 e3:6~�s ; (108)~�s � �s � ln(1 + ~rts)3:6 � 0:5[
1=2nr h� 12 ] + 0:08(� 
Bh20:0125�� 1)� �zreh200 �3=2 :The nature of the tensor reduction term is clear. The 
1=2nr h term follows from a strong dependence on the redshiftat equal energy densities in relativistic and non-relativistic matter or aeq , eq. (69). This term shows that the heightof the peak goes up as 
vac = 1 � 
nr goes up, quite dramatically for �xed h, but not by much for models with�xed age, since h goes down, as �g. 8(d) illustrates. aeq also varies with the relativistic energy density, 
er, if it isnot the \standard" value with three massless neutrino species; if not, 
1=2nr h should be divided by [
er=(1:68
)]1=2in eq. (108). (See [158] for small variations breaking the simple aeq degeneracy, and for another form for ~�s.) Thereionization term is simply related to the depth to Compton scattering from the re-ionization redshift zreh to thepresent by 2�C=3:6 / (zreh=z�C=1)3=2, where z�C=1 � 102:1 (
Bh=0:02)�2=3
1=3nr (eq. 72), and so depends on 
nrh2(and on 
Bh2). zreh must be �< 150 to have a local maximum, as �g. 8(e) shows.In [144], we �xed 
Bh2 at 0.0125, but, as �g. 8(b) shows, a linear dependence in ~�s on 
B gives the variationof the peak height to su�cient accuracy. However, �g. 8(b) also shows that the relative heights of the secondaryDoppler peaks are sensitive to 
B , so the approximate degeneracy is broken in the variable 
Bh2. It is also brokenby 
tot, since the position of the peak, determined by the angle-distance relation, changes. The formula eq. (108)shows that a model with no gravity wave contribution but ns � 0:88 has a spectrum that is almost degenerate withthe ns = 0:95, ~rts = 0:3 spectrum, so much so that it will be di�cult to tell them apart. We argued that the precisionrequired to separately determine ns; ~rts;
�; : : : was too high for what was then the near-term future, but ~�s couldbe determined accurately, and that to separate the various contributions to ~�s in the near term would require othercosmological experiments, e.g., measuring the scalar perturbation shape through galaxy{galaxy power spectra andamplitude through cluster abundances or streaming velocities (section VIIC); and, in some happy future, determiningH0 de�nitively. In the future, NASA and ESA high precision CMB space experiments should achieve the sensitivitiesnecessary using CMB anisotropy information alone [161,152,154].47



Fig. 13 gives a closeup view of how very �ne di�erences in the theoretical C` can be measured using detector sensi-tivities and the long observing times appropriate for satellite experiments feasible with present technology [152{154].To discuss how cosmic variance, experimental noise, and sky coverage a�ect the estimation of the predicted band-powers, it is worthwhile to make a brief excursion into statistical analysis. For the CMB data sets that have beenobtained up to now, including COBE, it has been possible to do a relatively complete Bayesian statistical analyses[155] if the primary anisotropies are Gaussian and the non-Gaussian Galactic foregrounds are not large. The goalis to determine the best error bars on the parameters of a target set of theories with correlation matrices CTpp0 ,by �rst determining the likelihood function L for each theory, and then comparing the likelihoods as a function ofthe parameters. To give preferred values and errors for a speci�c cosmological parameter of interest such as theHubble parameter, one often integrates (marginalizes) over the other parameters, such as �8 and ns, assuming a priorprobability distribution, which can be a statement of a priori maximal ignorance, or take into account constraintsfrom other information such as large scale structure observations, as is done in section VII C.A useful method for likelihood determination is to expand in signal-to-noise eigenmodes [146], those linear combi-nations of pixels which diagonalize the matrix C�1=2n CTC�1=2n , where the noise correlation matrix Cn = CD + Cresconsists of the pixel errors CD and the correlation of any unwanted residuals Cres, whether of known origin such asGalactic or extragalactic foregrounds or unknown extra residuals within the data.3The S=N -mode basis facilitates the many Npix � Npix matrix inversions of Ct � Cn + CT involved in evaluatingthe likelihood function,lnL(�th) = � 12�y(Cn + CT )�1�� 12Trace ln(Cn + CT )�Npix lnp2� ; (109)as a function of an overall amplitude �th / [Trace(CT )] 12 (e.g., �8, C1=22 =10�5, hC`i1=2dmr=10�5). Here y denotestranspose. (This form of the likelihood function assumes a Gaussian distribution of errors and that the targetsignal and residuals are also Gaussian-distributed. To derive it, integrate �(Npix)(� ��) over each �A probabilitydistribution, A = n; T; res. The total � coming in to the detector is modelled as � = �n +�T +�res, each with adistribution exp[� 12�yAC�1A �A]=((2�)Npixdet[CA]) 12 . If the target signal or any of the residuals has a non-Gaussiandistribution, the integrations cannot usually be done and Monte Carlo treatments of the statistics becomes necessary.)Constraints such as averages, gradients (dipoles, quadrupoles) and known templates, which may be frequencydependent (e.g., IRAS or DIRBE dust maps) can also be modelled in the total �, as \nuisance variables" to beintegrated (marginalized) over. Denoting each constraint c on pixel p by �c�pc, where the template for constraint c is�pc (e.g., the Fp;1m and Fp;2m of eq. (91) for the dipole and quadrupole) and the amplitude is �c, we need only replace�p in eq. (109) by �p �Pc�pc�c, then integrate, assuming a prior probability distribution for the amplitudes �c.This is most easily done if we assume the �c are also Gaussian-distributed with a very broad distribution reectingour ignorance of its values (or if we know its likely range, incorporating that as prior information in the Gaussianspreads). The integration over �c then yieldslnL+C = lnL+ 12�y[�yC�1t ]y(K�1 +�yC�1t �)�1[�yC�1t ]�� 12Trace ln(I +K�yC�1t �) ; (110)where Kcc0 = h�c�c0i is the assumed prior variance for the constraint amplitudes. Evaluating this involves onlyNC�NC matrix inversions, where NC is small compared with Npix. Taking into account constraints with amplitudesthat are not linear multipliers times the template is much more complex.An equivalent expression to eq.(110) for lnL+C takes the form eq.(109) but with Cn replaced by eCn � Cn+�K�y.The constraint portion of the matrix is just hPc �c�pcPc0 �c0�p0c0i. The span of the templates �pc de�nes a subspace3The Npix modes �k = PNpixp=1 (RC�1=2n )kp(�T=T )p, having the \dimensions" of signal-to-noise, can be expanded into noisenk, signal sk, residual \noise" resk not accounted for by Cn, and any further \constraints" ck (residual dipoles, quadrupoles,etc. ): �k = sk + nk + ck + resk [5,89,6,146]. Here R is a rotation matrix. In this basis, the noise and signal have diagonalcorrelations: hnknk0i = �kk0 , hsksk0i = ETR;k�kk0 . The great simpli�cation of orthogonality, i.e., no mode-mode correlations, isdestroyed somewhat by o�-diagonal terms in the hckck0i and hreskresk0i (if they are not fully modelled by Cn). The modes aresorted in order of decreasing S=N -eigenvalues, ETR;k, so low k-modes probe the theory in question best. This expansion is acomplete (un�ltered) representation of the map. In S=N -�ltering, only restricted ranges in this k-space are kept. The sum of�2k over bands in S=N -space de�nes a S=N -power spectrum which gives a valuable picture of the data and shows how well thetarget theory fares [89,146,162]. 48



in the data. As the eigenvalues of K become very large, the e�ect of the constraint matrix is to project onto the datasubspace orthogonal to that spanned by �pc. Although one can directly use the likelihood equation in this projectionlimit (using �(Nc)(�) for the constraint prior), it is computationally simpler to use the Gaussian prior.Which form of the likelihood to use depends upon the application: using eq.(110), one can vary the number ofconstraints to include without recomputing the S=N modes associated with C�1=2n CTC�1=2n (e.g., allowing for aGalactic quadrupole contamination in the dmr data or not); for a �xed but large number of constraints, the eq.(109)form is better, using S=N modes associated with eC�1=2n CT eC�1=2n .Many of the determinations of the band-powers and their error bars shown in Fig. 10 were facilitated by S=N modeexpansions. This technique has the highest sensitivity to the data, but a byproduct is that it is also sensitive to lowlevel residuals. If these exist, they can sometimes be removed by signal-to-noise �ltering, getting rid of modes thatare very insensitive to the class of theories being tested.A strong indication of the robustness of the dmr data set is the insensitivity of the band-powers to the degree ofsignal-to-noise �ltering and to which frequencies are probed (section IVE). This S=N -�ltering is a form of data com-pression: when the eigenmodes are rank-ordered by decreasing eigenvalues, one usually �nds that only the moderateto high S=N -modes (e.g., � 10% for COBE) probe the target theory well and the rest must be consistent with noise[89,6,146,162]; and if they are not, �ltering out the high S=N -modes leaves o�ending residuals whose nature can thenbe explored. [89,6,146].Filtering using S=N -modes has a long history in signal processing where it is called the Karhunen-Loeve method[156], and it is now being widely adopted for analysis of astronomical databases.When the number of pixels becomes too large, statistical compromises are necessary because the eigenvectors ofthe full S=N matrices cannot be determined. An all-sky experiment with 100 resolution will have more than a millionpixels per frequency channel, and long duration balloon experiments will have tens of thousands of pixels. Exploringhow to best estimate power spectra and cosmological parameters given computational constraints by �rst projectingthe data onto well chosen smaller subsets is sure to become a very active area. This happy day of too many pixels isnow upon us.The optimal (Wiener) �ltering shown in �g. 11 is an immediate byproduct of the S=N -eigenmode expansion[89,157,146]: given observations �p, the mean value and variance matrix of the desired signal �Tp are [231]h�T j�i = CTC�1t � ; h��T 
 ��T j�i = CTC�1t (Ct � CT ) : (111)The mean �eld, h�Tpj�i, is the optimally-�ltered map. The operator multiplying � is the Wiener �lter. If the mapis very sensitive to the assumed CT or if the uctuation, ��Tp = �Tp � h�Tpj�i, of the signal about the mean islarge in some region of space or on some resolution scale, then this tells us that the data there are not yet goodenough in the optimally-�ltered maps to identify real structures on the sky with this method. (Marginalization overthe constraints is incorporated into the mean �eld and variance by adding �K�y to Cn and thus Ct [146].)To get an idea of how experimental noise and sky coverage a�ect the estimation of the predicted band-powers, weconsider an experiment with noise matrix CDpp0 = �2pix�pp0 , with the per-pixel error �pix independent of the pixelposition (i.e., homogeneous uncorrelated noise). Suppose �rst that the pixels are su�ciently separated that CTpp0 � 0for p 6= p0, i.e., that only W ` is an e�ective probe of C`. For large Npix, the 1-sigma uncertainty in the experimentalvalue of the band-power about the maximum likelihood value, hC`iB;maxL, is [89]�hC`iB =q2=Npix hhC`iB;maxL + �2pix=I[W `]i : (112)For large Npix, the observed maximum likelihood will uctuate from hC`iB;th, the theoretical quantity we want, butthe error bars of eq. (112) include these realization-to-realization uctuations (thus p2 appears, not 1). To get 10%error bars as in �g. 7 requires low experimental noise andNpix � 200 \independent" pixels, i.e., a mapping experiment.In a mapping experiment, the pixels will be adjacent and o�-diagonal correlations in CTpp0 are very important, butfor a large enough contiguous region and simple observing strategies this can be adequately treated with an expansionin the a`m (or Fourier) modes. With uniform weighting and all-sky coverage, the S=N -modes are just the independentRe(a`m) and Im(a`m). For each `, there is a (2` + 1) degeneracy, an e�ective pixel number for `-modes. If only afraction fsky of the sky is covered, then for high `, so that the angular scale `�1 is small compared with the patchprobed, the e�ective pixel number scales by fsky. Thus, for each `, we have�CT` � p2p(2`+ 1)fsky (CT` + Cres;` + CD`B�2` ) ; (113)CD` � `(`+ 1)�2�2� ; �� � �pix$pix :49



Thus the cosmic variance for each ` goes as Q�1=2, where, as usual, Q � ` + 12 . The �lter function associated withthe beam is B`. It has been divided out to show that the e�ective noise level in C` determination picks up enormouslyabove `s � (0:425�fwhm)�1. For �xed experimental parameters, the combination �� remains the same as the pixelsize is varied.Figs. 7 and 8 show that the variation in CT` with cosmological parameters is quite smooth so we can broaden theband-power �lters to encompass more than a single `. In �g. 13, the errors shown are those appropriate for logarithmicbinning of width � 12� ln ` about ln `, with 12� ln ` = 0:05. This gives a better feeling for how well parameter estimationcan occur. The variance is�CT` � [(CT` + Cres;`)2 + 21(CT` + Cres;`)CD`B�2` + 2C2D`B�4` ]1=2pQfskypcosh(� ln `)[1 +Qsinh(� ln `)] : (114)The factors 1 and 2 are nearly unity if � ln ` is small. There is a crossover point at which �CT` from cosmic variancegoes from the usual Q�1=2 dependence to a Q�1 dependence.(The derivation evaluates the likelihood function within the (integer-spaced) [e��ln `=2`] �< L �< [e�ln `=2`] interval.The cosmic variance term is just the sum of `+ 12 over the bin. The 1 and 2 terms are estimated by expanding innoise-to-signal, CD`=[(CT` + Cres;`)B2], up to second order, grouping terms to preserve the basic form of (�CT`)2 ineq. (113). If ��T is the local slope of (CT` + Cres;`), then1 � sinh[(2� ��T =2 + (Q$s)2)� ln `](2� ��T=2 + (Q$s)2)sinh(� ln `) ; (115)2 � 421 � 3sinh[(3� ��T + (Q$s)2)� ln `](3� ��T + (Q$s)2)sinh(� ln `) :If $s is small and for a at ��T = 0, 1 � cosh(� ln `) and 2 � 1. For example, although �g. 13 includes the fullcorrections of eq. (115), the result without them is indistinguishable for the � ln ` = 0:1 chosen.)The all-sky uniform-noise assumption was used to model the dmr correlation function errors before the 1-yeardata were released, as in [5,140] and Fig. 12. The uniform-noise assumption for regular connected patches cover-ing a fraction fsky of the sky has been used recently to address the ultimate accuracy in measuring cosmologicalparameters that satellite and balloon experiments might achieve if foreground contamination (i.e., Cres;`) is ignored[159{161,154,163,164]. That application will be sketched here, following the treatment in [163], since it represents anice exercise for working with the likelihood formula, eq.(109), is being widely used, and it allows us to focus on thetwo forthcoming satellite experiments.We shall use current speci�cations for MAP and COBRAS/SAMBA, although these may well evolve. In �g. 13,parameters roughly suitable for the NASA mission MAP [152] and the higher resolution COBRAS/SAMBA [154]are shown. Of the 5 HEMT channels for MAP, we shall assume the 3 highest frequency channels, at 40, 60 and 90GHz, will be dominated by the primary cosmological signal, and adopt fwhm beams of 32, 23 and 17 arcminutes,respectively. We shall take the noise power to be CD` = 4:5�10�15 for each channel (i.e., 35 �K per 180 pixel), whichdecreases by two if the mission time is doubled. For COBRAS/SAMBA, which has both HEMTs and bolometers,we take the 3 best bolometer channels at 150, 217 and 353 GHz to be the primary cosmological ones, with fwhmbeams 10, 7, 4.4 arcminutes and noise the remarkable CD` = f1:3; 1:7; 2:4g�10�17 (3.4, 3.9 and 14 �K per 100 pixel),respectively. We shall also assume fsky = 0:65 will be usable, the same as the fraction used in the analysis of the4-year dmr data.Consider a class of cosmological models with Gaussian-distributed temperature anisotropies de�ned by a parameterset fyAg. For de�niteness here we shall use the parameter space f
tot; h;
Bh2; �s; rts;
vac; hC`iB ; �Cg, with theresidual energy density, 
tot � 
vac � 
B , assumed to be in cold dark matter, hC`iB the total bandpower for theexperiment and �C the Compton optical depth from a reheating redshift zreh to the present. This is similar to thespace used in [154], except that C2 was used instead of hC`iB (which does not change the results much); [161] added2 more parameters, while [163] added 7 more.For illustration we shall assume that the correct underlying theory is an untilted standard CDM one (the hot/coldmodel has a very similar power spectrum). After integrating the 8 parameter probability distribution over all otherparameters but one, sample results for COBRAS/SAMBA are �s to �0:006, 
Bh2 to 0.8%, H0 to 0.3%, 
vac to�0:01, 
tot to �0:003, while for MAP they are �0:04, 5%, 6%, �0:2, �0:02; if 
tot is forced to be zero, the MAPconstraint on 
vac would improve to �0:1, and to �0:006 for COBRAS/SAMBA. COBRAS/SAMBA has such highsensitivity that it could even determine 
m� to �0:03. Of course, between the experimental data and these wonderfulnumbers many complications, especially foreground removal, must be overcome.50



We now sketch the method used for this analysis. Choose the parameter set fyAmg which approximately maximizesthe likelihood (e.g., using quadratic estimators to determine the power spectrum from the data and �tting it withC`(yAm)). Expand lnL to quadratic order in �yA � yA � yAm. Adjusting the yAm so that the linear term @ lnL=@yAvanishes, thereby yielding a Gaussian approximation with zero mean to the likelihood,L � Lm exp[� 12XAB SAB�yA�yB ] ; SAB = X̀ @CT`@yA (�CT`)�2 @CT`@yA : (116)Here the parameter derivatives @CT`=@yA are evaluated at yAm as is the CT` in the variance (�CT`) given by eq.(113).4Just as was done for the constraints, it is convenient to choose a Gaussian prior probability for the uctuations�yA, with covariance matrix HAB . The limit of very large eigenvalues of H corresponds to no prior information onthe �yA. The �nal probability for the parameter uctuation �yA is then a Gaussian with mean zero and variance(S +H�1)�1. If we are interested in the error bars on �yA irrespective of the values of the other variables, we wouldmarginalize over these. The 1-sigma error is then �q(S +H�1)�1AA, the numbers quoted above.Generally the errors in the parameters will be correlated through nondiagonal components of (S +H�1)�1. Thereare linear combinations of the parameters which are uncorrelated, namely (S + H�1)1=2�y. When the eigenvaluesof (S + H�1) are rank ordered, from high to low, the variable combinations corresponding to the top ones will bevery accurately determined, while those for the lowest may be very poorly determined, representing the degeneratedirections in parameter space. Such parameter eigenmode combinations are therefore a natural generalization of thedegeneracy parameter ~�s of eq.(108).These idealized studies do not take into account the issue of separating the many components expected in the data,in particular Galactic and extragalactic foregrounds. As can be seen from �g. 7, the e�ects of Sunyaev-Zeldovichuctuations on the power spectrum are not large. However the power comes come the clusters and so non-Gaussianaspects of this \foreground" are important (�g. 16). Little is known about high redshift extragalactic sources in thesub-mm. The shape of the power spectrum will have a � `2 part just from the source counts, and could also havea tail into lower ` associated with clustering, as shown in �g. 7. By contrast, much is known about the abundanceof extragalactic radio sources as a function of ux at long wavelengths. However extrapolations to higher frequenciesare required, some poorly known fraction of the sources have at (ps � 0) spectra, and it is not known how muchof a problem this will be in the optimal 50-150 GHz observing window for the CMB. The � `2 Poisson part shouldstrongly dominate.There is currently some optimism that the Galactic foregrounds may not be a severe problem. The individual warmand cold clouds in the standard three phase ISM model are quite small (see, e.g., [50] for an inventory), and theobserved structure of the far-infrared emission, dominated by the dust-laden Cirrus clouds discovered by the IRASsatellite, is actually rather �lamentary with a power spectrum rising towards low ` with ��T � �1 [107]. Galacticbremsstrahlung also has a ��T � �1 power spectrum, found using the dmr data [108]. This is extremely importantsince it suggests that in the ` � 100� 500 range, especially in the frequency range around 90 GHz, these backgroundswill not overly contaminate high precision experiments. Complications will arise however, the most important beingthe non-Gaussian concentration of power and the possible multicomponent nature of the dust. Because of this rise to4The derivation is most easily done using S=N eigenmodes, which, as a result of the homogeneous noise assumption, arespherical harmonics for all-sky coverage or Fourier modes for smaller patches. If we expand about parameters fyA�g for whichthe likelihood is not necessarily a maximum, we havelnL = lnL� +XA FA�yA � 12XAB (SAB + �SAB)�yA�yB ;FA = 12X [�2k � (1 + E�k)](1 + E�k)2 (@Ek=@yA) ; SAB = 12X (@Ek=@yA)(@Ek=@yB)(1 + E�k)2 ;�SAB = 12X [�2k � (1 + E�k)](1 + E�k)2 n2(@Ek=@yA)(@Ek=@yB)(1 + E�k) � (@2Ek=@yA@yB)o ;where �yA = yA � yA� and the S=N eigenvalue Ek and its derivatives are evaluated at fyA�g. The appropriate (linear)adjustment to the maximum likelihood parameters is yAm�yA� = (S+ �S)�1F . The FA(yA�yAm) term then vanishes, wherenow �yA = yA � yAm, leaving lnL = lnLm � 12PAB(SAB + �SAB)�yA�yB . The matrix �SAB contains the uctuations in theS=N power spectrum, �2k, about its mean value (1 + E�k). If E�k is the correct theory, the ensemble average of �SAB vanishesand it is usually ignored { as was done for the speci�c numbers given.51



low `, the quadrupole is more contaminated than higher multipoles, which results in a large (70%) systematic errorin its value from Galactic modelling uncertainties [85], hence the large error bars in �g. 10. An important exercise isto see how well we can do parameter estimation as we vary experimental mapping strategies and sky-coverage whenrealistic non-Gaussian foregrounds are included in simulated data sets. In [154], optimal-�ltering techniques (eq. 111)were used on simulations of primary and secondary signals and realistic frequency-dependent foregrounds to showthat a well-designed high resolution experiment with good frequency coverage (e.g., the COBRAS/SAMBA set ofchannels in �g. 5) should be able to accurately recover the primary signal.V. PRIMARY AND SECONDARY SOURCES OF ANISOTROPYThe radiative transfer solution involves a line-of-sight integral of a 3D random source-�eld G(q; q̂; r; �) throughsome region, projecting it onto the 2D sky through the action of the Green function, eq. (18), on the source. Generalfeatures of the C`'s can be understood from projections of simpli�ed forms for G, which is the exercise undertaken insection VA. Since this section also introduces some of the typical mathematical manipulations used to treat transport,it is reasonable on a �rst pass to just read the introductory overview, and then go directly to section VB which describesthe sources for linear primary anisotropies and to section VC which describes some nonlinear secondary anisotropysources. A. Angular power spectra from 3D random source-�eldsA general selection function or visibility V(�) is taken out of G. It \illuminates" the portion of the 3D randomsource-�eld we are to look at. In this subsection, general formulae are derived for the multipole coe�cients a`min terms of uctuations in G(q; q̂;k; �) (eq. (123)) and for the associated C` in terms of the 3D power spectra forG (eq. (125)). Seeing what happens in special cases is quite instructive: limiting cases for high ` (eq. (126)) andthe relation to the Fourier transform approximation for 2D maps (eq. (129)); narrow and broad visibility limits(section VA5); simpli�ed 3D spectra which allow analytic evaluations (section VA6). The latter tells us in whatlimits the phenomenological spectra of section IVD are realized by the transport of physical 3D �elds; in particular,3D power law spectra with narrow visibilities lead to the 2D formula eq. (107); white noise spectra with Gaussiancoherence-�ltering lead to the 2D \Gaussian correlation function" model for a narrow visibility function, but the formis modi�ed for broad visibilities.These results are applied to a treatment of SZ and dust-emission secondary anisotropies in section VC to give anunderstanding of why the spectra for these anisotropies look as they do in �g. 7. All that is needed from this section,section VA, is the broad visibility high ` limit. For secondary anisotropies, the back action of the radiation �eld onthe uctuations in G is usually ignorable, but G is determined by the nonlinear physics of cosmic structure evolution{ and subject to the inevitable approximations the treatment of that entails.A look at the dominant source �elds for primary scalar anisotropies is given in section VB, which relies uponthe results quoted in section III A for G for Thomson scattering and the Sachs{Wolfe e�ect. Among other things itdescribes how one arrives at the �T=T � �N=3 \naive Sachs{Wolfe formula," with �N the gravitational potential,and what it neglects. This section will be easier to follow in conjunction with section VI which gives a full treatmentof perturbation theory and the primary scalar (section VI E1) and tensor (section VIE 2) anisotropies. We shall seethat the 3D source �elds are highly coupled to �T and to each other so we can expect analytic forms for G to be onlyapproximate. 1. Simple sample sourcesThe source function G(q; q̂; r; �) can be expanded in powers of q̂. For all sources we need to consider, the expansioncontains at most terms of quadratic order in q̂. The quadratic terms for scalar and tensor modes come from theSachs{Wolfe gravitational redshift sources of eq. (22) and some of the subdominant Thomson scattering sources.However the dominant Thomson scattering source terms and all of the secondary sources have only terms of zerothand �rst order in q̂, i.e., monopole and dipole sources; further momentum space transformations can put the scalarSachs{Wolfe terms into this form.For the illustrations in this section, we shall consider only monopole and dipole sources, and further simplify thedipole by assuming it is a gradient: 52



FIG. 13. This shows the ability of satellites to measure cosmic parameters to high accuracy. The relative di�erence of thepower spectrum in question from a comparison spectrum (both normalized to the 4-year dmr (53+90+31)A+B COBE maps)are shown so that the few percent deviations can be clearly seen over the entire ` range. The lighter lines are 1 � sigmaerror bars for all-sky coverage (averaged over the smoothing width shown, with 12� ln ` = 0:05) and include cosmic variance(dominant at low `) and pixel noise at 20�K or 6�K (dominant at high `), with the very rapid growth relative to the theorycurve at high ` coming from the �nite beam-size (with the fwhm indicated, corresponding to a Gaussian �lter in multipolespace of `s = 404 and `s = 809 respectively). The �rst choice corresponds to the NASA satellite experiment MAP, the secondchoice to the ESA mission COBRAS/SAMBA, if the entire sky were usable (errors scaling / f�1=2sky ). The ultimate accuracyachievable will depend upon the decontamination of the primary signal of non-Gaussian Galactic synchrotron, bremsstrahlungand dust signals. The models shown all have a uniform age of 13 Gyr, 
cdm + 
m� + 
� + 
B = 1, 
Bh2 = 0:0125, ns = 1and no gravity wave contribution. Notice the scale change for the hot/cold model panels. (One species of massive neutrino wasadopted for these two cases.)
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G � V(�) [G0(r)� q̂ � rG1(r) + � � �] ;�TT � T (�) [�G0 +�G1 + � � �] : (117)The secondary anisotropy sources accompanying distortions are of the scalar G0 form: eq. (31) for Compton upscat-tering, eq. (46) for dust emission and eq. (38) for bremsstrahlung. The asymmetry in Thomson scattering from theow of electrons contributes a dipole term, �T �aq̂ � [neve], to G. The current neve can be expanded in terms of thegradient of a scalar potential, thus of the G1 form, and the curl of a divergenceless vector potential. For primary scalarperturbations, the curl vanishes, leaving only a G1-type term, but when the gas is nonlinear and clumpy, rne willnot be aligned with ve, generating a curl source which can sometimes exceed the anisotropy driven by the gradientterm.1 For primary scalar uctuations there are also G0-type terms.For mathematical convenience, a (di�erential) \visibility function" V has been removed from the sources and a\transparency function" T from �T=T . This is useful to do if there is a reasonably strong concentration of the\emissivity" in redshift space. For Thomson scattering, the transparency is T = e��C . Depending upon whichsources we are interested in, V will either be the di�erential Thomson visibility function, VC = ne�T �ae��C , of �g. 3or the integrated visibility e��C . For the Sunyaev{Zeldovich e�ect from clusters, we would take both T and V to beunity. For dust emission from primeval galaxies, V can be chosen to de�ne an (angle-averaged) emission shell and Tto be unity, as we described in BCH2 [42].2. Angular power spectra for simple sample sourcesWe now manipulate and solve the transfer equation in a manner which shows how one passes to C` from the 3Dpower spectra for the random source �elds,PGAGB (k; ��;��) = k32�2 hGA(k; �+)G�B(k; ��)i ; A;B = 0; 1 ; (118)where �� = (�+ + ��)=2 ; �� = �+ � �� ; �� = �� � 12��. We shall assume that the sources are statisticallyhomogeneous and isotropic, so that the 3D power spectra are functions only of jkj. If the sources are Galactic, forexample, this will not be correct.The easiest way to deal with the gradient terms is to rewrite the transfer equation as@@� ��TT �0 + q̂ � r��TT �0 = G0 ;��TT �0 = �TT + VG1 ; G0(q; r; �) = V(�)G0 + @@� VG1 ; (119)where G0 now has no q̂ dependence. If we assume that there is initially no anisotropy, then the solution (in a atbackground cosmology) is��TT �0 (q; q̂; here; now) = Z 10 d� Z d3k(2�)3 �G 0(q;k; �) e�ik�q̂R(�) ;R(�) = � = �0 � � : (120)In open or closed universes, the mean curvature precludes making a Fourier transform expansion, but a prescriptionfor small angles using a modi�ed R(�) is described in eq. (130) below.For secondary anisotropies, there is a nonzero angle-averaged part to the random function G(q; q̂; r; �), which givesaverage spectral distortions:��TT (q; r = 0; �0)�angle = Z 10 Z d
r̂4� V(�)G0(q; r = �; r̂; �) d� (121)1Nonlinear Thomson scattering in a owing plasma is responsible for the moving cluster e�ect generated at relatively lowredshift from ionized gas in groups and clusters, and for the Vishniac e�ect, which has quadratic nonlinearities included tocorrect scalar primary anisotropies in a baryon isocurvature example with early reionization.54



For primary Thomson scattering anisotropies, this term vanishes.To go from eq. (119) to the anisotropy pattern on the sky as embodied in the multipole coe�cients a`m of eq. (82),we make use of the plane wave expansione�ik�q̂� = X̀m (�i)`4�Y �̀m(k̂)Y`m(q̂)j`(k�) : (122)(Recall that (2`+1)P`(q̂ � k̂) =Pm 4�Y �̀m(k̂)Y`m(q̂).) Denoting the contribution of mode k to the anisotropy a`m by~a`m(k), we have a`m = Z d3k(2�)3 ~a`m(k) ; (123)~a`m(k) = Z 10 d�(�i)`4�Y �̀m(k̂)j`(k�)�G0(q;k; �)= Z 10 d�V(�)(�i)`4�Y �̀m(k̂)[G0j`(k�) + kG1j 0̀(k�)] (124)using an integration by parts on the eG1 term. The statistical homogeneity and isotropy assumption implies in particularthat the correlation of h~a`m(k)~a�̀m(k0)i is zero unless k0 = k, so the 2D radiation power spectrum, C` = `(` + 1)hja`mj2i=(2�), is C` = 2`(`+ 1) Z d ln k Z d��d�� V(��+ 12��)V(��� 12��)XA;B=0;1 kA+BPGAGB (k; ��;��)j(A)` (k�+)j(B)` (k��) (125)with j(0)` = j`, j(1)` = j 0̀ and A;B = 0; 1. Thus to understand how the C` will look, we must get into the arcanaof how products of spherical Bessel functions behave. We show below that the product j(A)` (k�+)j(B)` (k��) can bewritten as j(A)` (k��)j(B)` (k��)(cos(�kk��) plus a fast-oscillation term which will often average to zero). In that case,the �� integration reduces to a Fourier transform de�ning a function p(�kk; ��;A;B) which encodes information aboutvariations in the visibility about the average longitudinal distance ��:dC`d ln k � 2`(`+ 1)� Z d��V2(��)XA;B p(�kk)PGAGB (k; ��; 0)hj(A)` j(B)` i(k��)kA+B ;p(�kk) � Z d��V(�+)V(��)[V(��)]2 [PGAGB + PGBGA ](k; ��;��)[PGAGB + PGBGA ](k; ��; 0) cos(�kk��) ; (126)where �kk � kk(��), kk(�) �pk2 �Q2=�2, Q � `+ 12 . Here hj(A)` j(B)` i is either a direct product of the Bessel functionsevaluated at k�� or an approximation to it given by eq. (128) below. For example, the main feature of hj`j`i(x) athigh ` is that it is nearly zero for x < Q, falling from a �nite maximum as (2xpx2 �Q2)�1 for x > Q.Examples of dC`=d ln k for primary anisotropies are shown in �g. 14 for the standard CDM model for a variety of`'s. At ` = 4; 10 the oscillatory behavior of the products of j`'s is apparent. For ` = 59; 121, smoothing over nearby`'s has been done, with the sharp rise in k (at � `=��) and power law decline a characteristic shape for averages of j`products, as we now describe. 3. Products of Bessel functionsIn this technical subsection, we make use of standard Bessel function asymptotics to de�ne approximations forhj(A)` j(B)` i(x): 55



FIG. 14. dC`=d ln k for the scale invariant CDM model shown demonstrates the basic j2̀(k�dec) oscillatory behavior for low`. For the two higher ` cases shown, smoothing over nearby `'s has been done to damp the fast oscillations, and the resultbasically follows the limiting high ` behavior of the products of j` and/or j 0̀ . The vertical lines are de�ned by k�1 = 2cH�10and �k�1 = 2cH�10 , when half a wavelength equals the horizon size.
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j`(k�) � 1pkkk� �cos(kk��Q arcsin(kk=k)� �4 ) +O(Q�1)�; kk > 0;j`(k�) � 12  kjkkj+pjkkj2 + k2!`+1 exp[jkkj�]pjkkjk � ; kk imaginary;j`(k�) � sin(�=3)�(1=3)32=321=6p� 1(k�)5=6  1�p2kkk +O�kkk �2! ; kk � 0:For high `, the (k�=Q)`+1 behavior in the k� < Q \imaginary-kk" regime ensures that it is almost zero.To evaluate products of form j(A)` (k�+)j(B)` (k��), with A;B = 0; 1 as in eq. (125), expand in ��=��:j(A)` (k�+)j(B)` (k��) � hj(A)` j(B)` i(k��)(cos(�kk��) + fast) : (127)\Fast" denotes a cosine or sine term with a large argument consisting of terms like �kk �� which average to zero. For thehj(A)` j(B)` i(k��), one can either take the product j(A)` (k��)j(B)` (k��), or use an average based on the high-Q asymptotics[88]: hj(A)` j(B)` i(k��) = 0 for k < Q=�� ; and for k > Q=�� ;hj(0)` j(0)` i(k��) = min� 12k�kk ��2 ; j 2̀(Q)� Qk���5=3�; j`(Q)Q5=6 � 0:59;hj(1)` j(0)` i = �min� (k2 + �k2k)(2k��)2�kk ���k2k ; 56Qj 2̀(Q)� Qk���8=3 �;hj(1)` j(1)` i = min� 12k�kk ��2� �k2kk2 + (k2 + �k2k)24(k��)2�k4k �; 2536Q2 j 2̀(Q)� Qk���11=3�: (128)The apparent singularities as �kk ! 0 are avoided by saturating the hj(A)` j(B)` i at their values for �kk = 0, as indicatedby the minimum function. For low Q, the drop on the imaginary-�kk side is not rapid enough to use this approximation,but the expansion in �� may still be good: the direct product j(A)` j(B)` should then be used. It is by dropping the\fast" term that we get eq. (126).4. Fourier derivation of the simple sample spectra at high `With the form for hj(A)` j(B)` i(k��) valid for high `, we encounter the �rst of a class of \small angle approximations"that have been used over the years to simplify the calculations of C(�) and C`. They turn out to be reasonably goodprovided we are not interested in low multipoles and do not need the answer to high precision for higher multipoles.A useful exercise to guide understanding of eqs. (125), (126) is to �rst derive the correlation function C($) for anisotropic source source-�eld of the G0 form, then calculate its 2D Fourier transform (using the notation of eq. (88),and splitting the wavenumber into components kk along the average line of sight and k?, perpendicular to it):C` � Z d��d��V(�+)V(��)Z 10 dkk� QR(��)�2 e�ikk�� 1k3PGG(k; ��;��); (129)k2 � (Q=R(��))2 + k2k ; Q � `+ 12 ; R(��) = ��;Z 10 (� � �) dkk = Z 1Q=R(��)(� � �)k2dk 1kpk2 � (Q=R(��))2 ;V(�+)V(��)PGG(k; ��;��) �Z d
q̂4� k32�2 hG(q; q̂;k; �+)G�(q; q̂;k; ��)i:57



Equation (129) allows one to turn the kk integral into one over k; hence, with p(kk) de�ned as a Fourier transform over��, we regain eq. (126) with the eq. (128) approximation. Note that the k > Q=�� restriction is just a consequenceof positive kk.As a further approximation when the source-�elds are not isotropic, but have more complicated angular dependence,e.g., G(q; q̂;k; �), an isotropized power spectrum for the source �elds has been used; for the G = V(G0� iq̂ � k̂kG1) caseof this section, PGG = PG0G0 + PG1G1k2=3: cross-correlation terms do not appear.2These small-angle C` formulas can also be applied to open (or closed) universes for multipoles on angular scales`� 2j1� 
j1=2
�1 if we replace R(�) = � byR(�) = dcurv sinh((�0 � �)=dcurv) if 
 < 1 ; (
curv � 1� 
) ;dcurv = H�10 
�1=2curv ; 
curv � 1� 
 ; �0 = f�2H�10 
�1=2nr ;f� = � 
nr
curv�1=2 [ln(
1=2curv + 1)� ln(
nr)1=2] ; (
 = 
nr < 1) ; (130)where �0 is the conformal time now and f� is a factor that must sometimes be computed, e.g., in universes withsizable vacuum energies. For closed universes, f� = (
nr=j
curvj)1=2 arcsin[(j
curvj=
nr)1=2] and \sinh" is replacedby \sin". In at universes, dC`=d ln k is concentrated around Q � k��, in open universes Q is pushed higher than k��and in closed universes Q is pushed lower: hence features in C` will be at smaller angular scales in open models (as�g. 18(c,d) shows) and larger scales in closed models than in at ones.5. Narrow and broad visibilitiesA few other nonessential approximations are useful to get a simple analytic form for p(�kk): e.g., absorb the leadinggrowth terms in PGAGB in the visibility product so the remaining weak dependence upon �� can be ignored { e.g.,the linear growth factors D(�+)D(��) may describe the dependence. To get a nice result for discussion of limitingcases, it is useful and is often not even a bad approximation to assume that the product of visibilities looks like aGaussian in ��, V(�+)V(��) � V2(��) e�(��=RV )2=4:p(�kk) � 2p�RV e��k2kR2V ; R�2V � �@2 lnV@ ��2 : (131)The function RV(��) will generally be dependent upon �� and could also depend upon A;B = 0; 1. A case of someinterest where it is constant is a Gaussian visibility. We showed in section IIID 2 that this was a reasonable approx-imation for VC for standard recombination, with RVC (��) = RVC ;dec. It is used in section VB. There are also a fewinteresting limiting cases:1 Broad visibility: When the selection function is broad, RV ! 1, p(�kk) ! 2��(�kk). This is the approximationused in [2,42] and eq. (140) in section VC1 below for anisotropy power spectra from primeval dust and the SZe�ect. The broad limit has a nice interpretation: the \column depth" across the visibility surface is �0(x̂) =R d�V(�)G0(x = x̂�; �). The radiation correlation function C(�) is the correlation function of the column depthsalong lines of sight separated by angle �. For SZ anisotropies, the \column depth" is the Compton y-parameter,and for dust-emission anisotropies it is the dust optical depth (for a constant redshifted dust temperature).2 Narrow visibility: When the selection function is narrow, RV ! 0, p(�kk)! 2p�RV , and the power spectrum isintegrated over the unobserved �kk, the projection of the 3D spectrum onto 2D. Only for primary anisotropies withnormal recombination is one ever really close to this limit and even then damping of the spectrum for ` �> ��=RVdue to the \fuzziness" of the visibility surface is important to include, as encoded in p(kk). The surface isperpendicular to the photon path to us, so the spatial oscillations are across the surface, giving destructiveinterference from both peaks and troughs for waves with kRV > �. There is no destructive interference if thephotons are only received from either peaks or troughs, but not both, the case if oscillations are along thesurface, or if the wavenumbers are small.2Replacing hG(q; q̂;k; �+)G�(q; q̂0;k; ��)i by hG(q; q̂P ;k; �+)G�(q; q̂P ;k; ��)i, where q̂P � (q̂ + q̂0)=2 { without the averaging {is a \DSZ" approximation [131]; [132,134,88] exploited the isotropized form. These methods have been applied to C(�) and C`estimations for primary anisotropies (section C 3 b) and to the secondary �neve nonlinear source-�eld ( [215] and section VC6.58



6. Power-law spectra with coherence scales in 3D and 2DThere are a few power spectra for which there is an analytic integral over the Bessel function products. To dealwith these we shall restrict ourselves to sources of the G0 form. The �rst case we shall consider has a thin shell sourceconcentrated at zs. For the power law 3D spectrumPG0G0(k;�s; 0) = 2�2G02�G0=2�(�G0=2) (kRcoh)�G0 e�(kRcoh)2=2 ;C` = �(2� �G0)22��G0�2 � 3��G02 � � 2�2G02�G0=2�(�G0=2) �Rcoh��s ��G0�� �`+ �G02 ��(`+ 2)�(`)� �`+ 2� �G02 � : (132)This formula is valid as long as the angular scale `�1 is large compared with the coherence angle Rcoh=R(��s).If the visibility has �nite extension, the integral over k can still be done, but in terms of a hypergeometric functionwhich is not very useful. What can be done easily once again is the Fourier calculation for large `:C` � Z d��V2(��)� 2�2G02�G0=2�(�G0=2) �QRcohR(��) ��G0 e�12 (QRcoh=��)2� Rcohp2RVpQ2(R2coh + 2R2V)=��2 + (3� �G0) : (133)The (3 � �G0) term in the denominator is an approximation based on a �rst order expansion in (kk ��=Q)2. Withthe visibility concentrated at ��s, eq. (133) is just the 2D power law equation, eq. (106), with $c = Rcoh=R(��s) and��T = �G0 .For the special case of a 3D white noise distribution, �G0 = 3, the exact result including the Gaussian coherencelength Rcoh can be expressed in terms of a modi�ed Bessel function:PG0G0 = (2=�)1=2�2G0(kRcoh)3e�(kRcoh)2=2 ;C` = Z d��d��V(�+)V(��)p2� �2G0 `(`+ 1)� e�(��)2=(2R2coh) e�(�+��)=R2coh IQ(�+��=R2coh) : (134)If the coherence scale of the blobs is small compared with the cosmological distance at which the visibility is concen-trated, the asymptotic expansion of the modi�ed Bessel function, I`+1=2(z) � 1p2�z ez(1� `(`+1)=(2z) + � � �), can beused to simplify the expression:CQ � Z d��V2(��)p2��2G0 �QRcohR(��) �2 e�12 (QRcoh=R(��))2 Rcohp2RVpR2coh + 2R2V :This is the �G0 ! 3 limit of eq. (133), as expected, and if the visibility is concentrated at ��s, it is the ��T = 2,$c = Rcoh=R(��s) version of the 2D law eq. (106). If the visibility is broad, there is a distribution of coherence anglescontributing so the �nal result is only roughly of the Gaussian form.It might be thought that clouds in our Galaxy could be modelled by such a blob spectrum with no long rangecorrelations, but this is not so. As we saw in section IVF, C` for dust-emission and Galactic bremsstrahlung apparentlyrise as ell�1 [107,108] at the resolutions they have been observed.B. The primary primary anisotropy e�ectsFor primary scalar anisotropies, we describe here the leading terms associated with the Sachs{Wolfe and Thomsonscattering sources, eqs. (25), (26), using the �; ';	� notation for the metric perturbations introduced there. This isjust a preview to show which �elds are \illuminated" by the visibility of Thomson scattering. The terminology andmanipulations of this section will become more familiar after reading section VI.59



1. Sachs{Wolfe, photon-bunching and Doppler sourcesBy manipulation of eqs. (25), (26), they can be cast into the G0;1 form for a modi�ed �eld e�(S)t (and for a atUniverse): � @@� + q̂i @@xi � TC e�(S)t = VC �14e� � q̂i @@xi �a�1e	v;B + (� � �)�+TC @@� [� � '+ @� (�a�1	�)] ;e�(S)t � �(S)t + � + @�a�1	�@� � q̂i@i�a�1	� ; vB = ��a�1r	v;B ; (135)GnSW;0 + G� ;0 � 14e� � 14� + � + @@� �a�1	� � F�(k; �)�N=3 ; (136)G1 � �a�1 e	v;B � �a�1(	v;B +	�) � Fv(k; �)��N=3 ; (137)GiSW 0 = @2@�2 �a�1	� + _� � _' = F _�(k; �)�N=3 : (138)Here � is the photon energy density perturbation, vB is the baryon velocity and 	v;B is the baryon velocity potential.The (� � �) refer to source terms driven by the quadrupole and by polarization terms. These are subdominant and canbe ignored in rough treatments. There are three types of terms multiplied by VC . The \Doppler" source is G1. TheG0 = e�=4 term has two parts, metric terms which give the \naive" Sachs{Wolfe e�ect, in particular the famous�N=3, where �N is the gravitational potential, if �N is constant { which it rarely is. The �=4 term describes theamount of \photon bunching" when decoupling releases the photons, which gives the equally famous 13��B=��B termif the entropy per baryon is constant { which it is not. The source term multiplied by TC is known as the integratedSachs{Wolfe or Rees{Sciama e�ect. While the Doppler and integrated Sachs{Wolfe sources do not depend upon thegauge which is chosen, the relative amount which is attributed to photon bunching and the naive Sachs{Wolfe e�ectdoes, although the e�=4 combination is gauge-invariant.All of the e�ects have been normalized to �N (k; �0)=3 through form factors F�(k), Fv(k) [2] and F _�, to emphasizethat the magnitude of �N controls the magnitude of �T=T { although it is the explicit form of these order-unityform factors that de�ne the bumps and wiggles of the spectral shape. The statistical distribution of �T=T is alsocompletely determined by the statistical distribution of the stochastic �eld �N , with the spatial Fourier transformsfF�; Fv ; F _�g(x; �) de�ning nonstochastic time-dependent �elds which are convolved with �N(x; �0) to give the sources.2. Longitudinal and synchronous pictures of the Sachs{Wolfe e�ectThe longitudinal gauge has 	� = 0. The metric is characterized by �L, which is the closest analogue to theperturbed Newtonian potential �N ; and 'L goes to ��N once anisotropic pressure forces can be neglected, whichit can after �aeq and �adec. In the regime in which nonrelativistic (nr) matter dominates the evolution �N is constant(in linear perturbation theory). The velocity potential for baryons in that gauge is 	v;BL � e	v;B and the velocitypotential for cold dark matter is 	v;cdmL � e	v;cdm. In the nr-dominated regime, �a�1e	v;cdm = 13�N� . Compton dragstops the baryons from following the nr dark matter ow, but once the photons do let go, G1 also approaches 13�N� .For normal recombination, there is by this time no di�erential visibility left; the G1-�eld is determined by the earlierbaryon physics, i.e., the transition through the optical-depth-unity regime of tight-coupling to damped-streaming. Inuniverses with early reionization, much of the \visible" region can be after the Compton drag lets go and G1 � 13�N�can be a good approximation.In the synchronous gauge, � is set to zero and the constant time surfaces chosen to be those on which cold darkmatter is at rest; the synchronous gauge metric variable 	�S is then just e	v;cdm, and the metric part of GnSW;0+G� ;0gives 13�N in the nr-dominated regime, i.e., the classic naive Sachs{Wolfe term. This suggests we de�ne the photonbunching source G� ;0 to be 14�S, which is then a gauge-invariant term, with the remainder of eq. (136) de�ning thenaive Sachs{Wolfe source GnSW;0. In the oft-used longitudinal gauge, the correct �N=3 behavior is obtained onlywhen a piece of �L=4, photon bunching as viewed in this gauge, is added to �L = �N : we show in section VI that�L=4 = �S=4� �H	�, which becomes �S=4� 23�N in the nr-dominated regime.The integrated Sachs{Wolfe term at late times becomes TC2 _�N . Thus F _� = 6 _�N=�N . In the nr-dominated regime,it vanishes for linear perturbations. Nonlinear clustering generates nonzero _�N . Even though the potential change60



may not be very great, the factor of 6 enhances the impact on the CMB. When the equation of state changes fromnr-dominance, _�N no longer vanishes. This is the source for the relative upturn in C` in the vacuum-dominated modelin �g. 7 [110]. It is also rarely true that aeq is so much less than adec that changes in �N around recombinationcan be ignored. In that case, we can absorb it into a VC style source by replacing F� by F� + �CF _�, where��1C = �ne�T �a = VC=TC . 3. Di�erential power spectrum and form factorsWe can apply the machinery leading to eq. (126) to get the power spectrum. Let us ignore late-time integratedSachs{Wolfe e�ects associated with nonzero �, etc. so we can use just the visibility VC sources. Since we are alsointerested in low `, we use the Bessel function product j(A)` j(B)` for hj(A)` j(B)` i:dC`d ln k = 2`(`+ 1) 19P�N (k; �0) Z d��V2C(��) p(�kk)[(F�(k; ��) + �CF _�(k; �� ))j`(kR(�� )) + k��Fv(k; �� )j 0̀(kR(�� ))]2: (139)We have seen that the visibility VC is roughly a Gaussian in conformal time with width RV;dec for normal recom-bination. If the 3D source functions do not change much over VC , the form factors can be evaluated at �� and evenat �dec; otherwise an average over the shell is needed, de�ning e�ective form factors which can also absorb �CF _� andthe last scattering surface fuzziness damping associated with p(�kk).The goal of analytic approaches is to use approximate form factors like these to understand the physics de�ningthe basic features of the spectra and to provide a tool for rapid estimation of C`. It has been developed in variousapproximations in [2,143,268{270]. Hu and Sugiyama [270] have included the most e�ects, in particular the timevariation of �N that arises because aeq is not very far from adec; by doing so they obtain remarkably good reproductionsof the spectra derived using full Boltzmann transport codes, within about 10% or so even at high `. Here I shalljust use a simple analytic result [2,200] to illustrate the physics that determines the nature of the oscillations thattranslate into the C` peaks and troughs, but caution that the more elaborate scheme of [270] is needed if one wantsa quantitative tool. (It was, for example, used in [161] to rapidly calculate C` for a large parameter set to assess howwell parameters could be determined in idealized all-sky satellite experiments.)Earlier than decoupling, the photons and baryons are so tightly coupled by Thomson scattering that they canbe treated as a single uid with shear viscosity (4=(15f�))�� �a�C , zero bulk viscosity, thermal conductivity � =(4�=(3T))�a�C and sound speed cs;(+B) = (c=p3)[1 + 3��B=(4��)]�1=2, lowered over the (c=p3) for a pure photongas because of the inertia in the baryons. Here f� is a parameter which depends upon the approximations that aremade to treat the photons: it is 3=4 if all e�ects are included, 9=10 for unpolarized photons and 1 if the angulardependence in the Thomson cross section is also ignored. These results are derived in Appendix C 3a.Let us assume constant �N and ��B � �� through decoupling. The WKB solution of the tight coupling uidequations is, for � < �dec, F� � e� 12 (�Dk�)2(3�c2s)1=4 cos(k�cs�);Fv � e� 12 (�Dk�)2(3�c2s)1=4 sin(k�cs�)k�cs� :Also F _� � 0. �D is a parameter describing Silk damping. In this tiny baryon number limit, the sound speed is�cs = (c=p3), but for �nite ��B , �cs is a suitable time-average of cs;(+B) and there is also a weak amplitude-diminisher,(3�c2s)1=4.The WKB solution for �S=(��N) = 1�F� shows �S growing outside the horizon like �2; the horizon is \entered"for photons when k�cs� � �=2; and thereafter oscillations spaced equally in k�cs� should be expected in the evolutionof individual k-modes. Some examples of this behavior for di�erent k's are shown in �g. 19. By contrast, the viewof the density uctuations in the longitudinal gauge is �L=(��N) � 5=3� F�, dominated by the constant 2=3 partwhich swamps the rising part. This emphasizes the care that must be taken in choosing which variables to integrate{ no matter what the initial gauge choice.The phase of the waves as they hit the narrow recombination band, k�cs�dec, determines the oscillations in C` thatappear in �g. 7. The combination of viscous and fuzziness damping diminishes the amplitude of the Doppler peaks.Because the oscillations are in both e� and e	v;B , both contribute to the detailed structure.In section VA2, a high ` form of C` was given, eq. (129), and a further simpli�cation associated with isotropizingthe total source power spectrum was described. For the limiting WKB case, the isotropized source-power evaluated61



at � = �dec is 19P�N e�(�Dk�)2(3�c2s)1=2(1 + 3��B4�� sin2(k�cs�)). This illustrates that in the instantaneous recombinationlimit with no damping and tiny baryon abundance, P�N=9, the naive Sachs{Wolfe e�ect, is recovered. But this isobviously not what one sees in the �gures. It is in the �nite 
B e�ects, the time dependence of �N and even thedi�erences between j` and j 0̀ that the dramatic hills and valleys of C` owe their origin { and it is with just thosefactors that the C`{landscape can be estimated accurately.4. DampingThe parameter �D is an integral of the damping rate involving the shear viscosity and thermal conductivity. Inthe WKB limit, it is given by eq. (C51) in section C 3a: for CDM models with low 
B , �D is roughly 0.02{0.03 withpolarization included, which enhances damping, and is about 10% lower if the radiation is assumed to be unpolarized.With 
Bh2 = 0:0125 preferred by Big Bang nucleosynthesis, �D � 0:02, and the same rough value is obtained in thelimit of large 
B . Of course the tight coupling equations break down as the radiation passes through decoupling, soit is better to treat �D as a phenomenological factor, but matching to numerical results for Silk damping in baryondominated models also gives the 0.02 estimate for CDM-model parameters [2]. The damping acting on �T=T dueto fuzziness of the last scattering surface is e�(kkRVC;dec)2=2, while that from Silk damping is e�(k�D�dec)2=2. Fromeq. (69), we have RVC ;dec=(�D�dec) � �a;dec=(2�D) which is � 2 for the examples of �g. 3(b).The fuzziness damping acts only on kk, while the WKB viscous damping acts on k. E�ective isotropized fuzziness�lters are found by expanding in kkRVC ;dec and angle-averaging [2], which reduces the e�ective �lter to RVC ;dec=p3;this makes the WKB and fuzziness damping values similar in magnitude. The WKB tight-coupling solution does infact calculate a version of fuzziness damping acting on e� , along with other transport e�ects, but the k?{kk asymmetryis obscured by the truncation of the `-hierarchy at such low `: up to � �dec, higher moments are strongly damped,but as the photons pass through �C = 1, fuzziness damping in this \scattering atmosphere" occurs. At decoupling,�C is only 5% of �dec. 5. Early reionization form factorsIf we assume early reionization, and a decoupling redshift (where the visibility peaks) in the nr-dominated regimeand below the epoch at which Compton drag lets up, �< 200, then we have Fv = 1. For small k� and adiabaticperturbations, we expect to have F� = 1 in this nr-regime, damping as k� increases, but not exponentially once�C � �a2 grows to a point where tight-coupling breaks down. What one does get is a photon density gradientresponding to the residual Compton drag; a converging baryon ow increases e�=4, a diverging one diminishes it: thenet e�ect for large k� is F� � ��=�C , which falls like �a�3=2 for a fully ionized medium. Thus in reionized adiabaticmodels, one expects a normal Sachs{Wolfe behavior at small `, with a velocity-induced extra piece pushing it up abit at larger `, both being diminished by an overall large fuzziness factor, typically with RVC � 0:3� (section IIID 2).The high-k� part of F� has been shown to augment the velocity-induced term by an order-unity factor [216,217].6. The isocurvature e�ect on low multipolesIf the perturbation mode is isocurvature rather than adiabatic, the uctuations are initially perturbations in theentropy (per CDM particle for isocurvature CDM perturbations or per baryon) without accompanying curvatureperturbations. For these, there is another e�ect which ampli�es F� to 6, the isocurvature e�ect. Let �s � 34� ��x denote the relative perturbation in the entropy per x-particle, where x = cdm;B. To have no energy densityperturbation in the k� ! 0 limit and yet have a nonzero �s, we must have �S � 43�s(1+ 43 ��er=��nr)�1 � �(��nr=��er)�xS ,where ��nr is the density of nonrelativistic particles, ��er is the density of relativistic particles and it has been assumed forthis illustration that all nr and er particles will have the same relative density perturbations, �xS and �S , respectively.At very early times, �S is tiny, with the entropy perturbation being carried by the x-particles, but as ��nr=��er = �a=�aeqgrows from unity to � 104, the perturbation is primarily carried by the radiation. When a given wave enters thehorizon, �xS ceases declining, and begins to grow after �eq via the usual Jeans instability. This diminishment of �x atlow k translates to a sharp bend in the isocurvature CDM transfer function at k � ��1eq , falling as k2 at low k, butbeing unity at high k. The reciprocal impact of this on �S gives the isocurvature e�ect.It is easiest to see why F�=6 using the equation for e�(k; �)=4 in the k� �< 1 limit, the angle-average of thee�t transfer equation (and eq. (C50) of Appendix C 3a). Since �S is initially nearly zero, we have e�(k; �)=4 �62



(� � ' + @� [�a�1	� ])(k; �). Both sides turn out to be gauge-invariant and so the right-hand side is the quantity�L�'L; but �L is �N by de�nition, and 'L � ��N , which becomes exact if there are no anisotropic pressure terms;i.e., e�(k; �)=4 � 2�N for low k: i.e., F� � 6 [214,173]. The isocurvature e�ect can also be expressed in terms of theinitial entropy uctuation, 2�s=5 = �s=3 + �N=3, where the gravitational potential is related to the initial entropyperturbation by �N = �s=5.The F� = 6 factor is so large that isocurvature theories with nearly scale invariant spectra are strongly ruledout by the observations, [214] although there is still some room for them to contribute at a subdominant level toadiabatic scalar perturbations [232] for dark matter dominated models. For isocurvature baryon perturbations, thereare signi�cant features in the density transfer function for scales k�eq � 1 [131,247,215]. Although the isocurvaturee�ect does lead to nearly scale invariant spectra being strongly ruled out, isocurvature baryon models with arbitraryspectra (which are steep with ns � 0 corresponding to seed models) and arbitrary ionization histories are usuallyadopted; with this freedom, the case against them is strong but not yet de�nitive [215,217,218,242]. (See also �g. 18).C. Secondary anisotropiesSecondary anisotropies are non-Gaussian, with the spectral power concentrated in hot and/or cold spots on thesky, rather than being democratically distributed as it is for Gaussian anisotropies. The power spectra are instructivesince they do tell us what the best scales to probe are, but they are far from the whole story. Examples of C` for theambient SZ e�ect from clusters and dust-emission from primeval galaxies are shown in �g. 7. The dual nature of thepower spectra for dust anisotropies can be understood using the methods of section VA, as sketched in section VC1.The power spectrum can be used to calculate rms anisotropies. In the mid to late 80s, estimates made on the strengthof the SZ e�ect from clusters concentrated on the distribution of y and the rms variations as a function of beam, usingsimpli�ed peak or Press{Schechter based models to calculate the abundance and clustering of the sources [2,112,113].This work showed that for ination-based CDM-like models, the rms SZ uctuations would be quite small, well below10�5. Similar techniques were applied to estimating the rms anisotropies in the far infrared and sub-mm from dustyprimeval galaxies [81,2,42]. More powerful methods were developed in the nineties [117,118,120{122] to address hownon-Gaussian the signals would actually be (e.g., �gs. 15, 16).1. Sample secondary anisotropy power spectraFor secondary anisotropies, the broad visibility case of section VA5 is the appropriate limit for the angular powerspectrum. For high Q � `+ 12 ,C` � Z d��V2(��) (Q=R(��))�1 �PG0G0(k = Q=R(��); ��; 0) : (140)It is often suitable to adopt a shot noise model for the distribution of the random source-�eld G0 [2,42]: this consistsof (1) a class of objects de�ned by parameters C (e.g., mass, luminosity, X-ray temperature) whose positions arespeci�ed by a random point process nC�(r) =Pj2C �(3)(r� rj) with the sum over points j satisfying the conditionsC; and (2) pro�les for G0 centered at each point, g(rjC; �). nC� is a comoving density if rj are comoving positions.The points C could de�ne galaxies, clusters, N -body groups, the centers of cosmic explosions, : : :, and the pro�les gmay be asymmetrical (e.g., �laments, pancakes). In the \peak-patch picture" of [2,68,117,120], the shots are equatedwith specially selected peaks of the smoothed linear density �eld.The source function G0 for a shot noise model is the sum of convolutions:G0(r; �) =XC Z d3r0 g(r� r0jC)nC�(r; �) ; (141)eG0(k; �) =XC ~g(kjC; �)~nC�(k; �) ; ~g(kjC; �) � gc(� jC)VCFg(kjC) :We have separated ~g(k) into a central value gc, a weighted volume of the region VC � R g(r) d3r=gc, and a formfactor Fg(k) which is dimensionless and equal to unity at k = 0 by construction. Although g can be considered tobe a random �eld as well, it is usual to just assume �xed pro�le shapes. An example of some interest is a truncatedspherical �-pro�le, g(r) = gc(1 + r2=r2core�)�3�=2 #(RC� � r) ;63



with core radius rcore and truncation radius RC; the � denotes comoving quantities (e.g., rcore� = �a�1rcore). Thisform is widely used to model the gas density in clusters and thus g for the SZ e�ect if the cluster is isothermal. Fitsto X-ray pro�les give � � 2=3. An approximate form factor which roughly takes the truncation into account isFg(kjC) � exp[�krcore�]((kRC�)2 + 1) 32 (1��) : (142)For small k, Fg(kjC) � 1 and gc(� jC)VC is / hTeiBC for the SZ e�ect from clusters, where BC is the cluster baryonnumber, while for dust at �xed temperature, it is / the mass of dust in the galaxy.The power spectrum for G0 can be written in terms of the cross-correlation power spectra for the shots:PG0G0(k) =XC1 j~g(kjC1)j2 �nC1�k32�2+ XC1C2 ~g(kjC1)~g�(kjC2) �nC1��nC2�PccC1C2(k) ; (143)where the tilde denotes Fourier transform. The shot correlation power has been decomposed into a Poissoncontribution �C1C2(k�n�1=3C1 )3=(2�2) describing the self-correlation of the discrete objects and a continuous corre-lation piece PccC1C2 describing the clustering of the objects. In a linear biasing approximation, we would havePccC1C2(k; �) = bC1(�)bC2 (�)P��(k; �), where the bCj (�) are biasing factors and P��(k; �) is an underlying mass densitypower spectrum. Even if such a relation were to hold for low k one would expect considerable modi�cation at high k.For the Poisson piece, the contribution from an object which subtends an angle �C � RC�=R(��), whose coresubtends �core � rcore�=R(��), is � Q2(1 +Q2�2C)�3(1��) e�2Q�core ; (144)i.e., white noise (Poissonian) for small Q, Q3��1 for Q > ��1C , with an exponential suppression at very high Q.For the continuous clustering contribution, the overall amplitude is usually lower and the shape is multiplied byQn�;eff (Q=��), where n�;eff (k) is the local index of P� (i.e., � k3+n�;eff ). For angular scales > �C, it can oftendominate, � Q2+n�;eff (k), cf. the � Q2 Poisson term.Notice that if we use a Gaussian pro�le for the shots and have a narrow visibility at redshift zs, the C` we getfrom the Poisson piece is a Gaussian coherence spectrum with coherence angle �c � $c = p2 (1 + zs)RC=R(�s), i.e.,eq. (106) with ��T = 2. 2. Anisotropy power from dusty primeval galaxiesThe BCH2 [42] spectra shown in �g. 15 show the basic features: a Gaussian radial pro�le of scale RG = 10 kpc forthe dust in galaxies de�nes the cuto� at high `, the amplitude is determined by the galaxy (shot) density, here chosento be that of bright galaxies nG� = 0:02 (h�1 Mpc)�3. The continuous clustering piece dominates at lower `.3The spectra clearly show that to get the maximum signal one would like to probe the shot noise power, i.e., have asmall beam. This is misleading because a small beam may be unlikely to capture a galaxy. Large beams have too manygalaxies in them to give much shot-noise anisotropy. Clustering dominates the signal there. Figure 15 emphasizes howuseful very small angle anisotropy experiments can be for detecting high redshift dust emission from primeval galaxieseven for cases which fall well below the FIRAS bounds. The dust maps in �g. 15 were constructed using the peak-patchmethod to identify the high redshift galaxies [82]. The most promising instrument coming on line for this is SCUBAon JCMT [114], with 1200 resolution, and the ability to probe a number of frequencies, in particular an atmosphericwindow around 850�m. The peak model shown in the �gure gives rms anisotropies (��I�)rms of 0:2S { as measuredin units of 10�6 erg cm�2 s�1 sr�1. Assuming galaxies with a density of � 0:02 (h�1 Mpc)�3 (the current density of3The particular model chosen hybridized a biased linear density power spectrum shape for small k and a nonlinear powerlaw contribution for high k, with the two joined at kNL where the power is unity. The shape change in the graph is a resultof this rough approximation. The maximum occurs where (Q=R(��))�1�PG0G0 (k = Q=R(��)) � Q2+n�;eff (k) is maximum, atn�;eff (k) � �2, which occurs at � 0:5 h�1 Mpc for the CDM spectrum, and on somewhat larger scales for adiabatic modelswith nonzero �. 64



FIG. 15. Illustration of what the sub-mm emission might look like from primeval galaxies in a �8 = 0:7 CDM model. (a)A 40 � 40 contour map for dust-emission from primeval galaxies at z � 5 convolved with a 1200 beam appropriate for the 855�37-pixel SCUBA array. The minimum contour is 1000S �Jy/beam and subsequent contours increase linearly in 250S �Jy/beamsteps. SCUBA has a 20 � 20 FOV and is expected to achieve 470 �Jy/beam at the 1� level in just one hour of integration. (b)Shows the same map seen with a 100 beam with 250S �Jy/beam contours for an 800� sub-mm array. (c) Shows the map with a0:8600 beam with 200S �Jy/beam contours for a 1.36 mm array. S is a scaling factor which is 1 if all \bright galaxies" have Arp220 luminosities down to redshift 4. To satisfy the FIRAS bound (Fixsen et al. 1996), apparently either S �< 0:1 is required, or�< 0:1 of the sources present could be bursting. (1 Jansky � 10�26Wm�2Hz�1, hence I� = (�=3 �m)(�E(�)=Ecmb)MJy sr�1.)
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\bright" galaxies) do all of the emission in a biased CDM model for the other (BCH2) models given in table I, therms anisotropies that SCUBA would see (assuming a double di�erencing mode) would be quite large: 1, 4, 4, 0.3 inthe above units, corresponding to �T=T of (7; 20; 12; 2)� 10�5 for BCH2 models 8, 11, 14, 13, respectively. Theseanisotropies should be compared with the current 800� JCMT 95% C.L. upper limit for an 1800 beam of 3:4� 10�3[115,42], and the 1300� IRAM millimeter 95% C.L. upper limit for an 1100 beam of 2:4� 10�4 [116,42]. (The signalwould also have fallen o� from the 800� value by 1300�.) Of course the map �g. 15 also demonstrates that the rmsemission is somewhat misleading for SCUBA since it is concentrated in bright patches; and it is totally misleadingfor the interferometric arrays. 3. SZ and nonlinear Thomson scattering from clustersThe most direct way to make maps of secondary anisotropies is to do hydrodynamical simulations, then calculatethe line-of-sight integrals of G through the computational volume. It is di�cult to make large enough simulations andstill get the resolution needed to treat the structure in the objects. A good example of the current state of the artis given in [122], in which SZ maps were constructed by using many hydrodynamical simulations. The \peak-patchpicture" that Steve Myers and I developed [68] allows us to determine the spatial distribution and properties of rareevents in the medium such as clusters over very large volumes of space by identifying them with carefully selectedpeaks of the linear density �eld [68,117,120]. Peak-patch catalogues accord well with N -body cluster and groupcatalogues, both statistically and spatially, reproduce well the gross internal properties such as mass and internalenergy, and do reasonably well at getting the bulk ow of the rare events [68]. The maps in �g. 16 were constructedin this way, �nding all clusters and groups in a 16� � 16� patch over a region extending out to redshift 1:5 for a�8 = 0:7 CDM model. A truncated � pro�le was used with � = 2=3 to give the gas density distribution, the coreradius was calibrated with X-ray observations, and the gas was assumed to be isothermal. �8 controls the overallabundance of rich clusters: maps such as these look dramatically di�erent with even small variations. The shape ofthe power spectrum controls the poor-to-rich cluster ratio. The �8 was chosen so the cluster abundances as a functionof temperature roughly agreed with X-ray observations. A COBE-normalized CDM model has �8 � 1:2 (eq. (222))and far too many large clusters, but, for example, a COBE-normalized 
 = 1 model with a mixture of hot and colddark matter (see section VIIC) has �8 � 0:7, �ts the X-ray data reasonably well, and has a similar appearance to theCDM model shown here, albeit with a smaller poor-to-rich cluster ratio [120].The SZ, moving cluster and primary maps of �g. 16 have the following minima, maxima, mean o�sets, and rms,in units of 10�6: (a) (�47; 0;�2; 3)CSZ; (c) (�8; 6;�0:04; 0:4)CV ; (d) (�53; 48;�0:06; 18). Thus the SZ e�ect iscompetitive with the much larger primary anisotropies expected in this model only in the cores of clusters; and themoving-cluster anisotropies are disappointingly small, even when nonlinear corrections are included. For the X-rays,the map ux characteristics are (b) (0; 12; 0:05; 0:2)� 10�14CX erg cm�2 s�1. Using the information in a deep �eldcluster catalogue such as (b) will clearly be invaluable for separating SZ from primary. Even so, since the true skywill be the sum of (a), (c), and (d) { plus Galactic and extragalactic synchrotron and bremsstrahlung sources for CBI,and plus dust for SAMBA, some possibly cold { separation using many well-spaced frequency bands will be essentialand also quite di�cult. 4. Single-cluster observations of the SZ e�ectThere has been dramatic improvement in observations of the SZ e�ect from individual clusters in the last few years,with the promise of much more to come. The e�ect has now clearly been seen in more than a dozen clusters atbetween the 5 and 10 sigma level [201,202], with redshifts ranging from 0:023 for COMA to 0:55. The immediateimplication of these sort of observations is that the CMB comes from a redshift > 0:55.The SZ e�ect involves pressure integrals along the line of sight through the cluster. Even in a medium with gas instates of mixed cooling, so with large density and temperature inhomogeneities, the pressure tends to uniformize on asound crossing time into a distribution de�ned by the gravitational potential. By contrast, X-ray emission { involvingline of sight integrals of n2eT 1=2e for bremsstrahlung and more complicated temperature and abundance dependencesfor recombination and line cooling { is very sensitive to clumping. Because the SZ e�ect is proportional to ne ratherthan n2e, it can probe the intracluster medium out to much larger radial distance than the X-ray emission, especiallywhen sensitivities in the few times 10�6 range can be achieved. A further advantage is that �T=T for clusters doesnot diminish with redshift for a nonevolving cluster population, whereas cluster X-ray uxes drop o� dramatically. Wehave evidence from X-ray observations that there is strong evolution of the cluster population, and this is expectedtheoretically as well. Even so, we should eventually be able to probe clusters at z � 1 with the SZ e�ect. An66



FIG. 16. 2��2� maps for a �8 = 0:7 CDM model that could be probed by the Cosmic Background Imager (CBI) being builtby Caltech: an 8 small-dish interferometer to map scales from � 20{200, with optimal sensitivity �> 50, using HEMTs to coverfrequencies 30{40 GHz, with a 15 GHz channel to help to remove contamination. (a) Shows the SZ e�ect for 30 GHz, withcontours �5� 10�6CSZ � 2n�1; (b) the associated ROSAT map (0:1{2:4 keV), with contours 10�14CX � 2n�1 erg cm�2 s�1,so the minimum contour level is similar to the ROSAT 5� sensitivity for long exposure pointed observations; (c) the Thomsonscattering anisotropy induced by the bulk motion of the clusters, with contours now �1:25 � 10�6CV � 2n�1, CV � 1:2; (d)primary anisotropies, with contour levels at �10�5 � 2n�1. Negative contours are light and dotted. The CSZ , CX and CV areorder-unity correction factors.
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FIG. 17. SZ contour maps derived from a cosmological hydrodynamics simulation for a cluster which becomes massive, hotand large at redshift zero after a major merger at z � 0:05. The SZ image (�T=T = �2y here) is contrasted with the ROSATimage at redshift 0.2. The ROSAT contours correspond to deep-pointing mode. The upper panels show that the SZ e�ectin the pre-merge pieces at z = 0:7; 0:5 is reasonably large on a few arcminute scales. The solid SZ contour levels �> 10�5 areexperimentally accessible now and the dotted < 10�5 contours should eventually be feasible. The contours roughly scale with
B , here chosen to be 0.05 for this 
nr = 1 CDM model.illustration of this is �g. 17: a smooth particle hydrodynamics calculation in a CDM model of a rare-event region thatgrows into a cluster of COMA-like mass 1015h�1M� by z = 0 after a major merger at z � 0:05 is seen in �T=T atz = 0:7; 0:5; 0:2. (SPH and other hydro calculations of the SZ e�ect for individual clusters were pioneered by Evrard[212] but have not been exploited much to date. The SPH example shown, from Bond and Wadsley [213], evolvedfrom peak-patch initial conditions for a spherical region 30 h�1 Mpc across constrained to give a cluster of the �nalstate mass, as described in [68]. The cosmology is a standard CDM model of �g. 7 with �8 = 1 (20% lower �8 thanCOBE-normalization would give). The simulation used 65247 gas and 65247 dark particles, and a 1283 multigridGauss-Seidel gravity solver with particle-particle corrector forces to improve short distance resolution, by a factor of20 or so. The gravitational and SPH smoothing were matched, which means that about 40 neighbors were requiredto be within the softening radius. As such the resolution achieved, 30 h�1 kpc at the �nal stage, is a factor of 5 or sobetter than X-ray core radii, just good enough for the X-ray calculations. Calculations that are optimized for X-rayswith an order of magnitude more particles are easily feasible on current workstations and are currently being doneby a number of groups.)Combining the SZ and X-ray observations is one of the main paths to H0 (and in principle q0). Because (�T ) /R neTe�ad� and the X-ray surface brightness �X / �a4cl R n2eT 1=2e �ad� for bremsstrahlung, the proper linear scale of thecluster, Rcl / (�a2cl�T )2=(T 3=2e �X), can be measured. But Rcl = 2H�10 (1 � p�acl)�acl�cl (for at universes, with aweak q0-dependence for nearby clusters), so combining the SZ and X-ray observations with the angular size �cl andthe redshift of the cluster zcl allows H0 to be estimated. In practice the data are used in a more sophisticated waythan this, but even so, spherical symmetry is assumed: cluster elongation along the line of sight pushes H0 down,clumpiness pushes it up. These and other e�ects make the values of H0 derived from SZ/X observations uncertainand it is di�cult to set realistic error bars. 68



So far the SZ e�ect has only been observed in massive clusters where the e�ect is quite large. Birkinshaw [203{205],using the single 40-m OVRO dish at 1.5 cm (ovro �lter, �g. 6), observed the SZ e�ect in 3 clusters, 0016+16, Abell665 (the richest cluster in Abell's catalogue), and Abell 2218, with observed central decrements �(1:8; 1:5; 1:5)�10�4.These were used to estimate Hubble parameters for the latter two of 51� 18 and 65� 25. Nearby clusters, such asComa at z = 0:023 [206] and three other X-ray luminous ones [207], have recently been detected using the 5-m OVROdish (ovro22 �lter, �g. 6). H0 values obtained with this data vary, with 74� 29 for COMA, similarly large values forAbell 2256 and 2142, but a signi�cantly smaller one for Abell 478. The Ryle telescope is a 5-km interferometer arraywith 8 13-m dishes and receivers operating at 2 and 6 cm. [208] showed the �rst SZ image of a cluster, Abell 2218, atz = 0:17 (with H0 = 38�17 cf. [205]) and the Ryle team have now imaged the SZ e�ect in a dozen clusters, including0016+16, Abell 665, 1722 and 773. Since some clusters give low H0, some high, it is unclear what conclusion to draw:although we can be con�dent that the statistical error bars will shrink with new technological advances, systematicerror bars may never be reliable because clusters are decidedly not idealized spherical distributions. However, thedistribution of H0 determinations for a well-selected sample of clusters may help to reduce these biases.Other interferometers are also being applied to this problem. Because clusters at moderate redshift subtend areasonably large angle, high resolution instruments with long baselines such as the VLA are not e�ective. On the otherhand, smaller dishes in a close-packed con�guration are quite promising: the OVRO millimeter-wave interferometer at32 GHz was used to observe Abell 773 and 0016+16 [211]; the Australian compact telescope array, ACTA, is anotherexample of a compact array being applied to this problem [210].SuZIE uses bolometers (operating at 300 mK, at wavelengths 1.2 and 2.2 mm) on the Caltech sub-mm telescope(1:40 beam, 20 separation). The SZ e�ect in Abell 2613 has been observed, with a large �(2:6�0:6)�10�4 decrement.The advantage here is that one can straddle the SZ sign change (�g. 5). It is hoped that one can use this to extractthe moving cluster e�ect from the SZ e�ect, at least for cases when the cluster is moving mostly forward or away fromus (cf. �g. 16) at a high speed. 5. The maximum entropy nature of Gaussian anisotropiesOne of the fundamental features of these secondary maps is that they have their power concentrated in hot and/orcold spots: they are decidedly non-Gaussian. The fundamental characterization of Gaussian uctuations is describedby the following lemma [117,120]: Consider a general statistical distribution functional P [�t(q̂)]D�t(q̂) giving theprobability of an anisotropy con�guration �t(q̂) of the random �eld �t. De�ne the entropy of this probability to beEntropy[P ] = � Z P [�t(q̂)] ln (P [�t(q̂)]) D�t(q̂) : (145)Among all of the distributions with a speci�ed spectrum C`, the Gaussian one is the one which maximizes this entropy.Thus the Gaussian statistics of the primary anisotropy maps displayed in �g. 9 show maximally random distributionsof the power available. The best observing strategy is then to concentrate the observing time on just a dozen orso patches of the sky because you are bound to hit something. For non-Gaussian uctuations, with power moreconcentrated around the \hot" or \cold" spots than in the Gaussian case, a better observing strategy is to samplemany patches at lower sensitivity to look for the regions of high power concentration. Because we now expect thatthe observed anisotropy will be a sum of many component signals, Galactic as well as cosmological, most of whichwill be source-like non-Gaussian ones, it is really essential to sample very many patches: i.e., to make large maps.6. Quadratic nonlinearities in Thomson scatteringAs noted in section VA, quadratic nonlinearities in Thomson scattering can sometimes dominate over the �rst-order anisotropies if the latter are strongly damped and there is early ionization. Their importance was originallysuggested by Vishniac [109], and calculations have been done by Efstathiou and I [215,217,242], Dodelson and Jubas[142] and Hu and Scott [220]. Even if there is early reionization in nearly scale invariant models, there is generally notsu�cient power on small length scales for the Vishniac e�ect to be important. Thus it can usually safely be ignoredin ination-based models.This is not so for isocurvature baryon models in which the initial spectral index nis is considered a free parameter,as the maps in �g. 18 adapted from [221] demonstrate, using power spectra taken from [242] calculated using themethods of [88,215]. The nonlinear source-�eld is G = VC(�)�eq̂ � ve, where �e = �ne=�ne is the perturbation to theelectron density and ve is the electron velocity. Subdominant nonlinearities / (�ne)2 have been ignored. The electronand baryon velocities can be taken to be the same, but �e = �B+�Ye= �Ye can have a piece associated with uctuations69



FIG. 18. 10� � 10� maps, with grey scale extending from �4�map to 4�map, for an nis = 0, 
 = 
B = 0:2 isocurvaturebaryon model with (b) no recombination, calculated using only linear perturbation theory, (a) with quadratic nonlinearitiesadded as well (and assuming the superposition of many sources along each line of sight is su�cient to make the nonlinearcontributions Gaussian-distributed, which should be reasonable). (c) and (d) show standard recombination models, (d) with
B = 1 and (c) with 
 = 
B = 0:2, illustrating how the changed geometry concentrates the signal to smaller angular scales.The total power I[C`] for (b) is (3� 10�5)2�28 , rising to � 10�8�28 for (a) with the nonlinearities. The SR model (c) has totalpower 10�8�28 .
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in the ionization fraction, although it is usually ignored. The calculation uses some of the techniques of section VA,in particular the Fourier transform expression for C`, eq. (129), using a time-averaged isotropized power spectrum forthe nonlinear source-�eld given by [215]C` � Q2 Z 1Q= �R d ln kk �Rp(k �R)2 �Q2 I1PGG ;I1 = Z d��V2C(��) (D _D)2(D1 _D1)2 ��C=1 ;PGG � �32 �19P�N (k; ��C=1)�2 (k��C=1)5I2(k) ; (146)I2(k) =Z 10 dy Z d�y(1� �2)(1� 2�y)2(1 + y2 � 2�y)3=2 P�N (k(1 + y2 � 2�y)1=2)P�N (k) P�N (ky)P�N (k) :The gravitational potential uctuations are assumed to be time-independent appropriate to nr-dominated evolution;D(�) � �2 is the linear growth factor for the density uctuations and _D = dD=d� is the linear growth factor forthe velocity uctuations. The normalization time, ��C=1, is chosen to be when the optical depth is unity, i.e., at themaximum of VC=( �H�a). The Vishniac e�ect actually comes from a broad redshift range because of the D _D growthfactor. �R is an average cosmological distance.The spectral index in the maps has been chosen to correspond to the Poisson seed model (although Gaussianinitial conditions were assumed). Phenomenologically it seems nis between {1 and 0 is preferred. Since there is agreat deal of power at short distances in these models, star formation is expected to occur very early, hence it seemslikely that the Universe would have been photoionized shortly after the usual epoch of recombination at z � 1000.Thus no-recombination (NR) models provide a more realistic description of the anisotropies expected in isocurvaturebaryon models, although our limited ability to deal with star formation in the early universe gives us arbitrary freedomin designing an ionization history. The isocurvature e�ect due to photon bunching at large scales is augmented byThomson scattering anisotropies from the ow of baryons during decoupling, giving an enhanced signal around ` � 200for the NR 
B = 0:2 model. Although primary small angle anisotropies are diminished if there is NR, the quadraticnonlinearities in the scattering induce a signi�cant anisotropy in, e.g., the ovro window of �g. 6, and even more sofor experiments with �lters like \VLA", especially for high nis models. With �8 about unity (the conventional valuefor these models), large regions in 
B{nis space are ruled out by the observations of current small and medium angleobservations [242], but exactly how much depends upon one's assumptions about ionization history. Nonlinearitiesbeyond quadratic order could also obscure this result. There is also uncertainty in how to extrapolate the spectrumto the curvature scale, so it is unclear how such a model is to be \COBE-normalized".7. The inuence of weak gravitational lensing on the CMBAnother nonlinear e�ect is gravitational lensing which bends, focusses and defocusses the CMB photons as theypropagate from decoupling through the clumpy medium to us. Of course lensing is a mature subject in astronomy(e.g., [271,272]). There was a urry of activity in the late 80s assessing whether or not lensing would signi�cantlydecrease anisotropies by taking photons from a high �T=T region and dispersing them into lower �T=T regions[273{277]. Given the di�culties that astronomers have had detecting lensing, with the best observations comingfrom clusters of galaxies, it may seem obvious that the e�ect on the � 100 coherence scale typical for primary CMBanisotropies is likely be quite small; and this is what these papers found. However there is an e�ect on sub-arcminutescales that may a�ect some types of secondary anisotropies.An important issue to re-address is how weak-lensing from late-time linear and nonlinear structure developmentmay complicate the interpretation of the primary anisotropy power spectrum even if it is very well determined. In thepost-COBE era, the CMB lensing issue has been picked up again by [278,279]. In particular, while the earlier papersemphasized the inuence of lensing on the correlation function, Seljak [279] has shown what its impact will be on C`.To show the e�ects on both, in Appendix C 5 I apply the Boltzmann transport equation formalism of Appendix B tolensing of primary anisotropies, in particular to Clens(�) and Clens` in eqs. (C62), (C64).The critical quantity to determine is the statistical distribution of the extra displacement between two photons dueto lensing relative to their unlensed separation; i.e., the component of geodesic deviation driven by curvature. At small71



separations, the displacement de�nes a 2�2 shear tensor. The surface upon which the radiation pattern is constructedand upon which the separation is measured should be well after decoupling so that the distribution function for thehere and now is just a direct map of the initial distribution function on the post-decoupling hypersurface by the actionof a Green function that now fully incorporates the bending geodesic trajectories.The total angular power is conserved: i.e., Clens(0) = Cno-lens(0). However, at �nite separation �, Clens(�) isa smoothed version of Cno-lens(�), with smoothing scale � "� where " is basically an rms shear. Since C(�)=C(0)gives the statistically-averaged pro�le about a point, this means that lensing smooths out hot and cold spots e.g.,[274{276], but it does so in such a way as to preserve the overall power in a map. How much spreading occurs dependsupon how outrageous the structure formation model is, but the consensus of the papers on this subject is that thee�ect is not very large for primary anisotropies. Seljak [279] has used realistic power spectra that include nonlinearcorrections, which enhances the role of lensing at sub-arcminute scales, to translate the correlation function declineinto its e�ect on C`: the e�ect on the primary spectra of �g. 7 is to smooth the Doppler peaks; the typical rangein ` over which the power is spread in �`=` is basically the weak-lensing shear, about 10% to 20% or so at a fewarcminutes, depending upon the model [279] { in agreement with the levels estimated by people advocating using theinuence of weak-lensing on the ellipticities of faint galaxy images to determine the mass density power spectrum e.g.,[272]. VI. PERTURBATION THEORY OF PRIMARY ANISOTROPIESA. Overview of uctuation formalismA generic uctuation variable D(x; t) can be expanded in terms of modes M 2 fadiabatic scalar, isocurvaturescalar, vector or tensor; growing or decayingg:D(x; t) = wXkMnu(D)kM(t)QkM(x)akM + u(D)�kM (t)Q�kM(x)aykMow = 1=2 classical ; w = 1 quantum : (147)For classical uctuations, akM is a random variable and aykM its complex conjugate, while for quantum uctuations,akM is an annihilation operator for the mode kM and aykM is the creation operator. The u(D)kM(t) are mode functionswhich describe the evolution (and, for now, include polarization e�ects, e.g., for gravitational waves). The spatialdependence of the modes is given by eigenfunctions QkM(x) of the Laplacian of the background geometry. For a atbackground of most relevance to ination models, it is simply a plane wave, QkM(x) = eik�x, labelled by a comovingwavevector k. For curved backgrounds, the eigenfunctions are more complex.The power spectrum of D associated with mode M is the uctuation variance per log wavenumber and can beexpressed in terms of the statistics of akM and aykM:quantum: PMD (k) � d�2DjMd ln k = k32�2 ju(D)kM(t)j2 (1 + 2haykMakMi) ;classical: PMD (k) = k32�2 ju(D)kM(t)j2 ha�kMakMi : (148)In the quantum case, h(�)i denotes Trace(�(�)), where � is the density matrix operator; in the classical case, it denotesensemble average with respect to the probability distribution functional. If the modes are Gaussian-distributed,statistically homogeneous and isotropic, then this is all that is needed to specify the patterns in the �eld D(x; t). Thelocal shape is characterized by the indexnD(k) + 3 � d lnPMD (k)=d ln k : (149)Thus �nD is a \fractal dimension": zero is white noise, while three is scale invariance in D.In the ination picture, the wavenumbers in the observable regime are usually considered to be so high that any pre-ination mode occupation, haykMakMi, is negligible, and only the unity zero point oscillation term appears. In thatcase, we connect to the random �eld description by making the real and imaginary parts of akM Gaussian-distributedwith variance 1=2. Although quantization is at least self consistent in linear perturbation theory about a classicalbackground, and gauge invariant, there are still obvious subtleties associated with the transition from a quantumto a classical random �eld description. A true inconsistency appears if we include the nonlinear backreaction of the72



uctuations upon the background �elds and upon themselves. For this, we would need a quantum gravity theory.The stochastic ination theory is an attempt to bypass this using classical �elds acted upon by quantum-derived noise(e.g., [179,180]). In the ination regime,D 2 f��inf ; ��is; h+; h�; � ln a; � lnH; �q; : : :g :That is, D would refer to uctuations in: (1) the inaton �eld ��inf whose equation of state can give the negativepressure needed to drive the acceleration; (2) other scalar �eld degrees of freedom ��is which can, for example, inducescalar isocurvature perturbations. (If axions are the dark matter, �is would be the axion �eld.) The isocurvaturebaryon mode would need to have a �is (\isocons") coupled some way to the baryon number, e.g., [245]; (3) gravitationalwave modes h+; h�; (4) the inhomogeneous scale factor a(x; t), the Hubble parameter H(x; t) and the decelerationparameter: q(x; t) � �d lnHa=d lna ; (150)or other geometrical variables encoding scalar metric perturbations and their variations.1 Ination ends when q passesfrom negative to positive. Provided the uctuations over the observable k-range remain Gaussian, the outcome ofination is therefore a set of amplitudes for scalar metric (adiabatic) perturbations, gravity wave modes and variouspossible isocurvature modes, and primordial spectral tilts for each, in particular:scalar: �s(k) � ns(k)� 1 � d lnPln ajH�(k)d ln k(ajH� � a(x; t(x; H�1))) ;tensor: �t(k) � nt(k) + 3 � d lnPGW (k)d ln k ; (151)Measuring the power in scalar metric uctuations on the time surfaces upon which the inhomogeneous Hubble param-eter H(x; t) { the proper time derivative of ln a(x; t) { is constant is useful [174,191,175,180]: Once Ha exceeds k for amode with wavenumber k, (� ln ajH�) becomes time-independent during an ination epoch with a single dynamically-important scalar �eld, and it remains so through reheating and the passage from radiation into matter dominanceuntil Ha falls below k (the wave \re-enters" the horizon). Although transforming calculations to a uniform Hubblehypersurface is instructive, it does not mean that solving the equations for uctuations de�ned on that hypersurfaceis best. The perturbation quantities used in practice depend upon the gauge and choice of time surfaces, and aredescribed in the next section.In the post-ination period,D 2 f��cdm; �vcdm; ��B ; �vB ; �f ; �fer� ; �fm� ; h+; h�; �; ';	�; : : :g :That is, D would refer to uctuations in the density and velocity of dark matter and baryons (��cdm; �cdm; ��B ; �vB),in the distribution functions for photons (�f) and relativistic or semi-relativistic neutrinos (�fer� ; �fm�), and inthe metric (dispersing gravitational wave modes h+;� and the scalar variables such as the \gravitational potential",�N = �L). The Gaussian nature of the statistics is not modi�ed until mode{mode coupling occurs in the nonlinearregime. B. Perturbed Einstein equations1. Time-hypersurface and gauge freedomIn two relatively technical appendices, A and B, the Einstein{Boltzmann equations are viewed as de�ning a Cauchyproblem: the spacetime metric plus matter variables step forward from a set of initial conditions through a sequenceof spatial hypersurfaces, each labelled by a time coordinate. This \foliation" of spacetime into a 3 + 1 split is1To be more precise, in terms of the variables of eq. (24), in the longitudinal gauge with 	� = 0, we have � ln a � 'L,(� lnH) = ( �H�a)�1 _'L � �L, �q = ( �H�a)�1 _�L + (1 + �q)� lnH, and the uctuation used to characterize post-ination amplitudesis � ln ajH� = � ln a� (d ln �a=d ln �H)� lnH = 'com. 73



described by the ADM formalism [166{168,170,177,195]. Appendices A and B give the full nonlinear equationsfor transport and metric evolution, and only then are reduced to linear perturbation theory, because the nonlinearversion illuminates the physical meaning of the perturbation terms. Because the ADM formalism restricts attention tofoliations which are covered by a single time parameter, a change of foliation (timelike hypersurfaces) is conceptuallyintermingled with a change of coordinate system (gauge transformations). The gauge invariance aspect of this whichlooms so large in much of the cosmological literature is not as important as the choice of time surfaces upon whichthe perturbations are instantaneously measured. The time surfaces have a spatial 3-geometry, de�ned by a metric(3)gij , which are the geometrodynamical variables encoding the dynamics of the gravitational �eld. The theorist candecide how to push/pull his/her spatial hypersurfaces forward. This is encoded in the 4 remaining components ofthe spacetime metric, parameterized in terms of a lapse function N and a shift three-vector N i; i = 1; 2; 3 (g00 =�(N2 � NkNk); g0i = Ni). The contravariant 4-vector, en, with components (e�n) = N�1(1;�N1;�N2;�N3), istimelike and unity-normalized, e�ng��e�n = �1: it is the 4-velocity of observers who each have �xed positions on thespatial hypersurfaces (�ducial observers).The covariant derivative of any 4-velocity U (of which en is a special case) can be decomposed into an acceleration4-vector A � rUU (Aa � U bUa;b, where `;' denotes covariant derivative), expansion rate �, a vorticity !ab and ananisotropic shear �ab (where a; b 2 f0; 1; 2; 3g):Ub;a = �UaAb + 13� ?ab + �ab + !ab ; ?ab � gab + UaUb : (152)The tensor ?ab satis�es ? (U) = 0;?2 = ? (i.e., ?ac Uc = 0 and ?ac?cb = ?ab ), hence is a projection operator ontothe three-dimensional subspace orthogonal to the ow Ua. The vorticity tensor is the antisymmetric (and trace-free)part of ?caUb;c, � is its trace, and �ab is the remaining symmetric trace-free part.By construction, spacelike hypersurfaces exist which are orthogonal to the U� = e�n ow. This implies vanishingvorticity for the ow of time, !ab = 0. (In general spacetimes, a global time parameter may not in fact exist.) Theremaining spacelike part is the total shear, and its negative, Kab, is called the extrinsic curvature:for U = en ; Kab � �( 13� ?ab + �ab) : (153)It measures the relative deviation of the �ducial ow lines and de�nes how the spatial 3-geometry changes in time.For a given ow U , in particular for the time ow e�n, the stress energy tensor T abtype for matter of type \type"can be decomposed into an energy density, �type, a momentum current Ja(e);type, an isotropic pressure, ptype and ananisotropic pressure tensor �abtype:T abtype = �typeUaU b + Ja(e);typeU b + UaJb(e);type + ptype ?ab +�abtype ;?ab � gab + UaU b ; �type � UaT abtypeUb ; Ja(e);type � ?ac T cbtypeUb ;ptype ?ab +�abtype � ?ac T cdtype ?bd ; (�type)aa = 0 : (154)The total values �tot; Ja(e);tot; ptot;�abtot are just the sums of course.In perturbation theory, we expand the spatial three metric, the lapse and the shift in terms of normal modes forthe Einstein equations, expressed in terms of scalar metric variables ';  ; �;	N , the vector contributions, h(V )ij ; N (V )i ,and the (transverse traceless) tensor contributions, h(TT )ij :(3)gij = �(3)�gij + (3)�gij2'� �a2 (3)ri (3)rj2 + �a2h(V )ij + �a2h(TT )ij � ;N = �N(1 + �) ; Ni = �N (3)ri	n +N (V )i ; 	� � �a2�N _ +	n : (155)The parameters of the background geometry are the average lapse �N , which is taken to be �a if conformal time �is chosen, and an unperturbed FRW background 3-metric (k = 0;�1 gives the 3 FRW curvature possibilities andisotropic coordinates are used here):(3)�gij = �a2f2(r)�ij ; f�1 = 1 + kr24d2curv ; � = �0 � � ;k = �1: � r2dcurv = tanh �2dcurv ; � = fr = dcurv sinh �dcurv� ;k = 1: � r2dcurv = tan �2dcurv ; � = fr = dcurv sin �dcurv� ;(3) �R = 6k(dcurv�a(t))2 ; �Kij = � _�aN�af2�a2�ij : (156)74



Here �0 is the current conformal time, and � is the comoving distance back to redshift z (and � = c(�0 � �) isthe solution for radial photon geodesics). The covariant derivative with respect to the background 3-metric in thedirection i is (3)ri, (3)ri � (3)gij (3)rj , and the Laplacian is (3)r2 = (3)ri (3)ri. For at (k = 0) models, (3)ri = @i,(3)ri � �ij�a�2@j , and the Laplacian is (3)r2 = �a�2P @j@j { recall these �a�1 factors in the following.2. Scalar mode Einstein equationsThe physical meaning of the scalar metric variables is determined by their relation to such physical quantities asthe uctuations in the 3-curvature scalar, (� (3)R), in the anisotropic 3-curvature tensor, (� (3)R0)ij , in the expansionrate, (�H), in the anisotropic shear �ij of en. For a conformal time choice, with �N = �a, from eqs. (A25), (A24), (A21),(A22), (A25) we have: (� (3)R) = �4 (3)r2'� (3) �R2' ; (157)(� (3)R0)ij = �[ (3)ri (3)rj � 13�ij (3)r2]' ; (158)�a(�H) = _'� �N �H� � 13 (3)r2�a	� ; (159)�ij = �( (3)ri (3)rj � 13�ij (3)r2)	� : (160)In addition to the three metric scalars, for each type of matter present there will be a relative density perturbation,�type, a velocity perturbation which, because the ow is irrotational for scalar perturbations, can be written in termsof a velocity potential, 	v;type: vtype = ��a�1r	v;type,2 Here type runs over inaton and isocon �elds, massless andmassive neutrinos, photons, baryons, CDM, etc. For some types of matter there may be an anisotropic pressureperturbation, �t;type, and for photons and neutrinos, there will be higher moments, expressing all of the degrees offreedom in the perturbed distribution functions.There are generally 10 Einstein equations, Gab = 8�GNT ab . These split into 4 constraint equations, Gnn = 8�GNTnn(where Gnn � en�G��en�) and GIn = 8�GNT In , and 6 dynamical equations, GIJ = 8�GNT IJ . (Here I; J refer tospatial components taken with respect to a triad eI� of spacelike 4-vectors perpendicular to en� described in moredetail in Appendix A 1.) Because spatial components of scalar variables can be expressed in terms of gradients, �rstintegrals of the gradient equations can be done, reducing the total to 2 constraint and 2 dynamical equations.The perturbed energy constraint (�Gnn) and momentum constraint (�GIn) equations are2 �H(�H)� 23 (3)r2'� 16 (3) �R2' = 8�GN3 (��)tot ; (161)�a(�H) + 13 (3)r2�a	� = _'� �H�a�= �4�GNXtype(��+ �p)type�a	v;type � 16 (3) �R �a	� : (162)A combination of the momentum and energy constraints gives a \Poisson{Newton" constraint equation:� (3)r2('+ �H	�)� 14 (3) �R2('+ �H	�)= 4�GN ((��)tot + 3 �H(��+ �p)tot	v;tot) : (163)The dynamical Einstein equations are those for the isotropic pressure (�GII ) and the anisotropic stress (�GIJ �13�IJ�GKK); instead of (�GII ), it is more useful and usual to use the perturbed Raychaudhuri equation, �Rnn = �(�Gnn+�GI I )=2: @(�a�H)@� + _�a�a (�a�H)� (1 + �q)( �H�a)2� � 13�a2 (3)r2�2This is the usual de�nition for nonrelativistic matter, but is better de�ned in terms of the momentum current, (�type +ptype)vtype, especially for scalar �elds � for which 	v;� = �a _���1�� is ill-de�ned since _�� can vanish [177,191].75



= �4�GN3 �a2 ((��) + 3(�p))tot ; (164)�a�1 _	� + �H	� + ('+ �) = �8�GNXtype �ptype�t;type ; (165)�(S)type ij = ( (3)ri (3)rj � 13 (3)gij (3)r2)�ptype�t;type :Note that only the combination 	� of the two scalars  ;	n enters the linearized equations. Terms contributing tothe total pressure are photons, ���=3, massless neutrinos, ��er��er�=3, hot and warm dark matter, and scalar �eldpressure if appropriate. The pressure of the baryons can be neglected { except on very small scales.3. Useful gauge invariant combinations for scalar modesUnder change of the hypersurface from � to ~� = � + T (x; �), the scalar metric variables change according to~' = '� �H�aT , ~	� = 	� + �aT , ~� = � � �a�1@� (�aT ) (see eq. (A37) for the behavior of other variables). Three simplecombinations can be made that are T -independent:�L = � + �a�1 _	� � �A ; 'L = '+ �H	� � �H ;'+ ( �H�a)�1 _'� �1 + �q = 'com � �H�2 (3) �R(	v;tot +	�) � (� ln ajH�) ;where 'com � '� �H	v;tot : (166)Here �q is the mean deceleration parameter, expressible in terms of the mean densities and pressures of the matterpresent.In the absence of mean curvature the metric combination (� ln ajH�) reduces to the scalar curvature potential on thehypersurfaces in which the net momentum current vanishes, 'com. This quantity deserves some comment. In earlyuniverse calculations and to characterize the initial conditions for the photon transport through decoupling, the powerin adiabatic scalar uctuations on scales beyond the Hubble radius is best characterized in terms of quantities suchas 'com which become time-independent; 'com has been used to simplify calculations of linear uctuations generatedby quantum noise since the early eighties by Mukhanov and others [175,170,184].The variable ln ajH� is the inhomogeneous scale factor as measured on time surfaces upon which the space creationrate, H� � @ ln a=(N@�), is uniform. It gives a nice characterization of even nonlinear uctuations that can arisein stochastic ination [180]. However, H� here is not exactly H � �K=3, the usual Hubble parameter. For scalarperturbations, given a foliation, we can change spatial coordinates on the time surface to get  = 0, with all of 	�moved to the shift potential 	n. In these coordinates,H� = H + 13 �N (3)rjN j � �H + 1�N _'� �H� ;(�H�) = (�H) + 13 (3)r2	� ; ln a = ln �a+ ' : (167)Under the purely spatial transformation, ' remains unchanged. Both (�H�) and ' are modi�ed under time surfacechanges, but in such a way that the combination (� ln ajH�) is invariant.For numerical or analytic calculations in ination, it is impractical to work on a uniform Hubble foliation forcomplex calculations. One determines (� ln ajH�) by hypersurface shifting after the computations are done. In linearperturbation theory this is particularly simple. For example, suppose that the calculation has been performed in thelongitudinal gauge, for which the variables of relevance are lnN , ln a and lnH . Keeping the same spatial coordinates,the time we transform to de�nes a scalar function T (x; �), and the inhomogeneous scale factor and Hubble parameterbecome a(x; � + T (x; �)), H�(x; � + T (x; �)). Choosing T to make H� constant gives a nonlinear equation for ajH�.With linearization, (� ln ajH�) = � ln a� d ln ad lnH (� lnH�), i.e., eq. (166).Bardeen [170] emphasized the virtues of 'h, the value of ' on surfaces upon which H � �K=3 is constant. Thedi�erence between (�H) and (�H�) is a term of order (k=( �H�a))2, hence 'h di�ers from (� ln ajH�) by terms of order(k=( �H�a))2 as well; i.e., they are the same well outside the horizon. Another quantity which I have used extensively isBardeen, Steinhardt and Turner's � [174,231,191,177]:� = '+ (��)tot3(��+ �p)tot = 'com + (3)r2'L3( �H)2(1 + �q) : (168)76



Again, far outside the \horizon", k= �H�a� 1, � � 'com � � ln ajH� .The most commonly used gauge choice in nonlinear numerical relativity computations of black hole formation hasbeen one on which K is not just uniform but is zero, because it turns out to be the time slicing which maximizes the3-volume. This has the virtue of avoiding singularities, but in cosmology we usually care about following collapsingobjects. The cosmological generalization of maximal slicing is one on which the Hubble parameter is uniform, i.e.,basically the hypersurfaces whose scalar curvature parameter ' is used to characterize the initial conditions foradiabatic uctuations. 4. Longitudinal and synchronous gaugesFor scalar perturbations, there are no intrinsic dynamics of the gravitational �eld. This is similar to Newtoniantheory in which, given the density, the Newtonian potential is found by solving the Poisson equation, but no ODEs intime. To specify the gauge, a single combination of the scalar degrees of freedom can be �xed. Two have been mostwidely used in cosmological calculations of radiative transport. In the longitudinal gauge (L),  and 	n are both setto zero. Thus 	� is also set to zero, so the hypersurfaces have zero shear. The remaining two metric variables inBardeen's notation [170] are �A = �L, �H = 'L (= � ln a). In the longitudinal gauge, one can use the anisotropicdynamical Einstein equation to algebraically relate (�L � 'L) to the anisotropic stress, and the Poisson{Newtonequation to get �L in terms of the total comoving energy density. All dynamical information is then carried by thematter present. Refs. [172,138,250] adopt this approach, but instead of solving for the longitudinal gauge �typeL, theysolve for the comoving densities �typecom = �type + 3(1 + �p�� )type �H	v;type. Ref. [259] solves for �typeL, but uses themomentum constraint equation in place of the anisotropic shear equation. The longitudinal gauge is considered tobe the one closest to Newtonian in the nonrelativistic regime, for both metric variables are given by the perturbedNewtonian potential �N : �A ! �N , �H ! ��N .In the synchronous gauge (S), the lapse perturbation � and 	n are set to zero. One could solve the momentumconstraint equation as a �rst order ODE for 'S in terms of the various velocity potentials, and then determine �a(�H),/ the perturbation to the trace of the extrinsic curvature, through the energy constraint. We recommended thisapproach for ination in [191]. The perturbed equations in the synchronous gauge for radiation and matter involveonly �a(�H) and _'S , so actually solving for 'S is not really necessary, except to get �a(�H). However, �a(�H) can bedirectly determined from the Raychaudhuri equation, which is just an ODE at each point, and does not depend upon'S or even _'S . If one uses this equation to evolve �a(�H), _'S is set algebraically by the momentum constraint, and 'Sis not solved for. The transport equation for CDM in the synchronous gauge is simply _�cdm = ��a(�H). Transformingto normal �N = 1 time gives the usual density perturbation growth equation, ��cdm + 2 �H _�cdm = 4�GN ��cdm�cdm +4�GNPtype6=cdm(��type + 3�ptype).The spatial hypersurfaces are those on which cold dark matter is comoving (the velocity potential for cdm particlesin the longitudinal gauge is 	v;cdm;L=	�;S). In the nr limit,  S ! �N=(4�GN ��nr�a2) becomes the potential forthe displacement �eld that appears in the mapping from Lagrangian space to Eulerian space, x(r; �) = r � s(r; �),s(r; �) = r S . The coordinates xI (r; �) are Eulerian ones appropriate to the longitudinal gauge and the ri coordinatesare Lagrangian ones labelling the cold matter particles. The deformation tensor eJ� i = @xJ=@ri de�nes a triad oforthogonal vectors eJ� for the space in which the cold dark matter is at rest (i.e., perpendicular to the ow e�n ofthe CDM). The way gravitational collapse manifests itself is through the shrinking of the comoving lengths eJ� idri,although dri remains �xed: i.e., collapse is viewed as a motionless distortion of the geometry. The synchronous gaugebreaks down once e� iJ becomes singular, i.e., once caustics form and shell crossing occurs. (Once the universe hasbecome dominated by nonrelativistic matter, _'S ! 0, 'S ! �5�N=3, �a�1	� ! ��N=3, � S = @� (�a�1	�)! �N=3).5. Tensor mode metric equationsThe tensor modes satisfy the anisotropic �GJI � 13�IJ�GKK Einstein equations. Expressed in conformal time this is�h(TT ) ji + 2 �H�a _h(TT ) ji � �a2 (3)r2h(TT ) ji + 13�a2 (3) �Rh(TT ) ji= 16�GN�a2 (�(T )tot )ji ; (169)where (�(T )tot )ji is the tensor mode part of the anisotropic stress. The mode expansion (147) for gravity waves (in aat FRW background) is 77



h(TT )ij (x; �)= w X�=+;�XkM h(T�)E(T�)ij eik�xak(T�) + h�(T�)E(T�)�ij e�ik�xayk(T�) ;E(T+) = (e1 
 e1 � e2 
 e2) ; E(T�) = (e1 
 e2 + e2 
 e1) ;k � ef1;2g = 0 ; e1 � e2 = 0 : (170)Here fe1; e2; k̂g form an orthonormal triad. With the wavevector k oriented in the z-direction, e1 in the x-directionand e2 in the y-direction, we have the usualh(T+)(k; �) = E(T+) ijhij(k; �)E(T+) ijE(T+)ij = (h11 � h22)=2 ;h(T�)(k) = E(T�) ijhij(k; �)E(T�) ijE(T�)ij = h12 :The only degree of freedom of the stress energy tensor which has a nonzero amplitude in the tensor mode is theanisotropic stress, which has components�ptot�(Tf+;�g)t;tot � E(Tf+;�g) ij�tot ij(k; �)E(Tf+;�g) ijE(Tf+;�g)ij :Hence (for at backgrounds) the Einstein equations reduce to�h(T�) + 2 �H�a _h(T�) + k2h(T�) = 16�GN�a2�ptot �(T�)tot ; � = +;� : (171)For ination-based models in which gravity waves are zero point uctuations, the anisotropic stress driver can beignored, even during evolution through the radiation-dominated epoch where the anisotropic stress may not be irrel-evant. This contrasts with the scalar perturbation case for which the Einstein equations have source terms dependingupon the density and the velocity potential, and one cannot solve for the metric variables without simultaneouslysolving for the radiation and matter. For tensor perturbations the predominant behavior is just free evolution froma given set of initial conditions for the waves.The solution for k � Ha is h(Tf+;�g) constant for all relevant equations of state. Let us suppose that thegravitational waves are characterized by a power spectrum Ph(Tf+;�g)(k; �e) at some initial time �e for which k�e � 1.To see the character of the solutions for k > Ha, let us consider the case where we have only relativistic particleswith density parameter now given by 
er;0 (photons and massless or very light neutrinos) and nonrelativistic particles(baryons and cold dark matter say) with density parameter now 
nr;0. When eq. (169) is expanded in k-modes,h(Tf+;�g) obeys d2h(T�)dx2 + 2x=(2x�) + a1=2eqx=(4x�) + a1=2eq 1x dh(T�)dx + h(T�) = 0 ; x � k(� � �e) ; (172)where x� = k[H0
1=2nr;0]�1 anda� ae = 14 [H0
1=2nr;0(� � �e)]2 + a1=2eq [H0
1=2nr;0(� � �e)] ; aeq � 
er;0
nr;0 : (173)For waves which reach Ha � k in the er-dominated regime, the solution isPh(Tf+;�g)(k; �) = Ph(Tf+;�g)(k; �e) (j0(k(� � �e)))2 ; a� ae � aeq ; (174)while for those which reach Ha � k in the nr-dominated regime it isPh(Tf+;�g)(k; �) = Ph(Tf+;�g)(k; �e)�3j1(k(� � �e))k(� � �e) �2; a� ae � aeq : (175)It is more complicated in the transition region or if there are other constituents in the equation of state, such asvacuum energy, decaying particles, light massive neutrinos, etc. These solutions explicitly show the constancy outsideof the \horizon" and the loss of power due to the free-streaming of gravity wave perturbations inside the \horizon",i.e., for k(� � �e)� 1. 78



C. Connection with primordial post-ination power spectraThe evolution equations for uctuations ��j in scalar �elds �j are@2��j@�2 + 2 �H�a@��j@� � �a2 (3)r2��j +Xi �a2 @2V@�j@�i ��i= � _��j�3 _'� _� � (3)r2�a	��� 2 @V@�j � : (176)The inaton and isocons are coupled through a potential V (�inf ; �is; : : :). No explicit dissipative coupling term hasbeen included (but is needed to turn oscillating scalar �eld into radiation and matter). The combinations��j � _��j�a�1	� = ��jL and ��j + ( �H�a)�1 _��j' = ��j jln a (177)are gauge invariant. Thus the perturbation in the longitudinal gauge is an invariant combination ��jL. Scalar �eldshave no anisotropic stress in linear perturbation theory. For the longitudinal gauge this gives the simple relation�L = �'L. The second gauge invariant combination, ��j jlna = ��jL + d��jd ln a� ln a, is the value of the scalar �eld onhypersurfaces of �xed ln a; i.e., beginning in the longitudinal gauge, one forms �ln a = �(x; � +T (x; �)) with T de�nedby ln a(x; � +T (x; �)) is constant. Mukhanov [176] showed in perturbation theory that the metric terms disappear inthe scalar �eld evolution equation when the choice �a��j jln a is made, resulting in considerable simpli�cation for thecase of a single scalar �eld being important in ination. In [180], we emphasized some of the virtues in the nonlinearcase.The equation for h(Tf+;�g) is identical to that for scalar �elds with no e�ective mass. (There is a (�H) termmultiplying h(Tf+;�g), but this is an ignorable quadratic nonlinearity.) A factor is required to make the actions thesame: (mP=p16�)h(Tf+;�g), where the Planck mass is related to Newton's gravitational constant by mP � G�1=2N inunits with �h = c = 1.We now describe the power spectra resulting from zero-point quantum oscillations found by solving these equations.During ination Ha increases. The solution of the massless scalar equation shows rapid oscillation of the respectivemode functions \inside the horizon", almost freeze-out outside (k < Ha), with a power amplitude P1=2� (k; �k) �H(�k)=(2�) on the k = Ha boundary. The Hawking temperature H=(2�) result3 follows from a WKB solution to(169) evaluated at k = Ha provided the e�ective masses of the scalars are small compared with H . The perturbationin the inaton �eld �inf translates into scalar perturbations in the metric through � ln a = (H= _�inf )��inf . If wedenote the end of ination by �e and horizon crossing by �k, the post-ination spectra areP1=2ln ajH�(k; �e) = 1pq + 1 p4�mP H(�k)2� eus ; (178)P1=2GW = p8 p4�mP H(�k)2� eut ; PGW (k) � Ph(T+)(k) + Ph(T�)(k) :The correction factors ut and us to \the H=(2�) at k = Ha WKB approximation" are in practice nearly zero. Hownear is now of considerable interest because the COBE results have created a desire for calculational precision [183,6].Complicated potential interactions between the inaton and isocon degrees of freedom can also change these results.In eq. (178), H(�) and the deceleration parameter q(�) are treated as functions of the inaton �eld. These functionsnaturally follow from the Hamilton{Jacobi formulation [180,181], in which H(�) is related to the potential V (�) byH2 = 8�3m2P "12 �m2P4� @H@� �2 + V (�)# ; (1 + q) = m2P4� �@ lnH@� �2 : (179)The oft-used slow rollover approximation, valid in many ination calculations but certainly not all, is the zeroth ordersolution in an expansion in 1 + q: H2 � 8�V=(3m2P).3In stochastic ination, noise at the Hawking temperature radiates from short distances across the decreasing (Ha)�1 boundaryinto an inhomogeneous background �eld built from longer wavelengths.79



The adiabatic scalar and tensor tilts are logarithmic derivatives of eq. (178):�t2 = nt + 32 = 1 + q�1 + Ct ;�s2 = ns � 12 = 1 + q�1 � q�1m2P4� @2 lnH@�2 + Cs : (180)Here Ct;s are small and essentially ignorable correction factors associated with derivatives of the ut;s.Eq. (180) shows that tilt mostly depends upon how far the acceleration is below the critical value of unity. Foruniform acceleration, the scalar and tensor tilts are equal:�s = �t = �2(p� 1)�1 ; q + 1 = p�1 : (181)It is realized by power law ination, a / tp, with p constant, and an exponential potential in �. Over the smallobservable window we have in k-space, this is often a good approximation, e.g., for extended ination, one of a classof theories with variable gravitational coupling. Of course, q must go negative for a viable model of ination. Powerlaw potentials of the form V (�) = �em4P(�=mP)2n=(2n) with n constant have the acceleration naturally droppingthrough zero: q � �1 + (�=mP)�2n2=(4�). In chaotic ination examples [187], one often takes power law potentialswith n = 1 or 2. A characteristic of such potentials is that the range of values of � which correspond to all of thelarge scale structure that we observe is actually remarkably small: e.g., for n = 2, the region of the potential curveresponsible for the structure between the scale of galaxies and the scales up to our current Hubble length is just4mP �< � �< 4:4mP [191]. Consequently, H(�) does not evolve by a large factor over the large scale structure regionand we therefore expect approximate uniformity of �s(k) and �t(k) over the narrow observable bands of k-space,and near-scale-invariance for both. Although this is usually quoted in the form of a logarithmic correction to theln ajH�-spectrum, a power law approximation is quite accurate [189]:�s(k) � � n+ 1NI(k)� n=6 ; �t � � nNI(k)� n=6 ;q + 1 � n=2NI(k) + n=3 :NI(k) is the number of e-foldings from the point at which wavenumber k \crosses the horizon" (when k = Ha)and the end of ination. For waves the size of our current Hubble length we have the familiar NI(k) � 60, hence�s � �0:05; �t � �0:03 for n = 2 and �s � �0:03; �t � �0:02 for n = 1 (massive scalar �eld case). Further, theobservable scales are su�ciently far from the reheating scale that NI is relatively large over the observable range:e.g., over the range from our Hubble radius down to the galaxy scale, �s decreases by only about 0.01.In natural ination [188,189], the inaton for the region of k-space that we can observe is identi�ed with a pseudo-Goldstone boson with a potential V = 2�4 sin2(�=(2f)). This is similar to the axion, except that the symmetrybreaking scale f is taken to be of order mP and the energy scale for the potential is taken to be of order the granduni�ed scale, mGUT , so that an e�ective weak coupling, �e = �4=(fmP)2 � (mGUT =mP)4 arises \naturally", givingthe required 10�13 for mGUT = 1016GeV. To obtain su�cient ination and a high enough post-ination reheattemperature for baryogenesis, f �> 0:3mP is required. To have a tilted spectrum and also get enough ination in ourHubble patch, �=f must have started near the maximum at �, an inection point where q is nearly �1, hence tensortilt and gravity wave power are both exponentially-suppressed; however the scalar �s � �m2P=(8�f2) does not haveto be small [189].The index �s can have complex k-dependent structure when the acceleration changes considerably over the k-bandin question. According to eqs. (180), the post-ination gravitational wave spectrum will have power increasing withwavelength, whereas artfully using the @2 lnH=@�2 term allows essentially any prescribed shape for the adiabaticscalar spectrum (e.g., [190,191]). However, most broken scale invariance models which do give considerable variationin �s(k) over the relatively narrow band of k-space that we can observe are not very compelling, since rather dramaticfeatures must be tuned to lie on the potential surface in just that stretch which corresponds to our observable band.A slowly varying �s(k) is certainly a better bet.D. Relating scalar and tensor power measures to the dmr band-powerFor early universe calculations and also to characterize the initial conditions for the photon transport throughdecoupling, the power in adiabatic scalar uctuations on scales beyond the Hubble radius is best characterized in80



terms of quantities which become time-independent. We have seen that some examples are the spatial curvature oftime surfaces on which there is no net ow of momentum, the expansion factor uctuation on time surfaces withuniform space creation rate and �. An initially scale invariant adiabatic spectrum has k-independent power per d ln kin these variables (for k=( �H�a) � 1), while for models with spectral tilt �s, we have P'com(k) = P'com(��10 )(k�0)�s ,where we use the instantaneous comoving horizon size at the current epoch, �0, as the normalization point. For CDM-like models (those with 
 = 
nr = 1 and �0 = 2H�10 ), these spectra are related to the portion of the dmr band powerhC`idmr in the scalar adiabatic mode, hC(S)` idmr = hC`idmr=(1+ ~rts), and to the quadrupole power, C(S)2 = C2=(1+rts),by P'com(��10 ) � 23:4hC(S)` idmr e�1:99�s(1+0:1�s) � 23:5C(S)2 e�1:1�s ; (182)P'com(k) � Pln ajH�(k) � P�(k) P'com(k) = P'com(��10 )(k�0)�s ;i.e., roughly 3 � 10�9. This relation, determined for the 
B = 0:05; h = 0:5 CDM model, is quite insensitive tovariations in h and 
B (e.g., 23.6 to 23.0 as 
B rises from 0.0125 to 0.20 for hC(S)` idmr and almost no change for C(S)2 ).For scales of order our present Hubble size, we also have P� � 259 P�H � 254 P(��)hor , where �H � 'L = ��L = ��Nis the perturbed Newtonian gravitational potential and (��)hor is the density uctuation (in the synchronous gauge)at \horizon crossing", k� = 1.Quantum noise in the transverse traceless modes of the perturbed metric tensor would also have arisen in theination epoch and for many models may have been quite signi�cant, as is discussed below. The gravitationalradiation power spectrum PGW = Ph+ + Ph� is the sum of the two independent gravitational wave polarizations. Itis related to the amplitude of the dmr band power hC(T )` idmr = hC`idmr~rts=(1 + ~rts) and to the quadrupole C(T )2 byPGW (��10 ) � 17:6hC(T )` idmr e�1:92�t(1+0:1�t) � 13:7C(T )2 e�1:25�t ;PGW (k) = PGW (��10 )(k�0)�t ; (183)with very little 
B dependence.The ination model determines the ratio of PGW (��10 ) to P'com(��10 ), through eq.(178), which is related to the tiltof the gravity wave spectrum, �4�t=(1� �t=2) in zeroth order, with small corrections associated with Ct and ut � uspredominantly dependent upon �t � �s and which can usually be ignored [183,6]. The �ts given above can then beused to relate the ratio of dmr band-powers (and quadrupoles) to the tilts (for 
vac = 
curv = 0):~rts � hC(T )` idmrhC(S)` idmr � 1:33h PGW (��10 )P'com(��10 )i e�0:07�t e�1:99(�s��t) ;rts � C(T )2C(S)2 � 1:71h PGW (��10 )P'com(��10 )i e�0:15�t e�1:1(�s��t) ; (184)h PGW (��10 )P'com(��10 )i = 8(1 + q)e2(ut�us) � �4�t(1� �t=2) :Recall from eq.(180) that the tensor tilt is simply related to the deceleration parameter q = �a�a= _a2 of the Universe inthe inationary epoch, �t=2 � 1+q�1; although 1+q�1 is the leading term for the scalar tilt, other terms can dominatewhen the deceleration is near the critical deSitter-space value of �1. It is invariably negative. When assessing thee�ect of gravity waves on the normalization of the spectrum, as noted earlier it is useful to consider two limitingcases: �s � �t, which holds for the widest class of models, including power law and chaotic ination, and �t � 0,with �s arbitrary, which holds for some models such as \natural" ination. To lowest order in �t, ~rts � �5:3�t andrts � �6:8�t (often rounded up to �7�t, which is nearly the value one gets if only the naive Sachs-Wolfe formula isused to estimate C(S)2 .)There are also corrections as one goes away from the 
nr = 
 = 1 models. For example, models with nonzerocosmological constant 
vac, but 
nr+
vac = 1, have PGW =hC(T )` idmr being only weakly dependent upon 
vac whereasP�=hC(S)` idmr / (1� 0:6
3:5vac) is strongly dependent upon it (section VII C).E. The Boltzmann transport equationIn Appendices B and C, transport theory with polarization in the ADM framework is derived with full nonlinearitiesin the gravitational �eld included. The Boltzmann transport equation depends upon not only the spacetime foliation81



chosen, but also upon the momentum variables qI chosen. A natural set to select are those referred to the orthonormalbasis fen; eIg, where the spatial triad eI is normal to the hypersurface ow vector e�n; however, this choice, pI , is aphysical momentum, not a comoving momentum, and we have seen that the transport equations are much simpler ifwe use comoving momentum, hence use qI = 
pI . The factor 
 must reduce to the average expansion factor, �a, inthe unperturbed case, but can be inhomogeneous if we like. Choosing di�erent 
=�a corresponds to choosing di�erentmomentum-space gauges, and leads to di�erent forms for the Boltzmann transport equation. This is only one exampleof the extra gauge transformation freedom that exists in dealing with transport phenomena. Momenta de�ned withrespect to tetrads other than the fen; eIg also lead to modi�ed equations.Recall from section IIIA that to treat polarized photons, four distribution functions are required, ft; fU ; fV ; fQ,corresponding to the four Stokes parameters. These are best understood as elements of a 2 � 2 polarization matrixfss0 , where s denotes the photon polarization, s = �1 for circular polarization, s = 1; 2 say for linear polarization,with associated polarization basis "s satisfying "s ? q̂. One can combine the tensor product basis "s 
 "s0 with fss0to make a (spatial) tensor of rank 2 which is conceptually extremely useful for understanding the Stokes parametersand how they behave under rotations:f =Xss0 fss0"s 
 "s0 = ftE(t) + fUE(U) + fV E(V ) + fQE(Q) : (185)The tensor basis E(�) for the Stokes parameters are linear combinations of the "s 
 "s0 , de�ned by eq. (C3). InAppendix C, the source function for Thomson scattering is derived using this language. A more conventional approachis to apply Chandrasekhar's classic development of the scattering source term for Rayleigh (and thus Thomson)scattering in a plane parallel atmosphere [199]. Of course, the transfer problem is not plane parallel; however, ite�ectively becomes so for each normal Fourier transform mode for at universes [134]. The nonlinear Boltzmanntransport equation for �ft;Q;U;V g is given by eq. (B14). The linearized version for photons takes the form (using�N=�a, i.e., conformal time) @@��ft;Q;U;V g + q̂J @@xJ�ft;Q;U;V g= Gft;Q;U;V gSW + Gft;Q;U;V g curv + Gft;Q;U;V gC ; (186)in terms of a Sachs{Wolfe source from redshift e�ects, a source associated with mean curvature of the Universe,Gft;Q;U;V g curv, and the Thomson scattering source, Gft;Q;U;V gC . In nonlinear theory, there is a term associated withthe bending (lensing) of light, Gtbend, but to linear order it manifests itself only if there is mean curvature. Meancurvature terms, grouped into Gft;Q;U;V g curv, are described in section C4. Although the solution method when thereis mean curvature is quite similar to the at case one, the discussion is complicated because the mode functions are notplane waves. For this section, we assume a at background so the modes are characterized by a comoving wavevectorkI , with the understanding that we really mean the action of the operator �i�a (3)rI .1. Scalar mode transfer equationsFor scalar perturbations (and at universes { see section C 4 for mean curvature modi�cations),G(S)tSW = �iq̂ � k̂k� � _'� (q̂ � k̂)2k2�a�1	� ; (187)G(S)QSW = 0 ; G(S)U SW = 0 ; G(S)V SW = 0 ;�CG(S)tC = ��(S)t +�(S)t0 � iq̂ � k̂k�a�1	v;B� 12P2(q̂ � k̂)(�(S)t2 +�(S)Q2 +�(S)Q0 ) : (188)�CG(S)QC = ��(S)Q + 12 (1� P2(k̂ � q̂)) (�(S)Q0 +�(S)t2 +�(S)Q2 ) ; (189)�CG(S)UC = 0 ; �CG(S)V C = ��(S)V + 34 q̂ � k̂�(S)V 1 : (190)The moments �(S)ft;Q;U;V g ` are de�ned by expanding in Legendre polynomials:�(S)ft;Q;U;V g = X̀(2`+ 1) (�i)`�(S)ft;Q;U;V g `P`(k̂ � q̂) : (191)82



�(S)U and �(S)V are initially zero, and remain decoupled from other sources, so remain zero. Thus for each eigenmodeonly transport equations for �(S)t and �(S)Q need to be solved. However, when one reconstructs from these modesolutions the statistical distribution of the observed polarization pattern, �fQ;U;V g(x; �0; q̂), the U and Q componentsmix, so both are nonzero.These equations are valid for arbitrary gauge choices. The momenta have been chosen as the components de�nedwith respect to an orthogonal basis so that the direction q̂ is what would be measured. The change of momentumcoordinates is itself part of a gauge transformation.4 It is often convenient in dealing with the transport equation torewrite it with many of the explicit terms of form q̂I (3)rI brought into the transport operator. This is equivalent toa momentum component transformation. An explicit example is to use momentaeqI = exp[� + (@� � q̂i@i)(�a�1	�)] qI ; (192)which transforms the distribution function and source terms to the gauge-invariant combination e�(S)t introduced insection VB: e�(S)t = �(S)t + � + @�a�1	�@� � q̂i@i�a�1	� ; (193)eG(S)tSW = _� � _'+ @2�a�1	�@�2 ;14e� � 14� + � + @@� �a�1	� ;e	v; � 	v; +	� ; e�(S)t` � �(S)t` (` �> 2) :If the Compton sources are small and the gravitational potential perturbations do not change in time (or equivalently ifthe time ow has �a�1	� / �), then the source term can be neglected, e�(S)t propagates freely, and is particularly simpleto integrate [88]. We used this quantity extensively in [134,88]; it has the simple interpretation in the longitudinalgauge of basically saying it is the Tolman combination e�LT which free-streams.These equations are coupled to the transport equations for massless neutrinos, hot, warm and cold dark matter,and baryons. Massless neutrinos obey a transfer equation identical to that for photons, except of course there isno Compton coupling, only the Sachs{Wolfe and curvature sources. (If the relativistic particles are decay productsgenerated during evolution, there is also a G(S)er�;decay source term [251].) Just as for photons, these equations aresolved by a moment expansion. For hot dark matter (light massive neutrinos), warm dark matter, etc. the transportequation has the form @� [�hdm] + i qqn q̂ � k̂k�hdm = (GhdmSW + Ghdmcurv) ; (194)G(S)hdmSW = �i qnq q̂ � k� � _'� (q̂ � k)2�a�1	� ; qn =pq2 +m2�a2:It is the semi-relativistic stage, when q=qn is not simply unity or q=(m�a), that creates the di�culty. A straightforwardmethod is to solve this by moment expansion, one for each neutrino momentum, q. To feedback into the perturbedEinstein equations one needs to appropriately sum over the momenta q, to get the energy density, velocity, pressureand anisotropic stress { with an adequate number of moments and energy groups, and proper treatment of boundaryconditions in `-space, one can get away with only a few hundred extra coupled ODEs to be added to the alreadyformidable number of moment equations used for the photons [259,260]. In earlier work [194] we described anothermethod, expressing the metric equations as integro-di�erential equations { which had the penalty of integrating overpast time to get the current perturbed energy{momentum tensor of the neutrinos. To make the method practicaland indeed relatively rapid for CMB anisotropy calculations, optimal sampling of the past history [260] and a switchinto (essentially) cold dark matter equations once the particles were strongly in the nonrelativistic regime and thewavenumber was much below the redshift-dependent Jeans wavenumber was helpful ( [134,2,232] and eqs. (C44),(C46)).4The oft-used approach of viewing the CMB photon transport equation as one for the radiation brightness, the integral of thedistribution function over q but not q̂, obscures this view. Also for most sources but Thomson scattering or for other particlessuch as massive neutrinos, the q-dependence is very relevant. 83



The mass and momentum conservation equations for nr dark matter and for baryons are (eqs. (B10), (B12))CDM: 13 _�cdm + _'+ 13k2�a�1(	v;cdm +	�) = 0 ; (195)�a�1 _	v;cdm = � ; (196)baryons: 13 _�B + _'+ 13k2�a�1(	v;B +	�) = 0 ; (197)�a�1 _	v;B = � + ne�T 43 ��B �a�1	v;B ; (198)relative velocity potential: 	v;B � 	v; �	v;B : (199)In eq. (198), the baryon pressure is neglected, a valid approximation for primary anisotropy calculations: it manifestsitself through the post-recombination baryon Jeans length, k�1 � 1h�1kpc, very small compared to the � 5h�1Mpcdamping scale for primary anisotropies [134]. For Thomson scattering with �t independent of q, the �rst few momentsof the photon distribution function are related to the density and pressure perturbations, velocity potential andanisotropic stress by �(S)t0 = �4 = (�p)4�p ; �(S)t1 = k	v;3�a ; �(S)t2 = k2�t;12 ;and the �rst two moments of the �(S)t Boltzmann transport equation are just the energy and momentum conservationequations for photons: photons: 14 _� + _'+ 13k2�a�1(	v; +	�) = 0 ; (200)�a�1 _	v; � �H	v; � ( 14� + �) + 16k2�t; = �ne�T	v;B ; (201)The right-hand side of eq. (198) gives the body force (i.e., per unit volume) from Compton drag felt by the baryons,and the right-hand side of eq. (201) gives the equal and opposite body force felt by the photons:fForceBgC-drag = � 1�a4 2 Z d3q(2�)3 Stq = �(� + p)ne�T (vB � v) ;fForcegC-drag = �fForceBgC-drag : (202)Compton drag e�ectively damps the gas motion down to z � 300 for CDM-type models if the universe remainsionized, but lets up at z below � 1000 for normal recombination.There are two kinds of limiting behavior in the baryon plus photon transport equations that simplify calculations.The �rst is at the beginning of computations, when the photons plus baryons are tightly coupled, acting like a singleuid, albeit with a shear viscosity and a thermal conductivity (section C 3a). In this limit, the in�nite hierarchy ofmoment equations is not needed, but is truncated by assuming the ` = 3 term vanishes. The anisotropic stress �t;is then related to 	v;B , which also has a thermal di�usion contribution to it. To get these transport coe�cientsaccurately, 	v;B must be expanded to second order in �C . These are used until it is unsafe to do so (using aconservative safety tolerance).The full transport equations are then solved, with an algorithm for opening up the number of multipoles beingcalculated: the main e�ect of transport is to propagate a pulse in `-space localized around ` = k� from low ` to high` as � increases to �0. In �g. 14, the nature of the pulse (smoothed in `, as described below) at its �nal location at �0is shown for representative `'s.5A second regime, used long after photon decoupling and only if the curvature term and eG(S)tSW are negligible, isfree-streaming in the e�t variable. It can be used to propagate from some stopping point �s(k) to the present in onestep. This translates the `-space pulse from a location centered on ` � k�s to one centered on ` � k�0.5The continuum limit of the moment hierarchy in ` { Appendix C 2 a, eqs. (C27), (C28) { gives a wave equation for D(k�; Q) =�(S)t` in the variables k� and Q = `+1=2 with the wave solution Q�1=2fn(Q�k� ) which conserves the powerP(2`+1)j�(S)t` j2,� R fn2(q)dq. Here fn is a function describing the pulse whose form is determined by the power that is injected at the base ofthe hierarchy, through the sources acting on ` = 0, 1, 2. The Q�1=2 prefactor is a little more complicated with curvature, but thepulse description is still valid, D / fn(kdcurv arcsin(Q=kdcurv)� k� ) for closed models, D / fn(kdcurv arcsinh(Q=kdcurv)� k� )for open models. Thus it is the combination Q=(kR(�)) which is relevant for propagation of the `-space pulse, where R(�) isde�ned by eq. (130). 84



The hypersurface choice should be the one it is easiest to make the computations in. What often happens isthat the equations suggest best variables for numerical reasons which pick out the gauge choice. The perturbedsource function was derived in the comoving gauge of the baryons, then transformed to other gauges. Even withevolution in the synchronous gauge at the beginning of a CDM-dominated evolution, after photon decoupling whenthe radiation free-streams, a combination of the photon distribution function and metric variables is suggested whichturns out to be the Tolman combination e�LT in the longitudinal gauge. Quantities which are manifestly invariantunder in�nitesimal coordinate transformations are also usually numerically preferred, such as the photon entropyper baryon and di�erences in velocities (the most obvious of which is velocity relative to CDM). A crucial one fornumerical accuracy is the relative velocity of the photons and baryons.In �gs. 19 and 20, a few scalar perturbation mode functions are shown: �g. 19 shows relative density perturbationsas computed in the synchronous gauge, while �g. 20 shows some gauge invariant velocity potentials 	v;B;	v;B cdmand the metric variables _' and 	�;S. The behavior of the relative density perturbations in the longitudinal gaugeoutside the horizon is dramatically di�erent (see eq. (A38)):�type;L3(1 + �p=��)type = �type;S3(1 + �p=��)type � �H	�;S : (203)For � � �eq and k� � 1, �H	�;S is approximately constant, hence so are the relative perturbations. At late timeswith k� � 1, the �H	�;S is dominated by �type;S , so �type;L � �type;S . That is why one can compute transfer functionsfor density perturbations in either gauge without hypersurface shifting. The quantities �s = (1 + �p=��)�1� � �B(�g. 20) and (1 + �p=��)�1type�type � �cdm are gauge invariant of course. The latter are useful for accurately followingscalar isocurvature CDM models (for small k).A catalogue of mode functions with varying k are generated. Depending upon the accuracy one wishes anywherefrom many hundreds to many thousands are typical for a CDM calculation. The output of the Einstein{Boltzmanncalculations is therefore �(S)ft;Qg;`(k; �0) { even in open or closed FRW models, where k2=�a2 is the eigenvalue of �(3)r2.This allows one to form the k-space spectra for given `, dC(S)ft;Qg;`=d ln k, which, when integrated over ln k, yield thespectra C(S)ft;Qg;`. Figure 14 showed the standard CDM example for ` = 4; 10; 59; 121. The ` = 59; 121 cases have beenaveraged over nearby `'s, from `��` to `+�`, to smooth out the dominant rapid oscillation associated with the typicalj 2̀(k�0) behavior. If one has sparse k coverage, just a few hundred logarithmically spaced from (10�7 h�1 Mpc)�1 to(1 h�1 Mpc)�1, then �` should not be too small. With many thousand, little smoothing is needed. Another approachto smoothing is to wait until the ln k integration has been done. Too much smoothing lowers the heights of theDoppler peaks, too little leaves high frequency oscillations in C`.Figure 21(a) shows the di�erential spectrum dC(S)t;` =d ln k for the quadrupole and a window, corresponding to typicalhalf-degree-beam anisotropy experiments, that probes the same k-band as many large scale structure observations.The no-recombination CDM model has very little power at ` = 214 as expected. The nonzero � and standard CDMmodels look similar except for a shift to smaller k for the nonzero � model associated with �0 being larger. Noticethat the quadrupole probes k's whose wavelength exceeds the size of our Hubble patch, although unless the powerspectrum is rising rapidly to small k, waves with k�0 < 1 contribute very little to the observed quadrupole, andeven less to the octopole and higher multipoles. Still it is this behavior which allows one to set useful constraints on\uctuations bigger than the horizon".Figure 22 shows where the polarization power, C(S)Q;` lies in `-space for scalar modes when there is standard recom-bination and early reionization. Figure 21(b) shows dC(S)Q;`=d ln k, i.e., where the polarization power lies in k-space, forthe ` choices of �g. 14. The polarization is a 10% e�ect in �T=T [134]. The polarization power spectrum can be used,for example, to make theoretical polarization maps, [88] and Appendix C 1. [165] has shown that there is a small butinteresting cross-correlation between polarization and total anisotropy maps which may be useful in di�erentiatingamong polarization components. Given the strides in decreasing receiver noise, it seems quite plausible that the10% e�ect (on selected angular scales) can be used to di�erentiate among models, in particular it could provide anice signature for early reionization models since the polarization power is concentrated at relatively low `'s, around` � 10� 50, whereas it is a small angle signature with normal recombination. Of course, the presence or absence ofa Doppler peak in C(S)t;` (upper curves) is a more direct signature, but the more signals we have to select on primaryanisotropies the better.As we have seen, after Compton scattering has become negligible as a source, at say �s(k), the solution to theradiative transfer problem for the Tolman combination e�(S)t ise�(S)t (q̂;k; �0) = e��C(�0j�s(k))e�ik̂�q̂k(�0��s(k)) e�(S)t (q̂;k; �s(k))85



FIG. 19. The synchronous gauge evolution of scalar perturbations with the 4 wavenumbers shown for the standard CDMmodel with normal recombination illustrates such basic physical phenomena as Hubble drag on the CDM perturbation growthin the er-dominated regime after the wave \enters the horizon", Silk damping of the baryon and photon perturbations, thecatch-up of the baryons to the CDM after photon decoupling. k = 1h�1 Mpc is about the highest k one needs to go to getan accurate computation of C` for this model. Even so, by z = 100 one needs to follow multipoles up to ` = 460, and thenumber of photon ODEs is twice this because of the polarization. After free-streaming to z = 0, one needs to go to ` about6000. Although this is easiest to do with the one step free-streaming method, it is also quite feasible to do the full Boltzmannequation integration numerically. For relativistic neutrinos, modes only up to ` = 40 were included, but once they exert anegligible e�ect on the metric variables they are shut o�.
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FIG. 20. The gauge invariant relative velocity potentials �a�1	v;B , �a�1	v;B cdm � 	v;BS and the photon entropy perbaryon perturbations are shown for the standard CDM model with normal recombination for the 4 wavenumbers of the last�gure. They are all normalized to the amplitude of the CDM density uctuation at the current time if linear growth prevailed.The synchronous gauge metric variables �a�1	�S � �a�1	v;cdm;L and _'S and the comoving curvature parameter 'com arealso shown: _'S becomes negligible and �a�1	�S / � at late times. The velocity potentials and _' are in units used for theBoltzmann integration code, so the relative magnitudes are meaningful. (The physical and conformal time units of the codeare ctu = 22:28 Mpc, �u = 1280 yr, tu=�u = (a0)u = 56776.)
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FIG. 21. (a) dC`=d ln k for the scale invariant models listed, for the quadrupole and a ` � 200 multipole that lies within theMAX and MSAM windows, which probes k extending into the large scale structure region. The vertical lines are de�ned byk�1 = 2cH�10 and �k�1 = 2cH�10 , when half a wavelength equals the horizon size. The extension beyond this line is what onemeans when one says that CMB data can constrain uctuations bigger than our horizon: a huge increase would be ruled outby the quadrupole observations. (b) How the polarization power is concentrated in k for selected multipoles. The contributionat low ` for the SR model is negligible.
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FIG. 22. Polarization power spectra for the models shown demonstrate that over a limited multipole band the polarizationpower has signals about 10% of the primary signal. As experimental noise decreases, it can provide a signature for earlyreionization models.
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FIG. 23. This illustrates the role of the integrated Sachs{Wolfe e�ect for scalar perturbations when there is vacuum energyor when there is negative curvature. The vacuum e�ect was �rst considered by Kofman and Starobinski (1985). The h = 0:6open model (almost degenerate with the zreh = 30 model over this range) also has an integrated Sachs{Wolfe e�ect, but uses ascale-invariant initial condition from ination which is naturally truncated at kdcurv = 1; by contast, a h = 0:55;
 = 0:6 modelwith the same 13 Gyr age turns down at low `. Also shown is a comparison between the C` from the full Einstein{Boltzmanntransport and the C` found using just 1=3 of the current gravitational potential.+ Z �0�s(k) d� e��C(�0j�)e�ik̂�q̂k(�0��)� _� � _'+ @2�a�1	�@�2 � : (204)The �rst term represents the free-streaming of the temperature pattern at �s to �0. The second term involving aline-of-sight integral of ( _�� _'+(@2�a�1	�=@�2)) is the integrated Sachs{Wolfe e�ect. This term vanishes for standard
nr = 
 = 1 universes, provided we take �s � �dec; �eq . The classical �N=3 Sachs{Wolfe factor (where �N is theNewtonian gravitational potential perturbation) is easiest to see in the synchronous gauge: �S = 0 de�nes the gauge,_'S ! 0 and �a�1	� ! 13�N� for �s � �eq , hence the @� [�a�1	�] term in e�(S)t gives �N=3. Of course, photon bunchingand Doppler e�ects also have small inuences even at low `. Figure 23 contrasts the shape of the spectrum that wouldresult if only �N=3 contributed with the exact result. The e�ective tilt in C(S)` for this ns = 1 case is ��T = 0:15, not0 as the �N=3 approximation would give.The integrated Sachs{Wolfe e�ect is important if we try to take �s(k) too close to �eq or if the gravitational potentialchanges as a result of a change in the equation of state of the Universe, for example the period between ��, whenvacuum energy becomes important, and �0. For an initially scale invariant spectrum it causes an upturn in C(S)` atlow `, as shown in �g. 23.Not only do open models have a nontrivial integrated Sachs{Wolfe e�ect, there is also a direct e�ect of the curvatureon the mode function evolution, as is described in section C 4. Of course whatever mechanism generated the ultra-90



large-scale mean curvature may well have had associated with it strong uctuations on observable scales, so much sothat this is an argument against large mean curvature because of the absence of such e�ects in the CMB. Even if thebackground curvature is determined by an entirely di�erent mechanism, it should inuence the uctuation generationmechanism. An open issue in open models has always been what is a natural shape for the spectrum for k near d�1curv.Power laws in kdcurv, p(kdcurv)2 � 1, etc. have often been adopted. The case shown in �g. 23 has equal powerper decade in the initial gravitational potential power spectrum (or more correctly in P'com), that would arise ifthe uctuations were generated by quantum oscillations during an ination epoch subsequent to the mean curvaturegeneration, for tilt �s � 0 [244,243,304].Spurred on by the promise of high precision space experiments [152,154], a considerable fraction of the CMBtheoretical community with Boltzmann transport codes compared their approaches and validated the results to ensuresubpercent accuracy [300]. An important byproduct of this was an emphasis on speed, since one hopes to constrain alarge multidimensional parameter space with the anisotropy data. The important issues for methods based on solvingthe moment equations are discussed in various places in these notes; although the techniques were in place prior tothe COBE discovery, to get the high accuracy with speed has been somewhat of a challenge: e.g., if the number ofwavenumbers run is too small then smoothing is required, and this smooths the C` curves, but to run the numberneeded to avoid smoothing is slow.Although solving the hierarchy of moment equations became the standard approach for evaluating the transportof photons and neutrinos, there are alternatives. One can cast the entire problem of photon transport in terms ofintegral equations in which the multipoles with ` > 2 are expressed as history-integrals of metric variables, photon-bunching (�(S)t;0 ), Doppler and polarization (e.g., �(S)t;2 ) sources; and the problem of neutrino transport, massive andmassless, can be cast into history-integrals of metric variables only. This approach was used by [194,134,232,260] forhot and warm dark matter to evaluate moments that fed into the metric equations (eq. C44). It was used by Kaiser[265] to evaluate photon polarization. If applied to just the integrated Sachs-Wolfe term it can augment the one-stepfree-streaming result and allow one to begin the free-streaming transport to the present shortly after recombinationwithout any loss of accuracy. It has now been used by Seljak and Zaldarriaga [305] to develop an accurate and fastcode for C` evaluation. One aspect of the speedup is that since C`'s do not change that rapidly with `, one does notneed to evaluate the history-integrals ` by `, whereas with the moment hierarchy the �`'s are all coupled to eachother. 2. Tensor mode transfer equationsFor tensor perturbations, and for at universes, we have seen that for wavenumber k there are two independent ten-sor modes de�ned in terms of two transverse traceless matrices, E(Tf+;�g)ij (satisfying kjE(Tf+;�g)ij = 0; E(Tf+;�g)ij �ij =0). The expansion of h(TT )ij and the anisotropic stresses �type ij in this basis gives the h(Tf+;�g) and �(T�)type mode func-tions, and the reduction of the (G0)ij dynamical Einstein equation to eq. (171), �h(T�) + 2 �H�a _h(T�) + k2h(T�) =16�GN�a2�ptot �(T�)tot (for the at case).The radiation �eld can also be expanded in these modes. The natural mode variables are e�(T�)ft;U;V;Qg in the expansion�(T )ij = w X(�)=t;Q;U;V X�=+;�Xk e�(T�)(�) E(T�) � E(�)E(�) � E(�) E(T�)ij eik�xak(T�) + cc: (205)The E(�) are the tensor product combinations of the polarization basis "s, eq. (185) and Appendix C, eq. (C3). In theframe in which k̂ is the pole and q̂ has polar coordinates (�; �), the E(T�) �E(�) terms are proportional to either cos(2�)or sin(2�) and functions of � = cos(�) that are at most quadratic, and are given by eq. (C66) of Appendix C 6. Apartfrom an overall sign, these are the combinations �rst suggested by Polnarev [229] and which we used in [140]:�(T )t = �e�(T+)t (1� �2) cos 2�� e�(T�)t (1� �2) sin 2��(T )Q = e�(T+)Q (1 + �2) cos 2�+ e�(T�)Q (1 + �2) sin 2��(T )U = e�(T+)U 2� sin 2�� e�(T�)U 2� cos 2� : (206)The source functions in these modes, eG(Tf+;�g)ft;U;V;QgSW , are also derived in Appendix C 6:91



eG(T�)tSW = 12 _h(T�) ; eG(T�)fU;V;QgSW = 0 ; (207)eG(T�)tC = ���1C (e�(T�)t ��(T�)) ; eG(T�)V C = ���1C e�T�V ; (208)eG(T�)QC = ���1C (e�(T�)Q +�(T�)) ; eG(T�)UC = ���1C (e�(T�)U ��(T�)) ;�(T�) �38 Z 12d�0 [ 12 (1� (�0)2)2 e�(T�)t � 12 (1 + (�0)2)2 e�(T�)Q + 12 (2�0)2 e�(T�)U ]= 110 e�(T�)t0 + 17 e�(T�)t2 + 370 e�(T�)t4 + 35 e�(T�)Q0 � 67 e�(T�)Q2 + 370 e�(T�)Q4 :Recall from section VIE1 that in the scalar case only �(S)t and �(S)Q can be excited, so two transfer equations arerequired [134]. In the tensor case, e�(T�)t , e�(T�)Q and e�(T�)U can be excited, but the source for e�(T�)Q + e�(T�)U has onlya pure damping term, so the combination will be unexcited in the early universe and will remain so { as will e�(T�)V .Thus, the four Stokes radiative transfer equations again reduce to two.The back action on the gravity wave collisionless damping is from the anisotropic stress for the photons,�(T�) = 12( 215 e�(T�)t0 + 421 e�(T�)t2 + 235 e�(T�)t4 ) ; (209)with a similar contribution from extremely relativistic neutrinos. There will also be a contribution from hot or warmdark matter in the er and semi-relativistic phase.The main features of the solution can be readily understood by writing the transport equations in terms of acombination that only has _h(T�) as a source:(@� + ik�+ ��1C )[e�(T�)t � e�(T�)Q ] = 12 _h(T�) ;(@� + ik�+ ��1C )[e�(T�)Q ] = ��1C �T� ; (210)As in the scalar case, these equations are solved by expanding in Legendre polynomials [140]. The polarization inducedby the tensor mode is quite small (� 1%) [141]. To the extent that polarization and the small back action of theanisotropic stress of the neutrinos and photons upon the gravity waves can be neglected, the solution (for the atbackground case) is simply e�(T�)t` � Z �00 e��C(�) d� j`(k�) 12 _h(T�)(�) ; � � �0 � � : (211)The e��C(�) implies that waves that entered the horizon before decoupling will not be able to develop anisotropy ine�(T�)t until after recombination, when the gravity waves will have already decayed as a result of collisionless dispersion,as embodied in the spherical Bessel function behavior of h(T�).To go from the mode variable e�(T�)(�) to angular power spectra, one must take into account the angular dependenceof E(T�) � E(�). For e�(T�)t , the angular power spectrum found by summing over k and polarizations isdC(T )t`d ln k = `(`+ 1)�1� 1̀2��1 + 2̀� k32�2 12 X�=+;������ e�(T�)t;`�2(1� 12` )(1 + 12` )+2 e�(T�)t;`(1� 12` )(1 + 32` ) + e�(T�)t;`+2(1 + 12` )(1 + 32`) ����2�: (212)If we assume recombination is sudden at � = �dec and use the eq. (211) approximation, this reduces to the classicalAbbott and Wise [224] formula for C(T )t` . With the full e��C(�) included, the approximation is a good one comparedwith the results of the full integration. Typical solutions are shown in �gs. 12 and 7. The decline at ` above � 50 isdue to the loss of gravity wave power by decoupling. Note also the rise at ` = 2. Even though eq. (211) is simple inform, the directional decay of h(T�) implies eq. (212) even for C(T )2 , hence the ratio rts = C(T )2 =C(S)2 , needs numericalevaluation. The feedback of the anisotropic stress in relativistic neutrinos and photons upon the gravitational waveevolution does have a signi�cant (� 20%) e�ect at ` �> 100, which is somewhat larger for smaller 
nr=
er, but bythen the power has fallen o� su�ciently that it is unmeasurable. In fact, in �g. 7 the C(T )` actually have both curves,with and without anisotropic stress feedback, drawn, and on this scale one cannot see a di�erence. For open universes,the inuence of the gravitational radiation on the spectrum extends to higher ` because of the angle-distance relation[304]. 92



VII. CONNECTION WITH OTHER COSMIC PROBES OF k-SPACEA. Density power spectra and characteristic scalesA byproduct of the linear perturbation calculations used to compute �T=T is the transfer function for densityuctuations, which maps the initial density uctuation spectrum in the very early universe into the �nal post-recombination one. From this, uctuation spectra appropriate to the linear regime for the density, velocity andgravitational potential can be constructed. Various (comoving) wavenumber scales determined by the transport ofthe many species of particles present in the universe characterize these spectra. The most important of these for darkmatter dominated universes is the scale of the horizon at redshift 
nr=
er when the density in nonrelativistic matter,
nr�a�3, equals that in relativistic matter, 
er�a�4,k�1Heq = 5��1eq h�1 Mpc ; �eq = 
nr h [
er=(1:68
)]�1=2 : (213)(It is de�ned by k�eq = �, where �eq is the conformal time at er/nr equality.) In [230], we adopted the functionalform: P�(k) / k3+ns(k) f1 + [ak + (bk)3=2 + (ck)2]pg�2=p ; (214)(a; b; c) = (6:4; 3:0; 1:7) ��1 h�1 Mpc ; p = 1:13 ;� � �eq e�(
B(1+
�1nr (2h)1=2)�0:06) ;where � is an e�ective index. For � = 0:5, this accurately �ts the linear power-spectrum of the standard adiabaticCDM model with 
nr = 1, h = 0:5 and 
B = 0:03 [134]. Although one does not expect that this �t will be highlyaccurate if we change 
B , and indeed the best-�t parameters a; b; c; � do vary with 
B [134,88], it is usually su�cientlyaccurate for large scale structure work to use a simple exp[�2(
B�0:03)] correction factor for modest 
B variations,even if h varies [249]; a further improvement [250] occurs for low 
nr if the 2 is replaced by (1 + 
�1nr (2h)1=2), asindicated. (The oft-used 
B ! 0 form given in BBKS [231], Appendix G,P�(k) / k3+ns(k) f1 + ak + (bk)2 + (ck)3 + (dk)4g�1=2 [ln(1 + ek)]2(ek)2 ;(a; b; c; d; e) = (3:97; 16:4; 5:57; 6:85; 2:39)e��1h�1 Mpc ;e� = �eq e�
B(1+
�1nr (2h)1=2) ;is best �t by � = 0:53, and with the e� form the �ts are at least as good as the eq. (214) form [249]. The coe�cientshave been increased by (2:728=2:70)2 over the BBKS values. For the standard CDM model, both transfer functionformulae �t to better than 3% to k�1 = 1h�1 Mpc, with eq.(214) better over the crucial large scale structure region.)To �t the APM angular correlation function using a power spectrum for galaxies described by eq. (214) requires0:15 �< � �< 0:3 [230] for ns = 1 and 0:2 �< ns �< 0:6 for � = 0:53 [189,248]. More generally, dn�;eff (k)=d� � 2 overthe APM waveband, hence it is � + �s=2 that should lie in the 0.15-0.3 range [6]. A recent estimate of � using powerspectra from redshift surveys as well as from the APM data suggests � � 0:23 �ts best [249]. Figure 24 compares theCOBE-normalized ns = 1;� = 0:5 linear density power spectrum with an ns = 1;� = 0:25 and an ns = 0:6;� = 0:5spectrum.To lower � into the 0.15 to 0.3 range one can [232]: lower h; lower 
nr; or raise 
er (= 1:68
 with the canonicalthree massless neutrino species present). Raising 
B also helps. Low density CDM models in a spatially at universe(i.e. with � > 0) lower 
nr to 1� 
�. CDM models with decaying neutrinos raise 
er [232,251]: � � 1:08
nrh(1 +0:96(m��d=keV yr)2=3)�1=2, where m� is the neutrino mass and �d is its lifetime. Decaying neutrino models havethe added feature of a bump in the power at subgalactic scales to ensure early galaxy formation, a consequence ofthe large e�ective 
nr of the neutrinos before they decayed. As we saw in section VIC, we expect a tilt in inationmodels, so we can probably relax the amount by which � needs to be lowered. One could do it entirely by tilt byinvoking one of the ination models of section VIC utilizing a deceleration parameter q � �(ns+1)=2 or, for naturalination, the curvature in lnH away from the peak of the potential, m2P4� @2 lnH=@�2 � (ns � 1)=2.Generally, more scales are needed to characterize the spectrum than just kHeq :k�1�damp � 6 (
nr
�(2h)2)�1=2 (gm�=2)1=2 h�1 Mpc ; (215)k�1Hrec � 41 (
nr)�1=2 h�1 Mpc ; (216)93



k�1Silk � 3:8 (
nr)�1=2 h�1 Mpc ; (217)k�1JBrec � 0:0016 (
nr)�1=2 h�1 Mpc ; (218)k�1curv � dcurv � 3000 j1� 
totj�1=2 h�1 Mpc : (219)These are: (215) the collisionless damping scale for hot dark matter (massive neutrinos), with gm� the number ofmassive species (counting particle and antiparticle); (216) the horizon scale at recombination; (217) the Silk dampingscale; (218) the baryon Jeans length at recombination (below which the baryon power spectrum in CDM models ise�ectively �ltered, multiplying the power by approximately (1+ (k=kJBrec)2=2)�2); and (219) the curvature scale foropen universes (in which case k is not exactly wavenumber).One could try to mimic some of these e�ects on the power spectrum by modifying �. In hot/cold hybrid models, thereis a stable light neutrino of mass m� contributing a density 
� = 0:3(m�=7:2 eV)(2h)�2, combining with the CDMand baryon densities to make a total 
nr = 1. A �-shape is not a very accurate representation of the entire spectrum,dropping from about 0.5 for small k to � � 0:22(
�=0:3)�1=2 over the band 0:04{2 (h�1 Mpc)�1 of relevance to largescale structure calculations [232,252,230]. For pure hot dark matter models, BBKS showed that a good �t is providedby a �-law { with 
er = 1:46
 for one species of massive neutrino (hence � = 1:07�cdm) { but with an exponential�ltering multiplying the �-form of P1=2� : D� = exp[�0:32(kRf�)� (kRf�)2], where Rf� = 2:6(
�h)�1 h�1 Mpc. Thedamping is dominated by the Gaussian part of the �lter. If we de�ne a characteristic Gaussian �ltering length by theradius at which the �ltering function drops to 1=e2, then this radius de�nes k�1�damp = 1:1Rf� . For the mixed hot/coldmodels, the P1=2� modi�cation factorD� = h (1 + (Ak)2 + (1� 
�)��1
er(Bk)4)1 + (Bk)2 � (Bk)3 + (Bk)4 i� ;� = 14(5�p25� 24
�) ; B = 10:73 1:14(
� + 0:14) ;A = 69:06(1 + 10:91
�)p
�(1� :9465
�)(1 + (9:26
�)2)is quite accurate [254], even for �nite 
B [260].For warm dark matter, � is the same as for the CDM model and a rough �t to the inuence of free-streaming is provided by the exponential damping factor form D� = exp[�kRfw � (kRfw)2], where Rfw =0:2( gw;dec100 )�4=3(
warmh)�1 h�1 Mpc, where gw;dec is the e�ective number of particle degrees of freedom when thewarm-particles decoupled, typically about 60{300 for minimal grand uni�ed theories over the range of decouplingtemperature T � 1{1018 GeV, and 
warmh2 = 1:0(gw;dec=100)�1(mwarm=keV).Scales characterizing the CMB anisotropy power spectrum include k�1Silk , k�1curv, and k�1Hrec (above which causalprocesses cannot occur at the recombination epoch). In addition, we have seen that k�1LS � (5{10)
�1=2nr h�1 Mpc,the fuzziness of the last scattering surface below which destructive interference damps CMB anisotropies, is veryimportant. Associated with these physical scales are angular scales �LS � (30{60) 
1=2nr and �Hrec � 2� 
1=2nr , evaluatedusing the angle-distance relation �(d) = 0:95�
nr d=100 h�1 Mpc appropriate for an 
 = 
nr = 1 universe and foran 
 = 
nr � 1 universe. B. The observable range in k-spaceFigure 24 contrasts k-space �lters FW (k) for representative CMB anisotropy experiments (characterized by `-space�lters W `) with the bands in k-space probed by large scale structure (LSS) observations and the bands associatedwith the formation of collapsed structures such as clusters. The LSS probes shown are: the angular correlation ofgalaxies wgg(�); the power spectrum and redshift space correlation function of galaxies �gg(r) as probed by redshiftsurveys; large scale streaming velocities LSSV; and the correlation function of clusters �cc. The abundances of clusters(\cls") and groups (\gps") provide information on slightly smaller scales. Abundances of galaxies (and quasars anddamped Lyman alpha systems) at high redshift provide valuable information on the power in higher k-bands, but theseprobes are sensitive to gas dynamical processing which may obscure the hierarchical relationship between object andprimordial uctuation waveband; indeed damping processes or tilted initial spectra may require some of the shorterdistance structure to arise from fragmentation and other nongravitational e�ects.We can de�ne a k-space �lter FW (k) as one acting upon a k-space \power spectrum for �T=T uctuations" P�T (k):94



FIG. 24. Cosmic waveband probes. The bands of cosmic uctuation spectra probed by LSS observations are contrasted withthe bands that current CMB experiments can probe. The (linear) density power spectrum for the standard ns = 1 CDM model,labelled � = 0:5, is contrasted with (COBE-normalized) power spectra that �t the galaxy clustering data, one tilted (ns = 0:6,� = 0:5) and the other scale invariant with a modi�ed shape parameter (ns = 1, � = 0:25). Biasing must raise the spectraup (uniformly?) to �t into the hatched wgg range and nonlinearities must raise it at k �> 0:2h Mpc�1 to (roughly) match theheavy solid ( = 1:8) line. The solid data point in the cluster-band denotes the constraint on the power spectrum from theabundance of clusters, and the open data point at 10 h�1 Mpc denotes an estimate from streaming velocities (for 
nr = 
 = 1models).
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FW (k) = P�1�T I �W ` dC`d ln k� ; P�T (k; �) = I �dC`(k; �)d ln k � ; (220)with dC`=d ln k evaluated at some post-decoupling time � . P�T de�ned in this way is basically conserved through freestreaming [88] and R P�T d ln k gives the total anisotropy power. (The choice of P�T is really up to the theorist; e.g.,a �lter acting on the primordial gravitational potential power spectrum can be constructed by choosing P�T = P�N .)In [88], we showed that a rather good approximation to C` is obtained by putting the P�T (k) of eq. (220) in placeof PG0G0(k) in eq. (125) and �(� � �s) in place of V , where �s is the time at which P�T (k; �s) is evaluated (whichshould be well after decoupling). The k-�lters actually plotted in the �gure use the high ` approximation for theBessel function product: FW (k) = X`<k�s� 12 (`+ 12 )k�sq(k�s)2 � (`+ 12 )2 W ` : (221)The �lters shown in �g. 24 are for the large angle dmr and �rs experiments, with beams � 7� and � 3:9�, two �ltersfor the sk95 experiment, showing the k-space that it covers, and the Caltech OVRO ov7 (1:80 beam) experiment. maxand msam cover ranges between the sk95 points. CAT [151], WhiteDish [102] and a new OVRO (70 beam) experiment(ov22) cover the region between sk95 and ov7. These experiments are all sensitive to primary anisotropies. The linelabelled SR shows the length scale below which the primary power is basically erased if hydrogen recombination isstandard; NR denotes the scale if there is an early injection of energy which ionizes the medium. These dependupon 
nr, 
B etc. The light long-dashed �lters at high k show the bands probed by very small angle microwavebackground experiments, the VLA, the SCUBA array on the sub-mm telescope JCMT, and the OVRO mm-array.Although their beams are too small to see primary CMB anisotropies, they will provide invaluable probes of secondaryanisotropies generated by nonlinear e�ects, including redshifted dust emission from galaxies and Thomson scatteringfrom nonlinear structures in the pregalactic medium.The (linear) density uctuation power spectra (actually their square roots, P1=2� (k)) shown in �g. 24 are for three(
nr = 1) models normalized to the COBE dmr data (i.e., within the small-k hatched region which includes the8% dmr error on overall amplitude): a standard � = 0:5 CDM model with ns = 1, one with the spectrum tilted tons = 0:6, and an ns = 1 CDM model whose shape is characterized by � = 0:25. To �t the galaxy clustering datarequires 0:15 �< �+�s=2 �< 0:3. A biasing factor bg is relied upon to move the curves up into the allowed wgg band (i.e.,into the higher-k hatched region) and nonlinearities to bend the shape upward to match the (approximate) 1.8 law fork�1 < 5 h�1 Mpc (heavy line extending the hatched wgg region). Power spectra derived from the QDOT [234], IRAS1.2 Jansky [235] and CfA2 [236] redshift surveys are compatible with the range inferred from wgg when account istaken of redshift space distortions and biasing o�sets between IRAS and optically identi�ed galaxies. Cluster{clustercorrelations and galaxy{cluster cross correlations [239] also seem to be compatible with this inferred spectrum. Powerspectrum estimates derived from the abundance of clusters as a function of temperature [120] and from the Mark IIIpeculiar velocity catalogue [297] are also shown. There is a lesson to draw from an overview �gure like this while weconcentrate on the LSS power issue that has led to intense research on variations in the scale-invariant minimal-CDMtheme for many years: the great success inherent in the extrapolation over so many decades from COBE normalizationto large and small scale structure formation suggests that scale invariance cannot be wildly broken and nonminimalitycannot be too extreme, even if the generation mechanism has nothing to do with ination.C. Relating the cluster-amplitude �8 and the dmr band-powerApart from the shape parameters for P�(k), there is also an overall amplitude parameter, which we now take tobe hC(S)` idmr = hC`idmr=(1 + ~rts), where ~rts = hC(T )` idmr=hC(S)` idmr. The band-powers obtained from the 4-year dmrdata as a function of the phenomenological slope ��T for each frequency channel and for the 53+90+31 A+B GHzmap were given in section IVE. The e�ective slope of the standard ns = 1 
B = 0:05 CDM model of �gs. 7, 23 is��T � 0:15 over the dmr band; variation in 
B and H0 does not change this very much as �g. 8(b,c) shows; nor doesa change in the recombination history (�g. 7). Vacuum-dominated models do raise the slope to low ` because of thetime-dependence of the gravitational potential [110]: �g. 23 shows it is not well represented by a single power law,but if we were forced to choose an e�ective index it would be ��T � 0.Before the COBE detection, normalization of the density spectrum was done using �8, the rms (linear) massdensity uctuations on the scale of 8 h�1 Mpc, or to a biasing factor bg for galaxies, which was usually assumedto obey bg�8 � 1 e.g., [134,242]. The COBE-normalized value of �8 is thus extremely important for deciding onviability of any speci�c model of cosmic structure formation. Bayesian determinations of �8 from the dmr data for96



FIG. 25. This illustrates the accuracy and utility of the �tting formula for �8. Top left shows the average and �1� variationof �8 against tilt for 
nr = 1 CDM models, with no gravity waves (upper) and with them. A reduction factor for hot/coldhybrid models is also given. The heavy closed data points are �8's derived using the exact C`. The two vertical lines denotetwo estimates of �8 from clusters. Upper right shows �8(
m�) for ns = 1 (upper) and 0.85 hot/cold models. Open circlesshifted left of the dmr points are �8's for the sp94 data, open squares for the sk93+94 data. The lower panels show �8(h) fora sequence with �xed age, no mean curvature, and 
vac(h) = 1�
nr , the rising curve. The solid dropping curve is 
nrh andthe almost indistinguishable dashed one is �, the error bars de�ning its likely range. The rising hatched regions are the twocluster �8 estimates.
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a number of selected models can be used to calibrate a more general relation between �8 and the dmr band-power,following [230,189,6]. Although we have seen in �g. 23 that the naive Sachs{Wolfe formula with dC`=d ln k = 2`(`+1)P�(k)j 2̀(k�dec)=9 is not particularly good for the standard CDM model, we can use the scalings predicted by P� toparameterize the hC`i1=2dmr=�8 relation:�-law: �8 � 1:25fSW 105hC`i1=2dmr(1 + ~rts)1=2 
�0:77nr (2(�� 0:03))(1 + 0:55(
�=0:3)1=2) e2:63�s ; (222)4yr(53&90&31)a&b: 105hC`i1=2dmr � [0:82 + 0:26(1� ��T2 )2:8]� 1+:07�:06 ;fSW � (1 + 0:12
vac)(1 + 
10vac) ; ��T � 0:15(1� 
vac) + �s ;~rts � 5:4 (��t)(1� �t=2) e�0:07�t e�1:99(�s��t) (1� 0:6
3:5vac) :Here �s � ns � 1. The �t was originally made in ns with � �xed at 0.5, and in � with ns �xed at 1, but it workswell even when both vary signi�cantly from these standard values. The 
vac = 0 formulae are the same as I gavein [6,146]. How well the �tting formula does is shown in �g. 25. As expected, this calibration works well for the H0variation of �g. 8(c) and, using � = �eqe�[
B(1+
�1nr (2h)1=2)�0:06], works well for the cases of �g. 8(b).Although fSW = 1 takes into account some of the enhancements over the naive Sachs{Wolfe formula by normalizingto the calculated �8{hC`i1=2dmr relation for standard CDM, it does not take into account the enhancement of hC`i1=2dmrassociated with the time dependence of the gravitational potential when � dominates, hence for that case we expectfSW to exceed unity. Using the 
vac dependences of fSW , ��T and ~rts (section VID) allows good �8 �ts, as thelower panels of �g. 25 show. All models shown have 
Bh2=0.0125, with the rest of the nr-matter in cold dark matter(
nr = 
cdm+
B). For these sequences of models with a uniform age t0, the variation of 
vac with Hubble parameter(the rising curve in �g. 25) ish = h1
�1=2nr ln[p
vac=
nr +p
vac=
nr + 1]p
vac=
nr ; h1 � 0:5(13Gyr=t0) ;
vac(h) � 0:9(0:3(h=h1 � 1)0:3 + 0:7(h=h1 � 1)0:4) : (223)The latter is a rough inversion. The ages shown in �g. 25 bracket a recent estimate for globular cluster ages,14:6+1:7�1:6 Gyr [111]. The 
vac = 0 model with 13 Gyr age is therefore the H0 = 50 standard CDM model, and H0 = 43for the 15 Gyr age.For open CDM models, the COBE-determined �8 goes down with decreasing 
 (and increasing h). These modelsare not so attractive because 
 drops so precipitously with increasing h for �xed age. Equation (222) has not beenmodi�ed to treat open models (see e.g., [291]).Section IVF showed that di�erent combinations of cosmological parameters can lead to su�ciently similar spectrathat it will be quite an experimental challenge to di�erentiate among them [144]. In the near term, we must relyon such important ratios as �8=hC`i1=2dmr and the shape of the galaxy correlations to further constrain cosmologicalparameter space. We can also hope to constrain parameters through observations of galaxies at high redshift and bylarge scale streaming velocities. As is evident from �g. 24, to have a COBE-normalized power spectrum pass throughthe error bars associated with the power spectrum from cluster abundances on the scale of � 0:2 h�1 Mpc and theLSSV estimate at � 0:1 h�1 Mpc [296,297], and to satisfy the shape restriction, albeit with a free galaxy biasing factorbg, is like threading the eye of a needle, and clearly severely restricts the range of models. Much discussion in thepost-COBE era has been about which COBE-normalized models pass these tests. We now consider a few examples ofthe use of eq. (222) in conjunction with the current large scale structure data. As an illustration here I will considerthe shape and cluster constraints and, to a lesser extent, the LSSV constraint, on models of �xed age with variabletilt and 
vac. In �g. 25, the dashed curve shows the power spectrum shape parameter �, almost indistinguishablefrom the 
nrh curve, for the 13 and 15 Gyr model sequence. The rising curves with error bars denote estimates of �8from clusters. The upper rising regions also roughly denote the �8 behavior, as derived from optical galaxy samples,in units of bg�8.The mass enclosed within 8 h�1 Mpc is that of a typical rich cluster, 1:2�1015
nr (2h)�1M�. Because rich clustersare rare events in the medium, their number density is extremely sensitive to the value of �8. The abundance as afunction of cluster mass, velocity dispersion or X-ray temperature also depends upon the shape of P�(k) in the clusterband of �g. 24, i.e., on ns and �. Cluster X-ray data implies 0:6 �< �8 �< 0:8 for CDM-like 
nr = 1 theories, with thebest value depending upon �, ns, some issues of theoretical calibration of models, and especially which region of thedncl=dTX data one wishes to �t, since the data prefer a local spectral index d lnP�=d ln k substantially atter over98



the cluster region than the standard CDM model gives [120]. I believe a good target number is 0.7 and values belowabout 0.5 are unacceptable, but because CDM spectra do not �t the data well, this normalization depends uponwhether one focusses on the high or low temperature end. Other authors who concentrated on the low to medianregion found lower values for ns = 1 models, 0:57� 0:05 [292] and 0:50� 0:04 [293], but do not �t the high TX endwell. (A small upward correction should be applied to these low estimates to account for the nonzero redshift of thecalibrating samples.) For 
� 6= 0, a higher value is better [230,253]; [292] adopt 
�0:56nr as the correction, [293] give amore moderate dependence, 
�0:53+0:13
nrnr for nonzero vacuum models, 
�0:47+0:10
nrnr for open models. The risingcurves with error bars in Fig. 25 show the higher and lower �8 estimates from clusters. Allowed models would haveto lie in the overlap region between the cluster �8 and the dmr �8.There are many estimates of the combination �8
0:56nr that are obtained by relating the galaxy ow �eld to the galaxydensity �eld inferred from redshift surveys, which all take the form [bg�8]�g, where �g is a numerical factor whose valuedepends upon data set and analysis procedure: in [294], the rather varied estimations are reviewed, and raw averagesare given, 0:78�0:33 for IRAS-selected galaxy surveys, 0:71�0:25 for optically-selected galaxy surveys. (In this case,the 
0:56nr is the factor by which the linear growth rate _D=D di�ers from the Hubble expansion rate _a=a.) For this to bea �8 estimator requires the simplifying assumption of linear ampli�cation bias, and a choice for bg�8. It is usual to takebg � ��18 for galaxies, but bg can depend upon the galaxy types being probed, upon scale, and could be bigger or smallerthan ��18 , and certainly cannot be determined by theory alone. Recent estimates of parameters derived from the LSSVdata, in this case the Mark III velocity catalogue [295], are � = 0:5� 0:15, bg nearly unity and �8
0:56nr � 0:85� 0:1,with sampling errors adding another � 0:1 uncertainty [296,297]. The emphasis in [297] is on P�(k) estimationfrom the LSSV data since it allows a direct comparison with models in �gures like �g. 24. For example, they giveP1=2� 
0:56nr = 0:48+0:07�0:08 at k�1 � 10 h�1 Mpc, which compares with P1=2� � 0:54�8(1�0:65(�+�s=2�0:5)) for tilted �models. However, the 17% should be augmented by a theoretical \cosmic variance" sample error, which may be quitelarge. In [298], parametric models give similar results, P1=2� 
0:56nr = 0:49+0:07�0:08, �8
0:56nr � 0:88� 0:15. (Earlier work onLSSV concentrated on estimates of large scale rms bulk ows, e.g., over 40 and 60 h�1 Mpc regions: �v(40 h�1 Mpc)had the same 17% data errors, but there the cosmic variance uctuations contributed 50% uncertainty; even so the� = 0:5 model needed ns > 0:83 with the typical gravity wave contribution and > 0:55 without [189].) Since thepeculiar velocity data relies on having spatially-independent and accurate distance indicators (e.g., the empiricalTully{Fisher relation between luminosity and rotation velocity in spiral galaxies), how seriously we take the LSSVconstraints depends upon how reliable we think the indicators are { a subject of much debate.Fig. 25 shows �8 is a sensitive function of ns: for CDM models with 
nr = 1, it is far too high at 1:2 for ns=1,but too low by ns � 0:76 with the \standard" gravity wave contribution (�t = �s) or by ns � 0:60 if there isno tensor mode contribution. However, the shape constraint wants lower ns. In [162], we marginalize likelihoodfunctions determined with the COBE data (and smaller angle data) using a prior probability requiring that �+ �s=2be 0:22 � 0:08 and �8
0:56nr be 0:65+0:15�0:08 in order to condense the tendencies evident in �g. 25 into single numberswith error bars. Threading the \eye of the needle" this way is so exacting that the error bars are too small to taketoo seriously. Sample numbers using only the 4-year dmr data and these priors are ns = 0:76+:03;:06�:03;:06 for h = 0:5 withgravity waves, ns = 0:61+:04;:09�:04;:08 without. For h = 0:7 and 
vac = 0:66, we get ns = 0:99+:03;:06�:02;:04; and when Hubbleparameters in the range from 0.5 to 1 are marginalized over, the preferred index is ns = 0:99+:06;:18�:04;:08 with gravitywaves, ns = 0:95+:09;:19�:10;:17 without. These are of course signi�cantly better than can be determined from dmr alone(section IVE).For the decaying neutrino model with ns = 1 to have �8 > 0:5 we need � > 0:22, i.e., m��d < 14 keV yr. Thehot/cold hybrid model formula in eq. (222) is for one massive neutrino species. As �g. 25 shows, an ns=1 hot/coldhybrid model with 
� < 0:3 would have �8 > 0:8; however, even with a modest tilt to ns = 0:95 this can drop to 0.7for 
� = 0:25. (See also ref. [254].) That is, little tilt is required, in contrast to the CDM case.It is also evident from �g. 25 that the cluster data in combination with the dmr data stops h from becoming toohigh for a �xed age, but also would prefer a nonzero � value, with H0 � 60 � 70 for 13 Gyr, and H0 � 50� 60 for15 Gyr. When the tilt is allowed to vary as well, the preferred values lower to very near 50 and 43, respectively, i.e.,with little 
vac: h < 0:70 at 2� with gravity waves, h < 0:56 with no gravity waves for 13 Gyr; h < 0:56 at 2� withgravity waves for 15 Gyr. For the hot/cold models, the values near 50 and 43 are preferred even more, even with verylittle tilt.The redshift of galaxy formation cannot be too low or we would get too few z � 4 quasars and too little neutralgas compared with that inferred using the damped Lyman alpha systems seen in the spectra of quasars. A fairlyconservative estimate of the redshift of galaxy formation is [189] zgf � 1:3�0:5
�0:23nr �1, where �0:5 � ��(0:5 h�1 Mpc)is the analogue of �8 but at a galactic mass scale rather than a cluster mass scale and D=a � 
�0:23nr for the lineargrowth rate D(t) at high redshift has been used. This suggests 2 �< �0:5
�0:23nr �< 5 or so. For the � models withtilt we have roughly �0:5 � 6:4�8e�s(�=0:5)0:44. (If we characterize galactic scales by the baryonic mass then we99



should use �1 Mpc � ��(1 Mpc) rather than than �0:5 in the zgf estimation if 
Bh2 is treated as �xed by primordialnucleosynthesis. For the � models with tilt, �1 Mpc � �0:5=(2h)0:3.) The zgf requirement leads to serious constraintson ns in standard CDM models: ns > 0:76 with gravity waves, ns > 0:63 without. With � < 0:5, the restrictions onthe primordial spectral index from galaxy and cluster formation are even more severe (for 
nr � 1), but the 
�0:23nrfactor ameliorates the situation for � 6= 0 models. The zgf constraint is also the Achille's heel of hot/cold hybridmodels with 
� �> 0:3 [232,254]. Observations of the CMB on small scales could in principle help to normalize thepower spectrum there; e.g., using sub-mm sky observations as in �g. 15 (if one could get redshifts by other means).D. The futureA consistent story that accommodates all of the current data on the CMB, large scale structure, the Hubbleparameter, the ages of stars, the deceleration parameter, clusters, lensing, etc. does not yet leap out at us. With thelarge Sloan and 2df redshift surveys, we will have a wealth of LSS data to compare with the evolving CMB spectrum,and many of the current puzzles will be de�nitively answered. As we have seen, if just the shape of the densitypower spectrum over the LSS band and the amplitude of the power spectrum on cluster scales are considered to beknown, then the range of ination and dark matter models is restricted considerably when combined with the COBEanisotropy level (and indeed the anisotropy levels of intermediate angle experiments). Whether the solution will bea simple variant on the CDM+ination theme [232], involving slight tilt (or more radical broken scale invariance),stable ev-mass neutrinos, decaying (>keV)-neutrinos, vacuum energy, low H0, high baryon fraction, negative meancurvature or some combination, is still open, but can be decided as the observations tighten, and, in particular, asthe noise in the C` �gure subsides, revealing the details of the Doppler peaks, a very happy future for those of us whowish to peer into the mechanism by which structure was generated in the Universe.Although there are undoubtedly many surprises in store for us as the anisotropy data improves, we should be veryencouraged by how far we have come since the COBE discovery. We are now beginning to map the sky's primary andsecondary anisotropy signals. It is �tting to end by pointing back to �g. 11 that shows the anisotropy at low resolutionas revealed by COBE, and forward to the interferometric arrays (VSA, CBI, VCA), long duration balloon experiments(ACE, Boomerang, Maxima, Top Hat,...) and especially the all-sky satellite experiments (MAP, COBRAS/SAMBA),that will tell us the parameters de�ning how cosmic structure formed in detail.ACKNOWLEDGEMENTSFirst a nod to my fellow CMB enthusiasts who kept digging for three decades until gold was revealed. Now we'reall rich. And the data-bank deposits just keep accumulating. Fifteen years of collaboration with George Efstathiouon CMB topics and strong interactions with Bernard Carr and Craig Hogan on the spectrum, Steve Myers, PaulSteinhardt, Rick Davis, Rob Crittenden, Andrew Ja�e, Lloyd Knox, Yoram Lithwick, Dmitry Pogosyan and TarunSouradeep on the anisotropy is especially noted. Support from a Canadian Institute for Advanced Research Fellowship,NSERC and from the Institut d'Astrophysique de Paris, where some of these lecture notes were written, is gratefullyacknowledged. APPENDIX A: THE ADM FORMALISM AND PERTURBATION THEORYThe ADM treatment of the Cauchy problem in relativity [166] is well covered in MTW [195]). The ADM formalism isthe natural language for numerical relativity, so there has been intense post-MTW development; in particular, JimmyYork's highly inuential 1979 Batelle and 1982 Les Houches lecture notes [167,168]. The approach to perturbationtheory which I ascribe to [194,2,191] is based upon this 3+1 split. I usually use either the synchronous gauge or thelongitudinal gauge, but with liberal use of transformation to other variables and hypersurfaces if it simpli�es analyticor numerical calculations or helps in understanding. This approach underlied Bardeen's inuential 1980 paper andmany of the main papers in the subject. However, there was also excessive zeal for the \gauge invariant approach"that made sacrosanct the perturbation to the lapse and the inhomogeneous scale factor in the longitudinal gauge.These variables refer to just one choice of time slicing, which is sometimes a rather bad choice from the point of viewof hypersurface warping. By contrast, the much-maligned synchronous gauge { for which the hypersurfaces are thoseon which cold dark matter is at rest { is often excellent and a great workhouse in General Relativity, e.g., Landauand Lifshitz [178]. Bardeen's China lectures [177] redress the balance, giving a clear compact enunciation of the issuesstarting from the ADM formalism in a paper which deserves to be better known in cosmology.100



The main equations for perturbation theory are given in sections A 2, B4, C 2, C 3 a, C 3b, C4 for scalar modesand in sections A 3, C6 for tensor modes. The other sections develop these equations from �rst principles.1. The ADM equationsA foliation is a set of spacelike 3-surfaces f(3)Gg that �lls spacetime, for which a closed 1-form 
 exists which isnormal to the surfaces. It is therefore locally exact, i.e., can be written as 
 = d� , where � is a time coordinatelabelling the hypersurfaces. The metric can be decomposed into the ADM form in terms of the lapse function N , theshift (three) vector N i, and a spatial metric (3)gij :ds2 = �N2d�2 + (3)gij(dxi +N id�)(dxj +N jd�) ; (A1)g00 = �N2 +NkNk ; g0i = Ni � (3)gijN j ; gij = (3)gij ;g00 = � 1N2 ; g0i = N iN2 ; gij = (3)gij � N iN N jN ; (3)gij (3)gjk � �ik :Here, xi are local coordinates on the � = constant surfaces and (3)gij is the contravariant spatial 3-metric.One can refer tensors to the coordinate basis, dx� and its dual basis @� � @=@x� or to a more general contravariantbasis (tetrad), ea, and its covariant dual basis, ea, where a = 0; 1; 2; 3; for the spatial components with respect tothe basis I shall use I; J;K; : : :. It is natural to choose the 4-velocity en = N�1@0 �N�1N i@i as the timelike basisvector (and en = N d�): it describes observers comoving with the ow of time (section VIB1). The spatial triadfe1; e2; e3g is chosen to be perpendicular to en (hen; eIi = hen; eIi = 0). Thus, feIg is invariant under the action ofthe projector ?��= g�� + e�n e�n . Tetrads are not usually expressible as coordinate bases (i.e., are nonholonomic),but components of tensors with respect to tetrads often have more direct physical meaning than components referredto coordinates. With the eI chosen to be perpendicular to en, to go from spatial coordinate components of a tensorT ij:::k`::: to triad components T IJ:::KL:::, one just forms T ij:::k`:::eIieJje kKeL̀ : : :; 3-space spatial covariant derivatives with respectto the 3-metric (3)gij are denoted by T ij:::k`:::jm or by (3)rmT ij:::k`:::, with T IJ:::KL:::jM or (3)rMT IJ:::KL::: denoting the actionof the covariant derivative (3)reM on the tensor. If T is invariant under projection, then [(3)r]T = [? (4)r]T , where(4)r is the covariant derivative with respect to the 4-metric (4)gij . The 3-space metric coe�cients in the eI basis is(3)gIJ � eI � eJ , e.g., �IJ for an orthonormal choice. Considered as matrices, (e iI ) = [(eJj)tr]�1. The matrix eJj issometimes called the deformation tensor since eJj drj gives the proper length of an element of coordinate length drj .In the following equations, we shall refer the time components to the basis en, using the subscript n. For the spatialcomponents, because eI and eI are just linear combinations at each point of the @i and @i, independent of en anden, the transformation to basis components involves changing i; j to I; J (with some care for the treatment of theshift; also note that although e 0I vanishes, eI0 = �IJNje jJ does not for nonzero shift { however, eIn does vanish.)It is useful to introduce a modi�ed basis e�I which \takes out the expansion of the Universe" from eI : eI� = A�1eI ,e�I = AeI . Here A(x; �) is a \conformal factor" that should reduce to �a(�) for homogeneous backgrounds, but alsocould be spatially dependent for uctuations if it results in simpli�ed equations.The only nonvanishing components of the extrinsic curvature (with respect to the basis) areKIJ = e iI e jJ 12N ��@(3)gij@� +Njji +Nijj� (A2)= � _ANA�IJ � 12N (�KJe i�I + �IKe i�J) _eK� i + 12N e iI e jJ (Njji +Nijj) :The last form assumes the basis is orthonormal, and is explicitly given to show (with zero shift) that this is just thefamiliar matrix relation for the shear tensor in terms of the deformation tensor when one maps from Lagrangian toEulerian space in Newtonian dynamics in the expanding Universe.We de�ne an inhomogeneous Hubble parameter in terms of the trace of the extrinsic curvature K = KII and ahypersurface anisotropic shear in terms of the anisotropic part of the extrinsic curvature, (K 0)IJ . Lettinga(x; �) � [det( (3)g)]1=6 = exp h 16 Trace ln (3)giji ; (A3)we have 101



H � � � �K3 = 1N @ ln a@� � 13 1N (3)rjN j = en[ln a]� 13 1N @jN j= _ANA + 13 1N e i�K _eK� i � 13 1NN jjj ;�IJ � �(K 0)IJ � �(KIJ � 13 (3)gIJK) (A4)= �12(�KJe i�I + �IKe i�J )� 13�IJe i�K� 1N _eK� i�e iI e jJ 1N �12(Nijj +Njji)� 13 (3)gijNkjk� ; (A5)�ij = 12 1N a2 @(3)gij=a2@� � 1N �12(Nijj +Njji)� 13 (3)gijNkjk� :Just as the stress{energy tensor was decomposed in eq. (154), so the Einstein tensor Gab can be decomposedinto fGnn; GIn; 13GII ; GIJ � 13 (3)gIJGKKg, and the 10 Einstein equations written in this form. The energy constraintequation can be re-expressed as an inhomogeneous Friedmann equation, which is also the general relativistic versionof the Poisson{Newton equation:(4)Gnn = 12 ( (3)R+ 23K2 � (K 0)IJ (K 0)IJ) = 8�GN�tot ; (A6)i.e., H2 = 83�GN�tot + 13�2 � 16 (3)R ; �2 � 12�IJ�IJ : (A7)The momentum constraint equation is(4)Gni = (3)rj((K 0)ij � 23K (3)gij) = 8�GN J i(e);tot : (A8)The isotropic dynamical equation (GII=3) is23en[K] + 23 1N (3)r2N � 13K2 � 16 (3)R� 12(K 0)IJ (K 0)IJ = 8�GNptot (A9)The curvature term in eq. (A6) can be eliminated by forming the combination Rnn = �(Gnn+GII)=2 equation, whichis the Raychaudhuri equation for this zero vorticity hypersurface ow (!2 � 12!IJ!IJ = 0):3en[H ] + 3H2 + 2(�2 � !2)� 1N (3)r2N + 4�GN (�+ 3p)tot = 0 : (A10)The anisotropic dynamical Einstein equations ((G0)ij) are�en[(K 0) ij ] +K(K 0) ij + (3)(R0) ij � 1N � (3)ri (3)rj � 13� ij (3)r2�N� 1N (K 0) kj (3)rkN i + 1N (K 0) ik (3)rjNk = 8�GN (�tot) ij : (A11)I now give a few examples of the stress{energy tensors which we shall have occasion to use. The stress energy ofa classical uid can be decomposed into a comoving density �com = UaT abUb, momentum current Ja(e)com, pressurepcom, and anisotropic stress �abcom, de�ned by eq. (154) but with U the 4-velocity of the uid in question. The uidmay be imperfect, with shear and bulk viscosity, �; �, and a thermal conductivity �, obeying the constitutive relations[263,195]: pcom = p(�com; T )� ��(U) ; �abcom = �2��ab(U) ; (A12)Ja(e)(U) = ��T ?ab(U) ( (4)rb[lnT ] +A(U)b) ; (A13)where T is the uid temperature and p(�; T ) is the equation of state. The uid's acceleration is A(U)b � (4)rUUb,where the subscript (U) indicates projection with respect to U , e.g., �(U) � ?a(U)b T bc ?(U)ca. The stress energy102



derived from a distribution function is given by eq. (B6) below. A last example is a scalar �eld, �, interacting througha potential V (�; : : :); projecting onto U = en, we have�� = 12 (en[�])2 + (3)gIJeI [�]eJ [�] + V ; (A14)JI(e);� = �T I(�)n = �(3)gIJen[�]eI [�] ;p� = 12 (en[�])2 � 16 (3)gIJeI [�]eJ [�]� V ;�(�) IJ = eI [�]eJ [�]� 13 (3)gIJ (3)gKMeK [�]eM [�] :The scalar �eld evolution equation, (4)r2� = @V=@�, isscalar �eld momentum: �(�) = en[�] ; (A15)en[�(�)]�K�(�) � (3)gIJeJ [lnN ]eI [�]� (3)r2�+ @V@� = 0 :One can split the 20 independent components of the spacetime curvature tensor (4)Rabcd into 14 that just dependupon the properties of the 3-geometry, as embodied in the space curvature tensor (3)Rijkm, and upon the extrinsiccurvature and its spatial derivatives,(4)Rijkm = (3)Rijkm + (KikKjm �KimKjk) ; (A16)(4)Rijkn = (3)rjKik � (3)riKjk ; (A17)(3)Rijkm = (3)gik (3)Rjm � (3)gim (3)Rjk + (3)gjm (3)Rik� (3)gjk (3)Rim + 12 (3)R� (3)gim (3)gjk � (3)gik (3)gjm� ;and into 6 dynamical components that depend upon how the extrinsic curvature changes in time, i.e., dependent upon(3)G-evolution: (4)Rinjn = KikKkj +N�1 (3)ri (3)rjN (A18)+� 1N _Kij � 1N [Nk (3)rkKij +Kik (3)rjNk +Kkj (3)riNk]� :Eqs. (A17), (A16) are called the Gauss{Codazzi equations in the di�erential geometry of surfaces.1Normal coordinates haveN i = 0. In perturbation theory this de�nes time-orthogonal gauges. Because the equationssimplify, this has also often been adopted in numerical relativity. Gaussian normal coordinates have N = 1 (or �a) aswell, de�ning the synchronous gauge. There is a gauge which maximizes the 3-space volume, one with K = 0, whichwas used to retard horizon formation in black hole calculations, but is of little interest for cosmology. Constant Khypersurfaces are used to characterize the outcome of ination calculations, and have been generally advocated forinhomogeneous numerical cosmology because they are singularity-avoiding, e.g., [171]. However, this positive featureis a negative one if we are interested in following the collapse of cosmic structures such as clusters. Other choicesthat have been used in black hole calculations share this singularity-avoiding characteristic. There is also a large classof comoving hypersurfaces, one for each \type" of matter present, and one on which the total energy current Ja(e);totvanishes. These are very useful for deriving source functions, etc. and are sometimes useful for calculations.Perturbation theory beyond �rst order in General Relativity depends upon exactly what spacetime we expand about.It is often useful to take out some aspect of the dynamics via a conformal transformation on 4-space (g�� = 
2~g��)or on 3-space ((3)gij = A2 (3)g�ij). In the usual cosmological perturbation theory, it is A2 = �a2 or 
2 = �a2 which isremoved, but inhomogeneous parts could also be transformed. The spatial metric (3)gij can even in the nonlinear casebe decomposed into terms that we can identify with scalar, vector and tensor (transverse traceless) components, butthe nature of these depend upon exactly what we pull out in A or 
 and the Einstein equations couple them { unlessthe metric coe�cients and the conformal factors are all treated fully linearly. Nonlinear choices of some interest are
 = N(x; �) and A = a(x; �) � (det((3)g))1=6.1Many of these quantities are most naturally expressed in terms of Lie derivatives: e.g., KIJ is the Lie derivative of (3)gabwith respect to en, the term in curly brackets in eq. (A18) is the Lie derivative of Kij with respect to en, LenKij , and the termin square brackets is the Lie derivative of Kij along the shift vector NKeK , which vanishes for zero shift.103



2. Scalar perturbationsIn the following, unperturbed variables and covariant derivative operators have bars over them. For scalar pertur-bations, we have (3)gij = (3)�gij(1 + 2')� �a2( (3)rj (3)ri + (3)ri (3)rj) ; (A19)g00 = � �N2(1 + 2�) ; g0i = Ni = �N (3)ri	n ; (A20)en0 = � �N(1 + �) ; en0 = �N�1(1� �) ; eni = �(3)ri	n ;	� � 	n + �a2�N _ ; (A21)(�H) � �13(�K) = 1�N _'� �H� � 13 (3)r2	� ; (A22)�ij � �(K 0)ij = �( (3)ri (3)rj � 13�ij (3)r2)	� ; (A23)(� (3)R0)ij = �[ (3)ri (3)rj � 13�ij (3)r2]' ; (A24)(� (3)R) = �4 (3)r2'� (3) �R2' ; (3) �R = 6 kcd2curv�a2 ; (A25)�type = ��type + (��)type = ��type(1 + �type) ; (A26)J(e);type I = TtypenI = �(��+ �p)type (3)rI	v;type ; (A27)Utype I = �(3)rI	v;type ; ptype = �ptype + (�p)type ;uid acceleration: A(U)I = �(3)rI	A;type ;	A;type = 1�N _	v;type � � ;hypersurface acceleration: A(en)I = (3)rI� ; (A28)�type ij = ( (3)ri (3)rj � 13 (3)gij (3)r2)�ptype�t;type ;scalar �eld: � = ��+ �� ; 	v;� = (�en[�])�1�� : (A29)(��)tot � ��tot�tot �Xtype ��type�type ;	v;tot � Ptype(��+ �p)type	v;type(��+ �p)tot ; (A30)J(e);tot I = TtotnI = �(��+ �p)tot (3)rI	v;tot : (A31)Thus ' fully parameterizes the Ricci 3-space tensor (kc = 0;�1 gives the 3 FRW curvature possibilities). Thevelocity potentials for \type"-matter are 	v;type. It is also convenient to de�ne a total velocity perturbation througheqs. (A30), (A31). 	n is like a velocity potential for the shift, and, as we shall see, only the combination 	�, whichis a potential for the anisotropic shear of the hypersurfaces �ij , enters into the equations of motion. The anisotropicstress for type-matter can also be expressed in terms of a scalar potential, �t;type. It vanishes for scalar �elds, aseq. (A14) shows, and also for perfect uids, including CDM and the baryons. It does not vanish for photons andrelativistic neutrinos. The acceleration of a uid moving with velocity U is A(U)I = �a�1Un�en[�aUI ] + eI [lnN ] to �rstorder, and is eJ [lnN ] to all orders for the time surfaces (as is shown in Appendix B), yielding eq. (A28) expressed interms of an acceleration potential. The acceleration, rUU , is from nongravitational forces only, hence the + (3)rI�term is there to take out the gravitational acceleration derived from geodesic motion.The expansion of (3)gij is based on the removal of the 3-space conformal factor �a rather than some inhomogeneousfunction. We de�ne rj in terms of the (3)�gij without the �a2 taken out, so that (3)ri = �a�2 (3)gij� @j (with (3)gij� = �ijfor a at Universe) has extra �a terms designed to confuse the reader. So does the Laplacian (3)r2. One of theadvantages in working in an orthonormal basis is that the correct �a multipliers enter into the expressions (e.g.,(3)rI = �a�1@=@xI for a at Universe).The energy constraint and (the �rst integral of) the momentum constraint are2 �H(�H)� 23 (3)r2'� 16 (3) �R2' = 8�GN3 (��)tot ; (A32)104



(�H) + 13 (3)r2	� = 1�N _'� �H�= �4�GNXtype(��+ �p)type	v;type � 16 (3) �R	� : (A33)It is sometimes better to work with a modi�ed form of the energy constraint equation, found by inserting the relationfor (�H) from the momentum constraint equation into eq. (A32):� (3)r2('+ �H	�)� 14 (3) �R2('+ �H	�) = 4�GN (��)com;tot ; (A34)(��)com;tot � �(��)tot + 3 �H(��+ �p)tot	v;tot� ; �H � '+ �H	� ;involving the energy density in the frame in which the total energy current J(e);tot vanishes and Bardeen's gaugeinvariant �H , which is also ' in the longitudinal gauge: 'L = �H .The Raychaudhuri equation, slightly reworked, is1�N2 �@ �N(�H)@� + @ ln( �N�1�a2)@� �N(�H)� @ �H@� �N� � 13 �N2 (3)r2��= �4�GN3 ((��) + 3(�p))tot : (A35)Note that �N(�H) is negative: a growing density perturbation slows the expansion rate. The (G0)IJ simpli�es consid-erably when expressed in terms of the potentials:1�N _	� + �H	� + ('+ �) = �8�GNXtype �ptype�t;type : (A36)Although for scalar perturbations, the constraint equations together with the matter conservation equations forma complete system from which the dynamical Einstein equations follow by taking appropriate time derivatives andlinear combinations, sometimes it is worth it to solve the Raychaudhuri equation, extra time derivative and all, orthe anisotropic GIJ equation in the place of one of the constraint equations. In a gauge with �=0, the Raychaudhuriequation becomes a simple ODE for �N(�H) at each point in the space. The momentum constraint equation is an ODEfor ', but it turns out that only _' enters the matter evolution equations and its expression in terms of the velocitypotentials can be substituted. This is the usual approach taken for solving scalar perturbations in the synchronousgauge, and is the one adopted in the Bond and Szalay and Bond and Efstathiou papers [194,134,88].Although it is �ne to solve eq. (A35) for the evolution of matter and radiation through photon decoupling andfree-streaming to the present, intractable numerical problems arise in ination calculations with scalar �elds [191]: arobust solution strategy for solving synchronous gauge uctuations does exist: the momentum constraint is treatedas an ODE for ', and (�H) is then �xed through the energy constraint equation.For the synchronous gauge, the anisotropic GIJ equation follows from a combination of the matter evolutionequations and the other Einstein equations and is not usually separately solved for. It is an algebraic relation forzero shear hypersurfaces (	� = 0), e.g., for the longitudinal gauge (with  = 	n = 0). For example, if there is noanisotropic stress (e.g., universes with only perfect uids and/or scalar �elds), then �L = �'L. In [191], we also solvedfor scalar �eld uctuations in the longitudinal gauge, using eq. (A36) and a sum of the Raychaudhuri and energyconstraint equations, a dynamical equation of second order in 'L. For the CMB problem, the standard approach[138] has been to also use a constraint equation, the Poisson equation, eq. (A34), relating the total comoving energydensity to (3)r2�L. [259] use the momentum constraint equation instead of the anisotropic shear equation.Under scalar mode gauge transformations [170,177], �new = �old + T , xinew = xiold + �a2 (3)riL, where T and L arescalar functions, we have �new = �old � 1�N @ �NT@� ; 'new = 'old � �H �NT ; (A37) new =  old + L ; 	nnew = 	nold � �a2�N _L+ �NT	�;new = 	�;old + �NT ; 	v;type;new = 	v;type;old � �NT ;(�H)new = (�H)old � _�HT � 13 (3)r2 �NT ;105



(�H)�new = (�H)�old + (1 + �q) �H2 �NT ;(��)tot;new = (��)tot;old + 3 �H(��+ �p)tot �NT ;(��)type;new = (��)type;old � _��typeT ;(�p)type;new = (�p)type;old � _�ptypeT ; �t;new = �t;old ;	A;type;new = 	A;type;old ;scalar �eld: (��)new = (��)old + �en[�] �NT :The modi�ed inhomogeneous Hubble parameter H� is de�ned by eq. (167). Notice that the \acceleration potential"of a uid is gauge invariant. The unperturbed momentum of the scalar �eld is �en[�].To transform from the synchronous to the longitudinal gauge:�NT = �	�;S ; �A � �L = 1�N _	�;S ; �H � 'L = 'S + �H	�;S ;	v;type;L = 	v;type;S +	�;S ; 	v;cdm;L = 	�;S ; (A38)�type;L = �type;S + d ln ��typed ln a �H	�;S ;scalar �eld: (��)L = (��)S � �en[ ��]	�;S : (A39)�A and �H are gauge invariant. Some other gauge invariant quantities that are often used are:� = '+ (��)tot3(��+ �p)tot ; (A40)'com = '� �H	v;tot ; (A41)(��)com;type = (��)type � 1�N _��type	v;type ; (A42)(�p)type � _�ptype_��type (��)type : (A43)Also gauge invariant are any di�erences between quantities which may themselves not be gauge invariant, such asvelocity and appropriately normalized density di�erences:	v;type1;type2 � 	v;type1 �	v;type2 ; (A44)(��)type1(��+ �p)type1 � (��)type2(��+ �p)type2 : (A45)Examples used below are the relative photon{baryon velocity potential, 	v;B and photon entropy per baryon per-turbation, �s = 34� � �B . 3. Tensor perturbationsFor tensor perturbations, we havegij = (3)gij = �eIi�eJj(�IJ + h(TT )ij ) ; g00 = � �N2 ; g0i = Ni = 0 ;(�H) = 0 ; �ij = �(K 0)ij = � 12 �N _h(TT )kj �ik ;(� (3)R0)ij = �(3)r2 12h(TT ) ji + (3) �R h(TT ) ji ; � (3)R = 0 : (A46)The tensor mode is already gauge invariant. Only the anisotropic dynamical Einstein equations are needed: multi-plying both sides by 2 �N2 gives�h(TT ) ji + @ ln(�a3= �N)@� _h(TT ) ji � �N2 (3)r2h(TT ) ji + 13 �N2 (3) �Rh(TT ) ji= 16�GN �N2 (�tot)ji : (A47)106



With scalar �elds only, there is no anisotropic stress, hence the gravity waves are freely propagating. Of course theycan still be generated by quantum noise in the h(TT )ij �eld. Anisotropic stresses from neutrinos and photons can leadto gravitational wave generation, but this is a very small e�ect. Cosmic strings decay by emitting gravitational waves,generated in response to their anisotropic stress.APPENDIX B: TRANSPORT THEORY IN GENERAL RELATIVITY1. The distribution function and the BTE in GRThe theoretical framework used to calculate the anisotropies and distortions of the CMB is general relativisticpolarized photon transport theory. Kinetic theory in general relativity was actively developed in the late sixtiesand early seventies (e.g., Ehlers 1971 and Stewart 1971). For the cosmological transport problem, we need a set ofBoltzmann transport equations for single particle distribution functions. Due to the nonlocalizability of position andmomentum, one must be careful in de�ning the distribution function. For at cosmologies, the eigenmodes are planewaves, momenta are Fourier transform variables conjugate to positions, and a Wigner distribution function can bede�ned (in terms of a two-particle equal-time propagator). If the particles have spin (or polarization) labelled by s,then the Wigner distribution function is a matrix in spin space:fs0s(q;x; �) �Xk eik�xhays0;q�k=2(�)as;q+k=2(�)i ; (B1)where h� � �i denotes a (nonequilibrium) ensemble average, the operator as;q+k=2 annihilates a particle with spin s ofmomentum q + k=2, and ays0;q�k=2 creates a particle with spin s0 of momentum q � k=2. The trace of fs0s in spinspace, ft(qi; x�) = 12Ps fss, is the mean occupation number of the state of momentum qi in the neighborhood of thespacetime point x�. ft de�ned this way is not a positive de�nite quantity and so the interpretation of ft as phasespace density is invalid.1Coherent e�ects { such as the modi�cation of the photon propagator by collective plasma e�ects { must be takeninto account by appropriately de�ned quasiparticles which have these collective interactions included, but this is notof importance for the �T=T problem. In the classical limit { when spatial inhomogeneities of ft and gravitational�eld curvature are both of long wavelength compared with the typical de Broglie wavelength of the particles, q�1 {localizability is a good approximation, ft is positive de�nite, and the quantum evolution equation for ft reduces to aBoltzmann transport equation. The transport model considers the particles propagating along geodesics in spacetime.The particles may undergo absorptions or emissions or scatterings at single points. For such a description of collisionsto be valid it is also necessary that the interaction regime be small in spatial and temporal extent compared with thescale of inhomogeneity in fs0s. Also, in order for the equations to be closed o� at the single-particle distribution level(rather than requiring e.g., a full Liouville equation or higher moments in a BBGKY hierarchy), the only correlationsallowed to be explicitly included are those due to the particle statistics, Bose{Einstein or Fermi{Dirac. The equationfor the evolution of the distribution function is1A natural way to get a positive de�nite distribution is to discretize phase space into cells of size (2��h)3 and centers (X;Q).The uncertainty principle implies further localization within a cell is not possible. The photon �eld can be expanded inannihilation and creation operators asXQ; aysXQ, with associated wave functions hxjX;Qi which are zero outside of the spatialpart of the box and which are box-normalized plane waves, exp(iQ � x), inside. These form a complete orthonormal set.The relative degree to which the boxes are spatially elongated is at our disposal provided the quantum volume constraint ismaintained. By shrinking the spatial directions at the expense of increasing the separation between wavenumbers one recoversthe delta function wavefunctions of the position space representation of quantum mechanics; by shrinking the momentumdirections one approaches the continuum plane wavefunctions of the momentum space representation. The occupation indicesof each such fundamental phase space cell can be used to de�ne the distribution function: fss0(Q;X; � ) = hays0XQ(� )asXQ(� )i.Compared with the usual Wigner distribution, there are disadvantages (does not have a continuous dependence on positionand momentum, boundary terms involving transport from one box to another are complicated) and advantages (emphasizesthe fundamental graininess imposed by quantum mechanics on phase space, and coarse-graining of phase space only involvesmaking the boxes of much larger volume than that required by the Heisenberg uncertainty principle). Both approaches giveexact quantum evolution equations which reduce to the usual form of the Boltzmann transport equation in the classical limit.107



q� @fs2s1@x� ���q � �i��q�q� @fs2s1@qi ���x = q0Ss2s1 [f ] ; (B2)where Ss2s1 [f ] is the source function. fs0s is a general relativistic scalar under coordinate transformations of theposition coordinates and of the momentum coordinates. q0Ss2s1 [f ] also transforms as a general relativistic scalar,which conveniently allows transformation from one gauge to another.Although eq. (B2) is not manifestly covariant because the summation in the second term runs over spatial indicesonly, it is actually covariant { a consequence of the momentum being constrained to lie on the mass shell, q�g��q� =�m2. Any other 3 parameters labelling the mass shell instead of the coordinate momenta qi would also do. Thus,for the transport problem selecting a gauge involves choosing a spacetime coordinate system and a momentum spacecoordinate system, and these can be chosen relatively independently of each other if we wish. Coordinate momentaqi are generally not very physically meaningful. It is usually better to use spatial momentum components relativeto an orthonormal tetrad ea�(x�): qI = eI�q�coord, often along with further momentum-gauge transformations beyondthis to simplify analytics or numerics, in particular one that makes the momentum a comoving one [194]. Thetransfer equation in the triad momentum variables1 looks similar to eq. (B2), and is easily obtained by appropriatelytransforming it: qaea[f ]� �Iabqaqb @f@qI ���x = qnS[f ]; where ea[f ] � e�a @f@x� ���q ; (B3)and the �Iab are connection coe�cients relative to the tetrad ea, de�ned by the expansion rebea = �cabec. To reducethis to a usable but quite general form, we use a little more of the machinery of di�erential geometry. The �cab areoften termed Ricci rotation coe�cients (and denoted by !cab), and are related to the structure coe�cients Ccab of thebasis,2 [ea; eb] � Ccabec ; by �cab = � 12gcdfed[gab]� eb[gda]� ea[gdb]g� 12 [Ccab � gdbgcfCdfa � gadgcfCdfb] : (B4)Let us �rst introduce an orthonormal basis, en; eI , where e�ag��e�a = �ab = diag(�1; 1; 1; 1), so �cab only involves theCcab. If pa is the momentum in the ea basis, then papb�Iab @f@pI = papb�ad�IJCdJb @f@pI , often easier to calculate. Themomentum p � (pI�IJpJ)1=2 will redshift as the universe expands, so it is not the momentum we �nally wish to workwith. Since we have seen that the equations greatly simplify with the introduction of a comoving momentum, weintroduce qI = 
pI , hence q = 
p, q̂I = p̂I and qn = pq2 +m2
2, where the function 
(x; �) is at our disposal,except that it should be �a(�) for the unperturbed case. The transformation of the action of the vector ea on f fromthe space in which p is �xed to the space in which q is �xed is simply shown to beeajp[ft] = eajq [ft] + ea[ln
]q@ft=@q :Note that q@ft=@q = qq̂I@ft=@qI . For the basis en; eI , we haveCnnI = �CnIn = eI [lnN ] ; CnIJ = 0 ;CJnI = �CJIn = eJi�en[e iI ] + 1N eI [N i]�;CKIJ = eI [eJj ]eKj � eJ [eIj ]eKj :1If the geodesic motion is x�(�); qI(�), where � is an a�ne parameter, then the geodesic equations qa = ea�dx�=d�; dqI=d� =��Iabqaqb applied to Df=d� = (Df=d�)coll, where (Df=d�)coll describes the change in the distribution function as a result oflocal interactions, yields the transport equation.2The commutator of the di�erential operator [ea; eb] is de�ned by its action on a function f : [ea; eb](f) = (e �a e �b; � �e �b e �a; �)@f=@x�. To de�ne the sign conventions I use here, the curvature tensor is R(ea; eb; ec; ed) = hed; R(ea; eb)eci = Rdcab,hence Rdcab = ea[�dcb]�eb[�dca]+�fcb�dfa��fca�dfb�Cfab�dcf where Ccab = �cba��cab. Here the operator R(ea; eb) = (4)rea (4)reb�(4)reb (4)rea + (4)r[ea;eb]. The Ricci tensor, scalar, Einstein tensor and Einstein equations are: Rcb = Racab, R = gcbRcb,Gcb = Rcb � 12Rgcb, Gcb = 8�GN Tcb. The connection and curvature forms are !cb � �cbaea, �dc = d!dc + !da ^ !ac , obeyingdgab = !ab + !ba, where !ab � gac!cb , and the �rst and second Cartan equations, dea + !ab ^ eb = 0 (or 12 torsion) and�dc = 12Rdcabea ^ eb. Here ^ is the exterior product and d is the exterior derivative of forms. The latter 3 equations are all thatis needed to compute connection coe�cients and the curvature tensor for a metric in any basis, and is usually simpler thanusing direct �cab calculation in a given basis. 108



An example of the use of this is the computation of the acceleration 4-vector of the timelike hypersurfaces: An vanishesand AI = �Inn = (3)gIJCnJn = (3)gIJeJ [lnN ].As in section A1, we use the 3-space \conformally transformed" basis, eI� = A�1eI , e�I = AeI , with A(x; �)reducing to �a(�) for the unperturbed case, but possibly inhomogeneous in the uctuation case. This means themomentum is qa = 
Ahea�; pi. As we shall see, it turns out to be most desirable to have 
 = A to ensure thatthere are no terms representing the redshifting of the radiation for the unperturbed background. It is this qa andits q which is the inhomogeneous generalization of the comoving momentum introduced in section III A. Because ofthe exibility in the spatial dependence of A, it is not unique. The way the basis change manifests itself is througheKi en[eiJ ] = eK�ien[ei�J ]� �KJ en[lnA]. In terms of q and e�J , the transport equation becomesqaqn ea[ft]� q @ft@qI �IJ�q̂Jen[ln(A=
)] + qnq 1Ae�J [lnN ]� qqn 1Aq̂J q̂Ke�K [ln
]� q̂KeK� ifen[e i�J ] + 1N e�J [N i]g+ qqn q̂K q̂M 1AeK� ife�J [e i�M ]� e�M [e i�J ]g�+ q @ft@qI qqn 1A��IJ � q̂I q̂J�e�J [lnA] = S[ft] : (B5)2. Number, energy and momentum conservation equationsA �rst application of this equation is to derive the energy and momentum conservation equations for \type"-matter. Just as the stress energy tensor can be decomposed into (�;JI(e); p;�IJ)type, so the number current 4-vectorJ atype of particles of a given type with respect to a ow Ua can be decomposed as J antype = ntypeUa + Ja(ntype), where?ba Ja(ntype) = 0. Similarly the \type"-entropy 4-vector J a(stype) can be decomposed as J a(stype) = s(type)Ua + Ja(stype).(In the comoving frame of an imperfect uid moving with velocity U , J I(stype) = T�1J I(e)type, given by eq. (A13).) IfU is the ow of time, e�n, and we use the basis eI , these various densities and currents are related to the distributionfunction by � =Xqs 
�4qnft ; p = 13 Xqs 
�4 q2qn ft ; (B6)ntype =Xqs 
�3qnft ;s = �Xqs 
�3fft ln ft � (�)(1� ft) ln(1� ft)g ;JI(e) =Xqs 
�4qIft ; JI(n) =Xqs 
�3 qIqn ft ;JI(s) = �Xqs 
�3 qIqn fft ln ft � (�)(1� ft) ln(1� ft)g ;�IJ =Xqs 
�4(q̂I q̂J � 13�IJ) q2qn f ; Xqs (� � �) �Xspin Z d3q(2�)3 (� � �) :Here (+) is for bosons, (�) is for fermions. A sum over spins (or polarizations) is needed because of the way fthas been de�ned. (For a general basis, the form for J antype involves 
�3(�(4)g)1=2qa=(�qn) and for T abtype involves
�4(�(4)g)1=2qaqb=(�qn), where qn is the covariant time component of the momentum.)Consider the limit of the BTE eq. (B5) for nr-matter, for which qn ! m
. We take 
 = A = �a and ignoreq=qn terms. The BTE and the zeroth and �rst order moment equations w.r.t. q which give mass and momentumconservation are then: en[ft] + qIm�aeI [ft]�me�J [lnN ] @ft@qI + eK� ifen[e i�J ]109



+ 1N e�J [N i]gqK�IJ @f@qI = S[ft] ;en[�
3] + 1�a2 e�I [JI(e)
4]� �
3eJ� ifen[e i�J ] + 1N e�J [N i]g = mXqs S ;en[JI(e)
4] + �a�2e�J [(p�IJ +�IJ )
5] + �
3�IJe�J [lnN ]� 
4(JI(e)eJ� i+ JK(e)gKMeM� i�IJ )fen[e i�J ] + 1N e�J [N i]g =Xqs qIS : (B7)The nr-transport equation does indeed take the form of a Boltzmann equation with a gravitational force �mr lnN ,with lnN the gravitational potential perturbation. The last term in eqs. (B7) is a shearing term related to theextrinsic curvature. The general equation for semi-relativistic matter can also be obtained this way, but it is moreeasily derived from the ADM formulation of the energy and momentum conservation laws for type-matter:en[�]�K(�+ p)� (K 0)IJ�IJ + (3)rIJI(e)+ 2JI(e) (3)rI lnN =Xps pnS ;en[JI(e)]�KJI(e) � 2(K 0)IJ�IJ + (3)rJ (p (3)gIJ +�IJ )+ ((�+ p) (3)gIJ +�IJ )(3)rJ lnN + JJ(e) (3)rJN I =Xps pIS :The physical interpretation of the di�erent terms is clear.The perturbed energy and momentum conservation equations for nr-type particles follow from eqs. (B7). Moregenerally, we shall keep in the terms of order �p=�� to have a generally valid result:��type3(��+ �p)type �en[�type] + 3�en[']� (3)r2(	v;type +	�)+ �H (�p� �p�)type(��+ �p)type = Pps pnStype � pnStype(1 + �type)(��+ �p)type ; (B8)��type(��+ �p)type en[(1 + �ptype��type )	v;type]� 3 �H �ptype��type	v;type= � + (�p)type(��+ �p)type + ( 23 (3)r2 + 13 (3)R)�ptype�t;type(��+ �p)type� (3)r�2(3)rIPps pn �Stype pIpn + Stype (3)rI	v;type�(��+ �p)type : (B9)The perturbed energy conservation equations for the total energy and momentum are the same, except that the sumsover sources Stot vanish: the total energy and momentum are conserved.The nonrelativistic limit of eq. (B9) is �ptype=��type ! 0, pn ! mnr. The energy equation, eq. (B8), is handled bywriting �nr = nnr(mnr + �nr), where mnr, nnr and �nr are the mass, number density and thermal energy per nr-typeparticle. Terms of zeroth order in m�1nr give the number conservation equation and terms of �rst order give the thermalenergy conservation law, which is just d�nr + pnrdn�1nr = Tnrdsnr, where dsnr denotes the entropy generation in thenr-matter in time d� , Tnr the temperature. These laws are:�en[�n;nr] + 3�en[']� (3)r2(	v;nr +	�) = �n�1nr Xps (�Snr � Snr�n;nr); (B10)�en[��nr]� �pnr�en[�n;nr] + 3 �H�n�1nr ((�p)nr � �pnr�n;nr)= �n�1nr Xps p22mnr (�Snr � Snr�n;nr) : (B11)�en[	v;nr] = � + (�p)nrmnr�nnr + ( 23 (3)r2 + 13 (3)R)�pnr�t;nrmnr�nnr110



� �n�1nr (3)r�2(3)rIXps � pImnr �Snr +� pImnr + 3rI	v;nr�Snr�: (B12)For cold dark matter we only need eq. (B10) and eq. (B12), and this is all we need for baryons as well if the baryonicpressure and heating can be neglected, which is the case if we only wish to follow the development of primaryanisotropies. 3. The transport of extremely relativistic particlesWe now turn back to the transport equation to apply it to radiative transfer. Instead of using qI , we shall changeto q; q̂I and de�ne a derivative with respect to q̂I = q̂I by@@qI � q̂I @@q + q�1 @@q̂I : (B13)The reason for this separation is that while terms involving derivatives with respect to q̂I are very relevant for thebending of light, i.e., lensing, they are not relevant for most issues in primary and secondary anisotropy development(they can contribute if there is large scale mean curvature). We shall call the source associated with the �rst termStSW and the source associated with the second Stbend. Note that q̂I@=@q̂I = 0. Instead of repeating the Boltzmannequation, we shall write this in terms of the �t notation introduced in section III A:1 +�t � (q=Tc�)= ln(f�1t � 1) ; (+) BE ; (�) FD ;en[�t] + qqn q̂I 1Ae�I [�t] = �N�1(GtSW + Gtbend + GtC) ; (B14)�N�1GtSW = �1 +�t � @�t@ ln q��q̂K q̂JeK� ifen[e i�J ] + 1N e�J [N i]g� qnq q̂J 1Ae�J [lnN ] + qqn q̂J 1Ae�J [ln
]� en[ln(A=
)]� ; (B15)�N�1Gtbend = @�t@q̂I ��IJ � q̂I q̂J��qnq 1Ae�J [lnN ]� qqn 1Ae�J [lnA]� q̂KeK� ifen[e i�J ] + 1N e�J [N i]g+ qqn q̂K q̂M 1AeK� ife�J [e i�M ]� e�M [e i�J ]g� (B16)�N�1Gt;source � S[ft] (1 + �t)2(q=Tc�)(fc +�ft)(1� (fc +�ft)) : (B17)For light massive neutrinos and photons whose spectrum is frequency dependent, it is better to use either (1+�t)�1or ln �f�1t � 1�, which is akin to a dimensionless generalized chemical potential, for the transport.For massless er-particles, the components of the stress{energy tensor are related to �t by��er��er ; per�per ; JI(e)er��er ; �IJ��er � = Z d
q̂4� (1 + �t)4f1; 1; q̂I ; q̂I q̂J � 13�IJg :The radiation brightness perturbation is de�ned to be ���1er d�er=(d
q̂=4�).In [194,2], I used 
 = A = �a, conformal time, �N = �a, and a triad orthogonal to linear order in the metricperturbation hij = �a�2( (3)gij � (3)�gij), where (3)�gij is the unperturbed (at) spatial metric:eI� i = �I� i + 12hIi ; e i�I = � i�I � 12h iI ; (3)�gij = �a2�ij : (B18)Raising and lowering of indices is here done with respect to �IJ = eI � eJ . We now concentrate on massless particletransport (qn = q) in a at unperturbed Universe for which the bending source is of second order, take 
 = A = �aand assume �t is q-independent, as for Thomson scattering of a Planck distribution. To linear order in h�� and �t,eq. (B15) can be written as 111



GtSW = �N �q̂K q̂JeK� ifen[e i�J ] + 1N e�J [N i]g � q̂J 1Ae�J [lnN ]�= �q̂iq̂j 12 _hij + q̂iq̂j@jh0i + 12 q̂j@jh00 (= _�t + q̂i@i�t) : (B19)4. momentum space gauge transformationsThere are two kinds of gauge transformations that operate on ft, coordinate and momentum. For Thomsonscattering problems, we usually restrict ourselves to classes of momenta for which @ft=@� vanishes in the unperturbedstate, so ft is a function only of q; in that case, �ft changes only under momentum gauge transformations. However,since we usually tie the momentum variable choice to the coordinate system choice (using a triad eI perpendicularto the ow of time), the two are intimately related. We now discuss the general situation, where we allow the newmomenta to be arbitrary functions of the old: qInew(qJold). This accompanies the transformations of time, �new =�old + T , and space, xinew = xiold + Li, coordinates.The class of momentum transformations we have been discussing so far are conformal transformations of an or-thonormal basis, hence qanew = 
Labqbold, where Lab is a Lorentz transformation. We can therefore identify a velocityvector v, a gamma factor  = (1� v � v)�1=2 and a rotation matrix RIJ such thatqInew = 
new
old RIJ(qJold � qnoldvJ + ( � 1)qold � v̂vJ ) : (B20)The old hypersurface as seen on the new hypersurface is moving with velocity v. To linear order, we have the followingtransformations qnew = (1 + � ln
)R(qold � qnoldv) ; (B21)qnew = qold + qold� ln
� qnold q̂old � v̂ v ; (B22)q̂new = R�q̂old � qnoldqold (v � q̂old � vq̂old)� ; (B23)�ftnew = �ftold � q @ �f@q qnew � qoldqold � �@ �f@� T� (B24)= �ftold � q @ �f@q�� ln
� qnoldqold q̂old � v̂v�� �@ �f@� T�; (B25)�tnew = �told + qnew � qoldqold= �old +�� ln
� qnoldqold q̂old � v̂v�+ � @ �f=@�@ �f=@ ln q T� : (B26)Notice that it is only the redshifting associated with the conformal factor or relative ow that enters in the transfor-mation of f . If we restrict ourselves to the class of comoving momenta, then the terms in square brackets vanish.We know how the velocity v and the scale factor transform (�anew = �aold + �H �NT ). Although we have restrictedourselves to momenta that have 
 reducing to �a in the unperturbed case, we have some freedom in deciding how(�a�1
) transforms. Therefore, for the combined coordinate and gauge transformation of the radiation distributionfunction for scalar and tensor perturbations we have�(S)tnew = �(S)told + �H �NT + q̂I (3)rI �NT + �ln� (�a�1
)new(�a�1
)old ��(S) ;�(T )tnew = �(T )told + �ln� (�a�1
)new(�a�1
)old ��(T ) : (B27)For the most common choice for 
, namely 
 = �a, we see that, as expected, the angle average of 4�(S)t transformsas a density perturbation and the �rst moment with respect to q̂I transforms as a velocity, while all higher moments,including that for the anisotropic stress, are gauge invariant. And �(T )t is gauge invariant. Looking at eq. (A37), wesee that the following quantity is gauge invariant, 112



�(S)t � �H	� � q̂I�eI [	�] = �(S)tL ; (B28)as are many other combinations. Equation (B28) relates the distribution function in the longitudinal gauge to thatin the synchronous gauge.A pure momentum gauge transformation with �a�1
old = 1 and �a�1
new = e� gives �new = �old + �. This turnsout to be a more relevant combination for the longitudinal gauge. The synchronous gauge combination is:�(S)tS + � � q̂I@I _ = �(S)tL + �L : (B29)When we solve the transport equations in the synchronous gauge, it is this quantity which free-streams after thephotons have decoupled [88].The momentum gauge transformation can be quite decoupled from coordinate transformations: it is worthwhileto show explicitly the remarkable exibility that it allows. We can discuss this entirely in terms of �a�1
 which wenow allow to be an arbitrary function of q; q̂I . In particular, it can be expanded in spherical harmonics to induce thefollowing transformation: ln(�a�1
)new = ln(�a�1
)old +X̀m z`m(qold;x; �)Y`m(q̂old) ; (B30)�new = �old +X̀m z`m(qold)Y`m(q̂) : (B31)We are therefore allowed to perform gauge transformations on �t beyond ` = 0; 1 if we wish, although these are notconnected to coordinate transformations. Indeed, it appears to be possible to use the momentum transformation tocompletely remove the distribution function perturbation. Of course, tensor, octopole and higher multipoles in themomentum gauge transformation modify the transport operator: GtSW transforms as well and if we allow an order `term to appear in �t, the q̂j@j�t term in the transport operator will induce a term of order `+1 in q̂ in GtSW . SinceGtSW and the Compton source function have terms that are at most quadratic in q̂, it would seem wise not to induceterms cubic and higher order in q̂. This restricts the class of momentum transformations on �t to have only ` = 0; 1terms. Consider how we would get the combination eq. (B29) in the synchronous gauge: we would make a pure mo-mentum gauge transformation, ln(�a�1
)new = � � q̂I@I _ . In practice one doesn't usually think of it this way. Ratherone takes the transport operator and GtSW and shu�es terms from the right-hand side to the left-hand side if it looksconvenient to do so. That is how we decided that the combination �tS + � � q̂I@I _ was useful computationally [88].If we change the momentum variables for one species, but not another, then the interpretation becomes morecomplicated. For example, we should require that such physically meaningful quantities as the entropy per baryonperturbation 34� � �B and the relative velocity v � vB be gauge invariant under the combination of spacetime andmomentum coordinate changes. However, all species present will have distribution functions, and they can all betransformed. Thus, for example, just as the photon density transforms to � + 4� under �a�1
 = e� , so the baryondensity transforms to �B + 3�.For the at unperturbed case, we can do a Fourier expansion of the distribution function and the Sachs{Wolfesource. In the frame in which k is taken to be along the 3-axis and (�; �) are the polar angles, the Sachs{Wolfe sourceterms under the standard momentum gauge choice are(
 = �a) scalar: G(S)tSW = �ik�� � _'� �2k2�a�1	� ; � = k̂ � q̂ ; (B32)tensor: G(T )tSW = � 12 q̂iq̂j _hTTij= �(1� �2)�eG(T+)tSW cos(2�) + eG(T�)tSW sin(2�)� ;eG(T�)tSW = 12 _h(T�) ; _h(T+) = 12 ( _h11 � _h22) ; _h(T�) = _h12 : (B33)There is of course no e�ect on the polarization components. Under a further pure momentum transformation, thedistribution function and Sachs{Wolfe scalar terms transform to:
 = �a�1 + � + @�a�1	�@� � q̂i@i�a�1	�� ; (B34)e�(S)t = �(S)t + � + @�a�1	�@� � q̂i@i�a�1	� ; (B35)eG(S)tSW = _� � _'+ @2�a�1	�@�2 ; (B36)while the tensor terms remain invariant. 113



APPENDIX C: POLARIZED TRANSPORT FOR THOMSON SCATTERING1. The polarization matrix and Stokes parametersThe o�-diagonal components fs2s1 ; s2 6= s1, of the distribution function contain phase information, describingthe probability amplitude for propagation from a state of spin s1 to a state of spin s2. For photons, there are twopolarizations, hence a 2� 2 \polarization matrix" [257] transverse to q̂ 
 q̂ is required for photons in the direction q̂.Consider linear polarization. If we expand the polarization distribution function in terms of the basis consisting ofthe Pauli matrices �(i), i = 1; 2; 3 and the identity �(0) = diag(1; 1),(fss0 ) = 3X�=0 12f(�)�(�) ; (C1)then the 4 real distribution functions f(�) correspond to conventional Stokes parameters, except that they are de�nedfor distribution functions, as described in section III:f(0) = ft ; f(1) = fU ; f(2) = fV ; f(3) = fQ : (C2)By using polarization vectors one can de�ne an object in the combined position and momentum space, f , which hasproperties similar to a spatial tensor of rank two for �xed momentum. Consider a photon travelling in the directionq̂ and two polarization vectors "1;2 perpendicular to q̂ and to each other. The "A will be functions of q̂ and possiblyof x or k. To make a tensor out of the 2� 2 matrix, f(�)�(�)=2, we use the tensor product basisEt = 12 ("1 
 "1 + "2 
 "2) ; EQ = 12 ("1 
 "1 � "2 
 "2) ;EU = 12 ("1 
 "2 + "2 
 "1) ; EV = � 12 i("1 
 "2 � "2 
 "1) ;i:e:; E(�) = XA;B=1;2 12�AB(�) "A 
 "B : (C3)For observations, the basis "A(q̂;x; �) would, for given q̂, be de�ned with some axis convention on the celestial sphere;the tensor f =P3�=0 f(�)E(�) is independent of polarization basis orientation, with f(�) transforming under rotationof the polarization basis in a complementary way to E(�). It is useful to also use a polarization basis whose orientationis de�ned with respect to eigenmode variables in the expansion eq. (147). For the at case, a wavenumber k can beused to label the eigenfunctions, "A(q̂; k̂; �) can be a function of k̂, independent of x, and a mode expansion can bemade: f = wXMk f (M)(�) E(�)QkM(x; �)akM + cc : (C4)We can also expand f in the basis feIg of the time hypersurfaces, f = f IJeI 
 eJ , which makes the spatial tensoraspect manifest. Just as (3)gij is expanded in scalar, vector, and tensor modes, so can fij . For scalar perturbations,we project onto �ij and k̂ik̂j � 13�ij . As we show below, we can choose "2 ? k̂ as well as ? q̂, which implies f (S)U = 0and f (S)V = 0. For tensor perturbations, we project using E(T�)ij of eq. (170):f (T )ij = w X(�)=t;Q;U;V X�=+;�Xk ef (T�)(�) E(T�) � E(�)E(�) � E(�) E(T�)ij eik�xak(T�) + cc : (C5)The quantities ef (T�)(�) or equivalently e�(T�)(�) are the natural mode functions for tensor perturbations. These are evaluatedin section C 6.Thomson scattering is conservative, hence in the comoving frame of the baryons, the photon energy out equals thephoton energy in. The scattering function that enters the Boltzmann transport equation can then be written asSs2s1(x; �; q; q̂) =�Xs01s02�Z d
q̂0Rs2s1;s02s01(x; �; q; q̂ ! q̂0)fs2s1(x; �; q; q̂)� Z d
q̂0Rs02s01;s2s1(x; �; q; q̂0 ! q̂)fs02s01(x; �; q; q̂0)� :114



Denote the total scattering rate (per unit conformal time) by��1C � ne�T a =Xs01s02 Z d
q̂0Rs2s1;s02s01(x; �; q; q̂ ! q̂0) (C6)and de�ne a phase function byPs02s01;s2s1(x; � ; q̂0 ! q̂) � 4��CRs02s01;s2s1(x; �; q; q̂0 ! q̂) (C7)(independent of the magnitude of q for Thompson scattering). Instead of proceeding with the polarization matrixlanguage, let us go over into the Stokes parameter language, noting that we can expand any symmetric matrix in spinspace in terms of �(�), Ss2s1 = S(�) �(�)2 ; (C8)in particular, we can expand the source function. The phase function P (�)(�) maps the distribution from a q̂0-orthogonalsystem to a q̂-orthogonal system. We can then writeS(�)(x; �; q; q̂) = ���1C �f(�)(x; �; q; q̂)+ Z d
q̂04� P (�)(�) (x; �; q̂0 ! q̂)f(�)(x; �; q; q̂0)� : (C9)Our goal is therefore to calculate P (�)(�) , or equivalently the spatial tensor mapP = 3X�;�=0P (�)(�)E(�)(q̂;x; �)
 E(�)(q̂;x; �) (C10)expressed in terms of sky orientation (or via mode expansions).The calculation of P (�)(�) is done through a sequence of \rotations" of the Stokes parameters which progressivelytake us: from (1) a linear polarization basis E01;2 perpendicular to the photon direction q̂0 before the scattering andreferred to the sky reference frame; through (2) a linear polarization basis "01;2 in a plane perpendicular to q̂0, which,for convenience also has "02 perpendicular to k̂; into (3) a polarization basis e01;2 in a plane ? q̂0, and also e02 ? q̂,a natural basis for action on the distribution function by the scattering phase matrix, with the result re-expressedin terms of a new polarization basis e1;2 spanning a plane ? q̂ with e2 ? q̂0; through (4) a linear polarization basis"1;2 in a plane perpendicular to q̂ with "2 perpendicular to k̂ as well; and, �nally, into (5) a linear polarization basisE1;2 in a plane perpendicular to q̂ referred to the sky reference frame. The transformations are all designed to getthe distribution function into the correct form for step (3), in which the familiar action of Thomson scattering oflight linearly polarized in a direction perpendicular and parallel to the scattering plane (that spanned by q̂0 and q̂)can be performed. The bases in steps (2) and (4) are suited to the free transport between scatters, since they area natural polarization basis for the independent modes of the system. The rotations (1), (2), (3) leave f(q̂0;x; �)invariant and the rotations (3), (4), (5) leave f(q̂;x; �) invariant, with the entire action of the scatter expressible asthe transformation step from q̂0 to q̂, in terms of the mapping P(q̂0 ! q̂):P(q̂0 ! q̂) = 34 (1 + (q̂0 � q̂)2)f(e2(q̂)
 e2(q̂))
 (e02(q̂0)
 e02(q̂0))g+ 34 2q̂0 � q̂ 12f(e1(q̂)
 e2(q̂))
 (e02(q̂0)
 e01(q̂0))+ (e2(q̂)
 e1(q̂))
 (e01(q̂0)
 e02(q̂0))g : (C11)This relatively simple expression demonstrates the utility of the f approach, although for it to be usable e0A andeA must be expressed in terms of the mode-bases "0A and "A and sky-bases E0A and EA, which is where the worklies. Chandrasekhar [199] develops the Stokes parameter equations in his section on Rayleigh scattering, which hasthe same angular scattering dependence as Thomson scattering, by doing these rotations, but using a more classicallanguage and approach.The full sequence of operations can be expressed in terms of a total phase tensor115



P (�)(�) = [P5](�)(�) [P4](�)(�)[Pscat]()(�)[P2](�)()[P1](�)(�) ; (C12)acting on the distribution function f(�)(x; �; q̂0). However, since the computational method to solve the transportequation uses the modes of the system, f(�)(k; �; q̂0), we actually do not need to do step (1).In linear perturbation theory for an Einstein{deSitter Universe, the modes are plane waves, labelled by the comovingwavevector k. A linear polarization basis in which "02 is perpendicular to k̂ as well as q̂0 is ( [88], Appendix 5)"02 = k̂ � q̂0(1� (k̂ � q̂0)2)1=2 ; "01 = q̂0 � "02 = k̂ � (k̂ � q̂0)q̂0(1� (k̂ � q̂0)2)1=2 : (C13)Thus f"01; "02; q̂0g is an othonormal triad for the incoming photon state. For given k̂ and q̂0, the incoming Stoke'sparameters are in this coordinate system. Similarly, f"1; "2; q̂g with q̂ replacing q̂0 in eq. (C13) is an appropriate triadfor the outgoing (scattered) photon state, but after the polarizing action of the scatter is taken into account.In the scattering frame, we de�nee01 = q̂ � q̂ � q̂0q̂0(1� (q̂ � q̂0)2)1=2 ; e02 = e01 � q̂0 = q̂ � q̂0(1� (q̂ � q̂0)2)1=2 : (C14)Thus, e01 = q̂0� e02 and, very importantly, e02 is ? q̂, i.e., is perpendicular to the scattering plane. By interchanging q̂0and q̂ we get the outgoing triad fe1; e2; q̂g, with polarization basis di�ering from the incoming one by sign changes:e2 � �e02 ; e1 = q̂ � e2 : (C15)The angular dependence of Thomson scattering on the Stokes parameters is described by the phase tensor[Pscat](0)(0) = [Pscat](3)(3) = 32 (1 + (q̂ � q̂0)2)=2 ;[Pscat](0)(3) = [Pscat](3)(0) = � 32 (1� (q̂ � q̂0)2)=2 ;[Pscat](1)(1) = [Pscat](2)(2) = 32 q̂ � q̂0 : (C16)The rest of the components vanish, thanks to the particular e01; e02 basis choice with e02 perpendicular to the scatteringplane. This gives eq. (C11).But we wish to use the incoming mode-basis, "01;2 and outgoing basis "1;2. A rotation about the direction q̂0 by anangle  0 takes "01;2 into e01;2, wherecos 0 = "02 � e02 = "01 � e01 = k̂ � q̂ � k̂ � q̂0q̂ � q̂0(1� (q̂ � q̂0)2)1=2(1� (k̂ � q̂0)2)1=2 : (C17)The e�ect of the basis change on f(�)(k; q̂0; �) is encoded in the action of the 2� 2 rotation matrixei 0�(2) = cos( 0)�(0) + sin( 0)i�(2) = � cos( 0) sin( 0)� sin( 0) cos( 0) � (C18)acting on the left of the polarization matrix and its inverse (adjoint) acting on the right:12 ([P2](�)(�)f(�))�(�) = ei 0�(2) 12f(�)(k; q̂0; �)�(�) e�i 0�(2) ;[P2](0)(0) = [P2](2)(2) = 1 ;[P2](3)(3) = [P2](1)(1) = cos(2 0) ; [P2](3)(1) = �[P2](1)(3) = sin(2 0) :The rest of the [P2](�)(�) vanish. The rotation by angle  from the triad fe1; e2; q̂g to the triad f"1; "2; q̂g gives a phasetensor [P4](�)(�) identical in form to [P2](�)(�) if we replace  0 by � , where cos is similar to eq. (C17) with q̂ and q̂0interchanged.We now have all of the ingredients to get P (�)(�) = [P4](�)(�)[Pscat]()(�)[P2](�)(). To make the form useful, we need to expressq̂; q̂0; k̂ in some coordinate basis. Let us choose polar coordinates with k̂ the pole and q̂ = (�; �) and q̂0 = (�0; �0). P (�)(�)116



is then a function of � = k̂ � q̂, �0 = k̂ � q̂0, and q̂ � q̂0 = p1� �2p1� (�0)2 cos(� � �0) + ��0. The phase tensor canbe expanded in terms of cos(m(� � �0)), sin(m(� � �0)), where m = 0; 1; 2 terms appear. Thus we have a sequenceof products such as cos(m�) cos(m�0) and cos(m�) sin(m�0). The conventional approach is to expand the incomingdistribution function (or equivalently the temperature uctuation �(�)) in cos(m�0) and sin(m�0) terms and theoutgoing distribution in cos(m�) and sin(m�) terms; i.e., into scalar and tensor terms, and vector terms denoted by\vec" which we ignore: �t(q̂;k) = �(S)t (�) + vec +�(T+)t (�) cos(2�) + �(T�)t (�) sin(2�)�Q(q̂;k) = �(S)Q (�) + vec + �(T+)Q (�) cos(2�) + �(T�)Q(�) sin(2�)�U (q̂;k) = �(S)U (�) + vec��(T+)U (�) sin(2�) + �(T�)U (�) cos(2�)�V (q̂;k) = �(S)V (�) + vec��(T+)V (�) sin(2�) + �(T�)V (�) cos(2�) (C19)In the same way, we can also expand the source function S(�) for f(�) { or G(�) for �(�), de�ningG(S)(�) (�);G(V c;s)(�) (�);G(T +;�)(�) (�). The reason for the di�erent sin and cos combinations for �(T+)U ;�(T+)Q is that thephase tensor expansion couples + to + and � to � but not + to �: i.e., the modes are independent. Using the3-tensor � and the 3-tensor map P, we do not go through this intermediate step of de�ning �(Tf+;�g)(�) , but rathergo directly to variables e�(Tf+;�g)(�) , which have a further � dependence removed from them. For �(S)(�) there is nodi�erence.To calculate the polarization a detector would observe, we must choose a �xed frame on the sky, say Galactocentriccoordinates. Since �q̂ points outward in the radial direction, the two polarization vectors on the sky E1; E2 = E1� q̂form an orthonormal basis for the celestial sphere. An angle  k de�nes the rotation to f"1; "2g. It is the anglebetween the �xed E1 and k?, where k? = k� k � q̂q̂, is, as we look out upon a speci�c spot on the celestial sphere,the projection of k onto it. The phase tensor [P5](�)(�) is identical in form to [P4](�)(�) with  replaced by  k which actson �(�)(k; q̂; �) to give �t(q̂; here; now) = Z d3k(2�)3�t(k; q̂; �0);�Q(q̂; here; now) = Z d3k(2�)3 (�Q(k; q̂; �0) cos(2 k) + �U sin(2 k));�U (q̂; here; now) = Z d3k(2�)3 (��Q(k; q̂; �0) sin(2 k) + �U cos(2 k));�V (q̂; here; now) = Z d3k(2�)3�V (k; q̂; �0):cos(2 k) = �E2iE2j (k̂i � k̂ � q̂q̂i)(k̂j � k̂ � q̂q̂j)� �imn�jrsq̂mq̂rk̂nk̂s(1� (k̂ � q̂)2) ;sin(2 k) = �E2iE2j (k̂j � k̂ � q̂q̂j)�imnq̂mk̂n(1� (k̂ � q̂)2) ; (C20)where the summation convention on repeated indices has been used and �imn is the completely antisymmetric Levi{Cevita symbol. Because of the k dependence of the phases implicit in �Q(q̂;k; �0), etc. we cannot do the  kintegration in eq. (C20). A strategy for making small angle polarization maps using this formula and knowledge ofthe polarization power spectrum is described in [88]. 117



2. Scalar perturbation source termsa. Thomson source functionsFor the scalar components of the phase function, we have[PS ](0)(0) = 38 [3� �2 � (�0)2 + 3�2(�0)2] ;[PS ](3)(0) = 38 [3�2 � 1][(�0)2 � 1] ; [PS ](0)(3) = 38 [�2 � 1][3(�0)2 � 1] ;[PS ](3)(3) = 38 [3� 3�2 � 3(�0)2 + 3�2(�0)2] ; [PS ](2)(2) = 34��0 ;with the rest vanishing. In terms of an expansion of �(S)t and �(S)Q in angular moments, �(S)t` and �(S)Q` , with respectto Legendre polynomials [88]�(S)t;Q;U;V (q̂;k; �) = X̀(2`+ 1) (�i)`�(S)t;Q;U;V `(k; �)P`(q̂ � k̂) ; (C21)we have �CG(S)tC = ��(S)t +�(S)t0 � 12P2(k̂ � q̂) (�(S)t2 +�(S)Q2 +�(S)Q0 ) ; (C22)�CG(S)QC = ��(S)Q + 12 (1� P2(k̂ � q̂)) (�(S)Q0 +�(S)t2 +�(S)Q2 ) ; (C23)�CG(S)UC = 0 ; (C24)�CG(S)V C = ��(S)V + 34 k̂ � q̂�(S)V 1 : (C25)This equation was derived in the comoving baryon gauge, but the transformation of �(S)t ��(S)t0 to a frame in whichthe baryons are moving with velocity v(S)B can be done using eq. (B26), which only modi�es eq. (C22):�CG(S)tC = ��(S)t +�(S)t0 + q̂ � v(S)B � 12P2(�)(�(S)t2 +�(S)Q2 +�(S)Q0 ) : (C26)In eq. (C26), the source term proportional to �(S)t2 arises because of the angular dependence of Thomson scattering.This quadrupole anisotropy is also responsible for the generation of polarization. The Sachs{Wolfe source term G(S)tSWis given by eq. (B32); G(S)Q;U;V SW all vanish. Since �(S)V = 0 in the early Universe and there is no coupling throughG(S)V C nor through gravity to excite it, it remains zero and an evolution equation for V is unnecessary. Although�(S)U (q̂;k; �) also vanishes, hence the power spectrum dC(S)U` =d ln k = 0, �(S)U (q̂;x; �) does not vanish since it appearswhen one rotates from the polarization basis �xed by q̂; k̂ to one de�ned relative to sky coordinates: �(S)U (q̂;x; �) isa random �eld determined from the nonzero power spectrum 12dC(S)Q` =d ln k. (See eq. (C20).)b. The moment equations for photonsThe moment equations are explicitly (for at universes, see section C 4 for nonat modi�cations):` = 0 _�(S)t0 + k�(S)t1 = � _'� 13k2�a�1	� ;` = 1 _�(S)t1 � k( 13�(S)t0 � 23�(S)t2 )= k 13� � ne�T a (�(S)t1 � 13 k̂ � iv(S)B ) ;` = 2 _�(S)t2 � k( 25�(S)t1 � 35�(S)t3 )= 215k2�a�1	� � ne�T a 110 (9�(S)t2 ��(S)Q0 ��(S)Q2 ) ;` �> 3 _�(S)t` � k� `2`+ 1�(S)t(`�1) � `+ 12`+ 1�(S)t(`+1)� = �ne�T a�(S)t` : (C27)118



The moment equations for the polarization are:` = 0 _�(S)Q0 + k�(S)Q1 = �ne�T a 12 (�(S)Q0 ��(S)Q2 ��(S)t2 ) ;` = 1 _�(S)Q1 � k( 13�(S)Q0 � 23�(S)Q2 ) = �ne�T a�(S)Q1 ;` = 2 _�(S)Q2 � k( 25�(S)Q1 � 35�(S)Q3 )= �ne�Ta 110 (9�(S)Q2 ��(S)Q0 ��(S)t2 ) ;` �> 3 _�(S)Q` � k� `2`+ 1�(S)Q(`�1) � `+ 12`+ 1�(S)Q(`+1)�= �ne�Ta�(S)Q` : (C28)We can rewrite the ` = 0; 1 photon and neutrino moment equations using photon{uid potentials:14 _� + _'+ 13k2�a�1(	v; +	�) = 0 ; (C29)�a�1 _	v; � �H	v; � ( 14� + �) + 16k2�t; = �ne�T	v;B ; (C30)relative velocity potential: 	v;B � 	v; �	v;B : (C31)The photon density, velocity potential, isotropic pressure ((�p)) and anisotropic stress (�t;) perturbations are relatedto the low order moments by�(S)t0 = �4 = (�p)4�p ; �(S)t1 = k	v;3�a ; �(S)t2 = k2�t;12 : (C32)Under (
 = �a)-gauge transformations, � and 	v; can change, but �t; , �(S)t` for ` �> 2, �(S)t;`�>2 � �(S)t ��(S)t0 +3iq̂ �k̂�(S)t1 , and �(S)Q` for ` �> 0 do not. c. CDM and baryon transportThese are coupled to the equations for the other types of matter present. The equations for cold dark matter andfor the baryons are of the form of eqs. (B10), (B12), with the proper Thomson scattering coupling included in thelatter case. CDM: 13 _�cdm + _'+ 13k2�a�1(	v;cdm +	�) = 0 ; (C33)�a�1 _	v;cdm = � ; (C34)baryons: 13 _�B + _'+ 13k2�a�1(	v;B +	�) = 0 ; (C35)�a�1 _	v;B = � + ne�T �a 43 ��B �a�1	v;B : (C36)Overall momentum conservation of the photon{baryon uid determines the form of the Compton drag. The baryonpressure and anisotropic stress from electron{ion viscosity have been neglected. In dealing with the combined photonplus baryon system, as well as 	v;B, it is useful to consider the equations for the entropy per baryon and for themomentum current of the combined ( +B)-uid:entropy per baryon: �s � 34� � �B ; (C37)_�s + k2�a�1	v;B = 0 ; (C38)�a�1 _	v;B � �H(yB	v;B +	v;(+B))= �(yB�C)�1 �a�1	v;B + 14 (� � 23k2�t;) ; (C39)( +B) vel. potential: 	+B = (�� + �p)	v; + ��B	v;B(�� + �p + ��B) ; (C40)��B�a�1@���43 ����B + 1�	v;(+B)�= (�p) � 23k3�p�t; + ( 43 �� + ��B)� ;where yB � ��B�� + �p + ��B = �43 ����B + 1��1 : (C41)119



The entropy generation equation, eq. (C38), takes the form of a conservation law. The combined momentum currentdissipates only because of the viscous anisotropic stresses in �t; = �t;(+B). In computations, we evolve 	v;B insteadof 	v; . We shall see that 	v;B goes to zero linearly with �C at high redshift (section C 3a). For isocurvature baryonperturbations, �s is a useful variable to solve for [215], while for isocurvature CDM perturbations, the manifestlygauge invariant 34� � �cdm and �B � �cdm are useful for small k, but not for large k [214].d. The transport of massless neutrinosMassless neutrinos and any other freely-streaming extremely relativistic particles (denoted by fer) obey the sametransport equation as for the photons, except there is of course no Thomson scattering source, and usually the spin(or mixing of neutrino types as in oscillations) does not need to be treated. If they are stable, then, once neutrinoscattering is negligible when the temperature drops below an MeV, only the Sachs{Wolfe source term needs to beincluded. The initial conditions at time �i (assumed to be � �eq , i.e., safely in the er-dominated regime) for theneutrino distribution function are found by expanding it to order k�i, which implies only terms up to ` = 3 areneeded, �fer �P3̀=0(2`+1)(�i)`�fer;`P`(q̂ � k̂). For example, for adiabatic perturbations in the synchronous gaugethe initial conditions are�fer(k; �; �i) � 14�fer;i (� + 3(1� �)�2)(1� ik��i=3) ;�fer;0(k; �i) � 14�fer;i ;�a�1	v;fer(k; �i) = 3�fer;1=k = 9� 4�60 �fer;i �i ;�fer;2 = 112k2�t;fer = �1� �10 �fer;i ; �fer;3=k = �1� �70 �fer;i �i ;� � 5��(�i) + 9��fer;tot(�i)15��(�i) + 19��fer;tot(�i) : (C42)Here ��fer;tot(�i) is the total density of extremely relativistic particles that are freely streaming at time �i. For threerelativistic neutrino species, ��fer;tot(�i)= ��(�i) = 3� 2� (7=16)� (4=11)4=3 = 0:6813 and � = 0:3984. The startingtime is assumed to be � �eq , i.e., safely in the er-dominated regime. These initial conditions contrast with those forthe tightly coupled photons: with �C(�i) � 0, we have �;t;0 = 14�;i, 	v;B;i � 0, �a�1	v; � �a�1	v;B � 112�;i�i,and �;t;` � 0 for ` �> 2. As well, �s � 0, hence �B;i � 34�;i. For CDM, the de�ning condition of the synchronousgauge is 	v;cdm = 0, and the density perturbation starts o� the same as that for baryons, �cdm;i = 34�;i. The initialconditions for the metric variables in this gauge are _' = � 12��;i��1i , k2�a�1	� = � 32 (1 � �)�;i��1i . (The initialconditions for the relativistic neutrinos follow from expanding the past-history integration, eq. (C44) given below.)e. Hot and warm dark matter transportFor scalar perturbations and hot or warm dark matter@� [�hdm] + i qqn k q̂ � k̂ �N�a �hdm = (GhdmSW + Ghdmcurv) ; (C43)G(S)hdmSW = �i qnq q̂ � k� � _'� (q̂ � k)2�a�1	� ; qn =pq2 +m2�a2:It is the semi-relativistic stage, when q=qn is not simply unity or q=(m�a), that creates the di�culty. Thus, it isperhaps worthwhile to make a brief aside on the numerical methods used in [134,2,232,252,258,254,259{261] to solvecollisionless damping equations for semi-relativistic particles. Just as for photons, a hierarchy of moment equationscan be written for �hdm;`;�wdm;`. For massless neutrinos, the moment expansion became our preferred method in[134]. For hot and warm dark matter, the number of equations to be solved is the product of the number of multipolesthat are being followed times the number of momentum groups, which then must be summed over with appropriateweights to get the neutrino stress{energy tensor for the source side of Einstein's equations. In [194], we describedan e�cient Gauss{Legendre integration method using as the integration variable g, where dg = �(x@ �f=@x)x2 dx,x � q=(�a �Thdm), which gives all momentum groups signi�cant weights in the energy group sum: 24 groups give accurateresults. The moment expansion with truncation is called the \P{N" method, and it requires many moments to give120



accurate results amd so is expensive. However, with a a suitable boundary condition in ` space, Lithwick and I [260]showed that high precision can be achieved with just 20 moments for high k and 10 moments for low k, a very modestnumerical cost. One can also lower the number of multipoles to 2 in the very nonrelativistic regime. This seems tobe the best approach to this problem now [259{261]. Another method is to discretize the BTE in angle as well asenergy, which reduces the problem to a set of ODEs with total number equal to the number of momentum groupstimes the number of angular bins. Durrer [258] used this \S{N" method to solve for massive neutrino transport.In Bond and Szalay [194] and subsequent work on hot and hot/cold models [134,232,2], we adopted a history-integration method. Since this is very di�erent than the moment approach I shall discuss it in a little detail. Weare not interested in the detailed angular distribution of neutrinos as we are for photons, but only in the density,pressure, velocity, anisotropic stress and the action these have upon the metric variables. The transport equation canbe integrated and low order moments taken, which expresses the result in terms of momentum integrals of sphericalBessel functions with momentum-dependent arguments:�hdm;`(q; k; �) = Dhdm;`(q; k; �) � Z ��i d� 0� _'(k; � 0)j`(k��)+ k2�a�1	�(k; � 0)� 2`(`+ 1)� 1(2`� 1)(2`+ 3)j`(k��)� (`� 1)`(2`� 1)(2`+ 1)j`�2(k��)� (`+ 1)(`+ 2)(2`+ 1)(2`+ 3)j`+2(k��)�� k qnq �(k; � 0)� `(2`+ 1)j`�1(k��)� `+ 1(2`+ 1)j`+1(k��)�� ; (C44)�� = �(q; �) � �(q; � 0) ; where �(q; �) = Z �0 d� qpq2 +m2�a2 ;�� = Z �0 d� hqiqhqi2 +m2�a2 ; hqmi = R q2+mdq �fR q2dq �f ; m = 1; 2; : : : ;hqi�a �Thdm = 7�42�3 = 3:151 fermions ; = 3�4�3 = 2:701 bosons :The explicit numbers for the average momenta assume unperturbed �f = (eq=(�a �T ) � 1)�1 distributions for the lightfermions and bosons. Recall that for light neutrinos �a �Tm� = 1:95 K. The Dhdm;`(q; k; �) describe the evolution of theinitial conditions. For example, in the synchronous gauge for an adiabatic mode we have � = 0 and [194]Dhdm;0(q; k; �) = 14�hdm(q; k; �i) [j0(k��i)� 2(1� �)j2(k��i)] ;Dhdm;1(q; k; �) = 14�hdm(q; k; �i)�9� 4�5 (j1(k��i)+ 19k�ij0(k��i))� 65 (1� �)j3(k��i)� ;��i � �(q; �) � �(q; �i) : (C45)The complication in this equation (C44) is the integral over past time � 0 of the metric variables, turning the metricODEs into integro-di�erential equations, not by itself a great numerical problem, but for speed some care is neededto e�ciently yet fully sample the past history. In [260] we show adaptive (Romberg) integration makes this methodcompetitive in accuracy and numerical cost with the moment method. Even with less e�cient sampling, the speedupin the [134] neutrino code, which was also applied to hot/cold hybrid models in [2,232], was considerable. Past-historyapproaches are now also being used to great advantage for rapid computation of �t;` for the radiation [305]. TheSachs-Wolfe metric part of this is similar to eq. (C44), except the optical depth exp[��C ] enters in the obvious way.The Compton terms associated with the source G(S)tC have similar j` expansions, but now the low order moments of121



�(S)t enter into the integral. One of the features of the past-history method is that one does not have to calculate�(S)t;` at every `, whereas this is necessary because of the way the equations are coupled for the moment method.For the hot or warm dark matter, one can also save by shifting into P � 1 equations once the particles are stronglynonrelativistic and the wavenumber is much below the Jeans length, kJhdm(a) = (4�GN ��nr�a2=c2s;hdm)1=2, � �a1=2,where cs;hdm � �a�1 is the adiabatic sound speed. I shall sketch this since it exercises some of the equations derivedearlier. The energy and momentum conservation laws for hdm, eqs. (B8), (B9) with no source terms, Shdm = 0,are generally valid of course, but to close o� the equations, a model is required for the pressure uctuation (�p)hdmand the anisotropic stress �t;hdm. This relation is complex because of collisionless damping, but at late times thehdm obeys an equation similar to cdm. To roughly model residual e�ects of the random velocity dispersion, we canintroduce fudge factors akin to variable Eddington factors to close o� the hierarchy:(�p)hdm = Cp;hdm�phdm�hdm ;( 23 (3)r2 + 13 (3)R)�t;hdm = C�t;hdm�hdm;_�hdm + 3 _'+ k2�a�1(	v;hdm +	�) + 3 �H(Cp;hdm � 1) 35c2s;hdm�hdm = 0;�a�1 _	v;hdm = � + (Cp;hdm + C�t;hdm) 35c2s;hdm�hdm ;\adiabatic sound" speed: c2s;hdm � 53 �phdm��hdm = 53 hq2i3m2hdm�a2 ;cs;hdmhqihdmmhdm�a =�20�5�327�24 �1=2= 0:85 fermions ; �20�5�327�24 �1=2= 0:89 bosons;P � 1 eqs: are used for cs;hdm(a) < TOLvnr ; k < TOLJ kJhdm(a) ;and (Cp;hdm + C�t;hdm) is set to 5=3 : (C46)The fudge factor is arbitrary: the 5=3 choice is arranged so that it is the adiabatic sound speed, cs;hdm, ratherthan the isothermal sound speed, because compressing neutrinos that are gravitationally bound would be betterapproximated this way. (The Riemann eta and zeta values are �j , �j .) The pdV term on the neutrino energy density,� �H(Cp;hdm � 1)c2s;hdm�hdm, is not important. Although one could get more sophisticated by better modellingCp;hdm; Ct;hdm and thus the damping (see [299] for a nice nr analytic model of neutrino-damping), it is better to dealwith the damping by the full past-history integration or with a hierarchy of moments. Thus the tolerance factors arechosen to be quite conservative. The \very nonrelativistic" tolerance factor, TOLvnr, should be quite small (< 0:05)and the Jeans tolerance factor, TOLJ , should be at most a tenth.3. Numerically useful regimes for scalar perturbationsa. Tight-coupling, shear viscosity and thermal di�usionTight coupling equations adequately approximate the hierarchy prior to a (k-dependent) redshift ztc(k). These areobtained by �rst developing a two-uid treatment of the photon{baryon interaction, which is adequate provided theCompton timescale �C is short compared with all other timescales in the problem, in particular, the light-crossingtime across half a wavelength �k�1, and the Hubble time at that epoch. In the [134,88] code, we choose ztc to be atleast 2000, and also required that k�C < 0:01 and �H�a�C < 0:01 to remain in tight coupling: the results are insensitiveto considerable relaxation of this criterion.Two-uid equations are obtained from the in�nite hierarchy of moment equations (eq. C27) by setting �(S)t3 to zeroin the ` = 2 equation, thereby truncating the hierarchy, and neglecting _�(S)t2 . The polarization is also assumed tochange quickly enough so that �(S)Q0 and �(S)Q2 are in the steady state found by setting the right-hand side of the ` = 0and ` = 2 equations to zero: �(S)Q0 = 54�(S)t2 ; �(S)Q2 = � 14�(S)t2 : (C47)Thus, the ` = 2 equation �xes the anisotropic stress (total quadrupole anisotropy):16�t; = k�22�(S)t2 = 415f� �C�a�1(	v; +	�) (C48)122



= 415f� �C�a�1(	v;(+B) +	�)� 415f� �Cc2s(+B)�a�1	v;B ;f� = 34 with polarization; f� = 910 without;f� = 1 isotropic; no polarization;shear viscosity: � = 415f� � �a�C ;sound speed: c2s(+B) = c23 11 + 34 �B� ;thermal di�usion: � = 43 �T �a�C :Identifying this result with the form of eq. (A13) for scalar perturbations gives the photon's shear viscosity � . Thephoton kinematic viscosity is �=(�� + �p), hence is (5f�)�1�a�C . Weinberg's classic text [263,264] gives the f� = 1result. (He restricted himself to the approximation that Compton scattering was angle and polarization independent.)The bulk viscosity for photons vanishes. To determine the thermal di�usion coe�cient, we must identify terms in theseequations with the de�ning relation for � , eq. (A13), which involves the uid acceleration as well as the temperaturegradient. The temperature gradient is a projected one, so that it has no component in the direction of the uid'svelocity U ; i.e., it reduces to a spatial gradient in the uid's comoving frame. In the frame de�ned by the time-surfacevelocity e�n, it picks up a time component: ?b(U)I ( (4)rb[lnT ] +A(U)b) is (3)rI [lnT ] + Un�en[UI ]. For scalar photonperturbations, this reduces to (3)rI [ 14� + �H	v; ]; thus,(J(e))I = �� �T (3)rI( 14� + �H	v; + � � �a�1 _	)de�nes the combination we are looking for. With appropriate multiplication by �� to relate to the energy conservationequation, we getWeinberg's [264] result for � : the photon entropy per unit volume times �C . Of course, it is una�ectedby f� which arises in the anisotropic shear stress. Indeed, the potential for (J(e))I is just 43 ��(	v;B+(�a�C)�1 16k2�t;),i.e., basically 	v;B, but with the anisotropic stress contribution to it removed.The two-uid equations are obtained from the ` = 0 and ` = 1 equations, and the baryon mass and momentumconservation equations. They are eqs. (C35), (C36), (C29) and the _	v;B equation, (C39), with �t; substituted intoit. Alternatively one can use the _�s and _	v;(+B) equations instead of the _�B and _	v;B equations.The tight coupling equations are a one-uid ( +B) approximation in which the two-uid character is encoded indi�usion and viscosity coe�cients. They are obtained by creating a \constitutive relation" for 	v;B by expandingyB�C�a�1 _	v;B in eq. (C39) in powers of yB�C . Even if one is only interested in �rst order �C e�ects in the evolutionequations, the expansion of 	v;B must go to quadratic order:�a�1	v;B = �yBk2�2C 415f� �a�1(	v;B +	�)+ yB�C( 14� + �H	v;B) [1� (3� yB + pe)yB�C �H�a]+ y2B�2C((q + 1)( �H�a)2�a�1	v;B + 13k2�a�1	v;B + �a(�H)) ; (C49)( +B) kinematic shear viscosity: = �43� + �B = 35f� c2s(+B)�a�C ;( +B) sound damping rate: � = 12�a�1k2c2s(+B)�c� 45f� + 3��B4�� yB�;where q = �d ln( �H�a)d ln �a ; pe � �d lnYe=d ln a :The term in �a�1	v;B of order yB�2C is from the shear viscosity, while the yB�C and (yB�C)2 terms together are thethermal di�usion contributions (the nonnegligible (yB�C)2 terms come from the uid acceleration which enters thethermal di�usion expression). Three tight coupling equations are then to be solved: for entropy generation, _�s , andfor ( + B) mass and momentum conservation. In practice, we solve the _� equation and the _	v;B equation, (C36),instead of (C40).We saw in section VB1 that the transfer equation can be recast in terms of TC e�t, with TC the Compton trans-parency, and leading sources VC 14e� , �q̂i (3)riVC�a�1 e	v;B , and the integrated Sachs{Wolfe term. Because the source123



term eG(S)tSW (eq. (B34)) vanishes if the gravitational potential is constant, it is sometimes useful to regroup the ` = 0; 1photon transport equations, and the 2-uid and tight-coupling equations following from it, to exploit this in searchingfor analytic solutions: 14@� [e� ] + 13k2�a�1e	v; = eG(S)tSW ; (C50)@� [�a�1e	v; ] + 14e� + 16k2�t; = �ne�T	v;B :(To put all density and velocity perturbations on the same footing, we should also transform the momenta of baryons,massive and massless neutrinos, cold, warm and hot dark matter to eqI , which yields gauge-invariant quantities; e.g.,13e�B = 13�B + � + @� [�a�1	�], e	v;B � 	v;B +	� .)A WKB analysis of these equations gives the usual damped oscillation behavior, e.g., [130,264,263,8]. For a modeof wavenumber k, we have 14e� / (1 � yB)1=4 e�i R kcs;(+B) d� e�R ��a d�(if metric terms are ignored). The 4=(5f�) is from viscous shear, while the smaller 3��B4�� yB part is due to the thermaldi�usion. (Without the acceleration correction, _	v;B, in eq. (C49), the correct yB multiplier in the di�usion termof the damping rate is not obtained.) The Silk damping scale factor �D de�ned in [2] is related to � by �2D =(k�dec)�2 R �dec0 ��a d� . The integrand � �ape+5=2d ln �a is a very steeply rising function, so to truncate the integral atprecisely adec (de�ned by eq. (71)) will provide only a rough estimation of the overall factor; assuming the region neardecoupling dominates so we take pe � pe;dec, which is also a crude approximation,�2D � 115f� 1(pe + 52 )(pe + 2) (1 + 15f� ��ByB=(16��))(1 + 3��B=(4��)) : (C51)With f� = 3=4 and 7 �< pe;dec �< 12 (from �g. 3(c)), we have 0:02 �< �D �< 0:03 in the small 
B limit. For the low
B values inferred from nucleosynthesis, the shear viscosity is by far the dominant damping term, and �D / f�1=2� :the inclusion of polarization therefore results in a 10% increase in �D over the value that is obtained if polarizationis not included. Thus, apart from the intrinsic interest in polarization [265,134,88], it is clearly important to includeit because of the enhanced damping.The photon{baryon uid equations are coupled to those for CDM, the Boltzmann equations for massless neutrinosand massive neutrinos or warm dark matter if applicable, and the metric equations to obtain 	� and _'. In a typicalrun, we begin evolution when the waves are far outside the horizon and also in the relativistic dominated regime(so the initial conditions can be integrated analytically). For the photons and baryons, we start o� with the tightcoupling equations. For massless neutrinos. we solve for typically 40 moments, and shut them o� once the energydensity becomes negligible. After ztc(k), we solve the full moment hierarchy equations up to some `max(�), which weincrease according to an algorithm based on a monitor of the radiation power in high `-modes (`max scales with k� .)Special care must be taken with the computational procedure and time-stepping through recombination. We eitherintegrate the full equations forward to the present { which can often mean we are just generating Bessel functions byODE solvers, not the most straightforward nor accurate method, or, for many models and wavenumbers, we can dothis more accurately in a single step using free-streaming equations. Before turning to these, it is worthwhile to notehow well one can do with just two uid or tight coupling equations.Two-uid and tight coupling equations dominated theoretical explorations of the sixties, seventies and even intothe eighties, with the notable exception of the expansion of the transport equation in angular bins by Peebles and Yu[130] and unpublished earlier work using a moment expansion by Bardeen. For example, among others, [266,267,143]used two-uid models to calculate transfer functions for matter, for which it is often quite accurate, and to estimateCMB anisotropies, which Seljak [143] has recently shown to come reasonably close to a full transport solution.Tight coupling equations have not only been used to begin full transport calculations when the equations are verysti�. They have also been used successfully in calculating transfer functions, estimating Silk damping by WKBsolutions for baryon-dominated models, and have also been extensively used to make estimates for G0;G1 used inthe approximate equations of section VA, e.g., [131,2,268{270]. Keeping only the tight coupling equations to lowestorder in �C has a solution which can be expressed in terms of hypergeometric functions [268] plus a special solutionof the inhomogeneous equation driven by the metric variables. Since hypergeometric functions are not very useful forcalculations, searching for WKB solutions is usually more pro�table. In [2], I used the approximation of (1) tiny �B ,(2) a constant gravitational potential �L through photon decoupling, a limiting case for CDM-dominated universes,to elucidate the role that the Sachs{Wolfe e�ect, electron bulk ows and photon compression had on the developmentof anisotropy in both adiabatic and isocurvature models. Doroshkevich, Starobinsky and collaborators included �nite124



�B e�ects. None of our results could be viewed as particularly accurate, especially at high `. Hu and Sugiyama [270]explicitly included models for the metric variables in the �nite but small �B cases and showed that one can use theG0;G1 results to get the spectra even at high ` to within about 10% accuracy. Of course, if back action of the photonand baryons upon the metric variables becomes important, this will not work so well. These semi-analytical methodsstill require computation of Bessel functions to large order to get the C`'s, but this is quite fast. However, with currentcomputing power, full Boltzmann transport calculation of an entire model runs very quickly, measured in hours onDEC alphas for enough k-mode coverage to get good accuracy.b. Free-streamingEither by direct rearrangement of the transfer equation or by the use of inhomogeneous momentum transformationsof the sort used to get eq. (B34), we can rearrange terms in the transport equation to give the modi�ed distributionand source e�t = �t + � + @� (�a�1	�)� q̂i(3)ri�a�1	� � ne�T	v;B ;eG(S)tSW + eG(S)tC = _� � _'+ @2�a�1	�@�2 � @ne�T	v;B@�� ne�T �a 12P2(k̂ � q̂)(�t2 +�Q2 +�Q0)� ne�T �a�t;`�>2 : (C52)The distribution function perturbation e�t is gauge invariant. (Taking the ne�T	v;B term into the modi�ed dis-tribution function is not really important, since it is expected to fall to zero quite quickly after photon decoupling,especially for normal recombination. With this form, the Thomson source falls even more quickly to zero.) In [88],we identi�ed this variable, expressed in terms of �a�H for use when _' was negligible, as the one of relevance forfree-streaming (but without the ne�T	v;B term.)If the metric source terms become small beyond some time �s(k) (redshift zs(k)), the radiation free-streams:e�t(k; q̂; �) = e�iq̂�k(���s(k)) e�t(k; q̂; �s(k)) : (C53)The numerical output at redshift zs(k) is �t`(k; �s), including multipoles up to Lmax(�s), from which e�t` can beconstructed. Expanding the plane waves e�i�k(���s(k)) in terms of Legendre polynomials and j`(k(� � �s(k)) andintegrating over � gives a direct relation involving Clebsch{Gordon coe�cients that allows one to get �t`(k; �0) atthe present time �0 in a single step (Eq. (4.5) of [88]):e�t`(k; �0) = X̀0L (�1)(L+`0�`)=2 h`0`00jL0i2(2`0 + 1)jL(k�s)e�t`0(k; �s) : (C54)The Clebsch{Gordon coe�cients, h`m`0m0jLMi, use standard notation (e.g., deShalit and Feshbach [262]). Note thatj`� `0j �< L �< `+ `0 and L must be even (odd) if `+ `0 is even (odd). The spherical Bessel sum has to go to very highL, to Lmax(�s) + Lmax(�0). The former may be only a few hundred, but the latter will be at least 3000. SphericalBessel functions can be evaluated to ` � 6000 and higher with accuracy using Miller's method on a recursion relation.As we have seen in eq. (A38), �L � 'L = � S � 'S . The time derivatives of these terms go to zero when theanisotropic stress becomes negligible (so �L = �'L) and the gravitational potential becomes constant: this occursfor 
nr = 
 = 1 universes well after radiation{matter equality �eq . We would typically take zs(k) � 100 for standardCDM models with normal recombination, although for accuracy long waves are integrated to the present, which isa trivial computational burden; in reionized models there is persistent damping down to low redshifts so a zs nearor at the present is needed for accuracy for high k as well. (The streaming formula can be modi�ed to take thedominant damping e�ect into account.) The potential terms _�L� _'L are nonzero at late times if the universe becomesvacuum-dominated [110], but these e�ects have little inuence on high k's, so although for low k's one evolves theequations forward to the present, for high k's one can still use the free-streaming prescription.As a last aspect of this free-streaming, we described \small-angle" approximations in section VA4 that have beenused to speed up the evaluation of correlation functions and power spectra in the past; they are not used anymorefor primary anisotropies because the techniques and computing are well in place for doing full Boltzmann transport.A conceptually useful way of thinking of the free-streaming transport which connects to section VA is to treat theradiation pattern itself as the source, with a delta function visibility at some time �s:G(q; q̂;k; �) = V(�)e�t(q; q̂;k; �s) ; V(�) = �(� � �s) :125



With G so de�ned, one just applies eq. (129) with either PGG(k;�s; 0) being proportional to hje�t(k`; �`; �s)j2i, where�` � kk=k` and k` �q Q2R(�s)2 + k2k | a DSZ [131] style approximation { or one isotropizes, with PGG proportional toW 2t (k; �s) =P`�>2(2`+1)hje�t`(k; �s)j2i, a nearly-conserved quantity which is what the second approximation methodexploits. For example, the way it was used in [88] for CDM-type models was to integrate the Boltzmann equationsdown to redshift zs = 200 or so, construct W 2t (k; �s), then use eq. (129) to get C` (e.g., �g. 7 of [88]).4. Modi�cations with mean curvatureIn the seventies and eighties, when approximate methods were still being heavily used for anisotropy calculations, itwas usual to free-stream the radiation from an early time when the curvature was unimportant to now using at modelresults, but with an angle-distance relation appropriate for the curved model, eq. (130). The results for open CDMand isocurvature baryon models were then used to constrain parameters with data from the small and intermediateangle CMB experiments of the time, e.g., [134,135,215,242].Now the calculations are being done precisely. When there is mean curvature, one cannot expand in plane waves.The modes QkM are eigenfunctions, ��a2 (3)r2QkM = k2QkM, of the background Laplacian. Although plane wavesare not solutions for curved FRW spaces, spherical waves / Y`m are solutions, with radial wavefunctions Xk`(�=dcurv)which go to spherical Bessel functions j`(k�) when k is large compared with d�1curv, and which, like Bessel functions,can be generated by solving various recursion relations.1 This suggests multipole expansions are indeed the way totry to solve the equations. One wants this to be as close to the at case as possible. Let us de�ne a polynomial oforder ` by poly`(x�; x2) � x`P`(�). In the curved case, just as in the at case, we can write2�kM(x; �; q̂) (C55)= X̀(2`+ 1)(�`(k; �)=�`;t) (�k)�`poly`(q̂i(3)ri; �a2 (3)r2)QkM(x) ;�`;t = Ỳ`0=0�` ; �2̀ � 1� (`2 � 1) (3)R�a26k2 ; �0 = �1 = 1 :The �` correspond to �(S)ft;Q;U;V g;`, �er�;`, etc. and (3)R�a2 = �6d�2curv. The product of �`'s in the denominator helpsto regulate the hierarchy of moment equations in the presence of curvature [302{304]. When we express the hierarchyequations for neutrinos and photons in terms of �`(k; �)=�`;t they remain the same as for the at case, e.g., eqs. (C27),except an e�ective source term is added to the right-hand side:Gcurv;` = k `+ 12l+ 1 `(`+ 2) (3)R�a26k2 �(S)t(`+1)=�`;t : (C56)The (3)R corrections to the metric equations must be included as well of course. For numerical solution, one shouldrewrite the equations explicitly in terms of �`(k; �). In that case, the Gcurv;` is absorbed into the left hand side, with�` terms now appearing in the coupling of �(`�1), �(`+1) to _�`:_�` � k� `2`+ 1�`�(`�1) � `+ 12`+ 1�`+1�(`+1)� = usual RHS : (C57)1For open FRW universes the spectrum of the Laplacian has kdcurv �> 1, and the radial functions areXk`(x) =q�2 (kdcurv)`P�(`+12 )i�� 12 (cosh(x))sinh�1=2(x) ; x � �=dcurv;where the P�� (x) are associated Legendre functions (e.g., [133]).2This expansion format suggests that we de�ne generalized potentials Ut` by �t =P`(�)` poly`(q̂i(3)ri; �a2 (3)r2)Ut`=�`;t,so that Ut1 = �a�1	v; , Ut2 = 5�2;t�t;=12 and the higher ` equations become more like the energy and momentum conservationlaws. 126



(Sources in the ` = 2 equation also have to be multiplied by �2, and, to the extent they explicitly involve �`, rewrittenwith the correct �`;t factors.) Because the angle-distance relation for open universes results in the typical ` associatedwith a given wavenumber being much larger than in a at universe, being able to free-stream from an early time to thepresent is very useful to speed up numerical evaluations, but this can be done e�ciently with the recursion relation,just as in the at case [304]. The full numerical problem for open universes was �rst tackled by Mike Wilson [133],was picked up again by [138], and, more recently, by [244,243,304] for open CDM models and by [286] for texture andother isocurvature seed models; closed models are addressed in [303,304].In the absence of knowing what the generation mechanism is for the uctuations, it is usual in cosmology to consider\natural" spectral shapes such as power laws. What complicates matters is that the phase space for curved universesgoes like �2d�, where � �p(kdcurv)2 � 1 for scalar perturbations andp(kdcurv)2 � 3 for tensor perturbations, withthe spectrum of � going from 0 to1. (In closed models, � �p(kdcurv)2 + 1 for scalar perturbations,p(kdcurv)2 + 3for tensor perturbations, with � > 0 but in this case the � spectrum is discrete.) It is unclear a priori whether thepower law should be in kdcurv, �, volume or another combination.In ination models with mean curvature, if the generation mechanism is the usual zero point quantum uctuationsin scalar or gravity wave �elds, the equations of sections VIC and VIB 5 describe the development. In [244,243], itwas shown that d�1curv(kdcurv)�2(3+(kdcurv)2)2((kdcurv)2�1)�1=2 is an ination-inspired analogue of the k1 Harrison{Zeldovich energy density spectrum for at Universes. This looks complicated but has a very simple physical interpre-tation: just as for the at case, this translates to equal power per decade of wavenumber in the gravitational potential.Thus, it is advantageous to use power per logarithmic waveband to express this. Actually the scale independence isin the gauge invariant variables � or 'com (section VIB 3), which are / �N � ��H , the gravitational potential, onlarge scales. With tilt �s, P�(k) � (kdcurv)�s is suggested by the absence of curvature e�ects explicitly appearingin the equation for scalar �eld perturbations, eq. (176). The analogue for tensor perturbations for which curvaturecorrections explicitly appear in the gravitational wave evolution equation, eq. (169), is PGW (k) � ((kdcurv)2� 2)�t=2.In realistic ination models there are further small corrections near � = 0 [304].5. LensingEven though one usually linearizes in the metric variables to treat gravitational lensing in cosmological contexts, intransport theory it is a nonlinear process: Gtbend involves the transverse derivative to the instantaneous direction ofthe photon path, �@�t=@q̂IF I , where F I is a linear combination of the perturbed metric variables, �; ';	�. Whatcomplicates this is that under linear gauge transformations, �t can get new components / q̂JVJ , where VJ involvesmetric components; thus terms F IVI of quadratic order in the metric components are induced. The situation canbe clari�ed by recognizing that, in the absence of interactions with matter, the Boltzmann equation is just a book-keeping device saying that the mean photon occupation number (or phase space density) is conserved along photontrajectories and the photon trajectories can be solved with linearized potentials. As expected dq̂I=d� = F I .The expressions for the angular power spectrum derived in this section are meant to exercise some of the machineryand approximations given previously in these appendices. The relationship between Clens($) and Cno-lens` is equivalentto an expression given by Seljak [279] whose numerical results are described below; see also [274].It is customary (e.g., [272]) to work in the longitudinal gauge for lensing, with metric variables �L = �N and'L ! ��N once anisotropic stress can be neglected, so one's Newtonian insight into the potential �N can be applied.In terms of these variables, Gtbend = @�t@q̂I (�IJ � q̂I q̂J)e�J [�L � 'L] : (C58)To relate this to the equations of motion, the expressions in the footnote in section B1 are evaluated using the Riccirotation coe�cients eq. (B4). For each geodesic there is an a�ne parameter � \clocking" changes. We can alsomeasure changes by transforming to conformal time �(�) or, as is done here, to comoving radial distance �(�) whichis set to zero (as is �) at the end of the photon trajectory; i.e., here, at x0, and now, at �0. In terms of the photonmomenta qI that gives us the gauge-invariant e�t variable (i.e., with ln
 = ln �a+ �L, lnA = ln �a+ 'L), the geodesicequations are 1�N d ln qd� = �en[�L � 'L]1�N dq̂Id� = �(�IJ � q̂I q̂J )1�ae�J [�L � 'L] :127



dxid� = NA ( qqn e i�I q̂I +Ae in )! e�L�'L�iI q̂I ;d�d� = � qnN
 ! �e�2�Lq ; d�=d�! e�(�L+'L)q : (C59)(Note that a surface of constant conformal time is not a surface at a �xed comoving distance in this gauge when onetakes the perturbations into account.) The photon position as it meanders back and forth under the action of themetric obeys xI � rI � sI ; rI = xI0 � q̂I0� ;sI = � Z �s0 d� Z �0 d�0 (�IJ � q̂I q̂J )e�J [�L � 'L] : (C60)There are many similarities to the Zeldovich approximation, with the unperturbed photon trajectory rI like theunperturbed (Lagrangian space) position, with the deviation from that trajectory sI like the displacement �eld, andwith the true trajectory xI like the \true" (Eulerian space) position. One can use the same methods for solvingthis problem as is used to map from Lagrangian space to Eulerian space in 3D cosmology. A at Universe has beenassumed. Thus we can use Fourier transform methods to �nd the solution. For example the correlation function attime �0 can be expressed in terms of the radiation pattern on the surface a distance �s away byClens($) = he�t(q̂0;x0; �0)e�t(q̂00;x0; �0)i�Xk e�ik�(q̂0�q̂00)�she�ik�(s�s0) e�t(k; �s; k̂ � q̂s)e��t (k; �s; k̂ � q̂0s)i : (C61)Here as usual $ = q̂0 � q̂00, q̂s and q̂0s are the directions of the photons at �s, and �s � s� s0. The ensemble-averageencompasses the statistics of both the radiation pattern at �s and the distribution of the clumped matter lying between�s and us which is responsible for the bending. In practice it will be an excellent approximation to assume they arestatistically independent of each other. As a further simpli�cation along the lines of the \small angle approximations"described in section C3 b, we replace he�t(k; �s; k̂ � q̂s)e��t (k; �s; k̂ � q̂0s)i by the DSZ approximation, hje�t(k; �s; ��)j2i. Inthe usual DSZ approximation, �� = k̂ � (q̂s+ q̂0s)=2. In principle the average lensed polar direction, (q̂s+ q̂0s)=2, could beshifted considerably from the unperturbed direction (q̂0 + q̂00)=2 on the sky. Still, as a �rst approximation we replace�� by its ensemble average, �� = k̂ � (q̂0 + q̂00)=2, invoking [88] who showed that one still gets a good approximation bygoing one step beyond DSZ by isotropizing hje�t(k; �s; ��)j2i.For small angles we can also use a Fourier transform approximation to the power spectrum, utilizing a split intocomponents transverse and parallel to the average line of sight, which sets the unlensed 2D wavenumber to beQ0 = k?�s: Clens($) � Z d2Q0(2�)2 eiQ0�$ he�iQ0�(s�s0)=�si 2�Q20 Cno-lens`0 : (C62)As usual, Q0 = jQ0j = `0 + 12 . The statistical average he�iQ0��s=�si is the characteristic function for the randomvariable Q0 � �s, expressible in terms of all of the connected N -point correlation function of it. A subject whichis interesting to explore is the extent to which non-Gaussian features will manifest themselves. To date the papershave focussed on simpli�ed approximations to get an idea of the magnitude of the e�ect. The leading term for thisaverage is a Gaussian approximation, exp[� 12PAB Q0AQ0Bh�sA�sBi=�2s], where A;B = 1; 2 for the two componentsof the transverse vector. If the separation j$j is small, then �sA can be expanded in terms of the \shear tensor""AB = �@�sA=@(�s$B). (Strain tensor rather than shear tensor is the more appropriate name.) For the basis of theillustration of this section, we shall just consider the isotropized version of h(Q0 ��s)2i, i.e., 12Q20h�s ��si, which Ide�ne to be 12Q20"2$2�2s . In the small angle limit of the isotropized version, "2 = 12"AB"AB .We can use Fourier methods to determine the rms displacement. In the 'L = ��N limit, [279,272]12"2$2 � Z d��s Z d2Q0(2�)2 (1� eiQ0�$)2�2Q0 4P�N �Q0�s � (1� �=�s)2 : (C63)In the small $ limit, " is $-independent as expected. For this constant " case, the Fourier transform of the correlationfunction can be done explicitly: 128



Clens` = Z d2Q0 exp[�jQ�Q0j2=(Q20"2)]�(Q20"2) Q2Q20 Cno-lens`0 : (C64)Q is the lensed angular wavenumber and Q = ` + 12 . The total power is conserved { the logarithmic integrals ofClens` and Cno-lens`0 are the same { but it is rearranged via the convolution, which is a smoothing in `-space. If "($)is changing slowly with angular scale $, "(Q�10 ) is reasonable to use. Seljak [279] has used realistic gravitationalpotential power spectra { linear theory on large scales with a good approximation to nonlinear e�ects on small scales,thereby enhancing the lensing e�ect { to estimate ". A rough �t, covering a range from arcsecond scales up to tensof arcminutes, is "(�) � 0:2� 0:03 ln(�=10) for a CDM model with �8 = 1 and � 0:14� 0:03 ln(�=10) for a 
vac = 0:8model. Thus the spread around `0, �`=`0 � ", is not very large, � 0:2 at a few arcminutes, less for larger scales;note also that " is changing slowly with �, with a local power law index �< 0:2 for arcminute scales, so the constant" approximation is not even too bad. The net e�ect is that the higher Doppler peaks and troughs are smoothed outenough so that one must take the lensing e�ect into account in some happy future where we have an extremely welldetermined C`. 6. Tensor perturbation source termsAs we saw in eq. (C5), the natural variables to use for tensor perturbations are e�(T�)ft;U;V;Qg de�ned by the expansion�(T )ij = w X(�)=t;Q;U;V X�=+;�Xk e�(T�)(�) E(T�) � E(�)E(�) � E(�) E(T�)ij eik�x ak(T�) + cc:The polarization basis for k-modes is eq. (C13), with q̂ replacing q̂0:"2 = (� sin�;� cos�; 0); "1 = (�� cos�;�� sin�;p1� �2): (C65)To determine e�(T�)t;U;V;Q, we need the 2� 4 transformation matrix of inner products E(Tf+;�g) � Eft;U;V;QgEft;U;V;Qg � Eft;U;V;Qg != � �(1� �2) cos(2�) (1 + �2) cos(2�) 2� sin(2�) 0�(1� �2) sin(2�) (1 + �2) sin(2�) �2� cos(2�) 0 � ;e:g:; E(T+) � EQEQ � EQ = ("1)1("1)1 � ("2)1("2)1 � ("1)2("1)2 + ("2)2("2)2= (1 + �2) cos(2�) : (C66)Note that there is no e�(T�)V . One can also expand the source functions G(T )ij;C and G(T )ij;SW in modes:G(T )ij fC;SWg= wX(�) X� Xk eG(T�)(�) fC;SWg E(T�) � E(�)E(�) � E(�) E(T�)ij eik�x ak(T�) + cc:The evaluation of eG(T�)(�)SW is simple, with the result eq. (207): eG(T�)tSW = 12 _h(T�), with the rest vanishing.To get the Thomson scattering source functions eq. (208) for eG(T�)(�)C is more work. A straightforward route is toisolate the cos(2(�� �0)); sin(2(���0)) terms in the phase tensor components [P ](�)(�) . Let us denote the perturbationvariables in an expansion in cos(2�) and sin(2�) by �(T�)(�) , G(T�)(�) fC;SWg, without the tilde. The relation to the tildevariables is �(T�)t � �(1� �2)e�(T�)t ; �(T�)Q = (1 + �2)e�(T�)Q ; �(T�)U = �2�e�(T�)U ;129



and similarly for G(T�)(�)SW and G(T�)(�)C , which is given by�CG(T�)tC = ��(T�)t + (1� �2)�(T�) ; � = +;� ; (C67)�CG(T�)QC = ��(T�)Q � (1 + �2)�(T�) ;�CG(T�)UC = ��(T�)U + 2��(T�) ;�CG(T�)V C = ��(T�)V ;�(T�) � 38Z 12d�0 [ 12 (1� (�0)2)�(T�)t � 12 (1 + (�0)2)�(T�)Q + 122�0�(T�)U ]:Although the derivation of [P ](�)(�) was done in the comoving baryon gauge, the tensor terms �(T�)(�) are all gaugeinvariant, so are valid in any gauge.The classical route is to have the form of [P ](�)(�) compel one to �rst transform to variables �(T�)(�) which take out thecos(2�), sin(2�), then be compelled by the form of eqs. (C67) to introduce the Polnarev combinations e�(T�)(�) . Notethat �(T�)V obeys pure damping equations with no source terms, hence remains unexcited by gravitational waves, andso vanishes identically, a result which follows directly in the tilde representation.The e�(T�)t;U;V;Q obey the simpli�ed transfer equations@@� e�(T�)t + q̂ � re�(T�)t = 12 _h(T�) � ��1C e�(T�)t + ��1C �(T�) ; (C68)@@� e�(T�)Q + q̂ � re�(T�)Q = ���1C e�(T�)Q + ��1C �(T�) ; e�(T�)Q = e�(T�)U ;�(T�) � 38 Z 12d�0 [ 12 (1� (�0)2)2 e�(T�)t + 12 (1 + 6(�0)2 + (�0)4)e�(T�)Q ] ;�(T�) = 110 e�(T�)t0 + 17 e�(T�)t2 + 370 e�(T�)t4 + 35 e�(T�)Q0 � 67 e�(T�)Q2 + 370 e�(T�)Q4 :As for scalar perturbations, these two transfer equations are solved by expanding in Legendre polynomials, P`(�) [140].The moment equations are identical in form to those for scalar perturbations, except that only the ` = 0 equationshave nonzero sources for both e�(T�)t;Q `: Higher moments have only the usual ��1C e�(T�)t` damping and grow only as aresult of the ux from lower `'s through the q̂ � k̂ e�(T�)t;Q propagation term. The ` = 0 source feeding the developmentof total anisotropy is 12 _h(T�) + ��1C �(T�). The polarization growth is fed by ��1C �(T�) in the ` = 0 equation.Given _h(T�), there is an exact solution for e�(T�)t � e�(T�)Q , which is a free-streaming solution including damping(associated with the Thomson depth �C). The polarization is quite small [141], so this is also a good approximationfor e�(T�)t , the solution when the �(T�) feed is neglected:e�(T�)t � e�(T�)t � e�(T�)Q = Z �00 e��C(�) d� e�ik�q̂� 12 _h(T�)(�) ; (C69)e�(T�)t` � e�(T�)t` � e�(T�)Q` = Z �00 e��C(�) d� j`(k�) 12 _h(T�)(�) : (C70)Although working with the +;� quantities has some advantages, for derivations it is useful to use the expansion�(T )t = �r16�15 e�(TG)t Y22 + cc ; e�(TG)t � 1p2 (e�(T+)t � ie�(T�)t ) : (C71)Here cc denotes complex conjugate. This explicitly shows that an ` = 2 tensor component is the leading term comingout of gravity waves, whereas for scalar modes there are (gauge dependent) ` = 0 and ` = 1 terms. We also introducethe notation hG � (h(T+) � ih(T�))=p2 for the analogous gravity wave contribution. To go from e�(TG)t to multipolecomponents on the sky and the angular power spectrum, we make use of130



Y`�2(�; 0) =Xm D(`)�2m(k̂)Y`m(q̂) ; � = k̂ � q̂ ;(2`+ 1)Y2�2(�; 0)P`(�)= X̀0 p5p(2`0 + 1) h20`00j`0ih2� 2`0 � (�2)j`0iY`0�2(�; 0)= p5X̀0 12r32p(2`0 + 1)p(`0 � 1)`0(`0 + 1)(`0 + 2)� � �`;`0+2(2`0 + 1)(2`0 + 3) � 2 �`;`0(2`0 � 1)(2`0 + 3) + �`;`0�2(2`0 � 1)(2`0 + 1)�:D(`)�2m(�; �; ) denotes the irreducible rotation tensor of rank ` for a rotation with Euler angles �; �; , with here� = 0 and �;  the polar angles of k̂. The h`m`0m0jLMi are Clebsch{Gordon coe�cients [262]. Thus the multipolecoe�cients are a(T )t;`m =Xk D(`)�2m(k̂)p(2`+ 1)p(`� 1)`(`+ 1)(`+ 2)� � e�(TG)t;`�2(2`� 1)(2`+ 1) + 2 e�(TG)t;`(2`� 1)(2`+ 3) + e�(TG)t;`+2(2`+ 1)(2`+ 3)�+ ccand the di�erential angular power spectrum isdC(T )t`d ln k = `(`+ 1)(1� 1̀2 )(1 + 2̀) k32�2 ����� e�(TG)t;`�2(1� 12` )(1 + 12` )+ 2 e�(TG)t;`(1� 12` )(1 + 32` ) + e�(TG)t;`+2(1 + 12` )(1 + 32` ) ����2� : (C72)When we use the brick wall approximation for e��C(�), unity after recombination, zero before, in eq. (C70) we obtainthe Abbott and Wise [224] approximation for tensor mode microwave background uctuations. Keeping the fulle��C(�) improves the approximation. Obtaining the power spectra for the polarization is more complex because themultiplying functions going from �(T�Q;U to the e�(T�)Q variables are not simply Y2�2.
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